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REPLY TO HAYNE 

BY 

DANIEL WEBSTER 



DANIEL WEBSTER 

1782-1852 

It is perhaps impossible to decide which orator of ancient and m9dern 
times has been in all respects the greatest of all. The reason 1s, of 
course that no one is able to estimate the value of the " personal equa
tion " 'which in oratory more than in other things, is a factor in the 
problem. l\foreover, the special circumstances under which a given 
oration is delivered exercise an immense influence in the general effect 
upon the hearers. The fact that Lincoln spoke at Gettysburg gave his 
noble words a weight and pathos which they would not have had else
where. When Webster answered Hayne, the spectre of disunion had 
already cast over the country the shadow of its pestilential wings. 
These elements :;elp the orator, as sunshine and verdure, shade and 
color, help the temple-which had no great impressiveness in the archi
tect's drawing. The student sees only the printed page, and must re
construct from memory or information the surroundings of the occasion, 
and the personality of the man. 

After making all allowances, however, it is at least highly probable 
that Webster, when he made that speech in reply to Hayne, was, then 
and there, the greatest of all orators living or dead. That speech was 
not the mere effort of the moment; it was the sum and substance of his 
whole moral, intellectual, and political life, gathered up into one thun
derbolt of eloquence, and launched at once into human history. That 
speech was his creed, his experience, his aspiration, his work in the 
world-in short, it was himself. After reading that, all else that Web
ster spoke sounds like an echo, a prophecy, or a reminiscence; we need 
not linger over them; we have seen the orator at his apogee, superb 
with the light that never was on sea or land. The hour and the man 
met. and were glorified together. 

Webster was born at Salisbury (Franklin), N.H., on January 18, 1782. 
He got his earliest instruction from his mother, and his family, by rigid 
economy, were able to send him to Exeter Academy and Dartmouth 
College, where he graduated in 1801; afterwards studying law and being 
admitted to practice in 18o5. As a boy he had found it difficult to 
" speak pieces " on elocution days; and it was not until he made his 
Fourth of July oration in Dartmouth that anyone supposed he had the 
possibility of oratory in him. It was an ornamental and rather hea\"Y 
p~rformance; but it contained ideas, and pleased the village audience 
highly. 

Indeed, he had furnished himself. in his early reading, with the best 
models; he was familiar with the Bible, as well as with Milton and a 
few other great writers of poetry and prose; and he knew by heart. and 
had thoroughly analyzed, the constitution of the United States. That 
constitution, and all that it meant and implied, was the central thought 
of his life; around that everything was grouped; to vindicate and 
champion it was the mission of his life. And well was he fitted for the 
enterprise. His form and face were incarnate dignity and eloquence; 
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4 WEBSTER 

so that when he spoke, the eye had already prepared the ear for what 
was to come. His mind, with its superb native imaginative powers, 
its ethical elevation, and its assiduous training in the methods and 
perspicacity of the law, had ever kept in view the broadest and most 
fundamental problems of statesmanship; so that when he was called 
from his country Jaw-office at Boscawen, after having made what 
seemed a sufficient reputation in the way of arguments before a jury, 
to take his seat in Congress in r813, he was then really taking his first 
step upon the stage which was to be peculiarly his own. His forensic 
oratory had been practically irresistible in its argumentative strength, 
its quiet simplicity, comprehensible to the most ordinary intelligence, 
as of one man talking reasonably with another; and its gradually rising 
eloquence, based upon the very nature of the theme, and therefore never 
seeming forced or strained. The book of human nature lay open to him 
as the book of law; he knew how to move men and win their al
legiance. Yet his legal record is exceptionable in the constancy with 
which he abstained from making the worse appear the better reason; 
he was always on the side of right, as well as on the winning side; and 
his victories were also victories for justice and morality. 'Webster, in 
fact, always rose to the full measure of the emergency or condition which 
confronted him; and he handled the highest questions of state with the 
same majestic and easy command that he had manifested in the disputes 
of the court-room. In whatever crisis he was always Webster; until 
it might be said of him as of the invincible Launcelot in the fairy legend, 
" His very name-this conquered." 

He was a Federalist member of the House from 1813 to 1817, from 
New Hampshire; but in 18r6 he removed to Boston, and was elected 
to Congress from Massachusetts in 1823. Elected United States Senator 
in 1827, he became one of the Whig leaders in the Senate, and took part 
in the famous debates against Hayne and Calhoun. In 1841 he was 
appointed Secretary of State, and was again elected to the Senate in 
1845. Five years later he again became Secretary of State. He died 
at Mansfield, Mass., October 24, 1852. 

The manner in which the debate between Webster and Hayne arose 
has been often told. A resolution of inquiry offered by Foote as to 
sales and surveys of Western lands, had called into question the in
terpretation of the constitution on the point of the limits of State sov
ereignty; and Webster's speech, replying to Hayne's contention that 
the State was all-powerful in matters concerning itself, maintained the 
supreme rule of the Union. Hayne's speech had been so clever that it 
was doubted whether an effective rejoinder could be made; the only 
person entirely free from anxiety on that score was Webster himself. 
He had been preparing for this occasion all his life; and had actu
ally made a study of the particular subject now to be discussed, some 
years before, when a resolution had been proposed to cede public do
mains to the States in which they were situated. " It struck me as being 
so unfair," Webster explained afterwards, "that I prepared an argu
ment to resist it, embracing the whole history of the public lands and 
the government's action in regard to them. Had Hayne tried to make 
a speech to fit my notes, he could not have hit it better. No man," 
he adds, " is inspired with the occasion: I never was! " There was an 
immense concourse of people to hear the speech, the importance of 
which, indeed, could hardly be exaggerated; and in this case the fable 
of the mountain in labor was reversed. No mouse was brought forth; 
but a progeny so sublime and potent, that a great nation has accepted 
it as the incarnation of its principles ever since. 



REPLY TO HAYNE 

Delivered in the Senate of the United States, January 26, 1830 1
. 

MR. PRESIDENT: When the mariner has been tossed 
for many days, in thick weather, and on an unknown 
sea, he naturally avails himself of the first pause in the 

storm, the earliest glance of the sun, to take his latitude, and as
certain how far the elements have driven him from his true 
course. Let us imitate this prudence, and, before we float 
farther on the waves of this debate, refer to the point from which 
we departed, that we may at least be able to conjecture where we 
now are. I ask for the reading of the resolution. 

[The secretary read the resolution, as follows: 
"Resolved, That the committee on public lands be instructed to in

quire and report the quantity of public lands remaining unsold within 
each State and territory, and whether it be expedient to limit, for a 
certain period, the sales of the public lands to such lands only as have 
heretofore been offered for sale, and are now subject to entry at the 
minimum price. And, also, whether the office of surveyor-general, and 
some of the land offices, may not be abolished without detriment to the 
public interest; or whether it be expedient to adopt mea>ures to hasten 
the sales, and extend more rapidly the surveys of the public lands."] 

\Ve have thus heard, sir, what the resolution is, which is actu
ally before us for consideration; and it will readily occur to 
everyone that it is almost the only subject about which some
thing has not been said in the speech, running through two days, 
by which the Senate has been now entertained by the gentleman 

1 (The famous debate between Daniel 
\Veb<ter, of Massachusetts, and Robert 
Y. Havne, of South Carolina, in the 
United-States Senate was a result of the 
wide and irreconcilable differences that 
separoted the representatives of the 
North from those of the South, and as 
such, it is of the greatest value to the 
student of political history. The im· 
mediate and direct cause of the debate 

s 

"·as a resolution introduced by Mr. 
Foote, of Connecticut, relating to the 
sale and survey of public lands. In the 
course of the discussion Mr. Havne 
made an elahorate argument to prO,·e 
that New England had always pur•11ed 
an unfriendly course towards the \\'est
ern States. In rejoinder Webster de
livered his historic •• Reply to Hayne." 
-EDI'fOil.) 



6 WEBSTER 

from South Carolina. Every topic in the wide range of our 
public affairs, whether past or present-everything, general or 
local, whether belonging to national politics, or party politics, 
seems to have attracted more or less of the honorable member's 
attention, save only the resolution before the Senate. He has 
spoken of everything but the public lands. They have escaped 
his notice. To that subject, in all his excursions, he has not paid 
even the cold respect of a passing glance. 

When this debate, sir, was to be resumed on Thursday morn
ing, it so happened that it would have been convenient for me to 
be elsewhere. The honorable member, however, did not incline 
to put off the discussion to another day. He had a shot, he said, 
to return, and he wished to discharge it. That shot, sir, which 
it was kind thus to inform us was coming, that we might stand 
out of the way, or prepare ourselves to fall before it, and die with 
decency, has now been received. Under all advantages, and 
with expectation awakened by the tone which preceded it, it has 
been discharged, and has spent its force. It may become me to 
say no more of its effect, than that, if nobody is found, after all, 
either killed or wounded by it, it is not the first time, in the his
tory of human affairs, that the vigor and success of the war have 
not quite come up to the lofty and sounding phrase of the mani
festo. 

The gentleman, sir, in declining to postpone the debate, told 
the Senate, with the emphasis of his hand upon his heart, that 
there was something rankling here, which he wished to relieve. 

[1Ir. Hayne rose, and disclaimed having used the word rankling.] 

It would not, Mr. President, be safe for the honorable member 
to appeal to those around him upon the question, whether he did, 
in fact, make use of that word. But he may have been uncon
scious of it. At any rate, it is enough that he disclaims it. But 
still, with or without the use of that particular word, he had yet 
something here, he said, of which he wished to rid himself by an 
immediate reply. In this respect, sir, I have a great advantage 
over the honorable gentleman. There is nothing here, sir, 
which gives me the slightest uneasiness; neither fear, nor anger, 
nor that which is sometimes more troublesome than either-the 
consciousness of having been in the wrong. There is nothing, 
either originating here, or now received here by the gentleman's 
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shot. Nothing original, for I had not the slightest feeling of 
disrespect or unkindness towards the honorable member. Some 
passages, it is true, had occurred since our acquaintance in this 
body, which I could have wished might have been otherwise; 
but I had used philosophy and forgotten them. When the hon
orable member rose, in his first speech, I paid him the respect of 
attentive listening; and when he sat down, though surprised 
and, I must say, even astonished, at some of his opinions, noth
ing was farther from my intention than to commence any per
sonal warfare: and through the whole of the few remarks I 
made in answer, I avoided, studiously and carefully, everything 
which I thought possible to be construed into disrespect. And, 
sir, while there is thus nothing originating here, which I wished 
at any time, or now wish to discharge, I must repeat, also, that 
nothing has been received here which rankles, or in any way 
gives me annoyance. I will not accuse the honorable member 
of violating the rules of civilized war-I will not say that he poi
soned his arrows. But whether his shafts were, or were not, 
dipped in that which would have caused rankling, if they had 
reached, there was not, as it happened, quite strength enough in 
the bow to bring them to their mark. If he wishes now to 
gather up those shafts, he must look for them elsewhere; they 
will not be found fixed and quivering in the object at which they 
were aimed. 

The honorable member complained that I had slept on his 
speech. I must have slept on it, or not slept at all. The mo
ment the honorable member sat down, his friend from Missouri* 
rose, and, with much honeyed commendation of the speech, sug
gested that the impressions which it had produced were too 
charming and delightful to be disturbed by other sentiments or 
other sounds, and proposed that the Senate should adjourn. 
Would it have been quite amiable in me, sir, to interrupt this 
excellent good feeling? Must I not have been absolutely mali
cious, if I could have thrust myself forward to destroy sensa
tions, thus pleasing? Was it not much better and kinder, both 
to sleep upon them myself, and to allow others also the pleasure 
of sleeping upon them? But if it be meant, by sleeping upon his 
speech, that I took time to prepare a reply to it, it is quite a mis
take; owing to other engagements, I could not employ even the 

*(Webster here refers to Thomas Hart Benton, Senator from Missouri.-EDITOR.) 



8 WEBSTER 

interval between the adjournment of the Senate and its meeting 
the next morning, in attention to the subject of this debate. 
Nevertheless, sir, the mere matter of fact is undoubtedly true-I 
did sleep on the gentleman's speech; and slept soundly. And I 
slept equally well on his speech of yesterday, to which I am now 
replying. It is quite possible that in this respect, also, I possess 
some advantage over the honorable member, attributable, doubt
less, to the cooler temperament on my part; for, in truth, I slept 
upon his speeches remarkably well. But the gentleman inquires 
why he was made the object of such a reply? Why was he sin
gled out? If an attack has been made on the East, he, he as
sures us, did not begin it-it was the gentleman from Missouri. 
Sir, I answered the gentleman's speech because I happened to 
hear it: and because, also, I chose to give an answer to that 
speech which, if unanswered, I thought most likely to produce 
injurious impressions. I did not stop to inquire who was the 
original drawer of the bill. I found a responsible indorser be
fore me, and it was my purpose to hold him liable, and to bring 
him to his just responsibility without delay. But, sir, this inter
rogatory of the honorable member was only introductory to an
other. He proceeded to ask me whether I had turned upon him, 
in his debate, from the consciousness that I should find an over
match, if I ventured on a contest with his friend from Missouri. 
If, sir, the honorable member, ex gratia modestim, had chosen 
thus to defer to his friend, and to pay him a compliment, with
out intentional disparagement to others, it would have been 
quite according to the friendly courtesies of debate, and not at 
all ungrateful to my own feelings. I am not one of those, sir, 
who esteem any tribute of regard, whether light and occasional, 
or more serious and deliberate, which may be bestowed on 
others, as so much unjustly withholden from themselves. But 
the tone and manner of the gentleman's question forbid me that 
I thus interpret it. I am not at liberty to consider it as nothing 
more than a civility to his friend. It had an air of taunt and 
disparagement, something of the loftiness of asserted superiority, 
which does not allow me to pass over it without notice. It was 
put as a question for me to answer, and so put, as if it were diffi
cult for me to answer, Whether I deemed the member from Mis
souri an overmatch for myself in debate here. It seems to me, 
sir, that this is extraordinary language, and an extraordinary 
tone, for the discussions of this body. 
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Matches and overmatches I Those terms are more applicable 
elsewhere than here, and fitter for other assemblies than this. 
Sir, the gentleman seems to forget where and what we are. This 
is a Senate; a Senate of equals: of men of individual honor and 
personal character, and of absolute independence. vVe know 
no masters: we acknowledge no dictators. This is a hall for 
mutual consultation and discussion; not an arena for the exhibi
tion of champions. I offer myself, sir, as a match for no man; 
I throw the challenge of debate at no man's feet. But then, sir, 
since the honorable member has put the question in a manner 
that calls for an answer, I will give him an answer; and I tell 
him that, holding myself to be the humblest of the members here, 
I yet know nothing in the arm of his friend from Missouri, either 
alone, or when aided by the arm of his friend from South Caro
lina, that need deter even me from espousing whatever opinions 
I may choose to espouse, from debating whenever I may choose 
to debate, or from speaking whatever I may see fit to say, on the 
floor of the Senate. Sir, when uttered as matter of commenda
tion or compliment, I should dissent from nothing which the 
honorable member might say of his friend. Still less do I put 
forth any pretensions of my own. But, when put to me as mat
ter of taunt, I throw it back, and say to the gentleman that he 
could possibly say nothing less likely than such a comparison 
to wound my pride of personal character. The anger of its tone 
rescued the remark from intentional irony, which otherwise 
probably would have been its general acceptation. But, sir, if 
it be imagined that by this mutual quotation and commendation; 
if it be supposed that, by casting the characters of the drama, as
signing to each his part; to one the attack, to another the cry of 
onset; or if it be thought that by a loud and empty vaunt of 
anticipated victory any laurels are to be won here; if it be im
agined, especially, that any or all these things will shake any pur
pose of mine, I can tell the honorable member, once for all, that 
he is greatly mistaken, and that he is dealing with one of whose 
temper and character he has yet much to learn. Sir, I shall not 
allow myself on this occasion, I hope on no occasion, to be be
trayed into any loss of temper; but if provoked, as I trust I never 
shall be, into crimination and recrimination, the honorable 
member may perhaps find that, in that contest, there will be 
blows to take as well as blows to give; that others can state 
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comparisons as significant, at least, as his own; and that his 
impunity may possibly demand of him whatever powers of 
taunt and sarcasm he may possess. I commend him to a pru
dent husbandry of his resources. 

But, sir, the coalition! The coalition! Ay, "the murdered 
coalition!" The gentleman asks, if I were Jed or frightened 
into this debate by the spectre of the coalition-" Was it the 
ghost of the murdered coalition," he exclaims, " which haunted 
the member from Massachusetts; and which, like the ghost of 
Banquo, would never down?" "The murdered coalition!" 
Sir, this charge of a coalition, in reference to the late administra
tion, is not original with the honorable member. It did not 
spring up in the Senate. Whether as a fact, as an argument, or 
as an embellishment, it is all borrowed. He adopts it, indeed, 
from a very low origin, and a still lower present condition. It ts 
one of the thousand calumnies with which the press teemed 
during an excited political canvass. It was a charge of which 
there was not only no proof of probability, but which was, in 
itself, wholly impossible to be true. No man of common in
formation ever believed a syllable of it. Yet it was of that class 
of falsehoods, which, by continued repetition, through all the 
organs of detraction and abuse, are capable of misleading those 
who are already far misled, and of further fanning passion, al
ready kindling into flame. Doubtless it served in its day, and 
in greater or less degree, the end designed by it. Having done 
that it has sunk into the general mass of stale and loathed calum
nies. It is the very cast-off slough of a polluted and shameless 
press. Incapable of further mischief, it lies in the sewer, lifeless 
and despised. It is not now, sir, in the power of the honorable 
member to give it dignity or decency, by attempting to elevate it, 
and to introduce it into the Senate. He cannot change it from 
what it is, an object of general disgust and scorn. On the con
trary, the contact, if he choose to touch it, is more likely to drag 
him down, down, to the place where it lies itself. 

But, sir, the honorable member was not, for other reasons, 
entirely happy in his allusion to the story of Banquo's murder, 
and Banquo's ghost. It was not, I think, the friends, but the 
enemies of the murdered Banquo, at whose bidding his spirit 
would not down. The honorable gentleman is fresh in his read
ing of the English classics, and can put me right if I am wrong; 
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but, according to my poor recollection it was at those who had 
begun with caresses, and ended with foul and treacherous mur
der, that the gory locks were shaken! The ghost of Banquo, 
like that of Hamlet, was an honest ghost. It disturbed no inno
cent man. It knew where its appearance would strike terror, 
and who would cry out, a ghost! It made itself visible in the 
right quarter, and compelled the guilty, and the conscience-smit
ten, and none others, to start, with, 

" Pr'ythee, see there! behold-look! lo! 
If I stand here, I saw him! " 

their eyeballs were seared (was it not so, sir?) who had thought 
to shield themselves, by concealing their own hand, and laying 
the imputation of the crime on a low and hireling agency in 
wickedness; who had vainly attempted to stifle the workings of 
their own coward consciences, by ejaculating, through white 
lips and chattering teeth, "Thou canst not say I did it! " I 
have misread the great poet if those who had no way partaken 
in the deed of the death, either found that they were, or feared 
that they should be, pushed from their stools by the ghost of the 
slain, or exclaimed, to a spectre created by their own fears, and 
their own remorse," Avaunt! and quit our sight!" 

There is another particular, sir, in which the honorable mem
ber's quick perception of resemblances might, I should think, 
have seen something in the story of Banquo, making it not alto
gether a subject of the most pleasant contemplation. Those 
who murdered Banquo, what did they win by it? Substantial 
good? Permanent power? Or disappointment, rather, and 
sore mortification-dust and ashes-the common fate of vault
ing ambition, overleaping itself? Did not even-handed justice 
ere long commend the poisoned chalice to their own lips? Did 
they not soon find that for another they had "filed their mind "? 
that their ambition, though apparently for the moment success
ful, had but put a barren sceptre in their grasp? Ay, sir, 

" A barren sceptre in their gripe, 
Thence to be wrenched by an unlineal hand, 
No son of theirs succeeding." 

Sir, I need pursue the allusion no farther. I leave the honor
able gentleman to run it out at his leisure, and to derive from it 
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all the gratification it is calculated to administer. If he fiinds 
himself pleased with the associations, and prepared to be quite 
satisfied, though the parallel should be entirely completed, I had 
almost said, I am satisfied also-but that I shall think of. Yes, 
sir, I will think of that. 

In the course of my observations the other day, Mr. President, 
I paid a passing tribute of respect to a very worthy man, Ur. 
Dane of Massachusetts. It so happened that he drew the ordi
nance of 1787 for the government of the Northwestern Territory. 
A man of so much ability, and so little pretence; of so great a 
capacity to do good, and so unmixed a disposition to do it for its 
own sake; a gentleman who had acted an important part forty 
years ago, in a measure the influence of which is still deeply felt 
in the very matter which was the subject of debate, might, I 
thought, receive from me a commendatory recognition. 

But the honorable member was inclined to be facetious on the 
subject. He was rather disposed to make it matter of ridicule 
that I had introduced into the debate the name of one Nathan 
Dane, of whom he assures us he had never before heard. Sir, 
if the honorable member had never before heard of Mr. Dane, I 
am sorry for it. It shows him less acquainted with the public 
men of the country than I had supposed. Let me tell him, how
ever, that a sneer from him, at the mention of the name of Mr. 
Dane, is in bad taste. It may well be a high mark of ambition, 
sir, either with the honorable gentleman or myself, to accomplish 
as much to make our names known to advantage, and remem
bered with gratitude, as Mr. Dane has accomplished. But the 
truth is, sir, I suspect, that Mr. Dane lives a little too far north. 
He is of Massachusetts, and too near the north star to be reached 
by the honorable gentleman's telescope. If his sphere had hap
pened to range south of Mason and Dixon's line, he might, 
probably, have come within the scope of his vision! 

I spoke, sir, of the ordinance of 1787, which prohibited slavery 
in all future times northwest of the Ohio, as a measure of great 
wisdom and foresight; and one which had been attended with 
highly beneficial and permanent consequences. I supposed that 
on this point no two gentlemen in the Senate could entertain 
different opinions. But the simple expression of this sentiment 
has led the gentleman not only into a labored defence of slavery, 
in the abstract, and on principle, but, also, into a warm accusa-
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tion against me, as having attacked the system of domestic 
slavery now existing in the Southern States. For all this there 
was not the slightest foundation in anything said or intimated by 
me. I did not utter a single word which any ingenuity could 
torture into an attack on the slavery of the South. I said only 
that it was highly wise and useful in legislating for the north
western country, while it was yet a wilderness, to prohibit the in
troduction of slaves; and added, that I presumed, in the neigh
boring State of Kentucky, there was no reflecting and intelligent 
gentleman, who would doubt, that if the same prohibition had 
been extended at the same early period over that common
wealth, her strength and population would, at this day, have been 
far greater than they are. If these opinions be thought doubtful, 
they are, nevertheless, I trust, neither extraordinary nor disre
spectful. They attack nobody and menace nobody. And yet, 
sir, the gentleman's optics have discovered, even in the mere 
expression of this sentiment, what he calls the very spirit of the 
Missouri question! He represents me as making an onset on 
the whole South, and manifesting a spirit which would interfere 
with, and disturb, their domestic condition! Sir, this injustice 
no otherwise surprises me, than as it is committed here, and 
committed without the slightest pretence of ground for it. I 
say it only surprises me as being done here; for I know full well 
that it is, and has been, the settled policy of some persons in the 
South, for years, to represent the people of the North as disposed 
to interfere with them in their own exclusive and peculiar con
cerns. This is a delicate and sensitive point in Southern feeling: 
and of late years it has always been touched, and generally with 
effect, whenever the object has been to unite the whole South 
against Northern men or Northern measures. This feeling, al
ways carefully kept alive, and maintained at too intense a heat to 
admit discrimination or reflection, is a lever of great power in 
our political machine. It moves vast bodies, and gives to them 
one and the same direction. But it is without all adequate 
cause; and the suspicion which exists wholly groundless. 
There is not, and never has been, a disposition in the North to 
interfere with these interests of the South. Such interference 
has never been supposed to be within the power of government; 
nor has it been in any way attempted. The slavery of the South 
has always been regarded as a matter of domestic policy, left 
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with the States themselves, and with which the federal govern· 
ment had nothing to do. Certainly, sir, I am, and ever have been 
of that opinion. The gentleman, indeed, argues that slavery, in 
the abstract, is no evil. Most assuredly I need not say I differ 
with him, altogether and most widely, on that point. I regard 
domestic slavery as one of the greatest of evils, both moral and 
political. But though it be a malady, and whether it be curable, 
and if so, by what means; or, on the other hand, whether it be 
the vulnus immedicabile of the social system, I leave it to those 
whose right and duty it is to inquire and to decide. And this I 
believe, sir, is, and uniformly has been, the sentiment of the 
North. Let us look a little at the history of this matter. 

When the present constitution was submitted for the ratifica
tion of the people, there were those who imagined that the 
powers of the government which it proposed to establish, might, 
perhaps, in some possible mode, be exerted in measures tending 
to the abolition of slavery. This suggestion would of course 
attract much attention in the Southern conventions. In that of 
Virginia, Governor Randolph said: 

" I hope there is none here, who, considering the subject in 
the calm light of philosophy, will make an objection dishonor
able to Virginia-that at the moment they are securing the 
rights of their citizens, an objection is started, that there is a 
spark of hope that those unfortunate men now held in bondage, 
may, by the operation of the general government, be made 
free." 

At the very first Congress petitions on the subject were pre
sented, if I mistake not, from different States. The Pennsylvania 
society for promoting the abolition of slavery took a lead, and 
laid before Congress a memorial praying Congress to promote 
the abolition by such powers as it possessed. This memorial 
was referred, in the House of Representatives, to a select com
mittee, consisting of Mr. Foster, of New Hampshire, Mr. Gerry, 
of Massachusetts, Mr. Huntington, of Connecticut, Mr. Law
rence, of New York, Mr. Sinnickson, of New Jersey, Mr. Hart
ley, of Pennsylvania, and Mr. Parker, of Virginia-all of them, 
sir, as you will observe, Northern men, but the last. This com
mittee made a report, which was committed to a committee of 
the whole House, and there considered and discussed on several 
days; and being amended, although without material alteration, 
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it was made to express three distinct propositions, on the subject 
of slavery and the slave trade. First, in the words of the consti
tution; that Congress could not, prior to the year 1808, pro
hibit the migration or importation of such persons as any of the 
States then existing should think proper to admit. Second, 
that Congress had authority to restrain the citizens of the United 
States from carrying on the African slave-trade, for the purpose 
of supplying foreign countries. On this proposition, our early 
laws against those who engage in that traffic are founded. The 
third proposition, and that which bears on the present question, 
was expressed in the following terms: 

" Resolved, That Congress have no authority to interfere in 
the emancipation of slaves, or in the treatment of them in any of 
the States; it remaining with the several States alone to provide 
rules and regulations therein, which humanity and true policy 
may require." 

This resolution received the sanction of the House of Repre
sentatives so early as March, 1790. And now, sir, the honorable 
member will allow me to remind him that not only were the 
select committee who reported the resolution, with a single ex
ception, all Northern men, but also that of the members then 
composing the House of Representatives, a large majority, I 
believe nearly two-thirds, were Northern men also. 

The House agreed to insert these resolutions in its journal; 
and from that day to this it has never been maintained or con
tended that Congress had any authority to regulate, or interfere 
with, the condition of slaves in the several States. No Northern 
gentleman, to my knowledge, has moved any such question in 
either House of Congress. 

The fears of the South, whatever fears they might have enter-
1tained, were allayed and quieted by this early decision; and so 

· remained, till they were excited afresh, without cause, but for 
collateral and indirect purposes. When it became necessary, or 
was thought so, by some political persons, to find an unvarying 
ground for the exclusion of Northern men from confidence and 
from lead in the affairs of the republic, then, and not till then, the 
cry was raised, and the feeling industriously excited, that the in
fluence of Northern men in the public councils would endanger 
the relation of master and slave. For myself, I claim no other 
merit, than that this gross and enormous injustice towards the 
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whole North has not wrought upon me to change my opinions, 
or my political conduct. I hope I am above violating my prin
ciples, even under the smart of injury and false imputations. 
Unjust suspicions and undeserved reproach, whatever pain I 
may experience from them, will not induce me, I trust, neverthe
less, to overstep the limits of constitutional duty, or to encroach 
on the rights of others. The domestic slavery of the South I 
leave where I find it-in the hands of their own governments. 
It is their affair, not mine. Nor do I complain of the peculiar 
effect which the magnitude of that population has had in the dis
tribution of power under this federal government. We know, 
sir, that the representation of the States in the other Bouse is not 
equal. We know that great advantage in that respect is enjoyed 
by the slave-holding States; and we know, too, that the intended 
equivalent for that advantage, that is to say, the imposition of 
direct taxes in the same ratio, has become merely nominal; the 
habit of the government being almost invariably to collect its 
revenue from other sources and in other modes. Nevertheless, 
I do not complain: nor would I countenance any movement to 
alter this arrangement of representation. It is the original bar
gain; the compact-let it stand; let the advantage of it be fully 
enjoyed. The Union itself is too full of benefit to be hazarded 
in propositions for changing its original basis. I go for the 
constitution as it is, and for the Union as it is. But I am re
solved not to submit, in silence, to accusations, either against 
myself individually, or against the North, wholly unfounded and 
unjust; accusations which impute to us a disposition to evade 
the constitutional compact, and to extend the power of the gov
ernment over the internal laws and domestic condition of the 
States. All such accusations, wherever and whenever made, all 
insinuations of the existence of any such purposes, I know, and 
feel to be groundless and injurious. And we must confide in 
Southern gentlemen themselves; we must trust to those whose 
integrity of heart and magnanimity of feeling will lead them to a 
desire to maintain and disseminate truth, and who possess the 
means of its diffusion with the Southern public; we must leave 
it to them to disabuse that public of its prejudices. But, in the 
mean time, for my own part, I shall continue to act justly, 
whether those towards whom justice is exercised receive it with 
candor or with contumely. 
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Having had occasion to recur to the ordinance of 1787, in 
order to defend myself against the inferences which the honor
able member has chosen to draw from my former observations 
on that subject, I am not willing now entirely to take leave of it 
without another remark. It need hardly be said, that that paper 
expresses just sentiments on the great subject of civil and re
ligious liberty. Such sentiments were common, and abound in 
all our State papers of that day. But this ordinance did that 
which was not so common, and which is not, even now, uni
versal; that is, it set forth and declared, as a high and binding 
duty of government itself, to encourage schools, and advance 
the means of education; on the plain reason that religion, mor
ality, and knowledge, are necessary to good government, and to 
the happiness of mankind. One observation further. The im
portant provision incorporated into the constitution of the 
United States, and several of those of the States, and recently, as 
we have seen, adopted into the reformed constitution of Virginia, 
restraining legislative power, in questions of private right, and 
from impairing the obligation of contracts, is first introduced 
and established, as far as I am informed, as matter of express 
written constitutional law, in this ordinance of 1787. And I 
must add, also, in regard to the author of the ordinance, who has 
not had the happiness to attract the gentleman's notice, hereto
fore, nor to avoid his sarcasm now, that he was chairman of that 
select committee of the old Congress, whose report first ex
pressed the strong sense of that body, that the old confederation 
was not adequate to the exigencies of the country, and recom
mending to the States to send delegates to the convention which 
formed the present constitution. 

An attempt has been made to transfer, from the North to the 
South the honor of this exclusion of slavery from the Northwest
ern Territory. The journal, without argument or comment, re
futes such attempt. The cession by Virginia was made, March, 
1784. On the nineteenth of April following, a committee, con
sisting of 1\fessrs. Jefferson, Chase, and Howell, reported a plan 
for a temporary government of the territory, in which was this 
article: " that, after the year I8oo, there shall be neither slavery, 
nor involuntary servitude in any of the said States, otherwise 
than in punishment of crimes, whereof the party shall have been 
convicted." 1\fr. Spaight, of North Carolina, moved to strike 

VoL. II.-2 
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out this paragraph. The question was put according to the 
form then practised: "shall these words stand as part of the 
plan," etc. New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania-seven 
States voted in the affirmative. Maryland, Virginia, and South 
Carolina, in the negative. North Carolina was divided. As the 
consent of nine States was necessary, the words could not stand, 
and were struck out accordingly. Mr. Jefferson voted for the 
clause, but was overruled by his colleagues. 

In March of the next year (1785) Mr. King, of Massachusetts, 
seconded by Mr. Ellery, of Rhode Island, proposed the formerly 
rejected article, with this addition: "And that this regulation 
shall be an article of compact, and remain a fundamental princi
ple of the constitutions between the thirteen original States, and 
each of the States described in the resolve," etc. On this clause, 
which provided the adequate and thorough security, the eight 
Northern States of that time voted affirmatively, and the four 
Southern States negatively. The votes of nine States were not 
yet obtained, and thus the provision was again rejected by the 
Southern States. The perseverance of the North held out, and 
two years afterwards the object was attained. It is no deroga
tion from the credit, whatever that may be, of drawing the ordi
nance, that its principles had before been prepared and discussed, 
in the form of resolutions. If one should reason in that way, 
what would become of the distinguished honor of the author of 
the Declaration of Independence? There is not a sentiment in 
that paper which had not been voted and resolved in the assem
blies, and other popular bodies in the country, over and over 
again. 

But the honorable member has now found out that this gentle
man [Mr. Dane] was a member of the Hartford Convention. 
However uninformed the honorable member may be of charac
ters and occurrences at the North, it would seem that he has at 
his elbow, on this occasion, some high-minded and lofty spirit, 
some magnanimous and true-hearted monitor, possessing the 
means of local knowledge, and ready to supply the honorable 
member with everything, down even to forgotten and moth
eaten two-penny pamphlets, which may be used to the disadvan
tage of his own country. But, as to the Hartford Convention, 
sir, allow me to say that the proceedings of that body seem now 
to be less read and studied in New England than farther south. 
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They appear to be looked to, not in New England, but else
where, for the purpose of seeing how far they may serve as a 
precedent. But they will not answer the purpose-they are 
quite too tame. The latitude in which they originated was too 
cold. Other conventions, of more recent existence, have gone a 
whole bar's length beyond it. The learned doctors of Colleton 
and Abbeville have pushed their commentaries on the Hartford 
collect so far that the original text writers are thrown entirely 
into the shade. I have nothing to do, sir, with the Hartford 
Convention. Its journal, which the gentleman has quoted, I 
never read. So far as the honorable member may discover 
in its proceedings a spirit, in any degree resembling that which 
was avowed and justified in those other conventions to which 
I have alluded, or so far as these proceedings can be shown to 
be disloyal to the constitution, or tending to disunion, so far 
I shall be as ready as anyone to bestow on them reprehension 
and censure. 

Having dwelt long on this convention, and other occurrences 
of that day, in the hope, probably (which wiii not be gratified) 
that I should leave the course of this debate to follow him, at 
length, in those excursions, the honorable member returned and 
attempted another object. He referred to a speech of mine in 
the other House, the same which I had occasion to allude to 
myself the other day; and has quoted a passage or two from it, 
with a bold, though uneasy and laboring air of confidence, as if 
he had detected in me an inconsistency. Judging from the gen
tleman's manner, a stranger to the course of the debate, and to 
the point in discussion, would have imagined, from so triumph
ant a tone, that the honorable member was about to overwhelm 
me with a manifest contradiction. Anyone who heard him, and 
who had not heard what I had, in fact, previously said, must 
have thought me routed and discomfited, as the gentleman had 
promised. Sir, a breath blows all this triumph away. There is 
not the slightest difference in the sentiments of my remarks on 
the two occasions. What I said here on Wednesday, is in exact 
accordance with the opinion expressed by me in the other House 
in 1825. Though the gentleman had the metaphysics of Hudi
bras-though he were able 

" To sever and divide 
A hair 'twixt north and northwest side," 
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he yet could not insert his metaphysical scissors between the fair 
reading of my remarks in 1825, and what I said here last week. 
There is not only no contradiction, no difference, but, in truth, 
too exact a similarity, both in thought and language, to be en
tirely in just taste. I had myself quoted the same speech, had 
recurred to it, and spoke with it open before me, and much of 
what I said was little more than a repetition from it. In order 
to make finishing work with this alleged contradiction, permit 
me to recur to the origin of this debate, and review its course. 
This seems expedient, and may be done as well now as at any 
time. 

Well, then, its history is this: The honorable member from 
Connecticut moved a resolution, which constitutes the first 
branch of that which is now before us; that is to say, a resolu
tion, instructng the committee on public lands to inquire into 
the expediency of limiting, for a certain period, the sales of the 
public lands, to such as have heretofore been offered for sale; 
and whether sundry offices connected with the sales of the lands 
might not be abolished without detriment to the public service. 

In the progress of the discussion which arose on this resolu
tion, an honorable member from New Hampshire moved to 
amend the resolution, so as entirely to reverse its object; that is, 
to strike it all out, and insert a direction to the committee to in
quire into the expediency of adopting measures to hasten the 
sales, and extend more rapidly the surveys of the lands. 

The honorable member from Maine, 1fr. Sprague, suggested 
that both those propositions might well enough go for consider
ation to the committee; and in this state of the question, the 
member from South Carolina addressed the Senate in his first 
speech. He rose, he said, to give us his own free thoughts on 
the public lands. I saw him rise with pleasure, and listened with 
expectation, though before he concluded, I was filled with sur
prise. Certainly, I was never more surprised, than to find him 
following up, to the extent he did, the sentiments and opinions 
which the gentleman from Missouri had put forth, and which it 
is known he has long entertained. 

I need not repeat at large the general topics of the honorable 
gentleman's speech. When he said yesterday, that he did not 
attack the Eastern States, he certainly must have forgotten, not 
only particular remarks, but the whole drift and tenor of his 
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speech; unless he means, by not attacking, that he did not com
mence hostilities-but that another had preceded him in the 
attack. He, in the first place, disapproved of the whole course 
of the government, for forty years, in regard to its dispositions 
of the public land; and then turning northward and eastward, 
and fancying he had found a cause for alieged narrowness and 
niggardliness in the " accursed policy " of the tariff, to which he 
represented the people of New England as wedded, he went on, 
for a full hour, with remarks, the whole scope of which was to 
exhibit the results of this policy, in feelings and in measures un
favorable to the West. I thought his opinions unfounded and 
erroneous, as to the general course of the government, and ven
tured to reply to them. 

The gentleman had remarked on the analogy of other cases, 
and quoted the conduct of European governments towards their 
own subjects, settling on this continent, as in point, to show, 
that we had been harsh and rigid in selling, when we should have 
given the public lands to settlers, without price. I thought the 
honorable member had suffered his judgment to be betrayed by 
a false analogy; that he was struck with an appearance of resem
blance, where there was no real similitude. I think so still. The 
first settlers of North America were enterprising spirits, engaged 
in private adventure, or fleeing from tyranny at home. When 
arrived here, they were forgotten by the mother-country, or re
membered only to be oppressed. Carried away again by the 
appearance of analogy, or struck with the eloquence of the pas
sage, the honorable member yesterday observed, that the conduct 
of government towards the Western emigrants, or my represen
tation of it, brought to his mind a celebrated speech in the British 
Parliament. It was, sir, the speech of Col. Barre. On the 
question of the stamp act, or tea tax, I forget which, Col. Barre 
had heard a member on the treasury bench argue, that the peo
ple of the United States, being British colonists, planted by the 
maternal care, nourished by the indulgence, and protected by 
the arms of England, would not grudge their mite to relieve the 
mother-country from the heavy burden under which she 
groaned. The language of Col. Barre, in reply to this, was, 
They planted by your care? Your oppression planted them in 
America. They fled from your tyranny, and grew by your neg
lect of them. So soon as you began to care for them, you 
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showed your care by sending persons to spy out their libertie!l, 
misrepresent their character, prey upon them and eat out their 
substance. 

And how does the honorable gentleman mean to maintain 
that language like this is applicable to the conduct of the gov
ernment of the United States towards the Western emigrants, 
or to any representation given by me of that conduct? vV ere 
the settlers in the West driven thither by our oppression? 
Have they flourished only by our neglect of them? Has the 
government done nothing but to prey upon them, and eat out 
their substance? Sir, this fervid eloquence of the British 
speaker, just when and where it was uttered, and fit to remain 
an exercise for the schools, is not a little out of place when it is 
brought thence to be applied here, to the conduct of our own 
country towards her own citizens. From America to England, 
it may be true; from Americans to their own government it 
would be strange language. Let us leave it, to be recited and 
declaimed by our boys, against a foreign nation; not introduce 
it here, to recite and declaim ourselves against our own. 

But I come to the point of the alleged contradiction. In 
my remarks on Wednesday, I contended that we could not give 
away gratuitously all the public lands; that we held them in 
trust; that the government had solemnly pledged itself to 
dispose of them as a common fund for the common benefit, 
and to sell and settle them as its discretion should dictate. 
Now, sir, what contradiction does the gentleman find to this 
sentiment, in the speech of 1825? He quotes me as having 
then said, that we ought not to hug these lands as a very great 
treasure. Very well, sir, supposing me to be accurately re
ported, in that expression, what is the contradiction? I have 
not now said, that we should hug these lands as a favorite 
source of pecuniary income. No such thing. It is not my 
view. What I have said, and what I do say is, that they are 
a common fund-to be disposed of for the common benefit
to be sold at low prices for the accommodation of settlers, 
keeping the object of settling the lands as much in view, as 
that of raising money from them. This I say now, and this 
I have always said. Is this hugging them as a favorite treas
ure? Is there no difference between hugging and hoarding 
this fund, on the one hand, as a great treasure, and on the 
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other, of disposing of it at low prices, placing the proceeds in 
the general treasury of the Union? My opinion is, that as 
much is to be made of the land, as fairly and reasonably may 
be, selling it all the while at such rates as to give the fullest 
effect to settlement. This is not giving it all away to the 
States, as the gentleman would propose; nor is it hugging 
the fund closely and tenaciously, as a favorite treasure; but 
it is, in my judgment, a jnst and wise policy, perfectly accord
ing with ail the various duties which rest on government. So 
much for my contradiction. And what is it? Where is the 
ground of the gentleman's triumph? What inconsistency in 
word or doctrine has he been able to detect? Sir, if this be 
a sample of that discomfiture, with which the honorable gen
tleman threatened me, commend me to the word discomfiture 
for the rest of my life. 

But, after all, this is not the point of the debate; and I must 
now bring the gentleman back to what is the point. 

The real question between me and him is, has the doctrine 
been advanced at the South or the East that the population 
of the West should be retarded, or at least need not be hastened, 
on account of its effect to drain off the people from the At
lantic States? Is this doctrine, as has been alleged, of Eastern 
origin? That is the question. Has the gentleman found any
thing by which he can make good his accusation? I submit 
to the Senate, that he has entirely failed ; and so far as this 
debate has shown, the only person who has advanced such 
sentiments, is a gentleman from South Carolina, and a friend 
to the honorable member himself. The honorable gentleman 
has given no answer to this; there is none which can be given. 
The simple fact, while it requires no comment to enforce it, 
defies all argument to refute it. I could refer to the speeches 
of another Southern gentleman, in years before, of the same 
general character, and to the same effect, as that which has 
been quoted ; but I will not consume the time of the Senate 
by the reading of them. 

So then, sir, New England is guiltless of the policy of re
tarding western population, and of all envy and jealousy of 
the growth of the new States. Whatever there be of that 
policy in the country, no part of it is hers. If it has a local 
habitation, the honorable member has probably seen, by this 
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time, where to look for it; and if it now has received a name, 
he has himself christened it. 

We approach, at length, sir, to a more important part of the 
honorable gentleman's observations. Since it does not accord 
with my views of justice and policy to give away the public 
lands altogether, as mere matter of gratuity, I am asked by the 
honorable gentleman on what ground it is that I consent to vote 
them away in particular instances? How, he inquires, do I rec
oncile with these professed sentiments my support of measures 
appropriating portions of the lands to particular roads, particu
lar canals, particular rivers, and particular institutions of educa
tion in the West? This leads, sir, to the real and wide difference, 
in political opinion, between the honorable gentleman and my
self. On my part, I look upon all these objects as connected 
with the common good, fairly embraced in its object and its 
terms; he, on the contrary, deems them all, if good at all, only 
local good. This is our difference. The interrogatory which he 
proceeded to put, at once explains this difference. " \Vhat 
interest," asks he, "has South Carolina in a canal in Ohio? " 
Sir, this very question is full of significance. It develops the 
gentleman's whole political system; and its answer expounds 
mine. Here we differ. I look upon a road over the Alleghany, 
a canal round the falls of the Ohio, or a canal or railway from 
the Atlantic to the western waters, as being an object large 
and extensive enough to be fairly said to be for the common 
benefit. The gentleman thinks otherwise, and this is the key 
to open his construction of the powers of the government. He 
may well ask what interest has South Carolina in a canal in 
Ohio? On his system, it is true, she has no interest. On that 
system Ohio and Carolina are different governments, and dif
ferent countries: connected here, it is true, by some slight and 
ill-defined bond of union, but, in all main respects, separate and 
diverse. On that system, Carolina has no more interest in a 
canal in Ohio than in Mexico. The gentleman, therefore, only 
follows out his own principles; he does no more than arrive 
at the natural conclusions of his own doctrines; he only an
nounces the true results of that creed, which he has adopted 
himself, and would persuade others to adopt, when he thus 
declares that South Carolina has no interest in a public work 
in Ohio. Sir, we narrow-minded people of New England do 
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not reason thus. Our notion of things is entirely different. 
\Ve look upon the States not as separated, but as united. \Ve 
love to dwell on that union, and on the mutual happiness which 
it has so much promoted, and the common renown which it 
has so greatly contributed to acquire. In our contemplation, 
Carolina and Ohio are parts of the same country; States 
united under the same general government, having interest, 
common, associated, intermingled. In whatever is within the 
proper sphere of the constitutional power of this government, 
we look upon the States as one. We do not impose geographi
cal limits to our patriotic feeling or regard; we do not fol
low rivers and mountains, and lines of latitude, to find bounda
ries, beyond which public improvements do not benefit us. 
\Ve who come here, as agents and representatives of these nar
row-minded and selfish men of New England, consider our
selves as bound to regard, with an equal eye, the good of the 
whole, in whatever is within our power of legislation. Sir, 
if a railroad or canal, beginning in South Carolina and end
ing in South Carolina appeared to me to be of national im
portance and national magnitude, believing, as I do, that the 
power of government extends to the encouragement of works 
of that description, if I were to stand up here, and ask, what 
interest has Massachusetts in a railroad in South Carolina, I 
should not be willing to face my constituents. These same 
narrow-minded men would tell me that they had sent me to 
act for the whole country, and that one who possessed too 
little comprehension, either of intellect or feeling; one who 
was not large enough, both in mind and in heart, to embrace 
the whole, was not fit to be intrusted with the interest of 
any part. Sir, I do not desire to enlarge the powers of the 

, government, by unjustifiable construction; nor to exercise any 
not within a fair interpretation. But when it is believed that 
a power does exist, then it is, in my judgment, to be exercised 
for the general benefit of the whole. So far as respects the ex
ercise of such a power, the States are one. It was the very 
object of the constitution to create unity of interests to the 
extent of the powers of the general government. In war and 
peace we are one; in commerce, one; because the authority 
of the general government reaches to war and peace, and to 
the regulation of commerce. I have never seen any more dif-
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ficulty in erecting light-houses on the lakes, than on the ocean; 
in improving the harbors of inland seas, than if they were 
within the ebb and flow of the tide; or of removing obstruc
tions in the vast streams of the West, more than in any work 
to facilitate commerce on the Atlantic coast. If there be any 
power for one, there is power also for the other; and they are 
all and equally for the common good of the country. 

There are other objects, apparently more local, or the benefit 
of which is less general, toward which, nevertheless, I have 
concurred with others, to give aid, by donations of land. It 
is proposed to construct a road, in or through one of the new 
States, in which this government possesses large quantities 
of land. Have the United States no right, or, as a great and 
untaxed proprietor, are they under no obligation to contribute 
to an object thus calculated to promote the common good of 
all the proprietors, themselves included? And even with re
spect to education, which is the extreme case, let the question 
be considered. In the first place, as we have seen, it was made 
matter of compact with these States that they should do their 
part to promote education. In the next place, our whole sys
tem of land laws proceeds on the idea that education is for the 
common good; because, in every division, a certain portion is 
uniformly reserved and appropriated for the use of schools. 
And, finally, have not these new States singularly strong claims, 
founded on the ground already stated, that the government 
is a great untaxed proprietor, in the ownership of the soil? It 
is a consideration of great importance, that, probably, there is 
in no part of the country, or of the world, so great call for 
the means of education, as in those new States; owing to the 
vast numbers of persons within those ages in which education 
and instruction are usually received, if received at all. This 
is the natural consequence of recency of settlement and rapid 
increase. The census of these States shows how great a pro
portion of the whole population occupies the classes between 
infancy and manhood. These are the wide fields, and here is 
the deep and quick soil for the seeds of knowledge and virtue; 
and this is the favored season, the very spring-time for sow
ing them. Let them be disseminated without stint. Let them 
be scattered with a bountiful broadcast. Whatever the gov
ernment can fairly do towards these objects, in my opinion, 
ought to be done. 
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These, sir, are the grounds succinctly stated, on which my 
votes for grants of lands for particular objects rest; while 
I maintain, at the same time, that it is all a common fund, for 
the common benefit. And reasons like these, I presume, have 
influenced the votes of other gentlemen from New England. 
Those who have a different view of the powers of the govern
ment, of conrse, come to different conclusions, on these as on 
other questions. I observed, when speaking on this subject 
before, that, if we looked to any measure, whether for a road, 
a canal, or anything else, intended for the improvement of the 
West, it would be found that, if the New England ayes were 
struck out of the lists of votes, the Southern noes would al
ways have rejected the measure. The truth of this has not 
been denied, and cannot be denied. In stating this, I thought 
it just to ascribe it to the constitutional scruples of the South, 
rather than to any other less favorable or less charitable cause. 
But no sooner had I done this, than the honorable gentleman 
asks if I reproach him and his friends with their constitutional 
scruples. Sir, I reproach nobody, I stated a fact, and gave the 
most respectful reason for it that occurred to me. The gentle
man cannot deny the fact; he may, if he choose, disclaim the 
reason. It is not long since I had occasion, in presenting a 
petition from his own State, to account for its being intrusted 
to my hands, by saying that the constitutional opinions of 
the gentleman and his worthy colleague prevented them from 
supporting it. Sir, did I state this as matter of reproach? 
Far from it. Did I attempt to find any other cause than an 
honest one, for these scruples? Sir, I did not. It did not be
come me to doubt or to insinuate that the gentleman had either 
changed his sentiments, or that he had made up a set of con
stitutional opinions, accommodated to any particular com
bination of political occurrences. Had I done so, I should 
have felt, that while I was entitled to little credit in thus ques
tioning other people's motives, I justified the whole world in 
suspecting my own. But how has the gentleman returned 
this respect for others' opinions? His own candor ann jus
tice, how have they been exhibited toward the motives of 
others, while he has been at so much pains to maintain, what 
nobody has disputed, the purity of his own? Why, sir, he has 
asked when, and how, and why, New England votes were 
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found going for measures favorable to the West? He has 
demanded to be informed whether all this did begin in 1825, 
and while the election of president was still pending? Sir, 
to these questions retort would be justified; and it is both 
cogent, and at hand. Nevertheless, I will answer the inquiry, 
not by retort, but by facts. I will tell the gentleman when, 
and how, and why, New England has supported measures fa
vorable to the West. I have already referred to the early 
history of the government-to the first acquisition of the lands 
-to the original laws for disposing of them, and for governing 
the territories where they lie; and have shown the influence of 
New England men and New England principles in all these 
leading measures. I should not be pardoned were I to go over 
that ground again. Coming to more recent times, and to meas
ures of a less general character, I have endeavored to prove that 
everything of this kind, designed for Western improvement, 
has depended on the votes of New England; all this is true be
yond the power of contradiction. 

And now, sir, there are two measures to which I will refer, 
not so ancient as to belong to the early history of the public 
lands, and not so recent as to be on this side of the period 
when the gentleman charitably imagines a new direction may 
have been given to New England feeling and New England 
votes. These measures, and the New England votes in sup
port of them, may be taken as samples and specimens of all 
the rest. 

In 1820 (observe, Mr. President, in 1820) the people of the 
West besought Congress for a reduction in the price of lands. 
In favor of that reduction, New England, with a delegation 
of forty members in the other House, gave thirty-three votes, 
and one only against it. The four Southern States, with fifty 
members, gave thirty-two votes for it, and seven against it. 
Again, in 1821 (observe again, sir, the time), the law passed 
for the relief of the purchasers of the public lands. This was 
a measure of vital importance to the West, and more espe
cially to the Southwest. It authorized the relinquishment of 
contracts for lands, which had been entered into at high prices, 
and a reduction in other cases of not less than thirty-seven and 
one-half per cent. on the purchase money. Many millions of 
dollars-six or seven, I believe, at least, probably much more-
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were relinquished by this law. On this bill, New England, 
with her forty members, gave more affirmative votes than the 
four Southern States, with their fifty-two or three members. 

These two are far the most important general measures re
specting the public lands, which have been adopted within 
the last twenty years. They took place in 1820 and 1821. 

That is the time "when." As to the manner "how," the gen
tleman already sees that, it was by voting, in solid column, for 
the required relief: and lastly, as to the cause "why," I tell 
the gentleman, it was because the members from New England 
thought the measures just and salutary; because they enter
tained toward the ·west neither envy, hatred, or malice; be
cause they deemed it becoming them, as just and enlightened 
public men, to meet the exigency which had arisen in the West, 
with the appropriate measure of relief; because they felt it 
due to their own characters, and the characters of their New 
England predecessors in this government, to act towards the 
new States in the spirit of a liberal, patronizing, magnanimous 
policy. So much, sir, for the cause "why"; and I hope that 
by this time, sir, the honorable gentleman is satisfied; if not, 
I do not know" when," or "how," or "why," he ever will be: 

Having recurred to these two important measures, in an
swer to the gentleman's inquiries, I must now beg permission 
to go back to a period yet something earlier, for the purpose of 
still further showing how much, or rather how little, reason 
there is for the gentleman's insinuation, that political hopes or 
fears, or party associations, were the grounds of these New 
England votes. And after what has been said, I hope it may 
be forgiven me, if I allude to some political opinions and votes 
of my own, of very little public importance, certainly, but 
which, from the time at which they were given and expressed, 
may pass for good witnesses on this occasion. 

This government, Mr. President, from i.ts origin to the 
peace of r8rs, had been too much engrossed with various other 
important concerns to be able to turn its thoughts inward, and 
look to the development of its vast internal resources. In the 
early part of President ·washington's administration, it was 
fully occupied with completing its own organization, provid
ing for the public debt, defending the frontiers, and maintain
ing domestic peace. Before the termination of that adminis-
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tration, the fires of the French Revolution blazed forth, as 
from a new-opened volcano, and the whole breadth of the ocean 
did not secure us from its effects. The smoke and the cinders 
reached us, though not the burning lava. Difficult and agitat
ing questions, embarrassing to government, and dividing pub
lic opinion, sprung out of the new state of our foreign rela
tions, and were succeeded by others, and yet again by others, 
equally embarrassing, and equally exciting division and discord, 
through the long series of twenty years, till they finally issued in 
the war with England. Down to the close of that war, no dis
tinct, marked, and deliberate attention had been given, or could 
have been given, to the internal condition of the country, its 
capacities of improvement, or the constitutional power of the 
government, in regard to objects connected with such improve
ment. 

The peace, Mr. President, brought about an entirely new and 
a most interesting state of things: it opened to us other pros
pects, and suggested other duties. vVe ourselves were changed, 
and the whole world was changed. The pacification of Europe, 
after June, I815, assumed a firm and permanent aspect. The 
nations evidently manifested that they were disposed for peace. 
Some agitation of the waves might be expected, even after the 
storm had subsided, but the tendency was, strongly and rapidly, 
towards settled repose. 

It so happened, sir, that I was, at that time, a member of Con
gress, and, like others, naturally turned my attention to the con
templation of the newly-altered condition of the country, and of 
the world. It appeared plainly enough to me, as well as to wiser 
and more experienced men, that the policy of the government 
would naturally take a start in a new direction, because new 
directions would necessarily be given to the pursuits and occu
pations of the people. We had pushed our commerce far and 
fast, under the advantage of a neutral flag. But there were now 
no longer flags, either neutral or belligerent. The harvest of 
neutrality had been great, but we had gathered it all. With the 
peace of Europe, it was obvious there would spring up in her 
circle of nations, a revived and invigorated spirit of trade, and a 
new activity in all the business and objects of civilized life. 
Hereafter, our commercial gains were to be earned only by suc
cess, in a close and intense competition. Other nations would 
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produce for themselves, and carry for themselves, and manu
facture for themselves, to the full extent of their abilities. The 
crops of our plains would no longr sustain European armies, nor 
our ships longer supply those whom war had rendered unable 
to supply themselves. It was obvious, that, under these circum
stances, the country would begin to survey itself, and to estimate 
its own capacity of improvement. And this improvement
how was it to be accomplished, and who was to accomplish it? 
We were ten or twelve millions of people, spread over almost 
half a world. We were more than twenty States, some stretch
ing along the same sea-board, some along the same line of inland 
frontier, and others on opposite banks of the same vast rivers. 
Two considerations at once presented themselves, in looking at 
this state of things, with great force. One was, that that great 
branch of improvement, which consisted in furnishing new fa
cilities of intercourse, necessarily ran into different States, in 
every leading instance, and would benefit the citizens of all such 
States. No one State, therefore, in such cases, would assume 
the whole expense, nor was the co-operation of several States to 
be expected. Take the instance of the Delaware breakwater. 
It will cost several millions of money. Would Pennsylvania 
alone ever have constructed it? Certainly never, while this 
Union lasts, because it is not for her sole benefit. ·would Penn
sylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware have united to accomplish 
it, at their joint expense? Certainly not, for the same reason. 
It could not be done, therefore, but by the general government. 
The same may be said of the large inland undertakings, except 
that, in them, government, instead of bearing the whole expense, 
co-operates with others who bear a part. The other considera
tion is, that the United States have the means. They enjoy the 
revenues derived from commerce, and the States have no abun
dant and easy sources of public income. The custom-houses 
fill the general treasury, while the States have scanty resources, 
except by resort to heavy direct taxes. 

Under this view of things, I thought it necessary to settle, at 
least for myself, some definite notions with respect to the powers 
of the government, in regard to internal affairs. It may not 
savor too much of self-commendation to remark, that, with this 
object, I considered the constitution, its judicial construction, its 
cotemporaneous exposition, and the whole history of the legis-
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lation of Congress under it; and I arrived at the conclusion that 
government had power to accomplish sundry objects, or aid in 
their accomplishment, which are now commonly spoken of as 
internal improvements. That conclusion, sir, may have been 
right, or it may have been wrong. I am not about to argue the 
grounds of it at large. I say only, that it was adopted and acted 
on even so early as in 1816. Yes, Mr. President, I made up my 
opinion, and determined on my intended course of political con
duct, on these subjects, in the fourteenth Congress, in 1816. 
And now, Mr. President, I have further to say, that I made up 
these opinions, and entered on this course of political conduct, 
teucra due e. Yes, sir, I pursued in all this, a South Carolina 
track, on the doctrines of internal improvement. South Caro
lina, as she was then represented in the other House, set forth, in 
1816, under a fresh and leading breeze, and I was among the fol
lowers. But if my leader sees new lights, and turns a sharp cor
ner, unless I see new lights also, I keep straight on in the same 
path. I repeat, that leading gentlemen from South Carolina 
were first and foremost in behalf of the doctrines of internal im
provements, when those doctrines came first to be considered 
and acted upon in Congress. The debate on the bank question, 
on the tariff of r8r6, and on the direct tax, will show who was 
who, and what was what, at that time. The tariff of 1816, one of 
the plain cases of oppression and usurpation, from which, if the 
government does not recede, individual States may justly secede 
from the government, is, sir, in truth, a South Carolina tariff, 
supported by South Carolina votes. But for those votes, it could 
not have passed in the form in which it did pass; whereas, if it 
had depended on Massachusetts votes, it would have been lost. 
Does not the honorable gentleman well know all this? There 
are certainly those who do, full well, know it all. I do not say 
this to reproach South Carolina. I only state the fact; and I 
think it will appear to be true, that among the earliest and boldest 
advocates of the tariff, as a measure of protection, and on the 
express ground of protection, were leading gentlemen of South 
Carolina in Congress. I did not then, and cannot now under
stand their language in any other sense. While this tariff of 
1816 was under discussion in the House of Representatives, an 
honorable gentleman from Georgia, now of this House, Mr. 
Forsyth, moved to reduce the proposed duty on cotton. He 
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failed, by four votes, South Carolina giving three votes (enough 
to have turned the scale) against his motion. The act, sir, then 
passed, and received on its passage the support of a majority of 
the representatives of South Carolina present and voting. This 
act is the first, in the order of those now denounced as plain usur
pations. We see it daily, in the list, by the side of those of 1824 
and 1828, as a case of manifest oppression, justifying disunion. 
I put it home, to the honorable member from South Carolina, 
that his own State was not only " art and part" in this measure, 
but the causa causans. Without her aid, this seminal principle 
of mischief, this root of U pas, could not have been planted. I 
have already said, and it is true, that this act proceeded on the 
ground of protection. It interfered, directly, with existing in
terests of great value and amount. It cut up the Calcutta cot
ton trade by the roots, but it passed, nevertheless, and it passed 
on the principle of protecting manufactures, on the principle 
against free trade, on the principle opposed to that which lets us 
alone. 

Such, Mr. President, were the opinions of important and lead
ing gentlemen from South Carolina, on the subject of internal 
improvements in 1816. I went out of Congress the next year; 
and returning again in 1823-thought I found South Carolina 
where I had left her. I really supposed that all things remained 
as they were, and that the South Carolina doctrine of internal 
improvements would be defended by the same eloquent voices, 
and the same strong arms, as formerly. In the lapse of these 
six years, it is true, political associations had assumed a new 
aspect, and new divisions. A party had arisen in the South hos
tile to the doctrine of internal improvements, and had vigorously 
attacked that doctrine. Anti-consolidation was the flag under 
which this party fought; and its supporters inveighed against 
internal improvements, much after the manner in which the hon
orable gentleman has now inveighed against them, as part and 
parcel of the system of consolidation. Whether this party arose 
in South Carolina herself, or in her neighborhood, is more than 
I know. I think the latter. However that may have been, 
there were those found in South Carolina ready to make war 
upon it, and who did make intrepid war upon it. Names being 
regarded as things, in such controversies, they bestowed on the 
anti-improvement gentlemen the appellation of radicals. Yes, 

VoL. II.-3 
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sir, the appellation of radicals, as a term of distinction, applicable 
and applied to those who denied the liberal doctrines of internal 
improvements, originated, according to the best of my recollec
tion, somewhere between North Carolina and Georgia. Well, 
sir, these mischievous radicals were to be put down, and the 
strong arm of South Carolina was stretched out to put them 
down. About this time, sir, I returned to Congress. The bat
tle with the radicals had been fought, and our South Carolina 
champions of the doctrines of internal improvement had nobly 
maintained their ground, and were understood to have achieved 
a victory. We looked upon them as conquerors. They had 
driven back the enemy with discomfiture-a thing, by the way, 
sir, which is not always performed when it is promised. A gen
tleman, to whom I have already referred in this debate, had come 
into Congress, during my absence from it, from South Carolina, 
and had brought with him a high reputation for ability. He 
came from a school with which we had been acquainted, " ct 
noscitur a sociis." I hold in my hand, sir, a printed speech of this 
distinguished gentleman [Mr. 11cDuffie] "on internal improve
ments," delivered about the period to which I now refer, and 
printed with a few introductory remarks upon consolidation; in 
which, sir, I think he quite consolidated the arguments of his 
opponents, the radicals, if to crush be to consolidate. I give you 
a short but substantive quotation from these remarks. He is 
speaking of a pamphlet, then recently published, entitled " Con
solidation"; and having alluded to the question of renewing the 
charter of the former Bank of the United States, he says:" More
over, in the early history of parties, and when Mr. Crawford ad
vocated a renewal of the old charter, it was considered a federal 
measure; which internal improvements never was, as this author 
erroneously states. This latter measure originated in the ad
ministration of Mr. Jefferson, with the appropriation for the 
Cumberland road; and was first proposed, as a system, by Mr. 
Calhoun, and carried through the House of Representatives by 
a large majority of the republicans, including almost every one 
of the leading men who carried us through the late war." 

So, then, internal improvement is not one of the federal here
sies. One paragraph more, sir: 

"The author in question, not content with denouncing as fed
eralists, General Jackson, Mr. Adams, Mr. Calhoun, and the 
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majority of the South Carolina delegation in Congress, modestly 
extends the denunciation to Mr. l\Ionroe, and the whole republi
can party. Here are his words:' During the administration of 
l\1r. l\Ionroe much has passed which the republican party would 
be glad to approve if they could!! But the principal feature, 
and that which has chiefly elicited these observations, is the re
newal of the system of internal improvements.' Now this meas
ure was adopted by a vote of I I 5 to 86, of a republican Congress, 
and sanctioned by a republican President. Who, then, is this 
author-who assumes the high prerogative of denouncing, in 
the name of the republican party, the republican administration 
of the country? A denunciation including within its sweep, Cal
houn, Lowndes, and Cheves-men who will be regarded as the 
brightest ornaments of South Carolina, and the strongest pillars 
of the republican party, as long as the late war shall be remem
bered, and talents and patriotism shall be regarded as the proper 
objects of the admiration and gratitude of a free people!! " 

Such are the opinions, sir, which were maintained by South 
Carolina gentlemen, in the House of Representatives, on the 
subject of internal improvements, when I took my seat there as 
a member from Massachusetts, in 1823. But this is not all. 
\V e had a bill before us, and passed it in that House, entitled 
" An act to procure the necessary surveys, plans, and estimates 
upon the subject of roads and canals." It authorized the Presi
dent to cause surveys and estimates to be made of the routes of 
such roads and canals as he might deem of national importance, 
in a commercial or military point of view, or for the transporta
tion of the mail, and appropriated thirty thousand dollars, out 
of the treasury, to defray the expense. This act, though pre
liminary in its nature, covered the whole ground. It took for 
granted the complete power of internal improvement, as far as 
any of its advocates had ever contended for it. Having passed 
the other House, the bill came up to the Senate, and was here 
considered and debated in April, 1824. The honorable member 
from South Carolina was a member of the Senate at that time. 
\Yhile the bill was under consideration here, a motion was made 
to add the following proviso: 

" Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be construed 
to affirm or admit a power in Congress, on their own authority, 
to make roads or canals, within any of the States of the Union.'' 
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The yeas and nays were taken on this proviso, and the honor
able member voted in the negative! The proviso failed. 

A motion was then made to add this proviso, viz.: 
" Provided, That the faith of the United States is hereby 

pledged, that no money shaH ever be expended for roads or 
canals, except it shall be among the several States, and in the 
same proportion as direct taxes are laid and assessed by the pro
visions of the constitution." 

The honorable member voted against this proviso, also, and it 
failed. The bill was then put on its passage, and the honorable 
member voted for it, and it passed, and became a law. 

Now, it strikes me, sir, that there is no maintaining these 
votes, but upon the power of internal improvement, in its broad
est sense. In truth, these bills for surveys and estimates have 
always been considered as test questions-they show who is for 
and who against internal improvement. This law itself went the 
whole length, and assumed the full and complete power. The 
gentleman's votes sustained that power, in every form in which 
the various propositions to amend presented it. He went for 
the entire and unrestrained authority, without consulting the 
States, and without agreeing to any proportionate distribution. 
And now suffer me to remind you, Mr. President, that it is this 
very same power, thus sanctioned, in every form, by the gentle
man's own opinion, that is so plain and manifest a usurpation, 
that the State of South Carolina is supposed to be justified in 
refusing submission to any laws carrying the power into effect. 
Truly, sir, is not this a little too hard? May we not crave some 
mercy, under favor and protection of the gentleman's own au
thority? Admitting that a road, or a canal, must be written 
down flat usurpation as was ever committed, may we find no 
mitigation in our respect for his place, and his vote, as one that 
knows the law? 

The tariff, which South Carolina had an efficient hand in es
tablishing, in 1816, and this asserted power of internal improve
ment, advanced by her in the same year, and, as we have seen, 
approved and sanctioned by her representatives in 1824, these 
two measures are the great grounds on which she is now thought 
to be justified in breaking up the Union, if she sees fit to break 
it up! 

I may now safely say, I think, that we have had the authority 
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of leading and distinguished gentlemen from South Carolina, in 
support of the doctrine of internal improvement. I repeat, that, 
up to 1824, I, for one, followed South Carolina; but, when that 
star, in its ascension, veered off, in an unexpected direction, I 
relied on its light no longer. 

(Here, Mr. Calhoun, the Vice-President, said: "Does the chair un
derstand the gentleman from Massachusetts to say that the person now 
occupying the chair of the Senate has changed his opinions on the sub
ject of internal improvements?"] 

From nothing ever said to me, sir, have I had reason to know 
of any change in the opinions of the person filling the chair of 
the Senate. If such change has taken place, I regret it. I 
speak generally of the State of South Carolina. Individuals, 
we know there are, who hold opinions favorable to the power. 
An application for its exercise, in behalf of a public work in 
South Carolina itself, is now pending, I believe, in the other 
House, presented by members from that State. 

I have thus, sir, perhaps, not without some tediousness of de
tail, shown that if I am in error, on the subject of internal im
provement, how, and in what company, I fell into that error. 
If I am wrong, it is apparent who misled me. 

I go to other remarks of the honorable member: and I have 
to complain of an entire misapprehension of what I said on the 
subject of the national debt, though I can hardly perceive how 
anyone could misunderstand me. What I said was, not that I 
wished to put off the payment of the debt, but, on the contrary, 
that I had always voted for every measure for its reduction, as 
uniformly as the gentleman himself. He seems to claim the ex
clusive merit of a disposition to reduce the public charge. I do 
not allow it to him. As a debt, I was, I am for paying it, be
cause it is a charge on our finances, and on the industry of the 
country. But I observed that I thought I perceived a morbid 
fervor on that subject-an excessive anxiety to pay off the debt, 
not so much because it is a debt simply, as because, while it 
lasts, it furnishes one objection to disunion. It is a tie of com
mon interest, while it continues. I did not impute such mo
tives to the honorable member himself, but that there is such 
a feeling in existence, I have not a particle of doubt. The most 
I said was, that if one effect of the debt was to strengthen our 
Union, that effect itself was not regretted by me, however much 
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others might regret it. The gentleman has not seen how to 
reply to this, otherwise than by supposing me to have advanced 
the doctrine that a national debt is a national blessing. Others, 
I must hope, will find much less difficulty in understanding me. 
I distinctly and pointedly cautioned the honorable member not 
to understand me as expressing an opinion favorable to the con
tinuance of the debt. I repeated this caution, and repeated it 
more than once; but it was thrown away. 

On yet another point, I was still more unaccountably mis
understood. The gentleman had harangued against " consoli
dation." I told him, in reply, that there was one kind of consoli
dation to which I was attached, and that was, the consolidation 
of our Union; and that this was precisely that consolidation to 
which I feared others were not attached. That such consolida
tion was the very end of the constitution-the leading object, 
as they had informed us themselves, which its framers had kept 
in view. I turned to their communication, and read their very 
words-" the consolidation of the Union "-and expressed my 
devotion to this sort of consolidation. I said in terms, that I 
wished not, in the slightest degree, to augment the powers of 
this government; that my object was to preserve, not to en
large; and that by consolidating the Union, I understood no 
more than the strengthening of the Union, and perpetuating it. 
Having been thus explicit; having thus read from the printed 
book the precise words which I adopted, as expressing my own 
sentiments, it passes comprehension how any man could under
stand me as contending for an extension of the powers of the 
government, or for consolidation, in that odious sense, in which 
it means an accumulation, in the federal government, of the 
powers properly belonging to the States. 

I repeat, sir, that in adopting the sentiment of the framers 
of the constitution, I read their language audibly, and word for 
word; and I pointed out the distinction, just as fully as I have 
done now, betw~en the consolidation of the Union and that 
other obnoxious consolidation which I disclaimed. And yet 
the honorable member misunderstood me. The gentleman 
had said that he wished for no fixed revenue-not a shilling. 
If, by a word, he could convert the capitol into gold, he would 
not do it. Why all this fear of revenue? Why, sir, because, 
as the gentleman told us, it tends to consolidation. Now, 
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this can mean neither more nor less than that a common reve
nue is a common interest, and that all common interests tend to 
hold the union of the States together. I confess I like that 
tendency; if the gentleman dislikes it, he is right in deprecating 
a shilling's fixed revenue. So much, sir, for consolidation. 

As well as I recollect the course of his remarks, the honora
ble gentleman next recurred to the subject of the tariff. He did 
not doubt the word must be of unpleasant sound to me, and pro
ceeded, with an effort, neither new, nor attended with new suc
cess, to involve me and my votes in inconsistency and contradic
tion. I am happy the honorable gentleman has furnished me 
an opportunity of a timely remark or two on that subject. I 
was glad he approached it, for it is a question I enter upon with
out fear from anybody. The strenuous toil of the gentleman 
has been to raise an inconsistency between my dissent to the 
tariff in 1824 and my vote in 1828. It is labor lost. He pays 
undeserved compliment to my speech in 1824; but this is to 
raise me high, that my fall, as he would have it, in 1828, may be 
more signal. Sir, there was no fall at all. Between the ground 
I stood on in 1824, and that I took in 1828, there was not only 
no precipice, but no declivity. It was a change of position, to 
meet new circumstances, but on the same level. A plain tale 
explains the whole matter. In 1816, I had not acquiesced in 
the tariff then supported by South Carolina. To some parts of 
it, especially, I felt and expressed great repugnance. I held the 
same opinions in r821, at the meeting in Faneuil Hall, to which 
the gentleman has alluded. I said then, and say now, that, as 
an original question, the authority of Congress to exercise the 
revenue power, with direct reference to the protection of man
ufactures, is a questionable authority, far more questionable, in 
my judgment, than the power of internal improvements. I 
must confess, sir, that, in one respect, some impression has been 
made on my opinions lately. Mr. Madison's publication has 
put the power in a very strong light. He has placed it, I must 
acknowledge, upon grounds of construction and argument 
which seem impregnable. But even if the power were doubt
ful, on the face of the constitution itself, it had been assumed 
and asserted in the first revenue law ever passed under that same 
constitution; and, on this ground, as a matter settled by cotem
poraneous practice, I had refrained from expressing the opin-
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ion that the tariff laws transcended constitutional limits, as the 
gentleman supposes. What I did say at Faneuil Hall, as far 
as I now remember, was, that this was originally matter of 
doubtful construction. The gentleman himself, I suppose, 
thinks there is no doubt about it, and that the laws are plainly 
against the constitution. 1\Ir. :Madison's letters, already re
ferred to, contain, in my judgment, by far the most able expo
sition extant of this part of the constitution. He has satisfied 
me, so far as the practice of the government had left it an open 
question. 

With a great majority of the representatives of l\1assachu
setts, I voted against the tariff of 1824. l\Iy reasons were then 
given, and I will not now repeat them. But, notwithstanding 
our dissent, the great States of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
and Kentucky, went for the bill, in almost unbroken column, 
and it passed. Congress and the President sanctioned it, and 
it became the law of the land. \Vhat, then, were we to do? 
Our only option was, either to fall in with this settled course of 
public policy, and accommodate ourselves to it as well as we 
could, or to embrace the South Carolina doctrine, and talk of 
nullifying the statute by State interference. 

This last alternative did not suit our principles, and, of course, 
we adopted the former. In 1827, the subject came again before 
Congress, on a proposition favorable to wool and woollens. 
We looked upon the system of protection as being fixed and set
tled. The law of 1824 remained. It had gone into full opera
tion, and, in regard to some objects intended by it, perhaps 
most of them, had produced all its expected effects. No man 
proposed to repeal it; no man attempted to renew the general 
contest on its principle. But, owing to subsequent and unfore
seen occurrences, the benefit intended by it to wool and woollen 
fabrics had not been realized. Events, not known here when the 
law passed, had taken place, which defeated its object in that par
ticular respect. A measure was accordingly brought forward 
to meet this precise deficiency; to remedy this particular defect. 
It was limited to wool and woollens. \Vas ever anything more 
reasonable? If the policy of the tariff laws had become estab
lished in principle, as the permanent policy of the Government, 
should they not be revised and amended, and made equal, like 
other laws, as exigencies should arise, or justice require? Be-
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cause we had doubted about adopting the system, were we to 
refuse to cure its manifest defects, after it became adopted, and 
when no one attempted its repeal? And this, sir, is the incon
sistency so much bruited. I had voted against the tariff of 1824 
-but it passed; and in 1827 and 1828, I voted to amend it, in a 
point essential to the interest of my constituents. 'Where is the 
inconsistency? Could I do otherwise? Sir, does political 
consistency consist in always giving negative votes? Does it 
require of a public man to refuse to concur in amending laws, 
because they passed against his consent? Having voted against 
the tariff originally; does consistency demand that I should do 
all in my power to maintain an unequal tariff, burdensome to 
my own constituents, in many respects, favorable in none? To 
consistency of that sort I lay no claim. And there is another 
sort to which I lay as little-and that is, a kind of consistency 
by which persons feel themselves as much bound to oppose a 
proposition after it has become a law of the land, as before. 

The bill of 1827, limited, as I have said, to the single object 
in which the tariff of 1824 had manifestly failed in its effect, 
passed the House of Representatives, but was lost here. vVe 
had then the Act of 1828. I need not recur to the history of a 
measure so recent. Its enemies spiced it with whatsoever thev 
thought would render it distasteful; its friends took it, drugged 
as it was. Vast amounts of property, many millions, had been 
invested in manufactures, under the inducements of the Act of 
1824. Events called loudly, as I thought, for further regula~ 
tion to secure the degree of protection intended by that Act. 
I was disposed to vote for such regulation, and desired nothing 
more; but certainty was not to be bantered out of my purpose 
by a threatened augmentation of duty on molasses, put into the 
bill for the avowed purpose of making it obnoxious. The vote 
may have been right or wrong, wise or unwise; but it is little 
less than absurd to allege against it an inconsistency with oppo
sition to the former law. 

Sir, as to the general subject of the tariff, I have little now to 
say. Another opportunity may be presented. I remarked the 
other day, that this policy did not begin with us in New Eng
land; and yet, sir, New England is charged, with vehemence, 
as being favorable, or charged with equal vehemence, as being 
unfavorable to the tariff policy, just as best suits the time, place, 
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and occasion for making some charge against her. The cre
dulity of the public has been put to its extreme capacity of false 
impression, relative to her conduct, in this particular. Through 
all the South, during the late contest, it was New England pol
icy, and a New England administration, that was afflicting the 
country with a tariff beyond all endurance; while on the other 
side of the Alleghany, even the Act of r828 itself, the very sub
limated essence of oppression, according to Southern opinions, 
was pronounced to be one of those blessings, for which the \Vest 
was indebted to the" generous South." 

"With large investments in manufacturing establishments, 
and many and various interests connected with and dependent 
upon them, it is not to be expected that New England, any more 
than other portions of the country, will now consent to any 
measure, destructive or highly dangerous. The duty of the 
Government, at the present moment, would seem to be to pre
serve, not to destroy; to maintain the position which it has as
sumed; and, for one, I shall feel it an indispensable obligation 
to hold it steady, as far as in my power, to that degree of protec
tion ·which it has undertaken to bestow. No more of the tariff. 

Professing to be provoked, by what he chose to consider a 
charge made by me against South Carolina, the honorable 
member, l\1r. President, has taken up a new crusade against 
New England. Leaving altogether the subject of the public 
lands, in which his success, perhaps, had been neither distin
guished nor satisfactory, and letting go, also, of the topic of the 
tariff, he sallied forth, in a general assault, on the opinions, poli
tics, and parties of New England, as they have been exhibited 
in the last thirty years. This is natural. The " narrow policy " 
of the public lands had proved a legal settlement in South Caro
lina, and was not to be removed. The " accursed policy " of 
the tariff, also, had established the fact of its birth and parent
age, in the same State. No wonder, therefore, the gentleman 
wished to carry the war, as he expressed it, into the enemy's 
country. Prudently willing to quit these subjects, he was, 
doubtless, desirous of fastening on others, that which could not 
be transferred south of Mason and Dixon's line. The politics 
of New England became his theme; and it was in this part of 
his speech, I think, that he menaced me with such sore discom
fiture. Discomfiture! \Vhy, sir, when he attacks anything 
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which I maintain, and overthrows it; when he turns the right 
or left of any position which I take up; when he drives me from 
any ground I choose to occupy; he may then talk of discom
fiture, but not till that distant day. What has he done? Has 
he maintained his own charges? Has he proved what he al
leged? Has he sustained himself in his attack on the govern
ment, and on the history of the Korth, in the matter of the public 
lands? Has he disproved a fact, refuted a proposition, weak
ened an argument, maintained by me? Has he come within 
beat of drum of any position of mine? Oh, no; but he has 
"carried the war into the enemy's country"? Carried the war 
into the enemy's country! Yes, sir, and what sort of a war 
has he made of it? Why, sir, he has stretched a drag-net over 
the whole surface of perished pamphlets, indiscreet sermons, 
frothy paragraphs, and fuming popular addresses; over what
ever the pulpit, in its moments of alarm, the press, in its heats, 
and parties in their extravagance, have severally thrown off in 
times of general excitement and violence. He has thus swept 
together a mass of such things as, but that they are now old 
and cold, the public health would have required him rather to 
leave in their state of dispersion. For a good long hour or two 
we had the unbroken pleasure of listening to the honorable 
member while he recited, with his usual grace and spirit, and 
with evident high gusto, speeches, pamphlets, addresses, and 
all the " et ceteras " of the political press, such as warm heads 
produce in warm times; and such as it would be" discomfiture " 
indeed, for anyone, whose taste did not delight in that sort of 
reading, to be obliged to peruse. This is his war. This is to 
carry the war into the enemy's country. It is in an invasion of 
this sort, that he flatters himself with the expectation of gaining 
laurels fit to adorn a senator's brow! 

Mr. President, I shall not, it will, I trust, not be expected that 
I should, either now, or at any time, separate this farrago into 
parts, and answer and examine its components. I shall hardly 
bestow upon it all, a general remark or two. In the run of forty 
years, sir, under this constitution, we have experienced sundry 
successive violent party contests. Party arose, indeed, with 
the constitution itself, and, in some form or other, has attended 
it through the greater part of its history. Whether any other 
constitution tl'>an the old articles of confederation was desira-
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ble, was, itself, a question on which parties formed; if a new 
constitution were framed, what powers should be given to· it, 
was another question; and when it had been formed, what was, 
in fact, the just extent of the powers actually conferred, was a 
third. Parties, as we know, existed under the first administra
tion, as distinctly marked as those which have manifested them
selves at any subsequent period. The contest immediately pre
ceding the political change in I8oi, and that, again, which ex
isted at the commencement of the late war, are other instances 
of party excitement, of something more than usual strength 
and intensity. In all these conflicts there was, no doubt, much 
of violence on both and all sides. It would be impossible, if 
one had a fancy for such employment, to adjust the relative 
quantum of violence between these contending parties. There 
was enough in each, as must always be expected in popular 
governments. With a great deal of proper and decorous dis
cussion, there was mingled a great deal, also, of declamation, 
virulence, crimination, and abuse. In regard to any party, 
probably, at one of the leading epochs in the history of parties, 
enough may be found to make out another equally inflamed 
exhibition as that with which the honorable member has edified 
us. For myself, sir, I shall not rake among the rubbish of by
gone times, to see what I can find, or whether I cannot find 
something, by which I can fix a blot on the escutcheon of any 
State, any party, or any part of the country. General vVashing
ton's administration was steadily and zealously maintained, as 
we all know, by New England. It was violently opposed else
where. We know in what quarter he had the most earnest, 
constant, and persevering support, in all his great and leading 
measures. We know where his private and personal character 
were held in the highest degree of attachment and veneration ; 
and we know, too, where his measures were opposed, his ser
vices slighted, and his character vilified. We know, or we 
might know, if we turned to the journals, who expressed re
spect, gratitude, and regret when he retired from the chief mag
istracy; and who refused to express either respect, gratitude, or 
regret. I shall not open those journals. Publications more 
abusive or scurrilous never saw the light, than were sent forth 
against Washington and all his leading measures, from presses 
south of New England. But I shall not look them up. I em-
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ploy no scavengers, no one is in attendance on me, tendering 
such means of retaliation; and, if there were, with an ass's load 
of them, with a bulk as huge as that which the gentleman him
self has produced, I would not touch one of them. I see enough 
of the violence of our own times, to be no way anxious to rescue 
from forgetfulness the extravagances of times past. Besides, 
what is all this to the present purpose? It has nothing to do 
with the public lands, in regard to which the attack was begun; 
and it has nothing to do with those sentiments and opinions, 
which, I have thought, tend to disunion, and all of which the 
honorable member seems to have adopted himself, and under
taken to defend. New England has, at times, so argues the 
gentleman, held opinions as dangerous as those which he now 
holds. Suppose this were so, why should he, therefore, abuse 
New England? If he finds himself countenanced by acts of 
hers, how is it that, while he relies on these acts, he covers, or 
seeks to cover, their authors with reproach? But, sir, if, in the 
course of forty years, there have been undue effervescences of 
party in New England, has the same thing happened nowhere 
else? Party animosity and party outrage, not in New England, 
but elsewhere, denounced President Washington, not only as a 
Federalist, but as a Tory, a British agent, a man, who, in his 
high office, sanctioned corruption. But does the honorable 
member suppose, that, if I had a tender here, who should put 
such an effusion of wickedness and folly in my hand, that I 
would stand up and read it against the South? Parties ran into 
great heats again, in 1799 and 18oo. What was said, sir, or 
rather what was not said, in those years, against John Adams, 
one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, and its 
admitted ablest defender on the floor of Congress? If the gen
tleman wishes to increase his stores of party abuse and frothy 
violence; if he has a determined proclivity to such pursuits, there 
are treasures of that sort south of the Potomac, much to his 
taste, yet untouched-! shall not touch them. 

The parties which divided the country at the commencement 
of the late war were violent. But, then, there was violence on 
both sides, and violence in every State. Minorities and majori
ties were equally violent. There was no more violence against 
the war in New England than in other States; nor any more ap
pearance of violence, except that, owing to a dense population, 
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gTeater facility of assembling, and more presses, there may have 
been more in quantity spoken and printed there than in some 
other places. In the article of sermons, too, New England is 
somewhat more abundant than South Carolina; and for that 
reason, the chance of finding here and there an exceptionable 
one, may be gTeater. I hope, too, there are more good ones. 
Opposition may have been more formidable in New England, 
as it embraced a larger portion of the whole population; but it 
was no more unrestrained in its principle, or violent in manner. 
The minorities dealt quite as harshly with their own State gov
ernments, as the majorities dealt with the administration here. 
There were presses on both sides, popular meetings on both 
sides, ay, and pulpits on both sides, also. The gentleman's 
purveyors have only catered for him among the productions 
of one side. I certainly shall not supply the deficiency by fur
nishing samples of the other. I leave to him and to them the 
whole concern. 

It is enough for me to say that if, in any part of this grateful 
occupation; if in all their researches they find anything in the 
history of Massachusetts, or New England, or in the proceed
ings of any legislative, or other public body, disloyal to the 
Union, speaking slightly of its value, proposing to break it up, 
or recommending non-intercourse with neighboring States, on 
account of difference of political opinion, then, sir, I give them 
all up to the honorable gentleman's unrestrained rebuke; ex
pecting, however, that he will extend his buffetings in like man
ner to all similar proceedings, wherever else found. 

The gentleman, sir, has spoken at large of former parties, 
now no longer in being, by their received appellations, and has 
undertaken to instruct us, not only in the knowledge of their 
principles, but of their respective pedigrees also. He has as
cended to the origin and run out their genealogies. With most 
exemplary modesty, he speaks of the party to which he pro
fesses to have belonged himself, as the true pure, the only 
honest, patriotic party, derived by regular descent, from father 
to son from the time of the virtuous Romans I Spreading be
fore us the family tree of political parties, he takes especial care 
to show himself, snugly perched on a popular bough I He is 
wakeful to the expediency of adopting such rules of descent as 
shall bring him in, in exclusion of others, as an heir to the in-
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heritance of all public virtue and all true political principle. 
His party and his opinions are sure to be orthodox; heterodoxy 
is confined to his opponents. He spoke, sir, of the federalists, 
and I thought I saw some eyes begin to open and stare a little 
when he ventured on that ground. I expected he would draw 
his sketches rather lightly when he looked on the circle around 
him, and especially if he should cast his thoughts to the high 
places out of the Senate. Nevertheless, he went back to Rome, 
ad awwm urbc co11dita, and found the fathers of the federal
ists in the primeval aristocrats of that renowned empire! He 
traced the flow of federal blood down through successive ages 
and centuries till he brought it into the veins of the American 
Tories (of whom, by the way, there were twenty in the Carolinas 
for one in Massachusetts). From the Tories he followed it to 
the Federalists; and as the Federal party was broken up, and 
there was no possibility of transmitting it further on this side 
the Atlantic, he seems to have discovered that it has gone off, 
collaterally, though against all the canons of descent, into the 
Ultras of France, and finally become extinguished, like explod
ed gas, among the adherents of Don Miguel! This, sir, is an 
abstract of the gentleman's history of federalism. I am not 
about to controvert it. It is not at present worth the pains of 
refutation; because, sir, if at this day anyone feels the sin of 
federalism lying heavily on his conscience he can easily procure 
remission. He may even obtain an indulgence, if he be de
sirous of repeating the same transgression. It is an affair of 
no difficulty to get into this same right line of patriotic descent. 
A man nowadays is at liberty to choose his political parentage. 
He may elect his own father. Federalist or not, he may, if he 
choose, claim to belong to the favored stock, and his claim will 
be allowed. He may carry back his pretensions just as far as 
the honorable gentleman himself; nay, he may make himself 
out the honorable gentleman's cousin, and prove satisfactorily 
that he is descended from the same political great-grandfather. 
All this is allowable. We all know a process, sir, by which the 
whole Essex Junto could, in one hour, be all washed white from 
their ancient federalism, and come out, every one of them, an 
original democrat, dyed in the wool! Some of them have actu
ally undergone the operation, and they say it is quite easy. The 
only inconvenience it occasions, as they tell us, is a slight ten-
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dency of the blood to the face, a soft suffusion, which, however, 
is very transient, since nothing is said by those whom they join 
calculated to deepen the red on the cheek, but a prudent silence 
observed in regard to all the past. Indeed, sir, some smiles of 
approbation have been bestowed, and some crumbs of comfort 
have fallen, not a thousand miles from the door of the Hartford 
Cc-nvention itself. And if the author of the ordinance of 1787 
possessed the other requisite qualifications, there is no know
ing, notwithstanding his federalism, to what heights of favor 
he might not yet attain. 

l\Ir. President, in carrying his warfare, such as it was, into 
New England, the honorable gentleman all along professes to 
be acting on the defensive. He elects to consider me as having 
assailed South Carolina, and insists that he comes forth only 
as her champion, and in her defence. Sir, I do not admit that 
I made any attack whatever on South Carolina. Nothing like 
it. The honorable member in his first speech expressed opin
ions, in regard to revenue and some other topics, which I heard 
both with pain and with surprise. I told the gentleman I was 
aware that such sentiments were entertained out of the Govern
ment, but had not expected to find them advanced in it; that I 
knew there were persons in the South who speak of our Union 
with indifference or doubt, taking pains to magnify its evils, 
and to say nothing of its benefits; that the honorable member 
himself, I was sure, could never be one of these; and I regretted 
the expression of such opinions as he had avowed, because I 
thought their obvious tendency was to encourage feelings of 
disrespect to the Union, and to weaken its connection. This, 
sir, is the sum and substance of all I said on the subject. And 
this constitutes the attack which called on the chivalry of the 
gentleman, in his own opinion, to harry us with such a foray, 
among the party pamphlets and party proceedings of l\Iassa
chusetts! If he means that I spoke with dissatisfaction or dis
respect of the ebullitions of individuals in South Carolina, it is 
true. But if he means that I had assailed the character of the 
State, her honor or patriotism ; that I had reflected on her his
tory or her conduct, he had not the slightest ground for any 
such assumption. I did not even refer, I think, in my observa
tions to any collection of individuals. I said nothing of the 
recent conventions. I spoke in the most guarded and careful 
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manner, and only expressed my regret for the publication of 
opinions which I presumed the honorable member disapproved 
as much as myself. In this, it seems, I was mistaken. I do not 
remember that the gentleman has disclaimed any sentiment or 
any opinion, of a supposed anti-union tendency, which on all 
or any of the recent occasions has been expressed. The whole 
drift of his speech has been rather to prove that, in divers times 
and manners, sentiments equally liable to my objection have 
been promulged in New England. And one would suppose 
that his object, in this reference to :Massachusetts, was to find 
a precedent to justify proceedings in the South, were it not for 
the reproach and contumely with \vhich he labors all along to 
load these, his own chosen precedents. By way of defending 
South Carolina from what he chooses to think an attack on her, 
he first quotes the example of Massachusetts, and then denounces 
that example in good set terms. This twofold purpose, not 
very consistent with itself, one would think, was exhibited more 
than once in the course of his speech. He referred, for instance, 
to the Hartford Convention. Did he do this for authority, or 
for a topic of reproach? Apparently for both; for he told us 
that he should find no fault with the mere fact of holding such 
a convention, and considering and discussing such questions as 
he supposes were then and there disct::ssed; but what rendered 
it obnoxious was the time it was holden, and the circumstances 
of the country then existing. We were in a war, he said, and 
the country needed all our aid-the hand of government re
quired to be strengthened, not weakened-and patriotism 
should have postponed such proceedings to another day. The 
thing itself, then, is a precedent, the time and manner of it, only, 
a subject of censure. Now, sir, I go much further on this point 
than the honorable member. Supposing, as the gentleman 
seems to, that the Hartford Convention assembled for any such 
purpose as breaking up the Union, because they thought un
constitutional laws had been passed, or to consult on that sub
ject, or to calculate the value of the Union: supposing this to be 
their purpose, or any part of it, then, I say, the meeting itself 
was disloyal, and was obnoxious to censure, whether held in 
time of peace or time of war, or under whatever circumstances. 
The material question is the object. Is dissolution the object? 
If it be, external circumstances may make it a more or less ag-

VoL. ll.-4 
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gravated case, but cannot affect the principle. I do not hold, 
therefore, sir, that the Hartford Convention was pardonable, 
even to the extent of the gentleman's admission, if its ohjects 
were really such as have been imputed to it. Sir, there never 
was a time, under any degree of excitement, in which the Hart
ford Convention, or any other convention, could maintain itself 
one moment in New England, if assembled for any such pur
pose as the gentleman says would have been an allowable pur
pose. To hold conventions to decide constitutional law !-to 
try the binding validity of statutes by votes in a convention! 
Sir, the Hartford Convention, I presume, would not desire that 
the honorable gentleman should be their defender or advocate, 
if he puts their case upon such untenable and extravagant 
grounds. 

Then, sir, the gentleman has no fault to find with these re
cently promulgated South Carolina opinions. And, certainly, 
he need have none ; for his own sentiments as now advanced, 
and advanced on reflection, as far as I have been able to com
prehend them, go the full length of all these opinions. I pro
pose, sir, to say something on these, and to consider how far 
they are just and constitutional. Before doing that, however, 
let me observe, that the eulogium pronounced on the character 
of the State of South Carolina, by the honorable gentleman, 
for her revolutionary and other merits, meets my hearty con
currence. I shall not acknowledge that the honorable member 
goes before in regard for whatever of distinguished talent, or 
distinguished character, South Carolina has produced. I claim 
part of the honor, I partake in the pride, of her great names. 
I claim them for countrymen, one and all. The Laurenses, the 
Rutledges, the Pinckneys, the Sumpters, the Marions-Ameri
cans, all-whose fame is no more to be hemmed in by State lines 
than their talents and patriotism were capable of being circum
scribed within the same narrow limits. In their day and gener
ation they served and honored the country, and the whole coun
try; and their renown is of the treasures of the whole country. 
Him, whose honored name the gentleman himself bears-does 
he esteem me less capable of gratitude for his patriotism, or 
sympathy for his sufferings, than if his eyes had first opened 
upon the light of Massachusetts, instead of South Carolina? 
Sir, does he suppose it in his power to exhibit a Carolina name 
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so bright as to produce envy in my bosom? No, sir, increased 
gratification and delight, rather. I thank God, that, if I am 
gifted with little of the spirit which is able to raise mortals to the 
skies, I have yet none, as I trust, of that other spirit, which 
would drag angels down. When I shall be found, sir, in my 
place here, in the Senate, or elsewhere, to sneer at public merit, 
because it happens to spring up beyond the little limits of my 
own State, or neighborhood; when I refuse, for any such cause, 
or for any cause, the homage due to American talent, to elevated 
patriotism, to sincere devotion to liberty, and the country; or, if 
I see an uncommon endowment of Heaven-if I see extraordi
nary capacity and virtue in any son of the South-and if, moved 
by local prejudice, or gangrened by State jealousy, I get up here 
to abate the tithe of a hair from just character and just fame, 
may my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth I 

Sir, let me recur to pleasing recollections-let me indulge in 
refreshing remembrances of the past-let me remind you that 
in early times, no States cherished greater harmony, both of 
principle and feeling, than Massachusetts and South Carolina. 
Would to God that harmony might again return! Shoulder to 
shoulder they went through the revolution-hand in hand they 
stood round the administration of Washington, and felt his own 
great arm lean on them for support. Unkind feeling, if it exist, 
alienation and distrust, are the growth, unnatural to such soils, 
of false principles since sown. They are weeds, the seeds of 
which that same great arm never scattered. 

Mr. President, I shall enter on no encomium upon Massa
chusetts-she needs none. There she is-behold her, and 
judge for yourselves. There is her history; the world knows 
it by heart. The past, at least, is secure. There is Boston, and 
Concord, and Lexington, and Dunker Hill-and there they 
will remain forever. The bones of her sons, falling in the great 
struggle for independence, now lie mingled with the soil of 
every State, from New England to Georgia; and there they 
will lie forever. And, sir, where American liberty raised its first 
voice; and where its youth was nurtured and sustained, there 
it still lives, in the strength of its manhood and full of its original 
spirit. If discord and disunion shall wound it-if party strife 
and blind ambition shall hawk at and tear it-if folly and mad
ness-if uneasiness, under salutary and necessary restraint-
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shall succeed to separate it from that Union, by which alone its 
existence is made sure, it will stand, in the end, by the side of 
that cradle in which its infancy was rocked; it will stretch forth 
its arm with whatever of vigor it may still retain, over the friends 
who gather round it; and it will fall at last, if fall it must, amidst 
the proudest monuments of its own glory, and on the very spot 
of its origin. 

There yet remains to be performed, Mr. President, by far the 
most grave and important duty, which I feel to be devolved on 
me, by this occasion. It is to state, and to defend, what I con
ceive to be the true principles of the constitution under which 
we are here assembled. I might well have desired that so 
weighty a task should have fallen into other and abler hands. 
I could have wished that it should have been executed by those, 
whose character and experience give weight and influence to 
their opinions, such as cannot possibly belong to mine. But, 
sir, I have met the occasion, not sought it; and I shall proceed 
to state my own sentiments, without challenging for them any 
particular regard, with studied plainness, and as much precision 
as possible. 

I understand the honorable gentleman from South Carolina 
to maintain that it is a right of the State legislatures to interfere, 
whenever, in their judgment, this Government transcends its 
constitutional limits, and to arrest the operation of its laws. 

I understand him to maintain this right; as a right existing 
under the constitution, not as a right to overthrow it, on the 
ground of extreme necessity, such as would justify violent revo
lution. 

I understand him to maintain an authority, on the part of the 
States, thus to interfere, for the purpose of correcting the exer
cise of power by the general government, of checking it, and of 
compelling it to conform to their opinion of the extent of its 
powers. 

I understand him to maintain, that the ultimate power of 
judging of the constitutional extent of its own authority, is not 
lodged exclusively in the general government, or any branch 
of it; but that, on the contrary, the States may lawfully decide 
for themselves, and each State for itself, whether, in a given 
case, the act of the general government transcends its power. 

I understand him to insist, that if the exigency of the case, 
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in the opinion of any State government, require it, such State 
government may, by its own sovereign authority, annul an act 
of the general government, which it deems plainly and palpably 
unconstitutional. 

This is the sum of what I understand from him, to be the 
South Carolina doctrine; and the doctrine which he maintains. 
I propose to consider it, and compare it with the constitution. 
Allow me to say, as a preliminary remark, that I call this the 
South Carolina doctrine, only because the gentleman himself 
has so denominated it. I do not feel at liberty to say that South 
Carolina, as a State, has ever advanced these sentiments. I 
hope she has not, and never may. That a great majority of her 
people are opposed to the tariff laws, is doubtless true. That a 
majority, somewhat less than that just mentioned, conscien
tiously believe these laws unconstitutional, may probably also 
be true. But, that any majority holds to the right of direct 
State interference, at State discretion, the right of nullifying acts 
of Congress, by acts of State legislation, is more than I know, 
and what I shall be slow to believe. 

That there are individuals, besides the honorable gentleman, 
who do maintain these opinions, is quite certain. I recollect 
the recent expression of a sentiment, which circumstances at
tending its utterance and publication justify us in supposing 
was not unpremeditated. " The sovereignty of the State
never to be controlled, construed, or decided on, but by her own 
feelings of honorable justice." 

[l\Ir. Hayne here rose, and said., that for the purpose of being clearly 
understood, he would state that his proposition was in the words of the 
Virginia resolution, as follows: 

" That this assembly doth explicitly and peremptorily declare, that it 
views the powers of the federal government, as resulting from the com
pact, to which the States are parties, as limited by the plain sense and 
intention of the instrument constituting that compact, as no further valid 
than they are authorized by the grants enumerated in that compact; 
and that, in case of a deliberate, palpable and dangerous exercise of other 
powers, not granted by the said compact, the States who are parties 
thereto, have the right, and are in duty bound to interpose, for arresting 
the progress of the evil, and for maintaining, within their respective 
limits, the authorities, rights, and liberties appertaining to them." Mr. 
Webster resumed:] 

I am quite aware, Mr. President, of the existence of the reso
lution which the gentleman read, and has now repeated, and 
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that he relies on it as his authority. I know che source, too, 
from which it is understood to have proceeded. I need not 
say that I have much respect for the constitutional opinions of 
Mr. Madison; they would weigh greatly with me, always. But, 
before the authority of his opinion be vouched for the gentle
man's proposition, it will be proper to consider what is the fair 
interpretation of that resolution, to which Mr. 1\Iadison is 
understood to have given his sanction. As the gentleman con
strues it, it is an authority for him. Possibly, he may not have 
adopted the right construction. That resolution declares, that, 
in the case of the dangerous exercise of powers not granted 
by the general government, the States may interpose to arrest 
the progress of the evil. But how interpose, and what does 
this declaration purport? Does it mean no more, than that 
there may be extreme cases, in which the people, in any mode 
of assembling, may resist usurpation, and relieve themselves 
from a tyrannical government? No one will deny this. Such 
resistance is not only acknowledged to be just in America, but 
in England also. Blackstone admits as much, in the theory, 
and practice, too, of the English constitution. \Ve, sir, who 
oppose the Carolina doctrine, do not deny that the people may, 
if they choose, throw off any government, when it becomes op
pressive and intolerable, and erect a better in its stead. \Ve all 
know that civil institutions are established for the public benefit, 
and that when they cease to answer the ends of their existence, 
they may be changed. But I do not understand the doctrine 
now contended for to be that, which, for the sake of distinctness, 
we may call the right of revolution. I understand the gentle
man to maintain, that, without revolution, without civil com
motion, without rebellion, a remedy for supposed abuse and 
transgression of the powers of the general government lies in a 
direct appeal to the interference of the State governments. 

[1\Ir. Hayne here rose. He did not contend, he said, for the mere 
right of revolution, but for the right of constitutional resistance. What 
he maintained, was, that in case of a plain, palpable violation of the 
<::onstitution by the general government, a State may interpose; and 
that this interposition is constitutional. 1\fr. Webster resumed:] 

So, sir, I understood the gentleman, and am happy to find 
that I did not misunderstand him. What he contends for is, 
that it is constitutional to interrupt the administration of the 
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constitution itself, in the hands of those who are chosen and 
sworn to administer it, by the direct interference, in form of law, 
of the States, in virtue of their sovereign capacity. The in
herent right in the people to reform their government I do not 
deny; and they have another right, and that is, to resist uncon
stitutional laws without overturning the government. It is no 
doctrine of mine, that unconstitutional laws bind the people. 
The great question is, whose prerogative is it to decide on the 
constitutionality, or unconstitutionality of the laws? On that 
the main debate hinges. The proposition, that, in case of a 
supposed violation of the constitution by Congress, the States 
have a constitutional right to interfere, and annul the law of 
Congress, is the proposition of the gentleman: I do not admit 
it. If the gentleman had intended no more than to assert the 
right of revolution, for justifiabl.::: cause, he would have said 
only what all agree to. But I cannot conceive that there can be 
a middle course, between submission to the laws, when regu
larly pronounced constitutional, on the one hand, and open 
resistance, which is revolution, or rebellion, on the other. I 
say, the right of a State to annul a law of Congress cannot be 
maintained, but on the ground of the unalienable right of man 
to resist oppression; that is to say, upon the ground of revo
lution. I admit that there is an ultimate violent remedy, above 
the constitution, and in defiance of the constitution, which may 
be resorted to when a revolution is to be justified. But I do 
not admit that, under the constitution, and in conformity with 
it, there is any mode in which a State government, as a member 
of the Union, can interfere and stop the progress of the general 
government, by force of her own laws, under any circumstances 
whatever. 

This leads us to inquire into the origin of this government, 
and the source of its power. Whose agent is it? Is it the 
creature of the State legislatures, or the creature of the people? 
If the government of the United States be the agent of the State 
governments, then they may control it, provided they can agree 
in the manner of controlling it; if it be the agent of the people, 
then the people alone can control it, restrain it, modify, or re
form it. It is observable enough, that the doctrine for which 
the honorable gentleman contends, leads him to the necessity 
of maintaining, not only that this general government is the 
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creature of the States, but that it is the creature of each of the 
States severally; so that each may assert the power, for itself, 
of determining whether it acts within the limits of its authority. 
It is the servant of four-and-twenty masters, of different wills 
and different purposes, and yet bound to obey all. This ab
surdity (for it seems no less) arises from a misconception as to 
the origin of this government and its true character. It is, sir, 
the people's constitution, the people's government; made for 
the people; made by the people; and answerable to the people. 
The people of the United States have declared that this consti
tution shall be the supreme law. We must either admit the 
proposition, or dispute their authority. The States are, un
questionably, sovereign, so far as their sovereignty is not affect
ed by this supreme law. But the State legislatures, as political 
bodies, however sovereign, are yet not sovereign over the peo
ple. So far as the people have given power to the general gov
ernment, so far the grant is unquestionably good, and the gov
ernment holds of the people, and not of the State governments. 
We are all agents of the same supreme power, the people. The 
general government and the State governments derive their 
authority from the same source. Neither can, in relation to 
the other, be called primary, though one is definite and restrict
ed and the other general and residuary. The national govern
ment possesses those powers which it can be shown the people 
have conferred on it, and no more. All the rest belongs to the 
State governments or to the people themselves. So far as the 
people have restrained State sovereignty, by the expression 
of their will in the constitution of the United States, so 
far, it must be admitted, State sovereignty is effectually 
controlled. I do not contend that it is, or ought to be con
trolled further. The sentiment to which I have referred, 
propounds that State sovereignty is only to be controlled 
by its own " feeling of justice "; that is to say, it is not 
to be controlled at all; for one who is to follow his own feelings 
is under no legal control. Now, however men may think this 
ought to be, the fact is, that the people of the United States have 
chosen to impose control on State sovereignties. There are 
those, doubtless, who wish they had been left without restraint ; 
but the constitution has ordered the matter differently. To 
make war, for instance, is an exercise of sovereignty ; but the 
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constitution declares that no State shall make war. To coin 
money is another exercise of sovereign power; but no State is 
at liberty to coin money. Again, the constitution says that no 
sovereign State shall be so sovereign as to make a treaty. These 
prohibitions, it must be confessed, are a control on the State 
sovereignty of South Carolina, as well as of the other States, 
which does not arise " from her own feelings of honorable jus~ 
tice." Such an opinion, therefore, is in defiance of the plainest 
provisions of the constitution. 

There are other proceedings of public bodies which have al~ 
ready been alluded to, and to which I refer again for the pur~ 
pose of ascertaining more fully what is the length and breadth 
of that doctrine, denominated the Carolina doctrine, which the 
honorable member has now stood up on this floor to main~ 
tain. In one of them I find it resolved that " the tariff of 1828, 
and every other tariff designed to promote one branch of in~ 
dustry at the expense of others, is contrary to the meaning and 
intention of the federal compact; and is such a dangerous, 
palpable and deliberate usurpation of power, by a determined 
majority, wielding the general government beyond the limits 
of its delegated powers, as calls upon the States which compose 
the suffering minority, in their sovereign capacity, to exercise 
the powers which, as sovereigns, necessarily devolve upon them 
when their compact is violated." 

Observe, sir, that this resolution holds the tariff of 1828, and 
every other tariff, designed to promote one branch of industry 
at the expense of another, to be such a dangerous, palpable, 
and deliberate usurpation of power, as calls upon the States, in 
their sovereign capacity, to interfere by their own authority. 
This denunciation, Mr. President, you will please to observe, 
includes our old tariff of 1816, as well as all others; because 
that was established to promote the interest of the manufactures 
of cotton, to the manifest and admitted injury of the Calcutta 
cotton trade. Observe, again, that all the qualifications are 
here rehearsed and charged upon the tariff, which are neces~ 
sary to bring the case within the gentleman's proposition. The 
tariff is a usurpation; it is a dangerous usurpation; it is a pal
pable usurpation; it is a deliberate usurpation. It is such a 
usurpation, therefore, as calls upon the States to exercise their 
right of interference. Here is a case, then, within the gentle~ 
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man's principles, and all his qualifications of his principles. It 
is a case for action. The constitution is plainly, dangerously, 
palpably, and deliberately violated; and the States must inter
pose their own authority to arrest the law. Let us suppose the 
State of South Carolina to express this same opinion by the 
voice of her legislature. That would be very imposing; but 
what then? Is the voice of one State conclusive? It so hap
pens that at the very moment when South Carolina resolves 
that the tariff laws are unconstitutional, Pennsylvania and Ken
tucky resolve exactly the reverse. They hold those laws to be! 
both highly proper and strictly constitutional. And now, sir, 
how does the honorable member propose to deal with this 
case? How does he relieve us from this difficulty upon any 
principle of his? His construction gets us into it; how does 
he propose to get us out? 

In Carolina the tariff is a palpable, deliberate usurpation ; 
Carolina, therefore, may nullify it, and refuse to pay the duties. 
In Pennsylvania it is both clearly constitutional and highly ex
pedient; and there the duties are to be paid. And yet we live 
under a government of uniform laws, and under a constitution, 
too, which contains an express provision, as it happens, that 
all duties shall be equal in all the States. Does not this ap
proach absurdity? 

If there be no power to settle such questions, independent of 
either of the States, is not the whole Union a rope of sand? 
Are we not thrown back again precisely upon the old con
federation? 

It is too plain to be argued. Four-and-twenty interpreters of 
constitutional law, each with a power to decide for itself, and 
none with authority to bind anybody else, and this constitu
tional law the only bond of their union! What is such a state 
of things but a mere connection during pleasure, or, to use 
the phraseology of the times, during feeling? And that feeling, 
too, not the feeling of the people, who established the constitu
tion, but the feeling of the State governments. 

In another of the South Carolina addresses, having premised 
that the crisis requires " all the concentrated energy of pas
sion," an attitude of open resistance to the laws of the Union is 
advised. Open resistance to the laws, then, is the constitu
tional remedy, the conservative power of the State, which the 
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South Carolina doctrines teach for the redress of political evils, 
real or imaginary. And its authors further say that, appealing 
with confidence to the constitution itself to justify their opin
ions, they cannot consent to try their accuracy by the courts 
of justice. In one sense, indeed, sir, this is assuming an atti
tude of open resistance in favor of liberty. But what sort of 
libertY? The liberty of establishing their ovvn opinions, in 
defia~ce of the opinions of all others; the liberty of judging 
and of deciding exclusively themselves, in a matter in which 
others have as much right to judge and decide as they; the 
liberty of placing their own opinions above the judgment of all 
others, above the laws, and above the constitution. This is 
their liberty, and this is the fair result of the proposition con
tended for by the honorable gentleman. Or it may be more 
properly said, it is identical with it, rather than a result from it. 

In the same publication we find the following: " Previously 
to our revolution, when the ann of oppression was stretched 
over Kew England, where did our Northern brethren meet 
\vith a braver sympathy than that which sprung from the 
bosoms of Carolinians? \Ve had no extortion, no oppression, 
no collision with the King's ministers, no navigation interests 
springing up in envious rivalry of England." 

This seems extraordinary language. South Carolina no col
lision with the King's ministers in Ii75! No extortion! No 
oppression! But, sir, it is also most significant language. 
Does any man doubt the purpose for which it was penned? 
Can anyone fail to see that it was designed to raise in the read
er's mind the question, whether, at this time-that is to say, 
in 1828-South Carolina has any collision with the King's 
ministers, any oppression, or extortion to fear from Eng
land? \Yhether, in short, England is not as naturally the 
friend of South Carolina, as New England with her navigation 
interests springing up in em·ious rinlry of England? 

Is it not strange, sir, that an intelligent man in South Caro
lina, in 1828, should thus labor to prove, that, in 1775, there was 
no hostility, no cause of war, between South Carolina and Eng
land? That she had no occasion, in reference to her own 
interest, or from a regard to her own welfare, to take up arms 
in the revolutionary contest? Can anyone account for the 
expression of such strange sentiments, and their circulation 
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through the State, otherwise than by supposing the object 
to be, what I have already intimated, to raise the question, if 
they had no " collision" (mark the expression) with the min
isters of King George III, in 1775, what collision have they, 
in 1828, with the ministers of King George IV? What is there 
now, in the existing state of things, to separate Carolina from 
Old, more, or rather, than from New England? 

Resolutions, sir, have been recently passed by the legislature 
of South Carolina. I need not refer to them; they go no farther 
than the honorable gentleman himself has gone-and, I hope, 
not so far. I content myself, therefore, with debating the 
matter with him. 

And now, sir, what I have first to say on this subject is, that, 
at no time, and under no circumstances, has New England, 
or any State in New England, or any respectable body of per
sons in New England, or any public man of standing in New 
England, put forth such a doctrine as this Carolina doctrine. 

The gentleman has found no case, he can find none, to sup
port his own opinions by New England authority. New Eng
land has studied the constitution in other schools, and under 
other teachers. She looks upon it with other regards, and 
deems more highly and reverently both of its just authority, 
and its utility and excellence. The history of her legislative 
proceedings may be traced-the ephemeral effusions of tem
porary bodies, called together by the excitement of the occa
sion, may be hunted up-they have been hunted up. The opin
ions and votes of her public men, in and out of Congress, may 
be explored-it will all be in vain. The Carolina doctrine can 
derive from her neither countenance nor support. She re
jects it now; she always did reject it; and till she loses her 
senses, she always will reject it. The honorable member has 
referred to expressions, on the subject of the embargo law, 
made in this place, by an honorable and venerable gentleman, 
Mr. Hillhouse, now favoring us with his presence. He quotes 
that distinguished senator as saying, that, in his judgment, 
the embargo law was unconstitutional, and that, therefore, in 
his opinion, the people were not bound to obey it. That, sir, 
is perfectly constitutional language. An unconstitutional law 
is not binding; but then it does not rest with a resolution or a 
law of a State legislature to decide whether an act of Congress 
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be, or be not constitutional. An unconstitutional act of Con· 
gress would not bind the people of this district, although they 
have no legislature to interfere in their behalf; and, on the 
other hand, a constitutional law of Congress does bind the 
citizens of every State, although all their legislatures should 
undertake to annul it by act or resolution. The venerable Con
necticut senator is a constitutional lawyer, of sound principles, 
and enlarged knowledge; a statesman practised and experi· 
enced, bred in the company of Washington, and holding just 
views upon the nature of our governments. He believed the 
embargo unconstitutional, and so did others; but what then? 
Who, did he suppose, was to decide that question? The State 
legislatures? Certainly not. No such sentiment ever escaped 
his lips. Let us follow up, sir, this New England opposition to 
the embargo laws; let us trace it till we discern the principle, 
which controlled and governed New England, throughout the 
whole course of that opposition. \Ve shall then see what sim· 
ilarity there is between the New England school of constitu
tional opinions, and this modern Carolina school. The gentle
man, I think, read a petition from some single individual, ad· 
dressed to the legislature of :Massachusetts, asserting the Caro
lina doctrine-that is, the right of State interference to arrest 
the laws of the Union. The fate of that petition shows the 
sentiment of the legislature. It met no favor. The opinions 
of :Massachusetts were otherwise. They had expressed, in 1798, 
in answer to the resolutions of Virginia, and she did not depart 
from them, nor bend them to the times. Misgoverned, 
wronged, oppressed as she felt herself to be, she still held fast 
her integrity to the Union. The gentleman may find in her 
proceedings much evidence of dissatisfaction with the measures 
of government, and great and deep dislike to the embargo; all 
this makes the case so much the stronger for her; for notwith· 
standing all this dissatisfaction and dislike, she claimed no 
right, still, to sever asunder the bonds of the Union. There 
was heat, and there was anger, in her political feeling-be it so 
-her heat or her anger did not, nevertheless, betray her into 
infidelity to the government. The gentleman labors to prove 
that she disliked the embargo, as much as South Carolina dis· 
likes the tariff, and expressed her dislike as strongly. Be it so; 
but did she propose the Carolina remedy ?-did she threaten 
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to interfere, by State authority, to annul the laws of the Union? 
That is the question for the gentleman's consideration. 

No doubt, sir, a great majority of the people of New England 
conscientiousiy believed the embargo law of 1807 unconstitu
tional; as conscientiously, certainly, as the people of South Caro
lina hold that opinion of the tariff. They reasoned thus: Congress 
has power to regulate commerce; but here is a law, they said, 
stopping all commerce, and stopping it indefinitely. The law 
is perpetual; that is, it is not limited in point of time, and must, 
of course, continue, until it shall be repealed by some other law. 
It is as perpetual, therefore, as the law against treason or murder. 
Now, is this regulating commerce, or destroying it? Is it guid
ing, controlling, giving the rule to commerce, as a subsisting 
thing; or is it putting an end to it altogether? Nothing is more 
certain, than that a majority in New England deemed this law a 
violation of the constitution. The very case required by the 
gentleman to justify State interference, had then arisen. Mas
sachusetts believed this law to be " a deliberate, palpable, and 
dangerous exercise of a power not granted by the constitution." 
Deliberate it was, for it was long continued; palpable, she 
thought it, as no words in the constitution gave the power, and 
only a construction, in her opinion, most violent, raised it; dan
gerous it was, since it threatened utter ruin to her most impor
tant interests. Here, then, was a Carolina case. How did Mas
sachusetts deal with it? It was, as she thought, a plain manifest, 
palpable violation of the constitution, and it brought ruin to her 
doors. Thousands of families, and hundreds of thousands of 
individuals, were begg-ared by it. While she saw and felt all 
this, she saw and felt, also, that, as a measure of national policy, 
it was perfectly futile; that the country was no way ~ene:fited by 
that which caused so much individual distress; that it was effi
cient only for the production of evil, and all that evil inflicted on 
ourselves. In such a case, under such circumstances, how did 
Massachusetts demean herself? Sir, she remonstrated, she 
memorialized, she addressed herself to the general government, 
not exactly " with the concentrated energy of passion," but with 
her own strong sense, and the energy of sober conviction. But 
she did not interpose the arm of her own power to arrest the law, 
and break the embargo. Far from it. Her principles bound 
her to two things; and she followed her principles, lead where 
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they might. First, to submit to every constitutional law of Con
gress, and, secondly, if the constitutional validity of the law be 
doubted, to refer that question to the decision of the proper tri
bunals. The first principle is vain and ineffectual without the 
second. A majority of us in New England believed the em
bargo law unconstitutional; but the great question was, and al
ways will be, in such cases, who is to decide this? Who is to 
judge between the people and the government? And, sir, it is 
quite plain, that the constitution of the United States confers on 
the government itself, to be exercised by its appropriate depart
ment, and under its own responsibility to the people, this power 
of deciding ultimately and conclusively, upon the just extent of 
its own authority. If this had not been done we should not have 
advanced a single step beyond the old confederation. 

Being fully of opinion that the embargo law was unconstitu
tional, the people of New England were yet equally clear in the 
opinion-it was a matter they did not doubt upon-that the 
question, after all, must be decided by the judicial tribunals of 
the United States. Before those tribunals, therefore, they 
brought the question. Under the provisions of the law, they 
had given bonds, to millions in amount, and which were alleged 
to be forfeited. They suffered the bonds to be sued, and thus 
raised the question. In the old-fashioned way of settling dis
putes, they went to law. The case came to hearing, and solemn 
argument; and he who espoused their cause, and stood up for 
them against the validity of the embargo act, was none other 
than that great man, of whom the gentleman has made honor
able mention, Samuel Dexter. He was then, sir, in the fulness 
of his knowledge, and the maturity of his strength. He had re
tired from long and distinguished public service here; to the re
newed pursuit of professional duties; carrying with him all that 
enlargement and expansion, all the new strength and force, 
which an acquaintance with the more general subjects discussed 
in the national councils, is capable of adding to professional at
tainment, in a mind of true greatness and comprehension. He 
was a lawyer, and he was also a statesman. He had studied the 
constitution, when he filled public station, that he might defend 
it; he had examined its principles that he might maintain them. 
More than all men, or at least as much as any man, he was at
tached to the general government and to the union of the States. 
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His feelings and opinions all ran in that direction. A question 
of constitutional law, too, was of all subjects, that one which was 
best suited to his talents and learning. Aloof from technicality, 
and unfettered by artificial rule, such a question gave opportu
nity for that deep and clear analysis, that mighty grasp of prin
ciple, which so much distinguished his higher efforts. His very 
statement was argument; his inference seemed demonstration. 
The earnestness of his own conviction wrought conviction in 
others. One was convinced, and believed, and assented, be
cause it was gratifying, delightful, to think and feel, and believe, 
in unison with an intellect of such evident superiority. 

Mr. Dexter, sir, such as I have described him, argued the 
New England cause. He put into his effort his whole heart, as 
well as all the powers of his understanding; for he had avowed, 
in the most public manner, his entire concurrence with his neigh
bors, on the point in dispute. He argued the cause, it was lost, 
and New England submitted. The established tribunals pro
nounced the law constitutional, and New England acquiesced. 
Now, sir, is not this the exact opposite of the doctrine of the gen
tleman from South Carolina? According to him, instead of re
ferring to the judicial tribunals, we should have broken up the 
embargo by laws of our own; we should have repealed it, 
"quoad" New England; for we had a strong, palpable, and op
pressive case. Sir, we believed the embargo unconstitutional; 
but still that was matter of opinion, and who was to decide it? 
We thought it a clear case; but, nevertheless, we did not take 
the law into our own hands, because we did not wish to bring 
about a revolution, nor to break up the Union: for I maintain, 
that, between submission to the decision of the constituted tri
bunals, and revolution, or disunion, there is no middle ground
there is no ambiguous condition, half allegiance, and half re
bellion. And, sir, how futile, how very futile it is, to admit the 
right of State interference, and then attempt to save it from the 
character of unlawful resistance, by adding terms of qualification 
to the causes, and occasions, leaving all these qualifications, like 
the case itself, in the discretion of the State governments. It 
must be a clear case, it is said, a deliberate case; a palpable case; 
a dangerous case. But then the State is still left at liberty to 
decide for herself, what is clear, what is deliberate, what is palpa
ble, what is dangerous. Do adjectives and epithets avail any-
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ithing? Sir, the human mind is so constituted, that the merits 
of both sides of a controversy appear very clear, and very pal
pable, to those who respectively espouse them; and both sides 
usually grow clearer as the controversy advances. South Caro
lina sees unconstitutionality in the tariff; she sees oppression, 
there, also; and she sees danger. Pennsylvania, with a vision 
not less sharp, looks at the same tariff, and sees no such thing in 
it-she sees it all constitutional, all useful, aU safe. The faith of 
South Carolina is strengthened by opposition, and she now not 
only sees, but resolves that the tariff is palpably unconstitutional, 
oppressive and dangerous: but Pennsylvania, not to be behind 
her neighbors, and equally willing to strengthen her own faith 
by a confident asseveration, resolves, also, and gives to every 
warm affirmative of South Carolina, a plain, downright, Penn
sylvania negative. South Carolina, to show the strength and 
unity of her opinion, brings her assembly to a unanimity, within 
seven voices; Pennsylvania, not to be outdone in this respect 
more than others, reduces her dissentient fraction to a single 
vote. Now, sir, again I ask the gentleman what is to be done? 
Are these States both right? Is he bound to consider them both 
right? If not, which is in the wrong? or rather, which has the 
best right to decide? And if he, and if I are not to know what the 
constitution means, and what it is, till those two State legisla
tures, and the twenty-two others, shall agree in its construction; 
what have we sworn to, when we have sworn to maintain it? I 
was forcibly struck, sir, with one reflection, as the gentleman 
went on in his speech. He quoted Mr. Madison's resolutions, to 
prove that a State may interfere, in a case of deliberate, palpable, 
and dangerous exercise of a power not granted. The honorable 
member supposes the tariff Jaw to be such an exercise of power; 
and that, consequently, a case has arisen in which the State may, 
if it sees fit, interfere by its own law. Now it so happens, never
theless, that 1\Ir. :Madison deems this same tariff law quite con
stitutional. Instead of a clear and palpable violation, it is, in his 
judgment, no violation at all. So that, while they use his au
thority for a hypothetical case, they reject it in the very case 
before them. All this, sir, shows the inherent-futility-! 
had almost used a stronger word-of conceding this power of 
interference to the States, and then attempting to secure it from 
abuse by imposing qualifications, of which the States themselves 
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are to judge. One of two things is true; either the laws of the 
Union are beyond the discretion and beyond the control of the 
States; or else we have no constitution of general government, 
and are thrust back again to the days of the confederacy. 

Let me here say, sir, that if the gentleman's doctrine had been 
received and acted upon in New England, in the times of the 
embargo and non-intercourse, we should probably not now have 
been here. The government would very likely have gone to 
pieces, and crumbled into dust. No stronger case can ever arise 
than existed under those laws; no States can ever entertain a 
clearer conviction than the New England States then enter
tained; and if they had been under the influence of that heresy 
of opinion, as I must call it, which the honorable member es
pouses, this Union would, in all probability, have been scattered 
to the four winds. I ask the gentleman, therefore, to apply his 
principles to that case; I ask him to come forth and declare, 
whether, in his opinion, the New England States would have 
been justified in interfering to break up the embargo system 
under the conscientious opinions which they held upon it? Had 
they a right to annul that law? Does he admit, or deny? If 
that which is thought palpably unconstitutional in South Caro
lina justifies that State in arresting the progress of the law, tell 
me, whether that which was thought palpably unconstitutional 
also in Massachusetts, would have justified her in doing the same 
thing? Sir, I deny the whole doctrine. It has not a foot of 
ground in the constitution to stand on. No public man of repu
tation ever advanced it in Massachusetts, in the warmest times, 
or could maintain himself upon it there at any time. 

I wish now, sir, to make a remark upon the Virginia resolu
tions of 1798. I cannot undertake to say how these resolutions 
were understood by those who passed them. Their language is 
not a little indefinite. In the case of the exercise by Congress, 
of a dangerous power, not granted to them, the resolutions as
sert the right, on the part of the State, to interfere, and arrest the 
progress of the evil. This is susceptible of more than one in-, 
terpretation. It may mean no more than that the States may 
interfere by complaint and remonstrance, or by proposing to the 
people an alteration of the federal constitution. This would all 
be quite unobjectionable; or, it may be, that no more is meant 
than to assert the general right of revolution, as against all gov-
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ernments, in cases of intolerable oppression. This no one 
doubts; and this, in my opinion, is all that he who framed the 
resolutions could have meant by it: for I shall not readily be
lieve, that he was ever of opinion that a State, under the constitu
tion and in conformity with it, could, upon the ground of her 
own opinion of its unconstitutionality, however clear and palpa
ble she might think the case, annul a law of Congress, so far as it 
should operate on herself, by her own legislative power. 

I must now beg to ask, sir, whence is this supposed right of the 
States derived?-where do they find the power to interfere with 
the laws of the Union? Sir, the opinion which the honorable 
gentleman maintains is a notion, founded in a total misapprehen- . 
sian, in my judgment, of the origin of this government, and of 
the foundation on which it stands. I hold it to be a popular 
government, erected by the people; those who administer it, re
sponsible to the people; and itself capable of being amended and 
modified, just as the people may choose it should be. It is as 
popular, just as truly emanating from the people, as the State 
governments. It is created for one purpose; the State govern
ments for another. It has its own powers; they have theirs. 
There is no more authority with them to arrest the operation of 
a law of Congress, than with Congress to arrest the operation of 
their laws. We are here to administer a constitution emanating 
immediately from the people, and trusted by them to our ad
ministration. It is not the c;reature of the State governments. 
It is of no moment to the argument, that certain acts of the State 
legislatures are necessary to fill our seats in this body. TI1at is 
not one of their original State powers, a part of the sovereignty 
of the State. It is a duty which the people, by the constitution 
itself, have imposed on the State legislatures; and which they 
might have left to be performed elsewhere, if they had seen fit. 
So they have left the choice of President with electors; but all 
this does not affect the proposition, that this 'vhole government, 
President, Senate, and House of Representatives, is a popular 
government. It leaves it still all its popular character. The 
Governor of a State (in some of the States) is chosen, not di
rectly by the people, but by those who are chosen by the people, 
for the purpose of performing among other duties, that of elect
ing a Governor. Is the government of the State, on that ac
count, not a popular government? This government, sir, is the 
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independent offspring of the popular will. It is not the creature 
of State legislatures; nay, more, if the whole truth must be told, 
the people brought it into existence, established it, and have 
hitherto supported it, for the very purpose, amongst others, of 
imposing certain salutary restraints on State sovereignties. 
The States cannot now make war; they cannot contract alli
ances; they cannot make, each for itself, separate regulations of 
commerce; they cannot lay imposts; they cannot coin money. 
If this constitution, sir, be the creature of State legislatures, it 
must be admitted that it has obtained a strange control over the 
volitions of its creators. 

The people, then, sir, erected this government. Th~y gave it 
a constitution, and in that constitution they have enumerated 
the powers which they bestow on it. They have made it a lim
ited government. They have defined its authority. They have 
restrained it to the exercise of such powers as are granted; and 
all others, they declare, are reserved to the States, or the people. 
But, sir, they have not stopped here. If they had, they would 
have accomplished but half their work. No definition can be so 
clear as to avoid possibility of doubt; no limitation so precise, 
as to exclude all uncertainty. 'Who, then, shall construe this 
grant of the people? Who shall interpret their will, where it 
may be supposed they have left it doubtful? With whom do 
they repose this ultimate right of deciding on the powers of the 
government? Sir, they have settled all this in the fullest man
ner. They have left it, with the government itself, in its appro
priate 'branches. Sir, the very chief end, the main design, for 
which the whole constitution was framed and adopted, was to es
tablish a government that should not be obliged to act through 
State agency, or depend on State opinion and State discretion. 
The people had had quite enough of that kind of government, 
under the confederacy. Under that system, the legal action
the application of law to individuals-belonged exclusively to 
the States. Congress could only recommend-their acts were 
not of binding force, till the States had adopted and sanctioned 
them. Are we in that condition still? Are we yet at the mercy 
of State discretion, and State construction? Sir, if we are, then 
vain will be our attempt to maintain the constitution under 
which we sit. 

But, sir, the people have wisely provided, in the constitution 
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itself, a proper, suitable mode and tribunal for settling questions 
of constitutional law. There are in the constitution, grants of 
powers to Congress; and restrictions on these powers. There 
are, also, prohibitions on the States. Some authority must, 
therefore, necessarily exist, having the ultimate jurisdiction to 
fix and ascertain the interpretation of these grants, restrictions, 
and prohibitions. The constitution has itself pointed out, or
dained, and established that authority. How has it accom
plished this great and essential end? By declaring, sir, that" the 
constitution and the laws of the United States, made in pursu
ance thereof, shall be the supreme law of the land, anything in 
the constitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwith
standing." 

This, sir, was the fitst great step. By this the supremacy of 
the constitution and laws of the United States is declared. The 
people so \Vill it. No State law is to be valid which comes in 
conflict with the constitution, or any law of the United States 
passed in pursuance of it. But who shall decide this question of 
interference? To whom lies the last appeal? This, sir, the con
stitution itself decides, also, by declaring, " that the judicial 
power shall extend to all cases arising under the constitution and 
laws of the United States." These two provisions, sir, cover the 
whole ground. They are in truth, the keystone of the arch. 
With these, it is a constitution; without them, it is a confederacy. 
In pursuance of these clear and express provisions, Congress es
tablished, at its very first session, in the judicial act, a mode for 
carrying them into full effect, and for bringing all questions of 
constitutional power to the final decision of the supreme court. 
It then, sir, became a government. It then had the means of 
self-protection; and, but for this, it would, in all probability, 
have been now among things which are past. Having consti
tuted the government, and declared its powers, the people have 
further said, that since somebody must decide on the extent of 
these powers, the government shall itself decide; subject, al
ways, like other popular governments, to its responsibility to the 
people. And now, sir, I repeat, how is it that a State legislature 
acquires any power to interfere? Who, or what, gives them the 
right to say to the people," \Ve, who are your agents and ser
vants for one purpose, will undertake to decide that your other 
agents and servants, appointed by you for another purpose, have 
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transcended the authority you gave them! " The reply would 
be, I think, not impertinent-" Who made you a judge over an
other's servants? To their own masters they stand or fall." 

Sir, I deny this power of State legislatures altogether. It 
cannot stand the test of examination. Gentlemen may say, that 
in an extreme case, a State government might protect the people 
from intolerable oppression. Sir, in such a case, the people 
might protect themselves, without the aid of the State govern
ments. Such a case warrants revolution. It must make, when 
it comes, a law for itself. A nullifying act of a State legislature 
cannot alter the case, nor make resistance any more lawful. In 
maintaining these sentiments, sir, I am but asserting the rights 
of the people. I state what they have declared, and insist on 
their right to declare it. They have chosen to repose this power 
in the general government, and I think it my duty to support it, 
like other constitutional powers. 

For myself, sir, I do not admit the jurisdiction of South Caro
lina, or any other State, to prescribe my constitutional duty; or 
to settle, between me and the people, the validity of laws of Con
gress, for which I have voted. I decline her umpirage. I have 
not sworn to support the constitution according to her construc
tion of its clauses. I have not stipulated, by my oath of office, 
or otherwise, to come under any responsibility, except to the 
people, and those whom they have appointed to pass upon the 
question, whether laws, supported by my votes. conform to the 
constitution of the country. And, sir, if we look to the general 
nature of the case, could anything have been more preposterous, 
than to make a government for the whole Union, and yet leave 
its powers subject, not to one interpretation, but to thirteen, or 
twenty-four, interpretations? Instead of one tribunal, estab
lished by all, responsible to all, with power to decide for all
shall constitutional questions be left to four-and-twenty popular 
bodies, each at liberty to decide for itself, and none bound to re
spect the decisions of others; and each at liberty, too, to give a 
new construction on every new election of its own members? 
Would anything, with such a principle in it, or rather with such 
a destitution of all principle, be fit to be called a government? 
No, sir. It should not be denominated a constitution. It 
should be called, rather, a collection of topics, for everlasting 
controversy; heads of debate for a disputatious people. It 
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would not be a government. It would not be adequate to any 
practical good, nor fit for any country to live under. To avoid 
all possibility of being misunderstood, allow me to repeat again, 
in the fullest manner, that I claim no powers for the government 
by forced or unfair construction. I admit that it is a govern· 
ment of strictly limited powers; of enumerated, specified, and 
particularized powers; and that whatsoever is 110t granted, is 
withheld. But notwithstanding all this, and however the grant 
of powers may be expressed, its limit and extent may yet, in 
some cases, admit of doubt; and the general government would 
be good for nothing, it would be incapable of long existing, if 
some mode had not been provided, in which those doubts, 
as they should arise, might be peaceably, but authoritatively, 
solved. 

And now, Mr. President, let me run the honorable gentle
man's doctrine a little into its practical application. Let us look 
at his probable modus operandi. If a thing can be done, an in
genious man can tell how it is to be done. Now, I wish to be 
informed, how this State interference is to be put in practice 
without violence, bloodshed, and rebellion. We will take the 
existing case of the tariff law. South Carolina is said to have 
made up her opinion upon it. If we do not repeal it (as we 
probably shall not) she will then apply to the case the remedy of 
her doctrine. She will, we must suppose, pass a law of her 
legislature, declaring the several acts of Congress, usually called 
the tariff laws, null and void, so far as they respect South Caro
lina, or the citizens thereof. So far, all is a paper transaction, 
and easy enough. But the collector at Charleston is collecting 
the duties imposed by these tariff Iaws-he therefore must be 
stopped. The collector will seize the goods if the tariff duties 
are not paid. The State authorities will undertake their rescue; 
the marshal, with his posse, will come to the collector's aid, and 
here the contest begins. The militia of the State will be called 
out to sustain the nullifying act. They will march, sir, under 
a very gallant leader: for I believe the honorable member him
self commands the militia of that part of the State. He will raise 
the nullifying act on his standard, and spread it out as his ban
ner! It will have a preamble, bearing, That the tariff laws are 
palpable, deliberate, and dangerous violations of the constitu-
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tionl He will proceed, with this banner flying, to the custom
house in Charleston: 

''All the while, 
Sonorous metal, blowing martial sounds." 

Arrived at the custom-house, he will tell the collector that he 
must collect no more duties under any of the tariff laws. This 
he will be somewhat puzzled to say, by the way, with a grave 
countenance, considering what hand South Carolina, herself, 
had in that of 1816. But, sir, the collector would, probably, not 
desist at his bidding. He would show him the law of Congress, 
the treasury instruction, and his own oath of office. He would 
say, he should perform his duty, come what might. Here would 
ensue a pause: for they say that a certain stillness precedes the 
tempest. The trumpeter would hold his breath awhile, and be
fore all this military array should fall on the custom-house, col
lector, clerks, and all, it is very probable some of those compos
ing it, would request of their gallant commander-in-chief, to be 
informed a little upon the point of law; for they have, doubtless, 
a just respect for his opinions as a lawyer, as well as for his 
bravery as a soldier. They know he has read Blackstone and 
the constitution, as well as Turenne and Vauban. They would 
ask him, therefore, something concerning their rights in this 
matter. They would inquire whether it was not somewhat dan
gerous to resist a law of the United States. What would be the 
nature of their offence, they would wish to learn, if they, by mili
tary force and array, resisted the execution in Carolina of a law 
of the United States, and it should turn out, after all, that the 
law was constitutional? He would answer, of course, treason. 
No lawyer could give any other answer. John Fries, he would 
tell them, had learned that some years ago. How, then, they 
would ask, do you propose to defend us? We are not afraid of 
bullets, but treason has a way of taking people off, that we do not 
much relish. How do you propose to defend us? " Look at 
my floating banner," he would reply; "see there the nullifying 
law!" Is it your opinion, gallant commander, they would then 
say, that if we should be indicted for treason, that same floating 
banner of yours would make a good plea in bar? "South Caro
lina is a sovereign State," he would reply. That is true-but 
would the judge admit our plea? " These tariff laws," he would 
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repeat, "are unconstitutional, palpably, deliberately, danger
ously." That all may be so; but if the tribunal should not hap
pen to be of that opinion, shall we swing for it? We are ready 
to die for our country, but it is rather an awkward business, this 
dying without touching the ground! After all, that is a sort of 
hemp tax, worse than any part of the tariff. 

Mr. President, the honorable gentleman would be in a di
lemma, like that of another great general. He would have a 
knot before him which he could not untie. He must cut it with 
his sword. He must say to his followers, defend yourselves with 
your bayonets; and this is war-civil war. 

Direct collision, therefore, between force and force, is the 
unavoidable result of that remedy for the revision of unconstitu
tional laws which the gentleman contends for. It must happen 
in the very first case to which it is applied. Is not this the plain 
result? To resist, by force, the execution of a law, generally, is 
treason. Can the courts of the United States take notice of the 
indulgence of a State to commit treason? The common saying, 
that a State cannot commit treason herself, is nothing to the 
purpose. Can she authorize others to do it? If John Fries had 
produced an act of Pennsylvania, annulling the law of Congress, 
would it have helped his case? Talk about it as we will, these 
doctrines go the length of revolution. They are incompatible 
with any peaceable administration of the government. They, 
lead directly to disunion and civil commotion; and, therefore, it 
is, that at their commencement, when they are first found to be 
maintained by respectable men, and in a tangible form, I enter 
my public protest against them all. 

The honorable gentleman argues, that if this government be 
the sole judge of the extent of its own powers, whether that right 
of judging be in Congress, or the Supreme Court, it equally sub
verts State sovereignty. This the gentleman sees, or thinks he 
sees, although he cannot perceive how the right of judging, in 
this matter, if left to the exercise of State legislatures, has any 
tendency to subvert the government of the Union. The gentle
man's opinion may be, that the right ought not to have been 
lodged with the general government; he may like better such a 
constitution, as we should have under the right of State inter
ference; but I ask him to meet me on the plain matter of fact; 
I ask him to meet me on the constitution itself; I ask him if the 
power is not found there-clear and visibly found there!' 
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But, sir, what is this danger, and what the grounds of it? Let 
it be remembered, that the constitution of the United States is 
not unalterable. It is to continue in its present form no longer 
than the people who established it shall choose to continue it. If 
they shall become convinced that they have made an injudicious 
or inexpedient partition and distribution of power, between the 
State governments and the general government, they can alter 
that distribution at will. 

If anything be found in the national constitution, either by 
original provision, or subsequent interpretation, which ought 
not to be in it, the people know how to get rid of it. If any con
struction be established, unacceptable to them, so as to become, 
practically, a part of the constitution, they will amend it, at their 
own sovereign pleasure: but while the people choose to main
tain it, as it is; while they are satisfied with it, and refuse to 
change it, who has given, or who can give, to the State legisla
tures a right to alter it, either by interference, construction, or 
otherwise? Gentlemen do not seem to recollect that the people 
have any power to do anything for themselves; they imagine 
there is no safety for them, any longer than they are under the 
close guardianship of the State legislatures. Sir, the people 
have not trusted their safety, in regard to the general constitu
tion, to these hands. They have required other security, and 
taken other bonds. They have chosen to trust themselves, first, 
to the plain words of the instrument, and to such construction as 
the government itself, in doubtful cases, should put on its own 
powers, under their oaths of office, and subject to their responsi
bility to them: just as the people of a State trust their own State 
governments with a similar power. Secondly, they have re
posed their trust in the efficacy of frequent elections, and in their 
own power to remove their own servants and agents, whenever 
they see cause. Thirdly, they have reposed trust in the judicial 
power, which, in order that it might be trustworthy, they have 
made as respectable, as disinterested, and as independent as was 
practicable. Fourthly, they have seen fit to rely, in case of 
necessity, or high expediency, on their known and admitted 
power, to alter or amend the constitution, peaceably and quietly, 
whenever experience shall point out defects or imperfections. 
And, finally, the people of the United States have, at no time, in 
no way, directly or indirectly, authorized any State legislature to 
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construe or interpret their high instrument of government; 
much less to interfere, by their own power, to arrest its course 
and operation. 

If, sir, the people in these respects, had done otherwise than 
they haYe done, their constitution could neither have been pre
served, nor would it have been worth preserving. And, if its 
plain provisions shall now be disregarded, and these new doc
trines interpolated in it, it will become as feeble and helpless a 
being, as its enemies, whether early or more recent, could pos
sibly desire. It will exist in every State, but as a poor depen
dent on State permission: It must borrow leave to be; and will 
be, no longer than State pleasure, or State discretion, sees fit to 
grant the indulgence, and to prolong its poor existence. 

But, sir, although there are fears, there are hopes also. The 
people have preserved this, their mm chosen constitution, for 
forty years, and have seen their happiness, prosperity, and re
nown, grow with its growth, and strengthen with its strength. 
They are now, generally, strongly attached to it. Overthrown 
by direct assault, it cannot be; evaded, undermined, nullified, it 
will not be, if we, and those ·who shall succeed us here, as agents 
and representatives of the people, shall conscientiously and vigi
lantly discharge the two great branches of our public trust~ 
faithfully to presenre, and wisely to administer it. 

l\Ir. President, I have thus stated the reasons of my dissent to 
the doctrines which have been advanced and maintained. I am 
conscious of having detained you and the Senate much too long. 
I was drawn into the debate vrith no previous deliberation such 
as is suited to the discussion of so grave and important a sub
ject. But it is a subject of which my heart is full, and I have not 
been willing to suppress the utterance of its spontaneous senti
ments. I cannot, even now, persuade myself to relinquish it, 
without expressing, once more, my deep conviction, that, since 
it respects nothing less than the union of the States, it is of most 
vital and essential importance to the public happiness. I pro
fess, sir, in my career, hitherto, to have kept steadily in view the 
prosperity and honor of the whole country, and the preservation 
of our federal Union. It is to that Union we owe our safety at 
home, and our consideration and dignity abroad. It is to that 
Union that we are chiefly indebted for whatever makes us most 
proud of our country. That Union we reached only by the dis
cipline of our virtues in the severe school of adversity. It had 
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its origin in the necessities of disordered finance, prostrate com~ 
merce, and ruined credit. Under its benign influences, these 
great interests immediately awoke, as from the dead, and sprang 
forth with newness of life. Every year of its duration has teemed 
with fresh proofs of its utility and its blessings; and, although 
our territory has stretched out wider and wider, and our popula
tion spread farther and farther, they have not outrun its pro
tection or its benefits. It has been to us all a copious fountain 
of national, social, and personal happiness. I have not allowed 
myself, sir, to look beyond the Union, to see what might lie hid
den in the dark recess behind. I have not coolly weighed the 
chances of preserving liberty when the bonds that unite us to
gether shall be broken asunder. I have not accustomed myself 
to hang over the precipice of disunion, to see whether, with my 
short sight, I can fathom the depth of the abyss below; nor 
could I regard him as a safe counsellor in the affairs of this gov
ernment, whose thoughts should be mainly bent on considering, 
not how the Union shall be best preserved, but how tolerable 
might be the condition of the people when it shall be broken up 
and destroyed. While the Union lasts, we have high, exciting, 
gratifying prospects spread out before us, for us and our chi!~ 
dren. Beyond that I seek not to penetrate the veil. God grant 
that, in my day, at least, that curtain may not rise. God grant, 
that on my vision never may be opened what lies behind. When 
my eyes shall be turned to behold, for the last time, the sun in 
heaven, may I not see him shining on the broken and dishonored 
fragments of a once glorious Union; on States dissevered, dis
cordant, belligerent; on a land rent with civil feuds, or drenched, 
it may be, in fraternal blood! Let their last feeble and lingering 
glance, rather behold the gorgeous ensign of the republic, now 
known and honored throughout the earth, still full high ad
vanced, its arms and trophies streaming in their original lustre, 
not a stripe erased or polluted, nor a single star obscured
bearing for its motto, no such miserable interrogatory, as 'What 
is all this worth? Nor those other words of delusion and folly, 
liberty first, and union afterwards-but everywhere, spread all 
over in characters of living light, blazing on all its ample folds, 
as they float over the sea and over the land, and in every wind 
under the whole heavens, that other sentiment, dear to every true 
American heart-liberty and union, now and forever, one and 
inseparable. 
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This old warrior is one of the picturesque figures of the ante-Secession 
period; he played a conspicuous part in the pioneering of the West, and 
in the struggle of the doctrines which ended in the rupture of the South 
from the North. He was a soldier, a legislator, and a diplomatist, but 
he never lost the quality which associates his name with the explora
tion of new lands and their development. His name was familiar to 
the emigrants to Oregon and California, as well as to the electors of Mis
souri, and the shifting population of the then border town of St. Louis. 
For thirty years he was a member of the United States Senate, and 
for a session was seated in the House of Representatives. He also was 
a candidate for Governor of l\li3souri, but the lack of harmony among 
the Democrats lost him the election. He was a sturdy and aggressive 
speaker, dogged in his opinions, and quick to resent interference from 
any source; yet he was by no means a man of the first intellectual cali
bre, and he could be dominated and swayed by a superior mind-as 
more than once occmred in his career. Benton was proud even to 
touchiness, and often quarrtlled with those who had been his friends; 
notably with the patron of his early struggles in the law, Andrew Jack· 
son, upon the ostensible ground that the latter acted as second in a duel 
for the adversary of Benton's brother Jesse. It is also to the credit of 
his readiness to stick to his views in spite of the ties of friendship, that 
he opposed his son-in-law, Fremont, when the ''Pathfinder" was a 
candidate for the presidency against Buchanan. 

He was born in North Carolina, but removed as a child to Tennessee, 
where he was admitted to the bar; he joined the army in I8IO, and 
served as Jackson's aide-de-camp in the War of 1812. After the war, 
we find him as a lawyer and newspaper editor in St. Louis. Although he 
urgently advocated the admission of pro-slavery Missouri to the Union, 
yet in r8so he was defeated for re-election to the Senate on account of 
his lukewarmness in behalf of the pro-slavery propaganda. Benton was 
born in 1782, and died in 1858. 

His speech on the resolution to expunge from the records of the 
Senate the vote of censure upon President Jackson for his action rela
tive to the Bank, is a good example of Benton's style of oratory, of 
his persistence, and of his changeableness. When the resolution was 
passed, Benton was in the minority in the Senate; but he brought in his 
motion to expunge, and announced his purpose to continue to bring it 
in until it was passed, if it took his whole remaining senatorial life to 
accomplish it. The present speech, which was followed by the expurga
tion, was made three years afterwards. Su much for the Speaker's 
persistency; his changeableness is shown by the fact that he had for 
many years been estranged from Jackson on account of the duel, as 
above noted; but had afterwards repented and become his champion. 
Finally, as to the oratorical quality of the speech, the first part is good, 
straightforward hammering of old enemies; and the second part is a 
well-worded and strongly felt eulogium of Jackson's character and 
career. In estimating the significance of Benton's triumph, it must be 
remembered that among his opponents were Webster, Clay, and Calhoun. 
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Delivered in the United States Senate January 12, 1837 

M R. PRESIDENT: It is now three years since the resolve 
was adopted by the Senate, which it is my present 
motion to expunge from the journal. At the mo

ment that this resolve was adopted, I gave notice of my inten
tion to move to expunge it; and then expressed my confident 
belief that the motion would eventually prevail. That expres
sion of confidence was not an ebullition of vanity or a presump
tuous calculation, intended to accelerate the event it affected 
to foretell. It was not a vain boast, or an idle assumption, but 
was the result of a deep conviction of the injustice done Presi
dent Jackson, and a thorough reliance upon the justice of the 
American people. I felt that the President had been wronged; 
and my heart told me that this wrong would be redressed I The 
event proves that I was not mistaken. The question of ex
punging this resolution has been carried to the people, and their 
decision has been had upon it. They decide in favor of the ex
purgation; and their decision has been both made and manifest
ed, and communicated to us in a great variety of ways. A great 
number of States have expressly instructed their senators to 
vote for this expurgation. A very great majority of the 
States have elected senators and representatives to Congress, 
upon the express ground of favoring this expurgation. The 
Bank of the United States, which took the initiative in the accu
sation against the President, and furnished the material, and 
worked the machinery which was used against him, and which 
was then so powerful on this floor, has become more and more 
odious to the public mind, and musters now but a slender pha
lanx of friends in the two Houses of Congress. The late Pres
idential election furnishes additional evidence of public senti
ment. The candidate who was the friend of President Jackson,. 
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the supporter of his administration, and the avowed advocate 
for the expurgation, has received a large majority of the suf
frages of the whole Union, and that after an express declaration 
of his sentiments on this precise point. The evidence of the 
public will, exhibited in all these forms, is too manifest to be 
mistaken, too explicit to require illustration, and too imperative 
to be disregarded. Omitting details and specific enumeration 
of proofs, I refer to our own files for the instructions to expunge 
-to the complexion of the two Houses for the temper of the 
people-to the denationalized condition of the Bank of the 
United States for the fate of the imperious accuser-and to the 
issue of the Presidential election for the answer of the Union. 

All these are pregnant proofs of the public will, and the last 
pre-eminently so; because, both the question of the expurga
tion, and the form of the process, were directly put in issue 
upon it. 

A representative of the people from the State of Kentucky 
formally interrogated a prominent candidate for the presidency 
on these points, and required from him a public answer for the 
information of the public mind. The answer was given, and 
published, and read by all the voters before the election; and I 
deem it right to refer to that answer in this place, not only as 
evidence of the points put in issue, but also for the purpose of 
doing more ample justice to President Jackson by incorporat
ing into the legislative history of this case, the high and honor
able testimony in his favor of the eminent citizen who has just 
been exalted to the lofty honors of the American presidency: 

" Your last question seeks to know my opinion as to the con
stitutional power of the Senate or House of Representatives to 
expunge or obliterate from the journals the proceedings of a 
previous session. 

" You will, I am sure, be satisfied upon further consideration, 
that there are but few questions of a political character less con
nected with the duties of the office of President of the United 
States, or that might not with equal propriety be put by an 
elector to a candidate for that station, than this. With the jour
nals of neither house of Congress can he properly haYe anything 
to do. But, as your question has doubtless been induced by the 
pendency of Colonel Benton's resolutions, to expunge from the 
journals of the Senate certain other resolutions touching the 
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official conduct of President Jackson, I prefer to say, that I re
gard the passage of Colonel Benton's preamble and resolutions 
to be an act of justice to a faithful and greatly injured public ser
vant, not only constitutional in itself, but imperiously demanded 
by a proper respect for the well-known will of the people." 

I do not suppose, sir, to draw violent, unwarranted, or strained 
inferences. I do not assume to say that the question of this ex
purgation was a leading, or a controlling point in the issue of 
this election. I do not assume to say, or insinuate, that every 
individual, and every voter, delivered his suffrage with refer
ence to this question. Doubtless there were many exceptions. 
Still, the triumphant election of the candidate who had ex
pressed himself in the terms just quoted, and who was, besides, 
the personal and political friend of President Jackson, and the 
avowed approver of his administration, must be admitted to a 
place among the proofs in this case, and ranked among the 
high concurring evidences of the public sentiment in favor of 
the motion which I make. 

Assuming, then, that we have ascertained the will of the peo
ple on this great question, the inquiry presents itself, how far 
the expression of that will ought to be conclusive of our action 
here. I hold that it ought to be binding and obligatory upon 
us ; and that, not only upon the principles of representative 
government, which requires obedience to the known will of the 
people, but also in conformity to the principles upon which the 
proceeding against President Jackson was conducted when the 
sentence against him was adopted. Then everything was done 
with especial reference to the will of the people. Their impul
sion was assumed to be the sole motive to action ; and to them 
the ultimate verdict was expressly referred. The whole ma
chinery of alarm and pressure-every engine of political and 
moneyed power-was put in motion, and worked for manv 
months, to excite the people against the President; and to stir 
up meetings, memorials, petitions, travelling committees, and 
distress deputations against him; and each symptom of popular 
discontent was hailed as an evidence of public will, and quoted 
here as proof that the people demanded the condemnation of 
the President. Not only legislative assemblies, and memorials 
from large assemblies, were then produced here as evidence of 
public opinion. but the petitions of boys under age, the remon-

Vot. II.-6 
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strances of a few signers, and the results of the most inconsider
able elections were ostentatiously paraded and magnified, as 
the evidence of the sovereign will of our constituents. Thus, 
sir, the public voice was everything, while that voice, partially 
obtained through political and pecuniary machinations, was 
adverse to the President. Then the popular will was the shrine 
at which all worshipped. Now, when that will is regularly, 
soberly, repeatedly, and almost universally expressed through 
the ballot-boxes, at the various elections, and turns out to be 
in favor of the President, certainly no one can disregard it, nor 
otherwise look at it than as the solemn verdict of the competent 
and ultimate tribunal upon an issue fairly made up, fully argued, 
and duly submitted for decision. As such verdict, I receive it. 
As the deliberate verdict of the sovereign people, I bow to it. 
I am content. I do not mean to reopen the case nor to re
commence the argument. I leave that work to others, if any 
others choose to perform it. For myself, I am content; and, 
dispensing with further argument, I shall call for judgment, 
and ask to have execution done, upon that unhappy journal, 
which the verdict of millions of freemen finds guilty of bearing 
on its face an untrue, illegal, and unconstitutional sentence of 
condemnation against the approved President of the republic. 

But, while declining to reopen the argument of this question, 
and refusing to tread over again the ground already traversed, 
there is another and a different task to perform; one which the 
approaching termination of President Jackson's administration 
makes peculiarly proper at this time, and which it is my privi
lege, and perhaps my duty, to execute, as being the suitable 
conclusion to the arduous contest in which we have been so 
long engaged. I allure to the general tenor of his administra
tion, and to its effect, for good or for evil, upon the condition of 
his country. This is the proper time for such a view to be 
taken. The political existence of this great man now draws to 
a close. In little more than forty days he ceases to be an object 
of political hope to any, and should cease to be an object 
of political hate, or envy, to all. Whatever of motive the servile 
and time-serving might have found in his exalted station for 
raising the altar of adulation, and burning the incense of praise 
before him, that motive can no longer exist. The dispenser of 
the patronage of an empire, the chief of this great confederacy 
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of States, is soon to be a private individual, stripped of all power 
to reward, or to punish. His own thoughts, as he has shown 
us in the concluding paragraph of that message which is to be 
the last of its kind that we shall ever receive from him, are di
rected to that beloved retirement from which he was drawn by 
the voice of millions of freemen, and to which he now looks for 
that interval of repose which age and infirmities require. 
Under these circumstances, he ceases to be a subject for the 
ebullition of the passions, and passes into a character for the 
contemplation of history. Historically, then, shall I view him; 
and limiting this view to his civil administration, I demand, 
where is there a chief magistrate of whom so much evil has been 
predicted, and from whom so much good has come? Never 
has any man entered upon the chief magistracy of a country 
under such appalling predictions of ruin and woe! never has 
anyone been so pursued with direful prognostications! never 
has anyone been so beset and impeded by a powerful combina
tion of political and moneyed confederates ! never has anyone in 
any country where the administration of justice has risen above 
the knife or the bowstring, been so lawlessly and shamelessly 
tried and condemned by rivals and enemies, without hearing, 
without defence, without the forms of law and justice! History 
has been ransacked to find examples of tyrants sufficiently 
odious to illustrate him by comparison. Language has been 
tortured to find epithets sufficiently strong to paint him in de
scription. Imagination has been exhausted in her efforts to 
deck him with revolting and inhuman attributes. Tyrant, des
pot, usurper; destroyer of the liberties of his country; rash, 
ignorant, imbecile; endangering the public peace with all for
eign nations; destroying domestic prosperity at home; ruining 
all industry, all commerce, all manufactures; annihilating confi
dence between man and man; delivering up the streets of popu
lous cities to grass and weeds, and the wharves of commercial 
towns to the encumbrance of decaying vessels; depriving labor 
of all reward; depriving industry of all employment; destroying 
the currency; plunging an innocent and happy people from the 
summit of felicity to the depths of misery, want, and despair. 
Such is the faint outline followed up by actual condemnation of 
the appalling denunciations daily uttered against this one man, 
from the moment he became an object of political competition, 
down to the concluding moment of his political existence. 
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The sacred voice of inspiration has told us that there is a time 
for all things. There certainly has been a time for every evil 
that human nature admits of to be vaticinated of President Jack
son's administration; equally certain the time has now come for 
all rational and well-disposed people to compare the predictions 
with the facts, and to ask themselves if these calamitous prog
nostications have been verified by events? Have we peace, or 
war, with foreign nations? Certainly, we have peace with all 
the world I peace with all its benign, and felicitous, and benefi
cent influences I Are we respected, or despised abroad? Cer
tainly the American name never was more honored throughout 
the four quarterrs of the globe than in this very moment. Do 
we hear of indignity or outrage in any quarter? of merchants 
robbed in foreign ports? of vessels searched on the high seas? 
of American citizens impressed into foreign service? of the na
tional flag insulted anywhere? On the contrary, we see former 
wrongs repaired; no new ones inflicted. France pays twenty
five millions of francs for spoliations committed thirty years 
ago; Naples pays two millions one hundred thousand ducats 
for wrongs of the same date; Denmark pays six hundred and 
fifty thousand rix-dollars for wrongs done a quarter of a century 
ago; Spain engages to pay twelve millions of reals vellon for in
juries of fifteen years' date; and Portugal, the last in the list of 
former aggressors, admits her liability and only waits the ad
justment of details to close her account by adequate indemnity. 
So far from war, insult, contempt, and spoliation from abroad, 
this denounced administration has been the season of peace and 
good-will and the auspicious era of universal reparation. So 
far from suffering injury at the hands of foreign powers, our 
merchants have received indemnities for all former injuries. 
It has been the day of accounting, of settlement, and of retribu
tion. The total list of arrearages, extending through four suc
cessive previous administrations, has been closed and settled 
up. The wrongs done to commerce for thirty years back, and 
under so many different Presidents, and indemnities withheld 
from all, have been repaired and paid over under the beneficent 
and glorious administration of President Jackson. But one 
single instance of outrage has occurred, and that at the extrem
ities of the world, and by a piratical horde, amenable to no law 
but the law of force. The Malays of Sumatra committed a 
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robbery and massacre upon an American vessel. Wretches I 
they did not then know that Jackson was President of the 
United States! and that no distance, no time, no idle ceremonial 
of treating with robbers and assassins, was to hold back the arm 
of justice. Commodore Downes went out. His cannon and 
his bayonets struck the outlaws in their den. They paid inter
ror and in blood for the outrage which was committed; and the 
great lesson was taught to these distant pirates-to our antip
odes themselves-that not even the entire diameter of this 
globe could protect them, and that the name of American citi
zen, like that of Roman citizen in the great days of the republic 
and of the empire, was to be the inviolable passport of all that 
wore it throughout the whole extent of the habitable world. 

At home the most gratifying picture presents itself to the 
view: The public debt paid off; taxes reduced one-half; the 
completion of the public defence systematically commenced; 
the compact with Georgia uncomplied with since 1802, now 
carried into effect, and her soil ready to be freed, as her jurisdic
tion has been delivered, from the presence and incumbrance of 
an Indian population. Mississippi and Alabama, Georgia, Ten
nessee and North Carolina, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri 
and Arkansas, in a word, all the States encumbered with an 
Indian population have been relieved from that incumbrance; 
and the Indians themselves have been transferred to new and 
permanent homes, every way better adapted to the enjoyment 
of their existence, the preservation of their rights, and the im
provement of their condition. 

The currency is not ruined! On the contrary, seventy-five 
millions of specie in the country is a spectacle never seen before, 
and is the barrier of the people against the designs of any banks 
which may attempt to suspend payments, and to force a dis
honored paper currency upon the community. These seventy
five millions are the security of the people against the dangers 
of a depreciated and inconvertible paper money. Gold, after 
a disappearance of thirty years, is restored to our country. All 
Europe beholds with admiration the success of our efforts in 
three years, to supply ourselves with the currency which our 
constitution guarantees, and which the example of France and 
Holland shows to be so easily attainable, and of such incalcula
ble value to industry, morals, economy, and solid wealth. The 
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success of these efforts is styled in the best London papers, not 
merely a reformation, but a revolution in the currency-a revo
lution by which our America is now regaining from Europe 
the gold and silver which she has been sending to them for 
thirty years past. 

Domestic industry is not paralyzed, confidence is not de
stroyed, factories are not stopped, workmen are not mendicants 
for bread, and employment credit is not extinguished, prices 
have not sunk, grass is not growing in the streets of populous 
cities, the wharves are not lumbered with decaying vessels, col
umns of curses rising from the bosoms of a ruined and agonized i 
people, are not ascending to heaven against the destroyer of a 
nation's felicity and prosperity. On the contrary, the reverse 
of all this is true ! and true to a degree that astonishes and be
wilders the senses. I know that all is not gold that glitters; 
that there is a difference between a specious and a solid pros
perity. I know that a part of the present prosperity is apparent 
only, the effect of an increase of fifty millions of paper money 
forced into circulation by one thousand banks ; but after mak
ing due allowance for this fictitious and delusive excess, the 
real prosperity of the country is still unprecedently and trans
cendently great. I know that every flow must be followed by 
its ebb, that every expansion must be followed by its contrac
tion. I know that a revulsion in the paper system is inevitable; 
but I know, also, that these seventy-five millions of gold and 
silver are the bulwark of the country, and will enable every 
honest bank to meet its liabilities, and every prudent citizen to 
take care of himself. 

Turning to some points in the civil administration of Presi
dent Jackson, and how much do we not find to admire! The 
great cause of the constitution has been vindicated from an im
putation of more than forty years' duration. He has demon
strated, by the fact itself, that a national bank is not " neces
sary " to the fiscal operations of the federal government, and 
in that demonstration he has upset the argument of General 
Hamilton, and the decision of the Supreme Court of the United 
States, and all that ever has been said in favor of the constitu
tionality of a national bank. All this argument and decision 
rested upon the single assumption of the " necessity " of that 
institution to the federal government. He has shown it is not 
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14 necessary "; that the currency of the constitution, and espe
cially a gold currency, is all that the federal government wants, 
and that she can get that whenever she pleases. In this single 
act he has vindicated the constitution from an unjust imputa
tion, and knocked from under the decision of the Supreme Court 
the assumed fact on which it rested. He has prepared the way 
for the reversal of that decision; and it is a question for lawyers 
to answer, whether the case is not ripe for the application of 
that writ of most remedial nature, as the Lord Coke calls it, and 
which was invented lest in any case there should be an oppres
sive defect of justice-the venerable writ of audita querela defen
dentis to ascertain the truth of a fact happening since the judg
ment, and upon the due finding of which the judgment will be 
vacated. Let the lawyers bring their books, and answer us if 
there is not a case here presented for the application of that 
ancient and most remedial writ. 

From President Jackson the country has first learned the 
true theory and practical intent of the constitution, in giving to 
the Executive a qualified negative on the legislative power of 
Congress. Far from being an odious, dangerous, or kingly 
prerogative, this power, as vested in the President, is nothing 
but a qualified copy of the famous veto power vested in the 
tribunes of the people among the Romans, and intended to sus
pend the passage of a law until the people themselves should 
have time to consider it. The qualified veto of the President 
destroys nothing; it only delays the passage of a law, and refers 
it to the people for their consideration and decision. It is the 
reference of a law, not to a committee of the House, or of the 
whole House, but to the committee of the whole Union. It 
is a recommitment of the bill to the people, for them to examine 
and consider; and if, upon this examination, they are content 
to pass it, it will pass at the next session. The delay of a few 
months is the only effect of a veto, in a case where the people 
shall ultimately approve a law; where they do not approve it, 
the interposition of the veto is the barrier which saves them the 
adoption of a law, the repeal of which might afterwards be al
most impossible. The qualified negative is, therefore, a benefi
cent power, intended as General Hamilton expressly declares in 
the " Federalist," to protect, first, the executive department 
from the encroachments of the legislative department; and, 
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secondly, to preserve the people from hasty, dangerous, or 
criminal legislation on the part of their representatives. This 
is the design and intention of the veto power; and the fear ex
pressed by General Hamilton was, that Presidents, so far from 
exercising it too often, would not exercise it as often as the 
safety of the people required; that they might lack the moral 
courage to stake themselves in opposition to a favorite measure 
of the majority of the two Houses of Congress; and thus de
prive the people, in many instances, of their right to pass upon 
a bill before it becomes a final law. The cases in which Presi
dent Jackson has exercised the veto power have shown the 
soundness of these observations. No ordinary President 
would have staked himself against the Bank of the United 
States and the two Houses of Congress in 1832. It required 
President Jackson to confront that power-to stem that torrent 
-to stay the progress of that charter, and to refer it to the peo
ple for their decision. His moral courage was equal to the 
crisis. He arrested the charter until it could be got to the peo
ple, and they have arrested it forever. Had he not done so, the 
charter would have become law, and its repeal almost impossi
ble. The people of the whole Union would now have been in 
the condition of the people of Pennsylvania, bestrode by the 
monster, in daily conflict with him, and maintaining a doubtful 
contest for supremacy between the government of a State and 
the directory of a moneyed corporation. 

To detail specific acts which adorn the administration of 
President Jackson, and illustrate the intuitive sagacity of his 
intellect, the firmness of his mind, his disregard of personal 
popularity, and his entire devotion to the public good, would 
be inconsistent with this rapid sketch, intended merely to pre
sent general views, and not to detail single actions, howsoever 
worthy they may be of a splendid page in the volume of history. 
But how can we pass over the great measure of the removal of 
the public moneys from the Bank of the United States in the 
autumn of 1833? that wise, heroic, and masterly measure of 
prevention which has rescued an empire from the fangs of a 
merciless, revengeful, greedy, insatiate, implacable, moneyed 
power? It is a remark for which I am indebted to the philo
sophic observation of my most esteemed colleague and friend 
[pointing to Dr. Linn] that, while it requires far greater talent 
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to foresee an evil before it happens, and to arrest it by precau
tionary measures, than it requires to apply an adequate remedy 
to the same evil after it has happened, yet the applause bestowed 
by the world is always greatest in the latter case. Of this the 
removal of the public moneys from the Bank of the United 
States is an eminent instance. The veto of I8J2, which arrest
ed the charter which Congress had granted, immediately re
ceived the applause and approbation of a majority of the Union; 
the removal of the deposits, which prevented the bank from 
forcing a recharter, was disapproved by a large majority of the 
country, and even of his own friends; yet the veto would have 
been unavailing, and the bank would inevitably have been re
chartered, if the deposits had not been removed. The immense 
sums of public money since accumulated, would have enabled 
the bank, if she had retained the possession of it, to have 
coerced a recharter. Nothing but the removal could have pre
vented her from extorting a recharter from the sufferings and 
terrors of the people. If it had not been for that measure, the 
previous veto would have been unavailing; the bank would 
have been again installed in power, and this entire federal gov
ernment would have been held as an appendage to that bank, 
and administered according to her directions, and by her nom
inees. That great measure of prevention, the removal of the 
deposits, though feebly and faintly supported by friends at 
first, has expelled the bank from the field, and driven her into 
abeyance under a State charter. She is not dead, but, holding 
her capital and stockholders together under a State charter, she 
has taken a position to watch events, and to profit by them. 
The royal tiger has gone into the jungle, and, crouched on his 
belly, he awaits the favorable moment for emerging from his 
cover, and springing on the body of the unsuspicious traveller! 

The treasury order for excluding paper money from the land 
offices is another wise measure, originating in an enlightened 
forecast, and preventing great mischiefs. The President fore
saw the evils of suffering a thousand streams of paper money, 
issuing from a thousand different banks, to discharge them
selves on the national domain. He foresaw that, if these 
currents were allowed to run their course, the public lands 
would be swept away, the treasury would be filled with irre
deemable paper, a vast number of banks must be broken by 
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their folly, and the cry set up that nothing but a national bank 
could regulate the currency. He stopped the course of these 
streams of paper; and in so doing, has saved the country from 
a great calamity, and excited anew the machinations of those 
whose schemes of gain and mischief have been disappointed, 
and who had counted on a new edition of panic and pressure, 
and again saluting Congress with the old story of confidence 
destroyed, currency ruined, prosperity annihilated, and distress 
produced, by the tyranny of one man. They began their lu
gubrious song; but ridicule and contempt have proved too 
strong for money and insolence; and the panic letter of the ex
president of the denationalized bank, after limping about 
for a few days, has shrunk from the lash of public scorn, and 
disappeared from the forum of public debate. 

The diffi'culty with France: What an instance it presents of 
the superior sagacity of President Jackson over all the com
monplace politicians who beset and impede his administration 
at home! That difficulty, inflamed and aggravated by domes
tic faction, wore, at one time, a portentous aspect; the skill, firm
ness, elevation of purpose, and manly frankness of the Presi
dent, avoided the danger, accomplished the 0bject, commanded 
the admiration of Europe, and retained the friendship of France. 
He conducted the delicate affair to a successful and mutually 
honorable issue. All is amicably and happily terminated, leav
ing not a wound, nor even a scar, behind-leaving the French
man and American on the ground on which they have stood for 
fifty years, and should forever stand; the ground of friendship, 
respect, good-will, and mutual wishes for the honor, happiness, 
and prosperity of each other. 

But why this specification? So beneficent and so glorious 
has been the administration of this President, that where to be
gin, and where to end, in the enumeration of great measures, 
would be the embarrassment of him who has his eulogy to 
make. He came into office the first of generals; he goes out 
t!1e first of statesmen. His civil competitors have shared the 
fate of his military opponents; and Washington city has been 
to the American politicians who have assailed him, what Orleans 
was to the British generals who attacked his lines. Repulsed I 
driven back! discomfited! crushed! has been the fate of all as
sailants, foreign and domestic, civil and military. At home and 
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abroad, the impress of his genius and of his character is felt. He 
has impressed upon the age in which he lives the stamp of his 
arms, of his diplomacy, and of his domestic policy. In a word, 
so transcendent have been the merits of his administration that 
they have operated a miracle upon the minds of his most invet
erate opponents. He has expunged their objections to military 
chieftains ! He has shown them that they were mistaken; that 
military men were not the dangerous rulers they had imagined, 
but safe and prosperous conductors of the vessel of state. He 
has changed their fear into love. With visible signs they admit 
their error, and instead of deprecating they now invoke the 
reign of chieftains. They labored hard to procure a military 
successor to the present incumbent, and if their love goes on in
creasing at the same rate, the republic may be put to the ex
pense of periodical wars, to breed a perpetual succession of 
these chieftains to rule over them and their posterity forever. 

To drop this irony, which the inconsistency of mad oppon
ents has provoked, and to return to the plain delineations of 
historical painting, the mind instinctively dwells on the vast and 
unprecedented popularity of this President. Great is the influ
ence, great the power, greater than any man ever before pos
sessed in our America, which he has acquired over the public 
mind. And how has he acquired it? Not by the arts of in
trigue, or the juggling tricks of diplomacy; not by undermining 
rivals or sacrificing public interests for the gratification of 
classes or individuals. But he has acquired it, first, by the 
exercise of an intuitive sagacity which, leaving all book learning 
at an immeasurable distance behind, has always enabled him to 
adopt the right remedy, at the right time, and to conquer 
soonest when the men of forms and office thought him most near 
to ruin and despair. Next, by a moral courage, which knew no 
fear when the public good beckoned him to go on. Last, and 
chiefest, he has acquired it by an open honesty of purpose, 
which knew no concealments; by a straightforwardness of 
action, which disdained the forms of office, and the arts of in
trigue; by a disinterestedness of motive, which knew no selfish 
or sordid calculation; a devotedness of patriotism, which staked 
everything personal on the issue of every measure which the 
public welfare required him to adopt. By these qualities, and 
these means, he has acquired his prodigious popularity and his 
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transcendent influence over the public mind; and if there are 
any who envy that influence and popularity, let them envy also, 
and emulate, if they can, the qualities and means by which they 
were acquired. 

Great has been the opposition to President Jackson's admin
istration; greater, perhaps, than ever has been exhibited against 
any government, short of actual insurrection and forcible resist
ance. Revolution has been proclaimed, and everything has 
been done that could be expected, to produce revolution. The 
country has been alarmed, agitated, convulsed. From the Sen
ate chamber to the village bar-room, from one end of the conti
nent to the other, denunciation, agitation, excitement, has been 
the order of the day. For eight years the President of this 
republic has stood upon a volcano, vomiting fire and flames 
upon him, and threatening the country itself with ruin and deso
lation, if the people did not expel the usurper, despot and ty
rant, as he was called, from the high place to which the suffrages 
of millions of freemen had elevated him. 

Great is the confidence which he has always reposed in the 
discernment and equity of the American people. I have been 
accustomed to see him for many years, and under many dis
couraging trials; but never saw him doubt, for an instant, the 
ultimate support of the people. It was my privilege to see 
him often, and during the most gloomy period of the panic con
spiracy when the whole earth seemed to be in commotion 
against him, and when many friends were faltering, and stout 
hearts were quailing before the raging storm which bank mach
ination, and senatorial denunciation, had conjured up to 
ovenvhelm him. I saw him in the darkest moments of this 
gloomy period; and never did I see his confidence in the ulti
mate support of his fellow-citizens forsake him for an instant. 
He always said the people would stand by those who stand by 
them; and nobly have they justified that confidence! That 
verdict, the voice of millions, which now demands the expurga
tion of that sentence which the Senate and the bank then pro
nounced upon him, is the magnificent response of the people's 
hearts to the implicit confidence which he then reposed in them. 
But it was not in the people only that he had confidence; there 
was another and a far higher power, to which he constantly 
looked to save the country, and its defenders from every dan· 
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ger; and signal events prove that he did not look to that high 
power in vain. 

Sir, I think it right, in approaching the termination of this 
great question, to present this faint and rapid sketch of the 
brilliant, beneficent, and glorious administration of President 
Jackson. It is not for me to attempt to do it justice; it is not 
for ordinary men to attempt its history. His military life, re
splendent with dazzling events, will demand the pen of a ner
vous writer; his civil administration, replete with scenes which 
have called into action so many and such various passions of 
the human heart, and which has given to native sagacity so 
many victories over practised politicians, will require the pro
found, luminous, and philosophical conceptions of a Livy, a 
Plutarch, or a Sallust. This history is not to be written in our 
day. The contemporaries of such events are not the hands to 
describe them. Time must first do its office-must silence the 
passions, remove the actors, develop consequences, and can
onize all that is sacred to honor, patriotism, and glory. In after 
ages the historic genius of our America shall produce the writ
ers which the subject demands-men far removed from the con
tests of this day, who will know how to estimate this great 
epoch, and how to acquire an immortality for their own names 
by painting, with a master's hand, the immortal events of the 
patriot President's life. 

And now, sir, I finish the task which, three years ago, I im
posed on myself. Solitary and alone, and amidst the jeers and 
taunts of my opponents, I put this ball in motion. The people 
have taken it up, and rolled it forward, and I am no longer any
thing but a unit in the vast mass which now propels it. In the 
name of that mass I speak. I demand the execution of the 
edict of the people; I demand the expurgation of that sentence 
which the voice of a few senators, and the power of their confed
erate, the Bank of the United States, have caused to be placed 
on the journal of the Senate; and which the voice of millions 
of freemen has ordered to be expunged from it. 
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Hayne was _what is someti_mes called "a typical Southerner"; a 
man of engagmg manner, qmck and acute mmd, fluent and pleasing 
of speech, and overflowing with self-confidence, and a certain amiable 
arrogance, due chiefly to his association with a servile class. He was 
born in St. Paul's parish, Colleton, District, S. C., in I79I. In the War 
of 1812 he received the title of colonel, and was afterwards Attorney
General of his State, South Carolina, and in r822 was elected to the 
Senate. He resigned in 1832 to assume the governorship of South 
Carolina, retired two years later, and died in r8.~o. Throughout his 
political career he was an opponent of the protective tariff, and a 
champion of the Nullification party. 

In the Senate he was the friend of Benton and Calhoun, and one of 
the leaders of the Southern element. The famous debate between Hayne 
and \Vebster was brought on by Foote's inquiry as to the sale of public 
lands, which raised the question of State sovereignty, and thus of 
nullification. Benton was in the fray in support of Hayne; he repre
sented the \Vest, where the public lands were in question. The logical 
conclusion of their arguments was to denationalize the central gov
ernment, and thus the issue was defined in 1830 upon which North and 
South went to war in r86I. 

Hayne was a man of charming personality and great personal mag
netism, besides possessing no mean oratorical ability, but in \Vebster 
he found a worthy antagonist. ~larch. in his " Reminiscences of Con
gress," compares Hayne's entrance into debate to a ~Iameluke charge. 
He was gay and gallant, headlong and incautious, sure of success, and 
never at a loss for weapons. He had a great command of language, 
and an effective manner; his voice was good and pleasing, and his 
vanity was accompanied by so much good-nature that it was seldom 
offensive. Such qualities make a formidable foe; but matched against 
the cold, pitiless logic of \\'ebster, Hayne's eloquence was not con
vincing. In this famous debate the stern issues that led the country 
into civil war thirty years later were sharply drawn. The eloquence 
and the logic of the North were pitted squarely against the eloquence 
and the logic of the South. No longer was there to be any doubt as 
to the divergent policies of the two sections. The whole country 
watched the debate with absorbing interest, and when it was over it 
was the consensus of opinion that \V ebster. the gladiator of the North, 
had defeated the eloquent and gallant South Carolinian. Hayne's 
" Speech on Foote's Resolution," delivered on that occasion, is given 
here. It is one of the most celebrated orations ever delivered in the 
American Congress. 
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Delivered in answer to Mr. Webster's first speech on Mr. 
Foote's resolution in the Senate of the United States, on 
January 21, 1830 1 

MR. PRESIDENT: When I took occasion, two days ago, 
to throw out some ideas with respect to the policy of 
the government, in relation to the public lands, nothing 

certainly could have been further from my thoughts than that 
I should have been compelled again to throw myself upon the 
indulgence of the Senate. Little did I expect to be called upon 
to meet such an argument as was yesterday urged by the gentle
man from Massachusetts [Mr. Webster]. Sir, I questioned no 
man's opinions; I impeached no man's motives; I charged no 
party, or State, or section of country, with hostility to any other, 
but ventured, as I thought in a becoming spirit, to put forth my 
own sentiments in relation to a great national question of public 
policy. Such was my course. The gentleman from Missouri 
[Mr. Benton], :tis true, had charged upon the Eastern States 
an early and continued hostility towards the West, and referred 
to a number of historical facts and documents in support of that 
charge. Now, sir, how have these different arguments been 
met? The honorable gentleman from Massachusetts, after de
liberating a whole night upon his course, comes into this cham
ber to vindicate New England; and instead of making up his 
issue with the gentleman from Missouri, on the charges which 
he had preferred, chooses to consider me as the author of those 

' [The following is the resolution of 
1\!r. Foote: "Resolved, That the com
mittee on public lands be instructed to 
inquire and report th~ quantity of the 
public lands remaining unsold within 
each State and Territory. and whether 
it be expedient to limit, for a certain 

~~~~1~nt~: o"~ll;s.~fh~~: ~~~~;~f~~~d;e!~ 
offered for sale. and are now subject to 
entry at the minimum price. And, also, 

VoL, JI.-7 97 

whether the office of surveyor-general 
and some of the land offices may not be 

fi~ol~~~~~s~i~ro~h~~~r;;nhnh!oe;~~Jl~~t 
to adopt measures to hasten the sales, 
and extend more rapidly the surveys of 
the public lands." Mr. Webster's an
swer to this speech is widely known 
as his famous " Reply to Hayne."
EoiTOil.] 
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charges, and losing sight entirely of that gentleman, selects me 
as his adversary, and pours out all the vials of his mighty wrath 
upon my devoted head. Nor is he willing to stop there. He 
goes on to assail the institutions and policy of the South, and 
calls in question the principles and conduct of the State which 
I have the honor to represent. vVhen I find a gentleman of 
mature age and experience-of acknowledged talents, and pro
found sagacity, pursuing a course like this, declining the contest 
offered from the vVest, and making war upon the unoffending 
South, I must believe, I am bound to believe, he has some object 
in view which he has not ventured to disclose. Mr. President, 
why is this? Has the gentleman discovered in former contro
versies with the gentleman from Missouri that he is overmatched 
by that senator? And does he hope for an easy victory over 
a more feeble adversary? Has the gentleman's distempered 
fancy been disturbed by gloomy forebodings of "new alliances 
to be formed " at which he hinted? Has the ghost of the 
murdered Coalition come back, like the ghost of Banquo, to 
" sear the eye-balls of the gentleman," and will it not " down at 
his bidding " ? Are dark visions of broken hopes, and honors 
lost forever, still floating before his heated imagination? Sir, 
if it be his object to thrust me between the gentleman from 
Missouri and himself, in order to rescue the East from the con
test it has provoked with the West, he shall not be gratified. 
Sir, I will not be dragged into the defence of my friend from 
:Missouri. The South shall not be forced into a conflict not its 
own. The gentleman from 1Iissouri is able to fight his own 
battles. The gallant \Vest needs no aid from the South to repel 
any attack which may be made on them from any quarter. Let 
the gentleman from Massachusetts controvert the facts and ar
guments of the gentleman from Missouri, if he can-and if he 
win the victory, let him wear the honors; I shall not deprive him 
of his laurels. 

The gentleman from Massachusetts, in reply to my remarks 
on the injurious operations of our land system on the prosperity 
of the \Vest, pronounced an extravagant eulogium on the pater
nal care which the government had extended towards the ·west, 
to which he attributed all that was great and excellent in the 
present condition of the new States. The language of the 
gentleman on this topic fell upon my ears like the almost for-
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gotten tones of the Tory leaders of the British Parliament, at 
the commencement of the American Revolution. They, too, 
discovered that the colonies had grown great under the fostering 
care of the mother-country; and I must confess, while listening 
to the gentleman, I thought the appropriate reply to his argu
ment was to be found in the remark of a celebrated orator, made 
on that occasion:" They have grown great in spite of your pro
tection." 

The gentleman, in commenting on the policy of the govern
ment, in relation to the new States, has introduced to our notice 
a certain Nathan Dane, of Massachusetts, to whom he attributes 
the celebrated ordinance of '87, by which he tells us, "slavery 
was forever excluded from the new States north of the Ohio." 
After eulogizing the wisdom of this provision, in terms of the 
most extravagant praise, he breaks forth in admiration of the 
greatness of Nathan Dane-and great indeed he must be, if it 
be true as stated by the senator from Massachusetts, that " he 
was greater than Solon and Lycurgus, Minos, Numa Pompilius, 
and all the legislators and philosophers of the world," ancient 
and modern. Sir, to such high authority it is certainly my 
duty, in a becoming spirit of humility, to submit. And yet, the 
gentleman will pardon me, when I say, that it is a little unfortu
nate for the fame of this great legislator, that the gentleman 
from l\Iissouri should have proved that he was not the author of 
the ordinance of '87, on which the senator from Massachusetts 
has reared so glorious a monument to his name. Sir, I doubt 
not the senator will feel some compassion for our ignorance, 
when I tell him, that so little are we acquainted with the modern 
great men of New England, that until he informed us yesterday 
that we possessed a Solon and a Lycurgus in the person of 
Nathan Dane, he was only known to the South as a member of 
a celebrated assembly, called and known by the name of "the 
Hartford Convention." In the proceedings of that assembly, 
which I hold in my hand, will be found, in a few lines, the his
tory of Nathan Dane; and a little farther on, there is conclusive 
evidence of that ardent devotion to the interests of the new 
States, which it seems has given him a just claim to the title of 
"Father of the \Vest.'' By the second resolution of the" Hart
ford Convention," it is declared, " that it is expedient to attempt 
to make provision for restraining Congress in the exercise of an 
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unlimited power to make new States, and admitting them into 
the Union." So much for Nathan Dane, of Beverly, Massa
chusetts. 

In commenting upon my views in relation to the public lands, 
the gentleman insists, that it being one of the conditions of the 
grants, that these lands should be applied to " the common bene
fit of all the States, they must always remain a fund for rev
enue"; and adds," they must be treated as so much treasure." 
Sir, the gentleman could hardly find language strong enough to 
convey his disapprobation of the policy which I had ventured 
to recommend to the favorable consideration of the country. 
And what, sir, was that policy, and what is the difference be
tween that gentleman and myself, on this subject? I threw out 
the idea that the public lands ought not to be reserved forever, 
as " a great fund of revenue "; that they ought not to be " treat
ed as a great treasure ";but, that the course of our policy should 
rather be directed towards the creation of new States, and build
ing up great and flourishing communities. 

Now, sir, will it be believed, by those who now hear me-and 
who listened to the gentleman's denunciation of my doctrines, 
yesterday-that a book then lay open before him-nay, that he 
held it in his hand, and read from it certain passages of his own 
speech, delivered to the House of Representatives in' 1825, in 
which speech he himself contended for the very doctrines I had 
advocated, and almost in the same terms. Here is the speech 
of the Hon. Daniel ·webster, contained in the first volume of 
Gales and Seaton's " Register of Debates," delivered in the 
House of Representatives on January 18, 1825, in a debate on 
the Cumberland Road-the very debate from which the senator 
read yesterday. I shall read from the celebrated speech two 
passages, from which it will appear that both as to the past, and 
the future policy of the government in relation to the public 
lands, the gentleman from Massachusetts maintained, in 1825, 
substantially the same opinions which I have advanced; but 
which he now so strongly reprobates. I said, sir, that the sys
tem of credit sales by which the \Vest had been kept constantly 
in debt to the United States, and by which their wealth was 
drained off to be expended elsewhere, had operated injuriously 
on their prosperity. On this point the gentleman from Massa
chusetts, in January, 1825, expressed himself thus: "There 
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could be no doubt if gentlemen looked at the money received 
into the treasury from the sale of the public lands to the vVest, 
and then looked to the whole amount expended by government 
(even including the whole amount of what was laid out for the 
army) the latter must be allowed to be very inconsiderable, and 
there must be a constant drain of money from the West to pay 
for the public lands. It might indeed be said that this was no 
more than the refluence of capital which had previously gone 
over the mountains. Be it so. Still its practical effect was to 
produce inconvenience, if not distress, by absorbing the money 
of the people." 

I contended that the public lands ought not to be treated mere
ly as" a fund for revenue "-that they ought not to be hoarded 
" as a great treasure." On this point the senator expressed 
himself thus: " government, he believed, had received eighteen 
or twenty millions of dollars from the public lands, and it was 
with the greatest satisfaction he adverted to the change which 
had been introduced in the mode of paying for them; yet he 
could never think the national domain was to be regarded as 
any great source of revenue. The great object of the govern
ment in respect of these lands was not so much the money de
rived from their sale, as it was the getting them settled. What 
he meant to say was, he did not think they ought to hug that 
domain as a great treasure, which was to enrich the exchequer." 

Now, :Mr. President, it will be seen that the very doctrines 
which the gentlemen so indignantly abandons, were urged by 
him in 1825; and if I had actually borrowed my sentiments from 
those which he then avowed, I could not have followed more 
closely in his footsteps. Sir, it is only since the gentleman 
quoted this book, yesterday, that my attention has been turned 
to the sentiments he expressed in 1825, and, if I had remembered 
them, I might possibly have been deterred from uttering senti
ments here, which it might well be supposed I had borrowed 
from that gentleman. 

In 1825 the gentleman told the world that the public lands 
" ought not to be treated as a treasure." He now tells us that 
" they must be treated as so much treasure." What the de
liberate opinion of the gentleman on this subject may be, be
longs not to me to determine; but I do not think he can, with 
the shadow of justice or propriety, impugn my sentiments, while 
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his own recorded opinions are identical with my own. \Vhen 
the gentleman refers to the conditions of the grants under which 
the United States have acquired these lands, and insists that, as 
they are declared to be " for the common benefit of all the 
States," they can only be treated as so much treasure, I think he 
has applied a rule of construction too narrow for the case. If 
in the deeds of cession it has been declared that the grants were 
intended for "the common benefit of all the States," it is clear, 
from other provisions, that they were not intended merely as so 
much property; for it is expressly declared that the object of 
the grants is the erection of new States; and the United States, 
in accepting this trust, bind themselves to facilitate the founda
tion of these States to be admitted into the Union with all the 
rights and privileges of the original States. This, sir, was the 
great end to which all parties looked, and it is by the fulfilment 
of this high trust, that " the common benefit of all the States " 
is to be best promoted. Sir, let me tell the gentleman, that in 
the part of the country in which I live, we do not measure 
political benefits by the money standard. \Ve consider as more 
valuable than gold, liberty, principle, and justice. But, sir, if 
we are bound to act on the narrow principles contended for by 
the gentlemen, I am wholly at a loss to conceive how he can 
reconcile his principles with his own practice. The lands are, 
it seems, to be treated "as so much treasure," and must be ap
plied to the " common benefit of all the States." Now, if this 
be so, whence does he derive the right to appropriate them for 
partial and local objects? How can the gentleman consent to 
vote away immense bodies of these lands, for canals in Indiana 
and Illinois, to the Louisville and Portland canals, to Kenyon 
College in Ohio, to schools for the deaf and dumb, and other 
objects of a similar description? If grants of this character can 
fairly be considered as made " for the common benefit of all the 
States," it can only be, because all the States are interested in 
th welfare of each-a principle which, carried to the full extent, 
destroys all distinction between local and national objects, and 
is certainly broad enough to embrace the principles for which 
I have ventured to contend. Sir, the true difference between 
us I take to be this; the gentleman wishes to treat the public 
lands as a great treasure, just as so much money in the treasury, 
to be applied to all objects, constitutional and unconstitutional, 
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to which the public money is constantly applied. I consider it 
as a sacred trust, which we ought to fulfil, on the principles for 
which I have contended. 

The senator from Massachusetts has thought proper to pre
sent in strong contrast the friendly feelings of the East towards 
the \Vest, with sentiments of an opposite character displayed by 
the South in relation to appropriations for internal improve
ments. Now, sir, let it be recollected that the South have made 
no professions; I have certainly made none in their behalf of 
regard for the West. It has been reserved for the gentleman 
from Uassachusetts, while he vaunts over his own personal de
votion to \Vesttrn interests, to claim for the entire section of 
country to which he belongs, an ardent friendship for the West, 
as manifested by their support of the system of internal improve
ment, while he casts in our teeth the reproach that the South 
has manifested hostility to \Vestern interests in opposing ap
propriations for such objects. That gentleman, at the same 
time, acknowledged that the South entertains constitutional 
scruples on this subject. Are we then, sir, to understand, that 
the gentleman considers it a just subject of reproach, that we 
respect our oaths, by which we are bound "to preserve, protect 
and defend the constitution of the United States" ? \Vould 
the gentleman have us manifest our love to the West by tram
pling under foot our constitutional scruples? Does he not per
ceive, if the South is to be reproached with unkindness to the 
\Vest, in voting against appropriations, which the gentleman 
admits they could not vote for without doing violence to their 
constitutional opinions, that he exposes himself to the ques
tion: v,·hether, if he was in our situation, he could not vote for 
these appropriations, regardless of his scruples? No, sir, I will 
not do the gentleman so great injustice. He has fallen into this 
error from not having duly weighed the force and effect of the 
reproach which he was endeavoring to cast upon the South. 
In relation to the other point, the friendship manifested bv New 
England towards the West, in their support of the system of 
internal improvement, the gentleman will pardon me for say
ing, that I think he is equally unfortunate in having introduced 
that topic. As that gentleman has forced it upon us, however, 
I cannot suffer it to pass unnoticed. When the gentleman tells 
us that the appropriations for internal improvement in the West, 
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would, in almost every instance, have failed, but for New Eng
land votes, he has forgotten to tell us the when, the how, and the 
wherefore this new-born zeal for the West sprung up in the 
bosom of New England. If we look back only a few years, we 
will find, in both Houses of Congress, an uniform and steady 
op_position, on the part of the members from the Eastern States, 
generally to all appropriations of this character. At the time 
I became a member of this House, and for some time afterwards, 
a decided majority of the New England senators were opposed 
to the very measures which the senator from Massachusetts tells 
us that they now cordially support. Sir, the journals are be
fore me, and an examination of them will satisfy every gentle
man of that fact. 

It must be well known to everyone whose experience dates 
back as far as 1825 that up to a certain period New England 
was generally opposed to appropriations for internal improve
ments in the West. The gentleman from Massachusetts may be 
himself an exception, but if he went for the system before 1825, 
it is certain that his colleagues did not go with him. In the 
session of 1824 and '25, however (a memorable era in the his
tory of this country), a wonderful change took place in New 
England, in relation to Western interests. Sir, an extraordi
nary union of sympathies and of interests was then effected, 
which brought the East and the West into close alliance. The 
book from which I have before read contains the first public 
annunciation of that happy reconciliation of conflicting interests, 
personal and political, which brought the East and West to
gether, and locked in a fraternal embrace the two great orators of 
the East and the West. Sir, it was on January r8, 1825, while 
the result of the Presidential election, in the House of Repre
sentatives, was still doubtful, while the whole country was look
ing with intense anxiety to that legislative hall, where the 
mighty drama was so soon to be acted, that we saw the leaders 
of two great parties in the House and in the nation, " taking 
sweet counsel together," and in a celebrated debate on the Cum
berland Road, fighting side by side for Western interests. It 
was on that memorable occasion that the senator from Massa
chusetts held out the '"·hite flag to the West, and uttered those 
liberal sentiments, which he, yesterday, so indignantly repudi
ated. Then it was, that that happy union between the members 
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of the celebrated coalition was consummated, whose immediate 
issue was a President from one quarter of the Union, with the 
succession (as it was supposed) secured to another. The 
" American System," before a rude, disjointed and misshapen 
mass, now assumed form and consistency: then it was, that it 
became the " settled policy of the government," that this system 
should be so administered as to create a reciprocity of interests, 
and a reciprocal distribution of government favors, East and 
West (the tariff and internal improvements), while the South
yes, sir, the impracticable South' was to be " out of your protec
tion." The gentleman may boast as much as he pleases of the 
friendship of New England for the West, as displayed in their 
support of internal improvement-but, when he next introduces 
that topic, I trust that he will tell us when that friendship com
menced, how it was brought about, and why it was established. 
Before I leave this topic I must be permitted to say, that the true 
character of the policy now pursued by the gentleman from 
Massachusetts and his friends, in relation to appropriations of 
land and money, for the benefit of the West, as in my estimation 
very similar to that pursued by Jacob of old towards his brother 
Esau-it robs them of their birthright for a mess of pottage. 

The gentleman from Jl.fassachusetts, in alluding to a remark 
of mine, that before any disposition could be made of the public 
lands, the national debt (for which they stand pledged) must be 
first paid, took occasion to intimate " that the extraordinary 
fervor which seems to exist in a certain quarter (meaning the 
South, sir) for the payment of the debt, arises from a disposition 
to weaken the ties which bind the people to the Union." While 
the gentleman deals us this blow, he professes an ardent desire 
to see the debt speedily extinguished. He must excuse me, 
however, for feeling some distrust on that subject until I find this 
disposition manifested by something stronger than professions. 
I shall look for acts, decided and unequivocal acts; for the per
formance of which an opportunity will very soon (if I am not 
greatly mistaken) be afforded. Sir, if I were at liberty to judge 
of the course which that gentleman would pursue, from the 
principles \'vhich he has laid down in relation to this matter, I 
should be bound to conclude that, he will be found acting with 
those with whom it is a darling object to prevent the payment of 
the public debt. He tells us he is desirous of paying the debt, 
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"because we are under an obligation to discharge it." Now, 
sir, suppose it should happen that the public creditors, with 
whom we have contracted the obligation, should release us from 
it, so far as to declare their willingness to wait for payment for 
fifty years to come, provided only, the interest shall be punctu
ally discharged. The gentleman from Massachusetts will then 
be released from the obligation which now makes him desirous 
of paying the debt; and let me tell the gentleman, the holders 
of the stock will not only release us from this obligation, but they 
will implore, nay, they will even pay us not to pay them. But 
adds the gentleman, so far as the debt may have an affect in 
binding the debtors to the country, and thereby serving as a link 
to hold the States together, he would be glad that it should exist 
forever. Surely then, sir, on the gentleman's own principles, he 
must be opposed to the payment of the debt. 

Sir, let me tell that gentleman that the South repudiates the 
idea that a pecuniary dependence on the federal government is 
one of the legitimate means of holding the States together. A 
moneyed interest in the government is essentially a base interest: 
and just so far as it operates to bind the feelings of those who are 
subjected to it, to the government-just so far as it operates in 
creating sympathies and interests that would not otherwise ex
ist-is it opposed to all the principles of free government, and at 
war with virtue and patriotism. Sir, the link which binds the 
public creditors, as such, to their country, binds them equally to 
all governments, whether arbitrary or free. In a free govern
ment this principle of abject dependence, if extended through all 
the ramifications of society, must be fatal to liberty. Already 
have we made alarming strides in that direction. The entire class 
of manufacturers, the holders of stocks, with their hundreds of 
millions of capital, are held to the government by the strong link 
of pecuniary interests; millions of people-entire sections of 
country, interested, or believing themselves to be so, in the pub
lic lands and the public treasure, are bound to the government 
by the expectation of pecuniary favors. If this system is carried 
much farther, no man can fail to see that every generous motive 
of attachment to the country will be destroyed, and in its place 
will spring up those low, grovelling, base and selfish feelings 
which bind men to the footstool of a despot by bonds as strong 
and enduring as those which attach them to free institutions. 
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Sir, I would lay the foundation of this government in the affec
-tions of the people-I would teach them to cling to it by dispens
ing equal justice, and above all, by securing the "blessings of 
liberty" to" themselves and to their posterity." 

The honorable gentleman from nlassachusetts has gone out of 
his way to pass a high eulogium on the State of Ohio. In the 
most impassioned tones of eloquence, he described her majestic 
march to greatness. He told us that having already left all the 
other States far behind, she was now passing by Virginia and 
Pennsylvania, and about to take her station by the side of New 
York. To all this, sir, I was disposed most cordially to re
spond. \Yhen, however, the gentleman proceeded to contrast 
the State of Ohio with Kentucky, to the disadvantage of the lat
ter, I listened to him with regret; and when he proceeded further 
to attribute the great, and as he supposed, acknowif:clged superi
ority of the former in population, wealth and general prosperity, 
to the policy of Nathan Dane of Massachusetts, which had 
secured to the people of Ohio (by the Ordinance of '87) a popu· 
lation of freemen, I will confess that my feelings suffered a revul
sion, which I am now unable to describe, in any language suffi
ciently respectful towards the gentleman from }.fassachusetts. 
In contrasting the State of Ohio with Kentucky, for the purpose 
of pointing out the superiority of the former, and of attributing 
that superiority to the existence of slavery in the one State, and 
its absence in the other, I thought I could discern the very spirit 
of the 11issouri question, intruded into this debate for objects 
best known to the gentleman himself. Did that gentleman, sir, 
when he formed the determination to cross the southern border, 
in order to invade the State of South Carolina, deem it prudent 
or necessary to enlist under his banners the prejudices of the 
world, which, like Swiss troops, may be engaged in any cause, 
and are prepared to serve under any leader? Did he desire to 
avail himself of those remorseless allies, the passions of man
kind, of which it may be more truly said than of the savage tribes 
of the wilderness, " that their known rule of warfare is an indis
criminate slaughter of ail ages, sexes, and conditions"? Or was 
it supposed, sir, that in a premeditated and unprovoked attack 
upon the South, it was advisable to begin by a gentle admonition 
of our supposed weakness, in order to prevent us from making 
that firm and manly resistance due to our own character and our 
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dearest interest? Was the significant hint of the weakness of 
slaveholding States, when contrasted with the superior strength 
of free States-like the glare of the weapon half drawn from its 
scabbard, intended to enforce the lessons of prudence and patri
otism, which the gentleman had resolved, out of his abundant 
generosity, gratuitously to bestow upon us? Mr. President, the 
impression which has gone abroad, of the weakness of the South, 
as connected with the slave question, exposes us to such con
stant attacks, has done us so much injury, and is calculated to 
produce such infinite mischiefs, that I embrace the occasion pre
sented by the remarks of the gentleman of Massachusetts, to de
clare that we are ready to meet the question promptly and fear
lessly. It is one from which we are not disposed to shrink, in 
whatever form or under whatever circumstances it may be 
pressed upon us. 

We are ready to make up the issue with the gentleman, as to 
the influence of slavery on individual and national character-on 
the prosperity and greatness, either of the United States or of 
particular States. Sir, when arraigned before the bar of public 
opinion, on this charge of slavery, we can stand up with con
scious rectitude, plead not guilty, and put ourselves upon God 
and our country. Sir, we will not consent to look at slavery in 
the abstract. We will not stop to inquire whether the black 
man, as some philosophers have contended, is of an inferior race, 
nor whether his color and condition are effects of a curse in
flicted for the offences of his ancestors? We deal in no ab
stractions. We will not look back to inquire whether our fa
thers were guiltless in introducing slaves into this country? If 
an inquiry should ever be instituted in these matters, however, 
it will be found that the profits of the slave-trade were not con
fined to the South. Southern ships and Southern sailors were 
not the instruments of bringing slaves to the shores of America, 
nor did our merchants reap the profits of that " accursed traffic." 
But, sir, we wilJ pass over all this. If slavery, as it now exists in 
this country, be an evil, we of the present day found it ready 
made to our hands. Finding our lot cast among a people, 
whom God had manifestly committed to our care, we did not sit 
down to speculate on abstract questions of theoretical liberty. 
We met it as a practical question of obligation and duty. We 
resolved to make the best of the situation in which Providence 
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had placed us, and to fulfil the high trusts which had devolved 
upon us as the owners of slaves, in the only way in which such a 
trust could be fulfilled, without spreading misery and ruin 
throughout the land. \Ve found that we had to deal with a 
people whose physical, moral and intellectual habits and charac
ter totally disqualified them from the enjoyment of the blessings 
of freedom. We could not send them back to the shores from 
whence their fathers had been taken; their numbers forbade the 
thought, even if we did not know that their condition here is in
finitely preferable to what it possibly could be among the barren 
sands and savage tribes of Africa; and it was wholly irreconcil
able with all our notions of humanity to tear asunder the tender 
ties which they had formed among us, to gratify the feelings of a 
false philanthropy. What a commentary on the wisdom, jus
tice, and humanity of the Southern slave-owner is presented by 
the example of certain benevolent associations and charitable in
dividuals elsewhere. Shedding weak tears over sufferings 
which had existence only in their own sickly imaginations, these 
" friends of humanity" set themselves systematically to work to 
seduce the slaves of the South from their masters. By means of 
missionaries and political tracts, the scheme was in a great 
measure successful. Thousands of these deluded victims of 
fanaticism were seduced into the enjoyment of freedom in our 
Northern cities. And what has been the consequence? Go to 
these cities now and ask the question. Visit the dark and nar
row lanes, and obscure recesses which have been assigned by 
common consent as the abodes of those outcasts of the world
the free people of color. Sir, there does not exist on the face of 
the whole earth, a population so poor, so wretched, so vile, so 
loathsome, so utterly destitute of all the comforts, conveniences, 
and decencies of life, as the unfortunate blacks of Philadelphia, 
and New York and Boston. Liberty has been to them the 
greatest of calamities, the heaviest of curses. Sir, I have had 
some opportunites of making comparison between the condi
tion of the free negroes of the North, and the slaves of the South, 
and the comparison has left not only an indelible impression of 
the superior advantages of the latter, but has gone far to recon
cile me to slavery itself. Never have I felt so forcibly that 
touching description," the foxes have holes, and the birds of the 
air have nests, but the Son of Man hath not where to lay his 
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head," as when I have seen this unhappy race, naked and house
less, almost starving in the streets, and abandoned by all the 
world. Sir, I have seen, in the neighborhood of one of the most 
moral, religious and refined cities of the North, a family of free 
blacks driven to the caves of the rocks, and there obtaining a 
precarious subsistence from charity and plunder. 

When the gentleman from Massachusetts adopts and reiter
ates the old charge of weakness as resulting from slavery, I must 
be permitted to call for the proof of those blighting effects which 
he ascribes to its influence. I suspect that when the subject is 
closely examined it will be found that there is not much force 
even in the plausible objection of the want of physical power in 
slaveholding States; The power of a country is compounded 
of its population and its wealth, and in modern times, where, 
from the very form and structure of society, by far the greater 
portion of the people must, even during the continuance of the 
most desolating wars, be employed in the cultivation of the soil 
and other peaceful pursuits, it may be well doubted, whether 
slaveholding States, by reason of the superior value of their 
productions, are not able to maintain a number of troops in the 
field, fully equal to what could be supported by States with a 
larger white population, but not possessed of equal resources. 

It is a popular error, to suppose that in any possible state of 
things, the people of a country could ever be called out en masse, 
or that a half, or a third, or even a fifth part of the physical force 
of any country, could ever be brought into the field. The diffi
culty is not to procure men, but to provide the means of main
taining them; and in this view of the subject, it may be asked 
whether the Southern States are not a source· of strength and 
power, and not of weakness to the country?-whether they 
have not contributed, and are not now contributing largely to 
the wealth and prosperity of every State in this Union? From a 
statement \vhich I hold in my hand, it appears that in ten years
from 1818 to 1827, inclusive-the whole amount of the domestic 
exports of the United States was $521,811,045. Of which, three 
articles (the product of slave labor) viz., cotton, rice, and 
tobacco, amounted to $339,203,232-equal to about two-thirds 
of the whole. It is not true, as has been supposed, that the advan
tages of this labor are confined almost exclusively to the South
ern States. Sir, I am thoroughly convinced, that at this time, 
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the States north of the Potomac actually derive greater profits 
from the labor of our slaves, than we do ourselves. It appears 
from our public documents, that in seven years, from 1821 to 
1827 inclusive, the six Southern States exported $190,337,281, 
and imported only $55,646,30I. Now the difference between 
these two sums (near $I4o,ooo,ooo) passed through the hands of 
the Northern merchants, and enabled them to carry on their 
commercial operations with all the world. Such part of these 
goods as found its way back to our hands, came charged with 
the duties, as well as the profits of the merchant, the ship-owner, 
and a host of others, who found employment in carrying on 
these immense exchanges; and for such part as was consumed 
at the North, we received in exchange northern manufactures, 
charged with an increased price, to cover all the taxes which the 
Northern consumer has been compelled to pay on the imported 
article. It will be seen, therefore, at a glance, how much slave 
labor has contributed to the wealth and prosperity of the United 
States, and how largely our Northern brethren have participated 
in the profits of that labor. Sir, on this subject I will quote an 
authority, which will, I doubt not, be considered by the senator 
from Massachusetts as entitled to high respect. It is from the 
great father of the " American system," honest Matthew Carey, 
no great friend, it is true, at this time, to Southern rights and 
Southern interests, but not the worst authority on that account, 
on the point in question. 

Speaking of the relative importance to the Union of the South
ern and the Eastern States, Matthew Carey, in the sixth edition 
of his " Olive Branch," after exhibiting a number of statistical 
tables, to show the decided superiority of the former, thus pro
ceeds: 

"But I am tired of this investigation-I sicken for the honor 
of the human species, 'What idea must the world form of the 
arrogance of the pretensions on the one side (the East) and of 
the folly and weakness of the rest of the Union, to have so long 
suffered them to pass without exposure and detection? The 
naked fact is that the demagogues in the Eastern States, not 
satisfied with deriving all the benefits from the Southern sec· 
tion of the Union that they would from so many wealthy colo~ 
nies-with making princely fortunes by the carriage and ex
portation of its bulky and valuable productions, and supplying 
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it with their own manufactures, and the productions of Europe, 
and the East and West Indies, to an enormous amount and at an 
immense profit, have uniformly treated it with outrage, insult, 
and injury. And regardless of their vital interests, the Eastern 
States were lately courting their own destruction, by allowing 
a few restless, turbulent men to lead them blindfolded to a sepa
ration which was pregnant with their certain ruin. Whenever 
that event takes place, they sink into insignificance. If a sepa
ration were desirable to any part of the Union, it would be to the 
Middle and Southern States, particularly the latter, who have 
been so long harassed with the complaints, the restlessness, the 
turbulence, and the ingratitude of the Eastern States, that their 
patience has been tried almost bey~nd endurance. 'Jeshurun 
waxed fat and kicked,' and he will be severely punished for his 
kicking in the event of a dissolution of the Union." Sir, I wish 
it to be distinctly understood that I do not adopt these senti
ments as my own. I quote them to show that very different 
sentiments have prevailed in former times as to the weakness of 
the slaveholding States, from those which now seem to have 
become fashionable in certain quarters. I know it has been sup
posed by certain ill-informed persons, that the South exists only 
by the countenance and protection of the North. Sir, this is the 
idlest of all idle and ridiculous fancies that ever entered into the 
mind of man. In every State of this Union, except one, the free 
white population actually preponderates; while in the British 
West India Islands (where the average white population is less 
than ten per cent. of the whole) the slaves are kept in entire sub
jection: it is preposterous to suppose that the Southern States 
could ever find the smallest difficulty in this respect. On this 
subject, as in all others, we ask nothing of our Northern brethren 
but to " let us alone." Leave us to the undisturbed manage
ment of our domestic concerns, and the directions of our own in
dustry, and we will ask no more. Sir, all our difficulties on this 
subject have arisen from interference from abroad, which has 
disturbed, and may again disturb, our domestic tranquillity, just 
"\O far as to bring down punishment upon the heads of the unfor
tunate victims of a fanatical and mistaken humanity. 

There is a spirit which, like the father of evil, is constantly 
"walking to and fro about the earth, seeking whom it may de
vour ": it is the spirit of false philanthropy. The persons whom 
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it possesses do not indeed throw themselves into the flames, but 
they are employed in lighting up the torches of discord through
out the community. Their first principle of action is to leave 
their own affairs, and neglect their own duties, to regulate the 
affairs and duties of others. Theirs is the task to fed the hungry 
and clothe the naked of other lands, while they thrust the naked, 
famished, and shivering beggar from their own doors; to instruct 
the heathen, while their own children want the bread of life. 
When this spirit infuses itself into the bosom of a statesman (if 
one so possessed can be called a statesman), it converts him at 
once into a visionary enthusiast. Then it is that he indulges in 
golden dreams of national greatness and prosperity. He dis
covers that " liberty is power," and, not content with vast 
schemes, of improvement at home, which it would bankrupt the 
treasury of the world to execute, he flies to foreign lands, to fulfil 
obligations to " the human race," by inculcating the principles of 
~'political and religious liberty," and promoting the " general 
welfare" of the whole human race. It is a spirit which has long 
been busy with the slaves of the South, and is even now display
ing itself in vain efforts to drive the government from its wise 
policy in relation to the Indians. It is this spirit which has filled 
the land with thousands of wild and visionary projects, which 
can have no effect but to waste the energies and dissipate the re
sources of the country. It is the spirit, of which the aspiring 
politician dexterously avails himself, when, by inscribing on his 
banner the magical words, liberty and philanthropy, he draws to 
his support that class of persons who are ready to bow down at 
the very name of their idols. 

But, sir, whatever difference of opinion may exist as to the 
effect of slavery on national wealth and prosperity, if we may 
trust to experience, there can be no doubt that it has never yet 
produced any injurious effect on individual or national char
acter. Look through the whole history of the country, from 
the commencement of the Revolution down to the present hour; 
where are there to be found brighter examples of intellectual and 
moral greatness than have been exhibited by the sons of the 
South? From the father of his country, down to the distin
guished chieftain who has been elevated by a grateful people to 
the highest office in their gift, the interYal is filled up by a long 
line of orators, of statesmen, and of heroes, justly entitled to 
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rank among the ornaments of their country, and the benefactors 
of mankind. Look at "the Old Dominion," great and mag
nanimous Virginia, "whose jewels are her sons." Is there any 
State in this Union which has contributed so much to the honor 
and welfare of the country? Sir, I will yield the whole ques
tion-! will acknowledge the fatal effects of slavery upon charac
ter, if anyone can say that, for noble disinterestedness, ardent 
love of country, exalted virtue, and a pure and holy devotion to 
liberty, the people of the Southern States have ever been sur
passed by any in the world. I know, sir, that this devotion to 
liberty has sometimes been supposed to be at war with our in
stitutions; but it is in some degree the result of those very insti
tutions. Burke, the most philosophical of statesmen, as he was 
the most accomplished of orators, well understood the operation 
of this principle, in elevating the sentiments and exalting the 
principles of the people in slaveholding States. I will conclude 
my remarks on this branch of the subject, by reading a few pas
sages from his speech " on moving his resolutions for concilia
tion with the colonies," 1Iarch 22, Ii75· 

" There is a circumstance attending the Southern colonies, 
which makes the spirit of liberty still more high and haughty 
than in those to the northward. It is that in Virginia and the 
Carolinas they have a vast multitude of slaves. \Yhere this is 
the case, in any part of the world, those who are free are by far 
the most proud and jealous of their freedom. Freedom is to 
them not only an enjoyment, but a kind of rank and privilege. 
Not seeing there, as in countries where it is a common blessing, 
and as broad and general as the air, that it may be united with 
much abject toil, with great misery, with all the exterior of 
servitude, liberty looks among them like something more noble 
and liberal. I do not mean, sir, to commend the superior mor
ality of this sentiment, which has, at least, as much pride as 
virtue in it-but I cannot alter the nature of man. The fact is 
so; and these people of the Southern colonies are much more 
strongly, and with a higher and more stubborn spirit, attached 
to liberty, than those to the northward. Such were all the an
cient commonwealths-such were our Gothic ancestors-such, 
in our days, were the Poles-and such will be all masters of 
slaves who are not slaves themselves. In such a people, the 
haughtiness of domination combines with the spirit of freedom, 
fortifies it, and renders it invincible.'' 
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In the course of my former remarks, Mr. President, I took 
occasion to deprecate, as one of the greatest evils, the consolida
tion of this government. The gentleman takes alarm at the 
sound. " Consolidation like the tariff," grates upon his ear. 
He tells us, "we have heard much of late about consolidation; 
that it is the rallying word of all who are endeavoring to weaken 
the Union, by adding to the power of the States." But con· 
solidation (says the gentleman) was the very object for which 
the Union was formed; and, in support of that opinion, he read 
a passage from the address of the president of the convention, to 
Congress, which he assumes to be authority on his side of the 
question. But, sir, the gentleman is mistaken. The object of 
the framers of the constitution, as disclosed in that address, was 
not the consolidation of the government, but "the consolidation 
of the Union." It was not to draw power from the States, in 
order to transfer it to a great national government, but, in the 
language of the constitution itself, "to form a more perfect 
Union "-and by what means? By" establishing justice, pro
moting domestic tranquillity, and securing the blessings of lib
erty to ourselves and our posterity." This is the true reading 
of the constitution. But, according to the gentleman's reading, 
the object of the constitution was, to consolidate the govern
ment, and the means would seem to be, the promotion of in
justice, causing domestic discord, and depriving the States, and 
the people," of the blessings of liberty," forever. 

The gentleman boasts of belonging to the party of National 
Republicans. National Republicans!-A new name, sir, for a 
very old thing. The National Republicans of the present day, 
were the Federalists of '98, who became Federal Republicans 
during the war of r8r2, and were manufactured into National 
Republicans somewhere about the year 1825. 

As a party (by whatever name distinguished) they have always 
been animated by the same principles, and have kept steadily in 
view a common object, the consolidation of the government. 
Sir, the party to which I am proud of having belonged, from the 
very commencement of my political life, to the present day, were 
the Democrats of '98 (Anarchists, Anti-Federalists, Revolution
ists, I think they were sometimes called). They assumed the 
name of Democratic Republicans, in 1822, and have retained 
their name and principles up to the present hour. True to their 
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political faith, they have always, as a party, been in favor of limi
tations of power; they have insisted that all powers not dele
gated to the general government, are reserved, and have been 
constantly struggling, as they now are, to preserve the rights of 
the States, and to prevent them from being drawn into the 
vortex, and swallowed up by one great consolidating govern
ment. 

Sir, anyone acquainted with the history of parties in this 
country, will recognize in the points now in dispute between the 
senator from Massachusetts and myself, the very grounds which 
have, from the beginning, divided the two great parties of this 
country, and which (call these parties by what names you will, 
and amalgamate them as you may) will divide them forever. 
The true distinction between those parties is laid down in a cele
brated manifesto, issued by the convention of the Federalists of 
Massachusetts, assembled in Boston, in February, 1824, on the 
occasion of organizing a party opposition to the re-election of 
Governor Eustis. The gentleman will recognize this as the 
" canonical book of political scripture "; and it instructs us that, 
when the American colonies redeemed themselves from British 
bondage, and became so many independent nations, they pro
posed to form a National Union-(not a Federal Union, sir, but 
a National Union). Those who were in favor of a union of the 
States in this form, became known by the name of Federalists; 
those who wanted no union of the States, or disliked the pro
posed form of union, became known by the name of Anti-Fed
eralists. By means which need not be enumerated, the Anti
Federalists became (after the expiration of twelve years) our 
national rulers, and, for a period of sixteen years, until the close 
of Mr. Madison's administration, in 1817, continued to exercise 
the exclusive direction of our public affairs. Here, sir, is the 
true history of the origin, rise, and progress of the party of N a
tiona! Republicans, who date back to the very origin of the gov
ernment, and who, then, as now, chose to consider the constitu
tion as having created, not a federal, but a national union; who 
regarded " consolidation " as no evil, and who doubtless con
sider it" a consummation devoutly to be wished" to build up a 
great " central government," " one and indivisible." Sir, there 
have existed, in every age and every country, two distinct orders 
of men-the lovers of freedonl, and the devoted advocates of 
power. 
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The same great leading principles, modified only by the pecu
liarities of manners, habits, and institutions, divided parties in 
the ancient republics, animated the whigs and tories of Great 
Britain, distinguished in our times the liberals and ultras of 
France, and may be traced, even in the bloody struggles of un
happy Spain. Sir, when the gallant Riego, who devoted him
self, and all that he possessed, to the liberties of his country, was 
dragged to the scaffold, followed by the tears and lamentations 
of every lover of freedom throughout the world, he perished 
amid the deafening cries of "long live the absolute king!"
The people whom I represent, Mr. President, are the descendants 
of those who brought with them to this country, as the most 
precious of their possessions, " an ardent love of liberty "; and 
while that shall be preserved they will always be found manfully 
struggling against the consolidation of the government-as the 
worst of evils. 

The senator from Massachusetts, in alluding to the tariff be
comes quite facetious. He tells us that " he hears of nothing 
but tariff, tariff, tariff; and, if a word could be found to rhyme 
with it, he presumes it would be celebrated in verse, and set to 
music." Sir, perhaps the gentleman, in mockery of our com
plaints, may be himself disposed to sing the praises of the tariff, 
in doggerel verse, to the tune of " Old Hundred." I am not at 
all surprised, however, at the aversion of the gentleman to the 
very name of tariff. I doubt not it must always bring up some 
very unpleasant recollections to his mind. If I am not greatly 
mistaken, the senator from Massachusetts was a leading actor at 
a great meeting got up in Boston, in 1820, against the tariff. It 
has generally been supposed that he drew up the resolutions 
adopted by that meeting, denouncing the tariff system as un
equal, oppressive and unjust; and if I am not much mistaken, 
denying its constitutionality. Certain it is, that the gentleman 
made a speech on that occasion in support of those resolutions, 
denouncing the system in no very measured terms; and, if my 
memory serves me, calling its constitutionality in question. I 
regret that I have not been able to lay my hands on those pro
ceedings; but I have seen them, and cannot be mistaken in their 
character. At that time, sir, the senator from Massachusetts 
entertained the very sentiments in relation to the tariff which the 
South now entertains, We next find the senator from Massa-
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chusetts expressing his opinion on the tariff as a member of the 
House of Representatives, from the city of Boston, in 1824. On 
that occasion, sir, the gentleman assumed a position which com
manded the respect and admiration of his country. He stood 
forth the powerful and fearless champion of free trade. He met, 
in that conflict, the advocates of restriction and monopoly, and 
they " fled from before his face." 'With a profound sagacity, a 
fulness of knowledge, and a richness of illustration that have 
never been surpassed, he maintained and established the princi
ples of commercial freedom, on a foundation never to be shaken. 
Great indeed was the victory achieved by the gentleman on that 
occasion; most striking the contrast between the clear, forcible 
and convincing arguments, by \vhich he carried away the under
standings of his hearers, and the narrow views and wretched 
sophistry of another distinguished orator, who may be truly 
said to have" held up his farthing candle to the sun." 

Sir, the senator from Massachusetts, on that, the proudest day 
of his life, like a mighty giant, bore away upon his shoulders, the 
pillars of the temple of error and delusion, escaping himself un
hurt, and leaving his adversaries overwhelmed in its ruins. 
Then it was that he erected to free trade, a beautiful and endur
ing monument, and" inscribed the marble with his name." Mr. 
President, it is with pain and regret that I now go forward to the 
next great era in the political life of that gentleman, when he was 
found on this floor, supporting, advocating, and finally voting 
for the tariff of 1828-that" bill of abominations." By that act, 
sir, the senator from Massachusetts has destroyed the labors of 
his whole life, and given a wound to the cause of free trade, never 
to be healed. Sir, when I recollect the position which that gen
tleman once occupied, and that which he now holds in public 
estimation, in relation to this subject, it is not at all surprising 
that the tariff should be hateful to his ears. Sir, if I had erected 
to my own fame, so proud a monument as that which the gen
tleman built up in 1824, and I could have been tempted to de
stroy it with my own hands, I should hate the voice that should 
ring" the accursed tariff" in my ears. I doubt not the gentle
man feels very much, in relation to the tariff, as a certain knight 
did to" instinct," and with him would be disposed to exclaim-

" Ah! no more of that, Hal, an' thou lovest me." 
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But, Mr. President, to be more serious; what are we of the 
South to think of what we have heard this day? The senator 
from Massachusetts tells us that the tariff is not an Eastern 
measure, and treats it as if the East had no interest in it. The 
senator from Missouri insists it is not a Western measure, and 
that it has done no good to the West. The South comes in, and, 
in the most earnest manner, represents to you, that this measure, 
which we are told" is of no value to the East or the West," is 
" utterly destructive of our interests." \Ve represent to you, 
that it has spread ruin and devastation through the land, and 
prostrated our hopes in the dust. We solemnly declare that we 
believe the system to be wholly unconstitutional, and a violation 
of the compact between the States and the Union; and our 
brethren turn a deaf ear to our complaints, and refuse to relieve 
us from a system "which not enriches them, but makes us poor 
indeed.'' Good God! 1\Ir. President, has it come to thisi Do 
gentlemen hold the feelings and wishes of their brethren at so 
cheap a rate, that they refuse to gratify them at so small a price? 
Do gentlemen value so lightly the peace and harmony of the 
country, that they will not yield a measure of this description to 
the affectionate entreaties and earnest remonstrances of their 
friends? Do gentlemen estimate the value of the Union at so 
low a price, that they will not even make one effort to bind the 
States together with the cords of affection? And has it come to 
this? Is this the spirit in which this government is to be ad
ministered? If so, let me tell gentlemen, the seeds of dissolu
tion are already sown, and our children will reap the bitter fruit. 

The honorable gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. Webster) 
while he exonerates me personally, from the charge, intimates 
that there is a party in the country, who are looking to disunion. 
Sir, if the gentleman had stopped there, the accusation would 
have " passed by me like the idle wind, which I regard not.'' 
But when he goes on to give to his accusation a local habitation, 
and a name, by quoting the expression of a distinguished citizen 
of South Carolina (Dr. Cooper) "that it was time for the South 
to calculate the value of the Union," and in the language of the 
bitterest sarcasm, adds, "surely then the Union cannot last 
longer than July, I8JI," it is impossible to mistake either the 
allusion, or the object of the gentleman. Now, Mr. President, 
I call upon everyone who hears me to bear witness, that this con-
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troversy is not of my seeking. The Senate will do me the jus
tice to remember, that at the time this unprovoked and uncalled
for attack was made upon the South, not one word had been 
uttered by me, in disparagement of New England; nor had I 
made the most distant allusion either to the senator from Massa
chusetts, or the State he represents. But, sir, that gentleman 
has thought proper, for purposes best known to himself, to 
strike the South, through me, the most unworthy of her ser
vants. He has crossed the border, he has invaded the State of 
South Carolina, is making war upon her citizens, and endeavor
ing to overthrow her principles and her institutions. Sir, when 
the gentleman provokes me to such a conflict, I meet him at the 
threshold-! will struggle while I have life, for our altars and 
our firesides-and, if God gives me strength, I will drive back 
the invader discomfited. Nor shall I stop there. If the gentle
man provokes the war, he shall have war. Sir, I will not stop 
at the border-! will carry the war into the enemy's territory, 
and not consent to lay down my arms, until I have obtained "in
demnity for the past, and security for the future." It is with un
feigned reluctance, Mr. President, that I enter upon the per
formance of this part of my duty-I shrink almost instinctively 
from a course, however necessary, which may have a tendency to 
excite sectional feelings, and sectional jealousies. But, sir, the 
task has been forced upon me; and I proceed right onward to 
the performance of my duty. Be the consequences what they 
may, the responsibility is with those who have imposed upon me 
this necessity. The senator from Massachusetts has thought 
proper to cast the first stone; and if he shall find, according to a 
homely adage," that he lives in a glass house "-on his head be 
the consequences. The gentleman has made a great flourish 
about his fidelity to Massachusetts-I shall make no professions 
of zeal for the interests and honor of South Carolina-of that, 
my constituents shall judge. If there be one State in the Union, 
Mr. President (and I say it not in a boastful spirit) that may chal
lenge comparisons with any other, for an uniform, zealous, 
ardent, and uncalculating devotion to the Union, that State is 
South Carolina. Sir, from the very commencement of the Rev
olution up to this hour, there is no sacrifice, however great, she 
has not cheerfully made; no service she has ever hesitated to 
perform. She has adhered to you in ?'our prosperity; but in 
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your adversity she has clung to you, with more than filial affec
tion. No matter what was the condition of her domestic affairs, 
though deprived of her resources, divided by parties, or sur
rounded with difficulties, the call of the country has been to her 
as the voice of God. Domestic discord ceased at the sound
every man became at once reconciled to his brethren, and the 
sons of Carolina were all seen crowding together to the temple, 
bringing their gifts to the altar of their common country. 

\Vhat, sir, was the conduct of the South during the Revolu
tion? Sir, I honor New England for her conduct in that glori
ous struggle. But great as is the praise which belongs to her, I 
think, at least equal honor is due to the South. They espoused 
the quarrel of their brethren, with a generous zeal, which did 
not suffer them to stop to calculate their interest in the dispute. 
Favorites of the mother-country, possessed of neither ships nor 
seamen to create a commercial rivalship, they might have found 
in their situation a guaranty that their trade would be forever 
fostered and protected by Great Britain. But trampling on all 
considerations either of interest or of safety, they rushed into the 
conflict, and fighting for principle, perilled all, in the sacred 
cause of freedom. Kever was there exhibited in the history of 
the world higher examples of noble daring, dreadful suffering, 
and heroic endurance, than by the whigs of Carolina, during the 
Revolution. The whole State, from the mountains to the sea, 
was overrun by an overwhelming force of the enemy. The 
fruits of industry perished on the spot where they were pro
duced, or were consumed by the foe. The " plains of Carolina " 
drank up the most precious blood of her citizens! Black and 
smoking ruins marked the places which had been the habitations 
of her children! Driven from their homes, into the gloomy and 
almost impenetrable S\vamps, even there the spirit of liberty sur
vived, and South Carolina (sustained by the example of her 
Sumters and her 1farions) proved, by her conduct, that though 
her soil might be overrun, the spirit of her people was invincible. 

But, sir, our country was soon called upon to engage in an
other revolutionary struggle, and that, too, was a struggle for 
principle. I mean the political revolution which dates back to 
'98, and which, if it had not been successfully achieved, would 
have left us none of the fruits of the Revolution of '76. The 
revolution of '98 restored the constitution, rescued the liberty of 
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the citizens from the grasp of those who were aiming at its life, 
and in the emphatic language of Mr. ] efferson, " saved the con
stitution at its last gasp." And by whom was it achieved? By 
the South, sir, aided only by the democracy of the North and 
West. 

I come now to the \Var of 1812-a war which I well remem
ber was called in derision (while its event was doubtful) the 
Southern war, and sometimes the Carolina war; but which is 
now universally acknowledged to have done more for the honor 
and prosperity of the country, than all other events in our history 
put together. What, sir, were the objects of that war? "Free 
trade and sailors' rights!" It was for the protection of North
ern shipping, and New England seamen, that the country flew 
to arms. \Vhat interest had the South in that contest? If they 
had sat down coldly to calculate the value of their interests in
volved in it, they would have found that they had everything to 
lose and nothing to gain. But, sir, with that generous devotion 
to our country so characteristic of the South, they only asked, if 
the rights of any portion of their fellow-citizens had been in
vaded; and when told that Northern ships and New England 
seamen had been arrested on the common highway of nations, 
they felt that the honor of their country was assailed; and acting 
on that exalted sentiment " which feels a stain like a wound," 
they resolved to seek, in open war, for a redress of those injuries 
which it did not become freemen to endure. Sir, the whole 
South, animated as by a common impulse, cordially united in 
declaring and promoting that war. South Carolina sent to your 
councils, as the advocates and supporters of that war, the noblest 
of her sons. How they fulfilled that trust, let a grateful country 
tell. Not a measure was adopted, not a battle fought, not a vic
tory won, which contributed in any degree, to the success of that 
war, to which Southern councils and Southern valor did not 
largely contribute. Sir, since South Carolina is assailed, I must 
be suffered to speak it to her praise, that at the very moment 
'\vhen, in one quarter, we heard it solemnly proclaimed, "that it 
did not become a religious and moral people to rejoice at the 
victories of our army or our navy," her legislature unanimously 

" Resolved, That we will cordially support the government in 
the vigorous prosecution of the war, until a peace can be ob
tained on honorable terms, and we will cheerfully submit to 
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every privation that may be required of us, by our government, 
for the accomplishment of this object." 

South Carolina redeemed that pledge. She threw open her 
treasury to the government. She put at the absolute disposal 
of the officers of the United States all that she possessed-her 
men, her money, and her arms. She appropriated half a million 
of dollars, on her own account, in defence of her maritime fron
tier, ordered a brigade of State troops to be raised, and when left 
to protect herself by her own means, never suffered the enemy 
to touch her soil, without being instantly driven off or captured. 

Such, sir, was the conduct of the South-such the conduct of 
my own State in that dark hour "which tried men's souls." 

When I look back and contemplate the spectacle exhibited at 
that time, in another quarter of the Union-when I think of the 
conduct of certain portions of K ew England, and remember the 
part which was acted on that memorable occasion by the politi
cal associates of the gentleman from Massachusetts-nay, when 
I follow that gentleman into the councils of the nation, and listen 
to his voice during the darkest period of the war, I am indeed 
astonished that he should venture to touch upon the topics 
which he has introduced into this debate. South Carolina re
proached by l\Iassachusetts! And from whom does the accusa
tion come? Not from the democracy of New England; for 
they have been in times past, as they are now, the friends and 
allies of the South. No, sir, the accusation comes from that 
party whose acts, during the most trying and eventful period of 
our national history, were of such a character, that their own 
legislature, but a few years ago, actually blotted them out from 
their records, as a stain upon the honor of the country. But 
how can they ever be blotted out from the recollection of any
one who had a heart to feel, a mind to comprehend, and a 
memory to retain, the events of that day? Sir, I shall not at
tempt to write the history of the party in New England, to which 
I have alluded-the war party in peace, and the peace party in 
war. That task I shall leave to some future biographer of 
Kathan Dane, and I doubt not it will be found quite easy to prove 
that the peace party of :Massachusetts were the only defenders of 
their country during the war, and actually achieved all our vic
tories by land and sea. In the mean time, sir, and until that his
tory shall be written, I propose, with the feeble and glimmering 
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lights which I possess, to review the conduct of this party, in 
connection with the war, and the events which immediately pre
ceded it. 

It will be recollected, sir, that our great causes of quarrel with 
Great Britain, were her depredations on Northern commerce, 
and the impressment of New England seamen. From every 
quarter we were called upon for protection. Importunate as the 
West is now represented to be, on another subject, the impor
tunity of the East on that occasion was far greater. I hold in 
my hands the evidence of the fact. Here are petitions, memo
rials, and remonstrances from all parts of New England, setting 
forth the injustice, the oppression, the depredations, the insults, 
the outrages, committed by Great Britain against the unoffend
ing commerce and seamen of New England, and calling upon 
Congress for redress. Sir, I cannot stop to read these memori
als. In that from Boston, after stating the alarming and exten
sive condemnation of our vessels by Great Britain, which threat
ened " to sweep our commerce from the face of the ocean," and 
•J to involve our merchants in bankruptcy," they called upon the 
government " to assert our rights,' and to adopt such measures 
as will support the dignity and honor of the United States." 

From Salem, we heard a language still more O.ecisive; they 
call explicitly for" an appeal to arms," and pledge their lives and 
property, in support of any measure which Congress might 
adopt. From Newburyport, an appeal was made," to the firm
ness and justice of the government, to obtain compensation and 
protection." It was here, I think, that when the war was de
clared, it was resolved" to resist our own government, even unto 
blood!" 

In other quarters, the common language of that day, was, 
that our commerce, and our seamen, were entitled to protection; 
and that it was the duty of the government to afford it, at every 
hazard. The conduct of Great Britain, we were then told, was 
" an outrage upon our national independence." These clamors, 
which commenced as early as January, r8o6, were continued up 
to r8r2. In a message from the governor of one of the New 
England States, as late as October ro, 18r I, this language is 
held; "a manly and decisive course has become indispensable; 
a course to satisfy foreign nations, that while we desire peace, we 
have the means and the spirit to repel aggression. We are false 
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to ourselves, when our commerce, or our territory, is invaded 
with impunity." 

About this time, however, a remarkable change was observ
able in the tone and temper of those who had been endeavoring 
to force the country into a war. The language of complaint was 
changed into that of insult; and calls for protection converted 
into reproaches. "Smoke, smoke," says one writer, "my life 
on it, our executive has no more idea of declaring war than my 
grandmother." "The committee of ways and means," says 
another," have come out with their Pandora's box of taxes, and 
yet nobody dreams of war." " Congress does not mean to de
clare war; they dare not." But why multiply examples? An 
honorable member of the other House, from the city of Boston, 
Mr. Quincy, in a speech delivered on April 3, 1812, says, 
" neither promises, nor threats, nor asseverations, nor oaths, will 
make me believe that you will go to war. The navigation States 
are sacrificed, and the spirit and character of the country pros
trated by fear and avarice"; "you cannot," said the same gen· 
tleman, on another occasion, " be kicked into a war." 

Well, sir, the war at length came, and what did we behold? 
The very men who had been for six years clamorous for war, 
and for whose protection it was waged, became at once equally 
clamorous against it. They had received a miraculous visita
tion; a new light suddenly beamed upon their minds, the scales 
fell from their eyes, and it was discovered that the war was de
clared from" subserviency to France"; and that Congress, and 
the executive," had sold themselves to Napoleon"; that Great 
Britain had, in fact," done us no essential injury"; that she was 
"the bulwark of our religion"; that where" she took one of our 
ships, she protected twenty"; and, that if Great Britain had 
impressed a few of our seamen it was because " she could not 
distinguish them from her own." And so far did this spirit ex
tend, that a committee of the Massachusetts legislature actually 
fell to calculation, and discovered, to their infinite satisfaction, 
but to the astonishment of all the world besides, that only eleven 
Massachusetts sailors had ever been impressed. Never shall I 
forget the appeals that had been made to the sympathies of the 
South, in behalf of the " thousands of impressed Americans," 
who had been torn from their families and friends, and "im
mured in the floating dungeons of Britain." The most touch-
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ing pictures were drawn of the hard condition of the American 
sailor, " treated like a slave," forced to fight the battles of his 
enemy," lashed to the mast, to be shot at like a dog." But, sir, 
the very moment we had taken up arms in their defence, it was 
discovered that all these were mere " fictions of the brain "; and 
that the ·whole number in the State of Massachusetts was but 
eleven; and that even these had been "taken by mistake." 
Wonderful discovery! The Secretary of State had collected 
authentic lists of no less than six thousand impressed Americans. 
Lord Castlereagh himself acknowledged sixteen hundred. Cal~ 

culations on the basis of the number found on board of the 
Guerriere, the l\Iacedoniar., the Java, and other British ships 
(captured by the skill and gallantry of those heroes whose 
achievements are the treasured monuments of their country's 
glory) fixed the number at seven thousand: and yet, it seems, 
Massachusetts had lost but eleven! Eleven Massachusetts sail~ 
ors taken by mistake! A cause of war indeed! Their ships too, 
the capture of which had threatened "universal bankruptcy," 
it was discovered that Great Britain was their friend and pro
tector; "where she had taken one, she had protected twenty." 
Then was the discovery made, that subserviency to France, hos
tility to commerce, "a determination on the part of the South 
and West to break down the Eastern States," and especially (as 
reported by a committee of the Massachusetts legislature) "to 
force the sons of commerce to populate the wilderness," were the 
true causes of the war. But let us look a little farther into the 
conduct of the peace party of New England, at that important 
crisis. Whatever difference of opinion might have existed as 
to the causes of the war, the country had a right to expect, that 
when once involyed in the contest, all America would have cor
dially united in its support. Sir, the war effected in its progress 
a union of all parties at the South. But not so in New England; 
there, great efforts were made to stir up the minds of the people 
to oppose it. Nothing was left undone to embarrass the finan
cial operations of the government, to prevent the enlistment of 
troops, to keep back the men and money of New England from 
the service of the Union-to force the President from his seat. 
Yes, sir," the island of Elba! or a halter! "were the alternatives 
they presented to the excellent and venerable James Madison. 
Sir, the war was further opposed, by openly carrying on illicit 
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trade with the enemy, by permitting that enemy to establish her
self on the very soil of Massachusetts, and by opening a free 
trade between Great Britain and America, with a separate cus
tom-house. Yes, sir, those who cannot endure the thought that 
we should insist on a free trade, in time of profound peace, could, 
without scruple, claim and exercise the right of carrying on a 
free trade with the enemy in a time of war; and finally, by get
ting up the renowned " Hartford Convention," and preparing 
the way for an open resistance to the government, and a separa
tion of the States. Sir, if I am asked for the proof of those 
things, I fearlessly appeal to contemporary history, to the public 
documents of the country, to the recorded opinion, and acts of 
public assemblies, to the declaration and acknowledgments, 
since made, of the executive and legislature of Massachusetts 
herself. 

Sir, the time has not been allowed me to trace this subject 
through, even if I had been disposed to do so. But I cannot re
frain from referring to one or two documents, which have fallen 
in my way since this debate began. I read, sir, from the" Olive 
Branch" of Matthew Carey, in which are collected "the actings 
and doings" of the peace party of New England, during the con
tinuance of the embargo and the war. I know the senator from 
Massachusetts will respect the high authority of his political 
friend and fellow-laborer in the great cause of " domestic in
dustry." 

On page 301 of this work is a detailed account of the measures 
adopted in Massachusetts, during the war, for the express pur• 
pose of embarrassing the financial operations of the government, 
by preventing loans, and thereby driving our rulers from their 
seats, and forcing the country into a dishonorable peace. It ap
pears that the Boston banks commenced an operation, by which 
a run was to be made upon all the banks to the South; at the 
same time stopping their own discounts; the effect of which was 
to produce a sudden and most alarming diminution of the circu
lating medium, and universal distress over the whole country
a distress which they failed not to attribute to the" unholy war." 

To such an extent was this system carried, that it appears from 
a statement of the condition of the Boston banks, made up in 
January, 1814, that with nearly $s.ooo,ooo of specie in their 
vaults, they had but $2,000,000 of bills in circulation. It is 
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added by Carey, that at this very time an extensive trade was 
carried on in British government bills, for which specie was sent 
to Canada, for the payment of the British troops, then laying 
waste our Northern frontier, and this too at the very moment 
when New England ships, sailing under British licenses (a trade 
declared to be lawful by the courts both of Great Britain and 
Massachusetts) were supplying with provisions those very 
armies destined for the invasion of our own shores. Sir, the 
author of the " Olive Branch," with a holy indignation, de
nounces these acts as " treasonable! " " giving aid and comfort 
to the enemy." I shall not follow his example. But I will ask, 
with what justice or propriety can the South be accused of dis
loyalty from that quarter. If we had any evidence that the sena
tor from Massachusetts had admonished his brethren then, he 
might, with a better grace, assume the office of admonishing us 
now. 

When I look at the measures adopted in Boston at that day, 
to deprive the government of the necessary means for carrying 
on the war, and think of the success, and the consequences of 
these measures, I feel my pride, as an American, humbled in the 
dust. Hear, sir, the language of that day-I read from pages 
301 and 302 of the " Olive Branch": "Let no man who wishes 
to continue the war, by active means, by vote, or lending money, 
dare to prostrate himself at the altar on the fast day." "Will 
Federalists subscribe to the loan? Will they lend money to our 
national rulers? It is impossible. First, because of principle, 
and secondly, because of principal and interest." " Do not pre
vent the abusers of their trust from becoming bankrupt. Do 
not prevent them from becoming odious to the public, and being 
replaced by better men." "Any Federalist who lends money 
to government must go and shake hands with James Madison, 
and claim fellowship with Felix Grundy." (I beg pardon of 
my honorable friend from Tennessee-but he is in good com
pany. I had thought it was "James Madison, Felix Grundy, 
and the devil.") Let him no more "call himself a Federalist, 
and a friend to his country-he will be called by other infa
mous," etc. 

Sir, the spirit of the people sunk under these appeals. Such 
was the effect produced by them on the public mind, that the 
very agents of the government (as appears from their public 
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advertisements, now before before me) could not obtain loans, 
without a pledge, that "the names of the subscribers should not 
be known." Here are the advertisements: "The names of all 
subscribers," say Gilbert and Dean, the brokers employed by 
government, " shall be known only to the undersigned.'' As if 
those who came fon,·ard to aid their country, in the hour of her 
utmost need, were engaged in some dark and foul conspiracy, 
they were assured that their names should not be known. Can 
anything show more conclusively the unhappy state of public 
feeling which prevailed at that day, than this single fact? Of the 
same character with these measures was the conduct of Massa
chusetts in withholding her militia from the service of the United 
States, and devising measures for withdrawing her quota of the 
taxes, thereby attempting, not merely to cripple the resources of 
the country, but actually depriving the government, as far as de
pended upon her, of all the means of carrying on the war-of 
the bone, and muscle, and sinews of war-" of man and steel
the soldier and his sword." But it seems Massachusetts was to 
reserve her resources for herself-she was to defend and protect 
her own shores. And how was that duty performed? In some 
places on the coast neutrality was declared, and the enemy was 
suffered to inyade the soil of }.fassachusetts, and allowed to oc
cupy her territory, until the peace, without one effort to rescue it 
from his grasp. Nay, more-while our own government and 
our rulers were considered as enemies, the troops of the enemy 
were treated like friends-the most intimate commercial rela
tions were established with them, and maintained up to the 
peace. At this dark period of our national affairs, where was 
the senator from 1fassachusetts? How were his political asso
ciates employed? " Calculating the value of the Union! " 
Yes, sir, that \Yas the propitious moment, when our country 
stood alone, the last hope of the world, struggling for her ex
istence against the colossal power of Great Britain, " concen
trated in one mighty effort to crush us at a blow "-that was the 
chosen hour to reviYe the grand scheme of building up "a great 
K orthern confederacy "-a scheme, which, it is stated in the 
work before me, had its origin as far back as the year 17¢, and 
which appears never to have been entirely abandoned. 

In the language of the writers of that day (17¢), "rather 
than have a constitution such as the Anti~ Federalists were con• 

VoL. Il.-9 
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tending for (such as we now are contending for) the Union 
ought to be dissolved ";and to prepare the way for that measure, 
the same methods were resorted to then, that have always been 
relied on for that purpose, exciting prejudice against the South. 
Yes, sir, our Northern brethren were then told, " that if the 
negroes \vere good for food, their Southern masters would claim 
the right to destroy them at pleasure." Sir, in 1814 all these 
topics were revived. Again we heard of "a Northern con
federacy." The slave States by "themselves"; "the moun
tains are the natural boundary; " " we want neither the coun
sels nor the power of the \Vest," etc. The papers teemed with 
accusations against the South and the \Vest, and the calls for a 
dissolution of all connection with them, were loud and strong. 
I cannot consent to go through the disgusting details. But to 
show the height to which the spirit of disaffection was carried, I 
will take you to the temple of the living God, and show you that 
sacred place (which should be devoted to the extension of 
"peace on earth and good-will towards men," where" one day's 
truce ought surely to be allowed to the dissensions and animosi
ties of mankind ") converted into a fierce arena of political strife, 
where from the lips of the priest, standing between the horns of 
the altar, there went forth the most terrible denunciations against 
all who should be true to their country in the hour of her utmost 
need. 

" If you do not wish," said a reverend clergyman, in a sermon 
preached in Boston, on July 23, 1812, "to become the slaves of 
those who own slaves, and who are themselves the slaves of 
French slaves, you must either, in the language of the day, cut 
the connection, or so far alter the national compact, as to insure 
to yourselves a due share in the government." "The Union," 
says the same writer, " has been long since virtually dissolved, 
and it is full time that this part of the disunited States should take 
care of itself." 

Another reverend gentleman, pastor of a church at r-Iedford, 
issues his anathema-" Jet him stand accursed "-against all, 
all, who by their "personal services," or " loans of money," 
" conversation," or " writing," or " influence," give counte
nance or support to the unrighteous war, in the following terms 
-" that man is an accomplice in the wickedness-he loads his 
conscience with the blackest crimes-he brings the guilt of blood 
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upon his soul, and in the sight of God, and his law, he is a mur
derer!" 

One or two more quotations, sir, and I shall have done. A 
reverend doctor of divinity, the pastor of a church at Byfield, 
1Iassachusetts, on April7, 1814, thus addresses his flock-" The 
Israelites became weary of yielding the fruit of their labor to 
pamper their splendid tyrants. They left their political woes. 
They separated. Where is our 1foses? Where the rod of his 
miracles? Where is our Aaron? Alas! no voice from the 
burning bush has directed them here." 

" \ V e must trample on the mandates of despotism, or remain 
slaves forever.'' " You must drag the chains of Virginia despot
ism, unless you discover some other mode of escape.'' " Those 
\V estern States, which have been violent for this abominable 
war-those States which have thirsted for blood-God has given 
them blood to drink.'' Mr. President, I can go no further. 
The records of the day are full of such sentiments, issued from 
the press, spoken in public assemblies, poured out from the 
sacred desk! God forbid, sir, that I should charge the people 
of 1Iassachusetts with participating in these sentiments. The 
South, and the \Vest, had there their friends-men who stood by 
their country, though encompassed all around by their enemies. 
The senator from Massachusetts (1\Ir. Silsbee) was one of them; 
the senator from Connecticut (1fr. Foote) was another, and there 
are others now on this floor. The sentiments I have read were 
the sentiments of a party, embracing the political associates of 
the gentleman from l\Iassachusetts. If they could only be found 
in the columns of a newspaper, in a few occasional pamphlets, 
issued by men of intemperate feeling, I should not consider 
them as affording any evidence of the opinions, even of the peace 
party of N' ew England. But, sir, they were the common lan
guage of that day; they pervaded the whole land; they were 
issued from the legislative hall-from the pulpit, and the press. 
Our books are full of them; and there is no man who now hears 
me, but knows that they were the sentiments of a party, by 
whose members they were promulgated. Indeed, no evidence 
of this would seem to be required, beyond the fact that such sen
timents found their way even into the pulpits of New England. 
\Vhat must be the state of public opinion, where any respectable 
clergyman would venture to preach, and to print sermons con-
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taining the sentiments I have quoted? I doubt not the piety, or 
1 moral worth of these gentlemen. I am told they were respect
able and pious men. But they were men, and they " kindled in 
a common blaze." And now, sir, I must be suffered to remark, 
that at this awful and melancholy period of our national history, 
the gentleman from Massachusetts, who now manifests so great 
a devotion to the Union, and so much anxiety lest it should be 
endangered from the South, was " with his brethren in Israel." 
He saw all these things passing before his eyes-he heard these 
sentiments uttered all around him. I do not charge that gentle
man with any participation in these acts, or with approving of 
these sentiments. 

But I will ask, why, if he was animated by the same sentiments 
then, which he now professes, if he can " augur disunion at a 
distance, and snuff up rebellion in every tainted breeze," why did 
he not, at that day, exert his great talents, and acknowledged in
fluence with the political associates by whom he was sur
rounded, and who then, as now, looked up to him for guidance 
and direction, in allaying this general excitement, in pointing 
out to his deluded friends the value of the Union; in instructng 
them, that, instead of looking " to some prophet to lead them 
out of the land of Egypt," they should become reconciled to 
their brethren, and unite with them in the support of a just and 
necessary war? Sir, the gentleman must excuse me for saying, 
that if the records of our country afforded any evidence that he 
had pursued such a course, then if we could find it recorded in 
the history of those times, that, like the immortal Dexter, he had 
breasted that mighty torrent which was sweeping before it all 
that was great and valuable in our political institutions-if like 
him he had stood by his country in opposition to his party, sir, 
we would, like little children, listen to his precepts and abide by 
his counsels. 

As soon as the public mind was sufficiently prepared for the 
measure, the celebrated Hartford Convention was got up: not 
as the act of a few unauthorized individuals, but by authority of 
the legislature of Massachusetts; and, as has been shown by the 
able historian of that convention, in accordance with the views 
and wishes of the party, of which it was the organ. Now, sir, I 
do not desire to call in question the motives of the gentlemen 
who composed that assembly-! knew many of them to be in 
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private life accomplished and honorable men, and I doubt not 
there were some among them \Yho did not perceive the danger· 
ous tendency of their proceedings. I will even go further, and 
say, that if the authors of the Hartford Convention believed that 
" gross, deliberate, and palpable violations of the constitution " 
had taken place, utterly destructive of their rights and interests, 
I should be the last man to deny their rights to resort to any 
constitutional measures for redress. But, sir, in any view of the 
case, the time when, and the circumstances under which that 
convention assembled, as well as the measures recommended, 
render their conduct, in my opinion, wholly indefensible. Let 
us contemplate, for a moment, the spectacle then exhibited to 
the view of the \vor!d. I will not go over the disasters of the 
war, nor describe the difficulties in which the government was 
involved. It will be recollected that its credit was nearly gone. 
Washington had fallen, the whole coast was blockaded, and an 
immense force collected in the \Vest Indies was about to make a 
descent, which it \\'as supposed we had no means of resisting. 
In this awful state of our public affairs, when the government 
seemed almost to be tottering on its base, when Great Britain, 
relieved from all her other enemies, had proclaimed her purpose 
of "reducing us to unconditional submission," we beheld the 
peace party of New England (in the language of the work before 
us) "pursuing a course calculated to do more injury to their 
country, and to render England more effective service, than all 
her armies." Those who could not find in their hearts to rejoice 
at our victories, sang" Te Deum" at the King's Chapel in Bos· 
ton for the restoration of the Bourbons. Those who could not 
consent to illuminate their dwellings for the capture of the Guer
riere, could give visible tokens of their joy at the fall of Detroit. 
The "beacon fires " of their hills were lighted up, not for the 
encouragement of their friends, but as signals to the enemy; and, 
in the gloomy hours of midnight, the very lights burned blue. 
Such were the dark and portentous signs of the times, which 
ushered into being the renowned Hartford Convention. That 
convention met, and from their proceedings it appears that their 
chief object was to keep back the men and money of New Eng~ 
land from the service of the Vnion, and to effect radical changes 
in the goYernment-changes that can never be effected without 
a di~:.olution of the Union. 
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Let us now, sir, look at their proceedings. I read from "A 
Short Account of the Hartford Convention" (written by one of 
its members), a very rare book, of which I was fortunate enough 
a few years ago to obtain a copy. 

[Here Mr. Hayne read from the proceedings.] 

It is unnecessary to trace the matter further, or to ask what 
would have been the next chapter in this history, if the measures 
recommended had been carried into effect; and if, with the men 
and money of New England withheld from the government of 
the United States, she had been withdrawn from the war; if New 
Orleans had fallen into the hands of the enemy, and if, without 
troops and almost destitute of money, the Southern and the 
Western States had been thrown upon their own resources for 
the prosecution of the war, and the recovery of New Orleans. 

Sir, whatever may have been the issue of the contest, the 
Union must have been dissolved. But a wise and just Provi
dence, which " shapes our ends, rough hew them as we will," 
gave us the victory, and crowned our efforts with a glorious 
peace. The ambassadors of Hartford were seen retracing their 
steps from Washington," the bearers of the glad tidings of great 
joy." Courage and patriotism triumphed-the country was 
saved-the Union was preserved. And are we, Mr. President, 
who stood by our country then; who threw open our coffers; 
who bared our bosoms; who freely perilled all in that conflict, to 
be reproached with want of attachment to the Union? If, sir, 
we are to have lessons of patriotism read to us, they must come 
from a different quarter. The senator from Massachusetts, who 
is now so sensitive on all subjects connected with the Union, 
seems to have a memory forgetful of the political events that 
have passed away. I must, therefore, refresh his recollection a 
little farther on these subjects. The history of disunion has 
been written by one, whose authority stands too high with the 
American people to be questioned-! mean Thomas Jefferson
! know not how the gentleman may receive this authority. 
When that great and good man occupied the presidential chair, 
I believe he commanded no portion of the gentleman's respect. 

I hold in my hand a celebrated pamphlet on the embargo, in 
which language is held in relation to Mr. Jefferson, which my 
respect for his memory will prevent me from reading, unless any 
'5entleman should call for it. But the senator from Massachu-
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setts has since joined in singing hosannas to his name-he has 
assisted at his apotheosis, and has fixed him as " a brilliant star 
in the clear upper sky." I hope, therefore, he is now prepared 
to receive with deference and respect the high authority of Mr. 
Jefferson. In the fourth volume of his " :Memoirs," which has 
just issued from the press, we have the following history of dis
union, from the pen of that illustrious statesman: " Mr. Adams 
called on me pending the embargo, and while endeavors were 
making to obtain its repeal; he spoke of the dissatisfaction of 
the eastern portion of our confederacy with the restraints of the 
embargo then existing, and their restlessness under it. That 
there was nothing which might not be attempted, to rid them
selves of it. That he had information of the most unquestion
able authority, that certain citizens of the Eastern States (I think 
he named Massachusetts particularly) were in negotiation with 
agents of the British government, the object of which was an 
agreement that the New England States should take no further 
part in the war (the commercial war, the 'war of restrictions,' as 
it was called) then going on, and that without formally declaring 
their separation from the Union, they should withdraw from all 
aid and obedience to them, etc. From that moment," says Mr. 
Jefferson," I saw the necessity of abandoning it [the embargo], 
and, instead of effecting our purpose by this peaceful measure, 
we must fight it out, or break the Union." In another letter, 
Mr. Jefferson adds: " I doubt whether a single fact known to 
the world will carry as clear conviction to it of the correctness 
of our knowledge of the treasonable views of the Federal party 
of that day, as that disclosed by this, the most nefarious and 
daring attempt to dissever the Union, of which the Hartford 
Convention was a subsequent chapter; and both of these having 
failed, consolidation becomes the fourth chapter of the next 
book of their history. But this opens with a vast accession of 
strength, from their younger recruits, who, having nothing in 
them of the feelings and principles of '76, now look to a single 
and splendid government, etc., riding and ruling over the plun
dered ploughman and beggared yeomanry." 

The last chapter, says Mr. Jefferson, of that history, is to be 
found in the conduct of those who are endeavoring to bring 
about consolidation; ay, sir, that very consolidation, for which 
the gentleman from Massachusetts is contending-the exercise 
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by the federal government of powers not delegated in relation to 
" internal improvements," and " the protection of manufactures." 
And why, !lir, does ).Ir. Jefferson consider consolidation as lead
ing directly to disunion? Because he knew that the exercise i:Jy 
the federal government, of the powers contended for, would 
make this " a government without limitation of powers," the 
submission to which he considered as a greater evil than dis
union itself. There is one chapter in this history, however, 
which :Mr. Jefferson has not filled up; and I must, therefore, 
supply the deficiency. It is to be found in the protests made by 
New England against the acquisition of Louisiana. In relation 
to that subject, the New England doctrine is thus laid down by 
one of her learned doctors of that day, now a doctor of laws, at 
the head of the great literary institution of the East; I mean 
Josiah Quincy, President of Harvard College. I quote from the 
speech delivered by that gentleman on the floor of Congress, on 
the occasion of the admission of Louisiana into the "C'nion. 

Mr. Quincy repeated and justified a remark he had made, 
which, to save all misapprehension, he had committed to writing, 
in the following words: " If this bill passes, it is my deliberate 
opinion, that it is virtually a dissolution of the Union; that it 
will free the States from their moral obligation; and as it will be 
the right of all, so it will be the duty of some, to prepare for a 
separation, amicably if they can, violently if they must." 

Mr. President, I wish it to be distinctly understood, that all 
the remarks I have made on this subject, are intended to be ex
clusively applied to a party, which I have described as the 
" Peace party of New England "-embracing the political asso
ciates of the senator from Massachusetts-a party which con
trolled the operations of that State during the embargo, and the 
war, and who are justly chargeable with all the measures I have 
reprobated. Sir, nothing has been further from my thoughts, 
than to impeach the character, or conduct of the people of New 
England. For their steady habits, and hardy virtues, I trust I 
entertain a becoming respect. I fully subscribe to the truth of 
the description given before the Revolution, by one whose praise 
is the highest eulogy, "that the perseverance of Holland, the 
activity of France, and the dexterous and firm sagacity of Eng
lish enterprise, have been more than equalled by this recent 
people.'' Hardy, enterprising, sagacious, industrious, and 
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moral-the people of New England of the present day are 
worthy of their ancestors. Still less, 1\Ir. President, has it been 
my intention to say anything that could be construed into a want 
of respect for that party, who, trampling on all narrow, sectional 
feelings, have been true to their principles in the worst of times
! mean the democracy of New England. 

Sir, I will declare that, highly as I appreciate the democracy 
of the South, I consider even higher praise to be due to the de
mocracy of New England-who have maintained their princi
ples " through good and through evil report," who at every 
period of our national history, have stood up manfully for" their 
country, their whole country, and nothing but their country." 
In the great political revolution of '98 they were found united 
with the democracy of the South, marching under the banner of 
the constitution, led on by the patriarch of liberty, in search of 
the land of political promise, which they lived not only to behold, 
but to possess and to enjoy. Again, sir, in the darkest and most 
gloomy period of the war, when our country stood single
handed against " the conqueror of the conquerors of the world," 
when all about and around them was dark, and dreary, disas
trous, and discouraging, they stood a Spartan band in that narrow 
pass, where the honor of their country was to be defended, or to 
find its grave. And in the last great struggle, involving, as we 
believe, the very existence of the principle of popular sover
eignty, where were the democracy of New England? Where 
they always have been found, sir, struggling side by side, with 
their brethren of the South and the West, for popular rights, and 
assisting in that glorious triumph, by which the man of the peo
ple was elevated to the highest office in their gift. 

Who, then, Mr. President, are the true friends of the Union? 
Those who would confine the federal government strictly within 
the limits prescribed by the constitution; who would preserve to 
the States and the people all powers not expressly delegated; 
who would make this a federal and not a national union, and who, 
administering the government in a spirit of equal justice, would 
make it a blessing and not a curse. And who are its enemies? 
Those who are in favor of consolidation-who are constantly 
stealing power from the States, and adding strength to the fed
eral government. \Vho, assuming an unwarrantable jurisdic
tion over the States and the people, undertake to regulate the 
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whole industry and capital of the country. But, sir, of all de~ 
scriptions of men, I consider those as the worst enemies of the 
Union, who sacrifice the equal rights which belong to every 
member of the confederacy, to combinations of interested rna~ 
jorities, for personal or political objects. But the gentleman ap
prehends no evil from the dependence of the States on the federal 
government; he can see no danger of corruption from the in
fluence of money or of patronage. Sir, I know that it is sup
posed to be a wise saying "that patronage is a source of weak
ness," and in support of that maxim, it has been said, that" every 
ten appointments make a hundred enemies." But I am rather 
inclined to think, with the eloquent and sagacious orator now re
posing on his laurels, on the banks of the Roanoke, that, " the 
power of conferring favors creates a crowd of dependents "; he 
gave a forcible illustration of the truth of the remark, when he 
told us of the effect of holding up the savory morsel to the eager 
eyes of the hungry hounds gathered around his door. It mat
tered not whether the gift was bestowed on Towser or Sweet
lips, "Tray, Blanche, or Sweetheart"; while held in suspense, 
they were all governed by a nod, and when the morsel was be
stowed, the expectation of the favors of to-morrow kept up the 
subjection of to-day. 

The senator from Massachusetts, in denouncing what he is 
pleased to call the Carolina doctrine, has attempted to throw rid
icule upon the idea that a State has any constitutional remedy, by 
the exercise of its sovereign authority, against "a gross, pal
pable, and deliberate violation of the constitution." He calls it 
" an idle " or " ridiculous notion," or something to that effect, 
and added, that it would make the Union" a mere rope of sand." 
Now, sir, as the gentleman has not condescended to enter into 
any examination of the question, and has been satisfied with 
throwing the weight of his authority into the scale, I do not 
deem it necessary to do more than to throw into the opposite 
scale, the authority on which South Carolina relies; and there, 
for the present, I am perfectly willing to leave the controversy. 
The South Carolina doctrine, that is to say, the doctrine con~ 
tained in an exposition reported by a committee of the legisla
ture in December, 1828, and published by their authority, is the 
good old republican doctrine of '98--the doctrine of the cele
brated" Virginia Resolutions " of that year, and of " Madison's 
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Report" of '99· It will be recollected that the legislature of 
Virginia, in December, '98, took into consideration the alien and 
sedition laws, then considered by all Republicans as a gross vio
lation of the constitution of the United States, and on that day 
passed, among others, the following resolutions: 

"The General Assembly doth explicitly and peremptorily de
clare that it views the powers of the federal government, as re
sulting from the compact to which the States are parties, as lim
ited by the plain sense and intention of the instrument constitut
ing that compact, as no further valid than they are authorized by 
the grants enumerated in that compact; and that in case of a 
deliberate, palpable, and dangerous exercise of other powers not 
granted by the said compact, the States who are parties thereto, 
have the right, and are in duty bound, to interpose for arresting 
the progress of the evil, and for maintaining, within their re
spective limits, the authorities, rights, and liberties, appertain
ing to them." 

In addition to the above resolution, the General Assembly of 
Virginia " appealed to the other States, in the confidence that 
they would concur with that commonwealth, that the acts afore
said (the alien and sedition laws) are unconstitutional, and that 
the necessary and proper measures would be taken by each, 
for co-operating with Virginia in maintaining, unimpaired, the 
authorities, rights, and liberties, reserved to the States respect
ively, or to the people." 

The legislatures of several of the New England States, having, 
contrary to the expectation of the legislature of Virginia, ex
pressed their dissent from these doctrines; the subject carne up 
again for consideration during the session of 1799-18oo, when 
it was referred to a select committee, by whom was made that 
celebrated report which is familiarly known as" Madison's Re
port," and which deserves to last as long as the constitution it
self. In that report, which was subsequently adopted by the 
legislature, the whole subject was deliberately re-examined, and 
the objections urged against the Virginia doctrines carefully 
considered. The result was, that the legislature of Virginia re
affirmed all the principles laid down in the resolutions of 1798, 
and issued to the world that admirable report which has stamped 
the character of Mr. Madison as the preserver of that constitu
tion which he had contributed so largely to create and establish. 
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I will here quote from Mr. Madison's report one or two pas
sages which bear more immediately on the point in contro
versy: "The resolution having taken this view of the federal 
compact, proceeds to infer' that in case of a deliberate, palpable, 
and dangerous exercise of other powers, not granted by the said 
compact, the States who are parties thereto, have the right, and 
are in duty bound, to interpose for arresting the progress of the 
evil, and for maintaining within their respective limits, the au
thorities, rights, and liberties, appertaining to them.' 

" It appears to your committee to be a plain principle, founded 
in common-sense, illustrated by common practice, and essential 
to the nature of compacts, that, where resort can be had to no 
tribunal, superior to the authority of the parties, the parties 
themselves must be the rightful judges in the last resort, whether 
the bargain made has been pursued or violated. The constitu
tion of the United States was formed by the sanction of the 
States, given by each in its sovereign capacity. It adds to the 
stability and dignity, as well as to the authority of the constitu
tion, that it rests upon this legitimate and solid foundation. The 
States, then, being the parties to the constitutional compact, and 
in their sovereign capacity, it follows of necessity, that there can 
be no tribunal above their authority, to decide, in the last resort, 
whether the compact made by them be violated; and, conse
quently, that, as the parties to it, they must themselves decide, in 
the last resort, such questions as may be of sufficient magnitude 
to require their interposition." 

" The resolution has guarded against any misapprehension of 
its object, by expressly requiring for such an interposition 'the 
case of a deliberate, palpable, and dangerous breach of the con
stitution, by the exercise of powers not granted by it.' It must 
be a case, not of a light and transient nature, but of a nature 
dangerous to the great purposes for which the constituion was 
established." 

" But the resolution has done more than guard against mis
construction, by expressly referring to cases of a deliberate, pal
pable and dangerous nature. It specifies the object of the in
terposition which it contemplates, to be solely that of arresting 
the progress of the evil of usurpation, and of maintaining the 
authorities, rights, and liberties, appertaining to the States, as 
parties to the constitution." 
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" From this view of the resolution, it would seem inconceiv
able that it can incur any just disapprobation from those who, 
laying aside all momentary impressions, and recollecting the 
genuine source and object of the federal constitution, shall can
didly and accurately interpret the meaning of the General Assem
bly. If the deliberate exercise of dangerous powers, palpably 
withheld by the constitution, could not justify the parties to it in 
interposing, even so far as to arrest the progress of the evil, and 
thereby to preserve the constitution itself, as well as to provide 
for the safety of the parties to it, there would be an end to all re
lief from usurped power, and a direct subversion of the rights 
specified or recognized under all the State constitutions, as well 
as a plain denial of the fundamental principles on which our in
dependence itself was declared." 

But, sir, our authorities do not stop here. The State of Ken
tucky responded to Virginia, and on November 10, 1798, adopt
ed those celebrated resolutions, well known to have been penned 
by the author of the Declaration of American Independence. 
In those resolutions, the legislature of Kentucky declare " That 
the government created by this compact was not made the ex
clusive or final judge of the extent of the powers delegated to 
itself, since that would have made its discretion, and not the con
stitution, the measure of its powers; but that, as in all other 
cases of compact among parties having no common judge, each 
party has an equal right to judge, for itself, as well of infractions 
as of the mode and measure of redress." 

At the ensuing session of the legislature, the subject was re
examined, and on November 14, 1799, the resolutions of the 
preceding year were deliberately reaffirmed, and it was among 
other things solemnly declared: 

"That if those who administer the general government be 
permitted to transgress the limits fixed by that compact, by a 
total disregard to the special delegations of power therein con
tained, an annihilation of the State governments, and the erection 
upon their ruins of a general consolidated government will be 
the inevitable consequence. That the principles of construction 
contended for by sundry of the State legislatures, that the gen
eral government is the exclusive judge of the extent of the 
powers delegated to it, stop nothing short of despotism; since 
the discretion of those who administer the government, and not 
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the constitution, would be the measure of their powers. That 
the several States who formed that instrument, being sovereign 
and independent, have the unquestionable right to judge of its 
infraction, and that a nullification, by those sovereignties, of all 
unauthorized acts done under color of that instrument, is the 
rightful remedy." 

Time and experience confirmed Mr. Jefferson's opinion on 
this all-important point. In the year 1821, he expressed him
self in this emphatic manner: " It is a fatal heresy to suppose 
that either our State governments are superior to the federal, or 
the federal to the State; neither is authorized literally to decide 
which belongs to itself or its co-partner in government; in dif
ferences of opinion between their different sets of public ser
vants, the appeal is to neither, but to their employers peaceably 
assembled by their representatives in convention." The opinion 
of Mr. Jefferson on this subject has been so repeatedly and so 
solemnly expressed, that they may be said to have been among 
the most fixed and settled convictions of his mind. 

In the protest prepared by him for the legislature of Virginia, 
in December, 1825, in respect to the powers exercised by the 
federal government in relation to the tariff and internal improve
ments, which he declares to be "usurpations of the powers re
tained by the States, mere interpolations into the compact, and 
direct infractions of it," he solemnly reasserts all the principles 
of the Virginia resolutions of '98--protests against "these acts 
of the federal branch of the government, as null and void, and 
declares that, although Virginia would consider a dissolution of 
the Union as among the greatest calamities that could befall 
them, yet it is not the greatest. There is one yet greater-sub
mission to a government of unlimited powers. It is only when 
the hope of this shall become absolutely desperate, that further 
forbearance could not be indulged." 

In his letter to Mr. Giles, written about the same time, he says: 
" I see, as you do, and with the deepest affliction, the rapid 

strides with which the federal branch of our government is ad
vancing towards the usurpation of all the rights reserved to the 
States, and the consolidation in itself of all powers, foreign and 
domestic, and that too by constructions which leave no limits to 
their powers, etc. Under the power to regulate commerce, they 
assume, indefinitely, that also over agriculture and manufact· 
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ures, etc. ender the authority to establish post-roads, they 
claim that of cutting down mountains for the construction of 
roads and digging canals, etc. And what is our resource for 
the preservation of the constitution? Reason and argument? 
You might as well reason and argue with the marble columns 
encircling them, etc. Are we then to stand to our arms, with 
the hot-headed Georgian? Ko [and I say no, and South Caro
lina has said no]: that must be the last resource. We must 
have patience and long endurance with our brethren, etc., and 
separate from our companions only when the sole alternatives 
left are a dissolution of our union with them, or submission to a 
government without limitation of powers. Between these two 
evils, when we must make a choice, there can be no hesitation." 

Such, sir, are the high and imposing authorities in support of 
" the Carolina doctrine," which is, in fact, the doctrine of the 
Virginia resolutions of 1798. 

Sir, at that day the whole country was divided on this very 
question. It formed the line of demarcation between the federal 
and republican parties; and the great political revolution which 
then took place, turned upon the very question involved in these 
resolutions. That question was decided by the people, and by 
that decision the constitution was, in the emphatic language of 
11r. Jefferson, " saved at its last gasp." I should suppose, sir, 
it would require more self-respect than any gentlemen here 
would be willing to assume, to treat lightly doctrines derived 
from such high resources. Resting on authority like this, I 
will ask gentlemen whether South Carolina has not manifested a 
high regard for the Union, when, under a tyranny ten times 
more grievous than the alien and sedition laws, she has hitherto 
gone no further than to petition, remonstrate, and to solemnly 
protest against a series of measures which she believes to be 
wholly unconstitutional, and utterly destructive of her interests. 
Sir, South Carolina has not gene one step further than Mr. J ef
ferson himself was disposed to go, in relation to the present sub
ject of our present complaints-not a step further than the 
statesmen from New England were disposed to go under similar 
circumstances; no further than the senator from 1Iassachusetts 
himself once considered as within " the limits of a constitutional 
opposition." The doctrine that it is the right of a State to judge 
of the violations of the constitution on the part of the federal 
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government, and to protect her citizens from the operations of 
unconstitutional laws, was held by the enlightened citizens of 
Boston, who assembled in Faneuil Hall, on January 25, 1809. 
They state, in that celebrated memorial, that " they looked only 
to the State legislature, who were competent to devise relief 
against the unconstitutional acts of the general government. 
That your power (say they) is adequate to that object, is evident 
from the organization of the confederacy." 

A distinguished senator from one of the New England States 
(Mr. Hillhouse), in a speech delivered here, on a bill for enforc
ing the embargo, declared-" I feel myself bound in conscience 
to declare (lest the blood of those who shall fall in the execution 
of this measure, shall be on my head) that I consider this to be an 
act which directs a mortal blow at the liberties of my country
an act containing unconstitutional provisions, to which the peo
ple are not bound to submit, and to which, in my opinion, they 
will not submit." 

And the senator from Massachusetts himself, in a speech de
livered on the same subject in the other House, said, "This op
position is constitutional and legal; it is also conscientious. It 
rests on settled and sober conviction, that such policy is de
structive to the interests of the people, and dangerous to the be
ing of government. The experience of every day confirms these 
sentiments. Men who act from such motives are not to be dis
couraged by trifling obstacles, nor awed by any dangers. They 
know the limit of constitutional opposition; up to that limit, at 
their own discretion, they will walk, and walk fearlessly." How 
" the being of the government " was to be endangered by " con
stitutional opposition" to the embargo, I leave to the gentleman 
to explain. 

Thus, it will be seen, Mr. President, that the South Carolina 
doctrine is the republican doctrine of '98; that it was promul
gated by the fathers of the faith-that it was maintained by Vir
ginia and Kentucky in the worst of times-that it constituted 
the very pivot on which the political revolution of that day 
turned-that it embraces the very principles, the triumph of 
which, at that time, saved the constitution at its last gasp, and 
which New England statesmen were not unwilling to adopt, 
when they believed themselves to be the victims of unconstitu
tional legislation. Sir, as to the doctrine that the federal gov· 
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ernment is the exclusive judge of the extent as well as the limi
tations of its powers, it seems to me to be utterly subversive of 
the sovereignty and independence of the States. It makes but 
little difference, in my estimation, whether Congress or the Su
preme Court are invested with this power. If the federal gov
ernment, in all, or any of its departments, are to prescribe the 
limits of its own authority, and the States are bound to submit 
to the decision, and are not to be allowed to examine and decide 
for themselves, when the barriers of the constitution shall be 
overleaped, this is practically " a government without limitation 
of powers." The States are at once reduced to mere petty cor
porations, and the people are entirely at your mercy. I have 
but one word more to add. In all the efforts that have been 
made by South Carolina to resist the unconstitutional laws 
which Congress has extended over them, she has kept steadily 
in view the preservation of the Union, by the only means by 
which she believes it can be long preserved-a firm, manly, and 
steady resistance against usurpation. The measures of the fed
eral government have, it is true, prostrated her interests, and will 
soon involve the whole South in irretrievable ruin. But even 
this evil, great as it is, is not the chief ground of our complaints. 
It is the principle involved in the contest-a principle, which 
substituting the discretion of Congress for the limitations of the 
constitution, brings the States and the people to the feet of the 
federal government, and leaves them nothing they can call their 
own. Sir, if the measures of the federal government were less 
oppressive, we should still strive against this usurpation. The 
South is acting on a principle she has always held sacred-re
sistance to unauthorized taxation. These, sir, are the princi
ples which induced the immortal Hampden to resist the pay
ment of a tax of twenty shillings. Would twenty shillings have 
ruined his fortune? No! but the payment of half twenty shil
lings, on the principle on which it was demanded, would have 
made him a slave. Sir, if in acting on these high motives-if 
animated by that ardent love of liberty which has always been 
the most prominent trait in the Southern character-we should 
be hurried beyond the bounds of a cold and calculating pru
dence, who is there, with one noble and generous sentiment in his 
boso~, that would not be disposed, in the language of Burke, to 
exclaim, " You must pardon something to the spirit of liberty!" 

VoL. u.-Io 
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Edward Everett was the American Greek; he was eminently the 
scholar in politics; his gift was that of expression; further than that, 
he had accomplishments rather than gifts. He had exhausted the re
sources of the universities in perfecting his culture; he was refined 
and fastidious in an age when the men most powerful in the state 
counted culture and polish but as ornaments, and rather idle ones, in 
the strenuous work and passionate conflicts that attended the develop
ment of the nation. Everett was here among us; but he hardly seemed 
to belong here; as a statesman he had no choice but to speak on the 
subjects before the State; but he treated them with an air and a touch 
which, while humane and optimistic to a fault, did not smack of the 
dust of battle and the sweat of striving. He seemed to be removed to 
some artistic. historic distance; so that the sentiments he expressed, 
and the emotion he betrayed were of the kind that the sentimental stu
dent bestows upon the achievements of Pericles, the virtues of Cato, 
or the tragedy of the Cenci. His soul was attuned to harmonies; and 
if he could detect none amidst the turmoil of the times, he either at
tempted to make his bricks without straw-to foretell, or imagine, a 
harmony which did not exist; or he took the wings of the morning 
and, leaving the repulsive present to heal or hurt itself, he called our 
aesthetic attention to the beautiful things which used to hapoen in old 
times. • 

Born at Dorchester. Mass., April II, 1794, Everett lived seventy-one 
years, passing through the most stirring period of American history, 
when sectional differences were leading to ciYil strife with the irresistible 
certainty of fate, and when the many principles that are welded into 
our national life were incoherent and conflicting. After being a college 
professor and the editor of a monthly magazine, Everett was elected to 
Congress in 1825, and eleYen years later he was placed in the guber
natorial chair of Massachusetts. From thence he was sent to England 
as ambassador at the Court of St. James. He returned to America in 
I8..ts, after a three years' residence in England, and the next year he 
became president of HarYard College. He was Secretary of State in 
1852, but, after a year in the Cabinet, he was sent to the Senate by the 
people of 1Iassachusetts. In 186o he was the candidate for Vice-Presi
dent of the Constitutional Union party. His death took place in Boston, 
January 15, 1865. 

EYerett stood for a distinct phase of our intellectual and aesthetic life 
during the second quarter of this century. It sometimes pleases nature 
to sow very delicate flowers in very rude surroundings; to \:lring forth 
blossoms of exquisite tints on the thorny surface of the cactus. for 
example. So it happened, in the neighborhood of .Boston especially, 
that the grim austerity and contempt of the niceties and ornaments of 
existence manifested by the Puritans, was followed in 1830 and onward 
by the appearance of a super-refined culture. There were men of such 
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sensitive self-respect that they were wont to apologize to themselves for 
taking the liberty of washing their own faces; and men of such ethereal 
make that a bunch of raisins, incautiously indulged in, would produce 
in them symptoms of vinous intoxication. Their eyes would fill with 
tears at the beauty of a landscape, and their cheeks flush with excite
ment at the unadorned comeliness of a Greek Venus. To these amiable 
persons Everett was a demigod, and his addresses, orations, and other 
rhetorical felicities were the nectar and ambrosia of their lives. 

We may cordially concede that in his own sphere, on his own ground, 
he was admirable and unapproachable. He spoke diamonds and pearls 
-cakes and comfits. There is no spontaneity about gems or confec
tionery; it is not expected of them; but they have their uses, and ex
cellent ones. If Everett committed his speeches to memory, and worked 
up his climaxes the result was that he produced a better work of art, and 
gave more pleasure, than if he had tried to do it off-hand. The mis
take of his life was going into politics, or rather suffering himself to 
be dragged into it; not that he did not make a good figure in the 
legislature; but he made a much better figure in the lecture-room, or at 
memorial celebrations. He could not be awkward or stupid anywhere; 
but it is edifying to compare his flawless oration at Gettysburg with 
the few words spoken by Abraham Lincoln on the same occasion. The 
fine and scrupulously polite logic of his debates and speeches in Con
gress is irreproachable; but these speeches have not much vitality in 
them. Better for our purposes, and more justly illustrative of his 
genius, is the speech on " The History of Liberty." 



THE HISTORY OF LIBERTY 

Delivered at Charlestown, Mass., July 4, 1828 

T HE event which we commemorate is all-important, not 
merely in our own annals, but in those of the world. 
The sententious English poet has declared that " the 
proper study of mankind is man," and of all inquiries of 

a temporal nature, the history of our fellow-beings is unques
tionably among the most interesting. But not all the chapters of 
human history are alike important. The annals of our race have 
been filled up with incidents which concern not, or at least ought 
not to concern, the great companyof mankind. History,as it has 
often been written, is the genealogy of princes, the field-book 
of conquerors ; and the fortunes of our fellow-men have been 
treated only so far as they have been affected by the influence 
of the great masters and destroyers of our race. Such history 
is, I will not say a worthless study, for it is necessary for us to 
know the dark side as well as the bright side of our condition. 
But it is a melancholy study which fills the bosom of the philan
thropist and the friend of liberty with sorrow. 

But the history of liberty-the history of men struggling to 
be free-the history of men who have acquired and are exercis
ing their freedom-the history of those great movements in the 
world, by which liberty has been established and perpetuated, 
forms a subject which we cannot contemplate too closely. This 
is the real history of man, of the human family, of rational im
mortal beings. 

This theme is one-the free of all climes and nations are 
themselves a people. Their annals are the history of freedom. 
Those who fell victims to their principles in the civil convul
sions of the short-lived republics of Greece, or who sunk be
neath the power of her invading foes; those who shed their 
blooci for liberty amidst the ruins of the Roman republic; the 
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victims of Austrian tyranny in Switzerland and of Spanish tyr
anny in the Netherlands; the solitary champions or the united 
bands of high-minded and patriotic men who have, in any re
gion or age, struggled and suffered in this great cause, belong 
to that people of the free whose fortunes and progress are the 
most noble theme man can contemplate. 

The theme belongs to us. We inhabit a country which has 
been signalized in the great history of freedom. We live under 
forms of government more favorable to its diffusion than any 
the world has elsewhere known. A succession of incidents, of 
rare curiosity, and almost mysterious connection, has marked 
out America as a great theatre of political reform. Many cir
cumstances stand recorded in our annals, connected with the 
assertion of human rights, which, were we not familiar with 
them, would fill even our own minds with amazement. 

The theme belongs to the day. We celebrate the return of 
the day on which our separate national existence was declared 
-the day when the momentous experiment was commenced, 
by which the world, and posterity, and we ourselves were to be 
taught how far a nation of men can be trusted with self-govern
ment-how far life, liberty, and property are safe, and the prog
ress of social improvement is secure, under the influence of 
laws made by those who are to obey them-the day when, for 
the first time in the world, a numerous people was ushered into 
the family of nations, organized on the principle of the political 
equality of all the citizens. 

Let us, then, fellow-citizens, devote the time which has been 
set apart for this portion of the duties of the day, to a hasty 
review of the history of liberty, especially to a contemplation 
of some of those astounding incidents which preceded, accom
panied, or have followed the settlement of America, and the 
establishment of our constitutions, and which plainly indicate 
a general tendency and co-operation of things towards the erec
tion, in this country, of the great monitorial school of political 
freedom. 

We hear much at school of the liberty of Greece and Rome
a great and complicated subject, which this is not the occasion 
to attempt to disentangle. True it is that we find, in the annals 
of both these nations, bright examples of public virtue-the 
record of faithful friends of their country-of strenuous foes of 
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oppression at home or abroad-and admirable precedents uf 
popular strength. But we nowhere find in them the account 
of a populous and extensive region, blessed with institutions 
securing the enjoyment and transmission of regulated liberty. 
In freedom, as in most other things, the ancient nations, while 
they made surprisingly close approaches to the truth, yet, for 
want of some one great and essential principle or instrument, 
they came utterly short of it in practice. They had profound and 
elegant scholars; but, for want of the art of printing, they could 
not send information out among the people, where alone it is 
of great use in reference to human happiness. Some of them 
ventured boldly out to sea, and possessed an aptitude for for
eign commerce; yet, for want of the mariner's compass, they 
could not navigate distant seas, but crept for ages along the 
shores of the Uediterranean. In respect to freedom, they estab
lished popular governments in single cities ; but, for want of the 
representative principle, they could not extend these institutions 
over a large and populous country. But as a large and popu
lous country, generally speaking, can alone possess strength 
enough for self-defence, this want was fatal. The freest of 
their cities accordingly fell a prey, sooner of later, either to a 
foreign invader or to domestic traitors. 

In this way, liberty made no firm progress in the ancient 
states. It was a speculation of the philosopher, and an experi
ment of the patriot, but not an established state of society. 
The patriots of Greece and Rome had indeed succeeded in en
lightening the public mind on one of the cardinal points of free
dom-the necessity of an elected executive. The name and 
the office of a king were long esteemed not only something to 
be rejected, but something rude and uncivilized, belonging to 
savage nations, ignorant of the rights of man, as understood in 
cultivated states. The word " tyrant," which originally meant 
no more than monarch, soon became with the Greeks synony
mous with oppressor and despot, as it has continued to be ever 
since. When the first C<esar made his encroachments on the 
liberties of Rome, the patriots even of that age boasted that 
they had 

"- heard their fathers say, 
There was a Brutus once, that would have brooked 
The eternal devil, to keep his state in Rome, 
As easily as a king." 
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So deeply rooted was this horror of the very name of king in 
the bosom of the Romans, that under their worst tyrants, and in 
the darkest days, the forms of the republic were preserved. 
There was no name under Nero and Caligula for the office of 
monarch. The individual who filled the office was called Cresar 
and Augustus, after the first and second of the line. The word 
"emperor" (imperator) implied no more than general. The 
offices of consul and tribune were kept up; although, if the 
choice did not fall, as it frequently did, on the emperor, it was 
conferred on his favorite general, and sometimes on his favorite 
horse. The Senate continued to meet, and affected to deliber
ate; and, in short, the empire began and continued a pure mil
itary despotism, ingrafted, by a sort of permanent usurpation, 
on the forms and names of the ancient republic. The spirit, 
indeed, of liberty had long since ceased to animate these ancient 
forms, and when the barbarous tribes of Central Asia and 
Northern Europe burst into the Roman empire, they swept 
away the poor remnant of these forms, and established upon 
their ruins the system of feudal monarchy from which all mod
ern kingdoms are descended. Efforts were made in the Middle 
Ages by the petty republics of Italy to regain the political rights 
which a long proscription had wrested from them. But the 
remedy of bloody civil wars between neighboring cities was 
plainly more disastrous than the disease of subjection. The 
struggles of freedom in these little states resulted much as they 
had done in Greece, exhibiting brilliant examples of individual 
character, and short intervals of public prosperity, but no per
manent progress in the organization of liberal governments. 

At length a new era seemed to begin. The art of printing 
was invented. The capture of Constantinople by the Turks 
drove the learned Greeks of that city into Italy, and letters re
vived. A general agitation of pubJ:c sentiment in various parts 
of Europe ended in the religious refo:-mation. A spirit of ad
venture had been awakened in the mari~ime nations, projects 
of remote discovery were started, and t~ signs of the times 
seemed to augur a great political regeneration. But, as if to 
blast this hope in its bud; as if to counterbalance at once the 
operations of these springs of improvement ; as if to secure the 
permanence of the arbitrary institutions which existed in every 
part of the continent, at the moment when it was most threat-
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ened, the last blow at the same time was given to the remaining 
power of the great barons, the sole check on the despotism of 
the monarch which the feudal system provided was removed, 
and a new institution was firmly established in Europe, prompt, 
efficient, and terrible in its operation beyond anything which 
the modern world has seen-I mean the system of standing 
armies; in other words, a military force organized and paid 
to support the king on his throne and retain the people in their 
subjection. 

From this moment the fate of freedom in Europe was sealed. 
Something might be hoped from the amelioration of manners 
in softening down the more barbarous parts of political despot
ism, but nothing was to be expected in the form of liberal insti
tutions, founded on principle. 

The ancient and the modern forms of political servitude were 
thus combined. The Roman emperors, as I have hinted, main
tained themselves simply by military force, in nominal accord
ance with the forms of the republic. Their power (to speak in 
modern terms) was no part of the constitution. The feudal 
sovereigns possessed a constitutional precedence in the state, 
which, after the diffusion of Christianity, they claimed by the 
grace of God; but their power, in point of fact, was circum
scribed by that of their brother barons. With the firm estab
lishment of standing armies was consummated a system of 
avowed despotism, paralyzing all expression of the popular will, 
existing by divine right, and unbalanced by any effectual check 
in the state. It needs but a glance at the state of Europe, in 
the beginning of the sixteenth century, to see, that, notwith
standing the revival and diffusion of letters, the progress of the 
reformation, and the improvement of the manners, the tone of 
the people, in the most enlightened countries, was more abject 
than it had been since the days of the Cresars. The state of 
England certainly compared favorably with that of any other 
part of Europe; but who can patiently listen to the language 
with which Henry VII chides, and Elizabeth scolds the Lords 
and Commons of the Parliament of Great Britain? 

All hope of liberty then seemed lost; in Europe all hope was 
lost. A disastrous turn has been given to the general move
ment of things; and in the disclosure of the fatal seqe• of stand
ing armies, the future political servitude of :snan was apparently 
decided. 
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But a change is destined to come over the race of thir,gs, as 
romantic in its origin as it is wonderful in its progress. All is 
not lost; on the contrary, all is saved, at the moment when all 
seemed involved in ruin. Let me just allude to the incidents 
connected with this change, as they have lately been described 
by an accomplished countryman, now beyond the sea. 

About half a league from the little port of Palos, in the prov
ince of Andalusia, in Spain, stands a convent dedicated to St. 
Mary. Some time in the year I486, a poor, wayfaring stranger, 
accompanied by a small boy, makes his appearance on foot at 
the gate of this convent, and begs of the porter a little bread and 
water for his child. This friendless stranger is Columbus. 
Brought up in the hardy pursuit of a mariner-occasionally 
serving in the fleets of his native country-with the burden of 
fifty years upon his frame, the unprotected foreigner makes his 
suit to the sovereigns of Portugal and Spain. He tells them 
that the broad, flat earth on which we tread is round; and he 
proposes, with what seems a sacrilegious hand, to lift the veil 
which has hung from the creation of the world over the bounds 
of the ocean. He promises, by a western course, to reach the 
eastern shores of Asia, the region of gold, diamonds, and spices; 
to extend the sovereignty of Christian kings over the realms 
and nations hitherto unapproached and unknown; and, ulti
mately, to perform a new crusade to the Holy Land, and ransom 
the sepulchre of our Saviour with the new-found gold of the 
East. 

Who shall believe the chimerical pretension? The learned 
men examine it and pronounce it futile. The royal pilots have 
ascertained by their own experience that it is groundless. The 
priesthood have considered it, and have pronounced that sen
tence, so terrific where the Inquisition reigns, that it is a wicked 
heresy. The common-sense and popular feeling of men have 
been kindled into disdain and indignation towards a project, 
which, by a strange, new chimera, represented one-half of man
kind walking with their feet towards the other half. 

Such is the reception which his proposal meets. For a long 
time the great cause of humanity, depending on the discovery 
of this fair continent, is involved in the fortitude, perseverance, 
and spir~of the solitary stranger, already past the time of life 
when the pt::se of ::Jdventure beats full and high. If, sinking 
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beneath the indifference of the great, the sneers of the wise, the 
enmity of the mass, and the persecution of a host of adversaries, 
high and low, he give up the thankless pursuit of his noble 
vision, what a hope for mankind is blasted! But he does not 
sink. He shakes off his enemies, as the lion shakes the dew
drops from his mane. That consciousness of motive and of 
strength, which always supports the man who is worthy to be 
supported, sustains him in his hour of trial; and, at length, after 
years of expectation, importunity, and hope deferred, he 
launches forth upon the unknown deep, to discover a new world 
under the patronage of Ferdinand and Isabella. 

The patronage of Ferdinand and Isabella! Let us dwell for 
a moment on the auspices under which our country was discov
ered. The patronage of Ferdinand and Isabella! Yes, doubt
less, they have fitted out a convoy worthy the noble temper of 
the man and the grandeur of his project. Convinced at length 
that it is no day-dream of a heated visionary, the fortunate sov
ereigns of Castile and Aragon, returning from their triumph 
over the last of the Moors, and putting a victorious close to a 
war of seven centuries' duration, have no doubt prepared an ex
pedition of well-appointed magnificence to go out upon this 
splendid search for other worlds. They have made ready, no 
doubt, their proudest galleon to waft the heroic adventurer 
UJdOn his path of glory, with a whole armada of kindred spirits 
to accompany him. 

Alas l from his ancient resort of Palos-which he first visited 
as a mendicant-in three frail barks, of which two were without 
decks, the great discoverer of America sails forth on the first 
voyage across the unexplored ocean! Such is the patronage 
of kings ! A few years pass by; he discovers a new hemisphere; 
the wildest of his visions fade into insignificance before the 
reality of their fulfilment; he finds a new world for Castile and 
Leon, and comes back to Spain loaded with chains. Repub
lics, it is said, are ungrateful. Such are the rewards of mon
archies! 

With this humble instrumentality did it please Providence 
to prepare the theatre for those events by which a new dispensa
tion of liberty was to be communicated to man. But much is 
yet to transpire before even the commencement can be made 
in the est~lishment of those institutions by which this great 
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advance in human affairs was to be affected. The discovery 
of America had taken place under the auspices of the govern
ment most disposed for maritime adventure, and best enabled 
to extend a helping arm, such as it was, to the enterprise of the 
great discoverer. But it was not from the same quarter that 
the elements of liberty could be introduced into the New W or! d. 
Causes, upon which I need not dwell, made it impossible that 
the great political reform should go forth from Spain. For 
this object, a new train of incidents was preparing in another 
quarter. 

The only real advance which modern Europe had made in 
freedom had been made in England. The cause of constitu
tional liberty in that country was persecuted, was subdued, but 
not annihilated, nor trampled out of being. From the choicest of 
its suffering champions were collected the brave band of emi
grants who first went out on the second, the more precious voy~ 
age of discovery-the discovery of a land where liberty and its 
consequent blessings might be established. 

A late English writer has permitted himself to say that the 
original establishment of the United States, and that of the col
ony of Botany Bay, were modelled nearly on the same plan. 
The meaning of this slanderous insinuation is, that the United 
States was settled by deported convicts, as New South Wales 
has been settled by transported felons. It is doubtless true that 
at one period the English government was in the habit of con
demning to hard labor, as servants in the colonies, a portion of 
those who had received a sentence of the law. If this practice 
makes it proper to compare America with Botany Bay, the 
same comparison might be made of England herself, before the 
practice of transportation began, and even now, inasmuch as a 
considerable number of convicts are at all times retained at 
home. In one sense, indeed, we might doubt whether the alle
gation were more of a reproach or a compliment. During the 
time that the colonization of America was going on most 
rapidly, some of the best citizens of England, if it be any part of 
good citizenship to resist oppression, were immured in her 
prisons of state or lying at the mercy of the law. 

Such were some of the convicts by whom America was set
tled-men convicted of fearing God more than they feared man; 
of sacrificing property, ease, and all the comforts of life, to a 
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sense of duty and to the dictates of conscience; men convicted 
of pure lives, brave hearts, and simple manners. The enter
prise was led by Raleigh, the chivalrous convict, who unfortu
nately believed that his royal master had the heart of a man, 
and would not let a sentence of death, which had slumbered for 
sixteen years, revive and take effect after so long an interval of 
employment and favor. But nullum tempus ocwrrit regi. The 
felons who followed next were the heroic and long-suffering 
church of Robinson, at Leyden-Carver, Brewster, Bradford, 
Winslow, and their pious associates, convicted of worshipping 
God according to the dictates of their consciences, and of giv
ing up all-country, property, and the tombs of their fathers
that they might do it unmolested. Not content with having 
driven the Puritans from her soil, England next enacted or put 
in force the oppressive laws which colonized Maryland with 
Catholics, and Pennsylvania with Quakers. Nor was it long 
before the American plantations were recruited by the Ger
mans, convicted of inhabiting the Palatinate, when the merci
less armies of Louis XIV were turned into that devoted region, 
and by the Huguenots, convicted of holding what they deemed 
the simple truth of Christianity, when it pleased the mistress 
of Louis XIV to be very zealous for the Catholic faith. These 
were followed, in the next century, by the Highlanders, con
victed of the enormous criiY~e, under a monarchical govern
ment, of loyalty to their hereditary prince on the plains of Cul
loden, and the Irish, convicted of supporting the rights of their 
country against what they deemed an oppressive external 
power. Such are the convicts by whom America was settled. 

In this way, a fair representation of whatsoever was most 
valuable in European character-the resolute industry of one 
nation, the inventive skill and curious arts of another, the cour
age, conscience, principle, self-denial of all-was winnowed out, 
by the policy of the prevailing governments, as a precious seed 
wherewith to plant the American soil. By this singular coinci
dence of events, our country was constituted the great asylum 
of suffering virtue and oppressed humanity. It could now no 
longer be said-as it was of the Roman empire-that mankind 
was shut up, as if in a vast prison house, from whence there was 
no escape. The political and ecclesiastical oppressors of the 
world allowed their persecution to find a limit at the shores of 
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the Atlantic. They scarcely ever attempted to pursue their vic
tims beyond its protecting waters. It is plain that in this way 
alone the design of Providence could be accomplished, which 
provided for one catholic school of freedom in the western hem
isphere. For it must not be a freedom of too sectional and pe
culiar a cast. On the stock of the English civilization, as the 
general basis, were to be ingrafted the languages, the arts, and 
the tastes of the other civilized nations. A tie of consanguinity 
must connect the members of every family of Europe with some 
portion of our happy land; so that in all their trials and disasters 
they may look safely beyond the ocean for a refuge. The vic
tims of power, of intolerance, of war, of disaster, in every other 
part of the world, must feel that they may find a kindred home 
within our limits. Kings, whom the perilous convulsions of 
the day have shaken from their thrones, must find a safe retreat; 
and the needy emigrant must at least not fail of his bread and 
water, were it not only for the sake of the great discoverer, who 
was himself obliged to beg them. On this corner-stone the 
temple of our freedom was laid from the first-

" For here the exile met from every clime, 
And spoke in friendship every distant tongue; 
Men, from the blood of warring Europe sprung, 
Were here divided by the running brook." 

This peculiarity of our population, which some have thought 
a misfortune, is in reality one of the happiest circumstances at
tending the settlement of the country. It assures the exile from 
every part of Europe a kind reception from men of his own 
tongue and race. Had we been the unmixed descendants of any 
one nation of Europe, we should have retained a moral and in
tellectual dependence on that nation, even after the dissolution 
of our political connection had taken place. It was sufficient 
for the great purpose in view that the earliest settlements were 
made by men who had fought the battles of liberty in England, 
and who brought with them the rudiments of constitutional 
freedom to a region where no deep-rooted proscriptions would 
prevent their development. Instead of marring the symmetry 
of our social system, it is one of the most attractive :>.nd beautiful 
peculiarities, that, with the prominent qualities of the Anglo
Saxon character inherited from our English fathers, we have an 
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admixture of almost everything that is valuable in the character 
of most of the other states of Europe. 

Such was the first preparation for the great political reform, 
of which America was to be the theatre. The colonies of Eng
land-of a country where the supremacy of laws and the consti
tution is best recognized-the North American colonies-were 
protected from the first against the introduction of the unmiti
gated despotism which prevailed in the Spanish settlements
the continuance of which, down to the moment of their late 
revolt, prevented the education of these provinces in the exer
cise of political rights, and in that way has thrown them into the 
revolution inexperienced and unprepared-victims, some of 
them, to a domestic anarchy scarcely less grievous than the 
foreign yoke they have thrown off. While, however, the set
tlers of America brought with them the principles and feelings, 
the political habits and temper, which defied the encroach
ment of arbitrary power, and made it necessary, when they 
were to be oppressed under the forms of law, it was an un
avoidable consequence of the state of things-a result, perhaps, 
of the very nature of a colonial government-that they should 
be thrown into a position of whole controversy with the 
mother-country, and thus become familiar with the whole ener
getic doctrine and discipline of resistance. This formed and 
hardened the temper of the colonists, and trained them up to 
a spirit meet for the struggles of separation. 

On the other hand, by what I had almost called an accidental 
circumstance, but one which ought rather to be considered as a 
leading incident in the great train of events connected with the 
establishment of constitutional freedom in this country, it came 
to pass that nearly all the colonies (founded as they were on the 
charters granted to corporate institutions in England, which 
had for their object the pursuit of the branches of industry and 
trade pertinent to a new plantation) adopted a regular repre
sentative system, by which, as in ordinary civil corporations, 
the affairs of the community are decided by the will and the 
voices of its members, or those authorized by them. It was no 
device of the parent government which gave us our colonial 
assemblies. It was no refinement of philosophical statesmen 
to which we are indebted for our republican institutions of gov
ernment. They grew up, as it were, by accident, on the simple 
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foundation I have named. " A House of Burgesses," says 
Hutchinson, " broke out in Virginia, in 1620; " and, " although 
there was no color for it in the charter of Massachusetts, a House 
of Deputies appeared suddenly in 1634." "Lord Say," ob
serves the same historian, " tempted the principal men of Mas
sachusetts to make themselves and their heirs nobles and abso
lute governors of a new colony, but, under this plan, they could 
find no people to follow them." 

At this early period, and in this simple, unpretending manner, 
was introduced to the world that greatest discovery in political 
science, or political practice, a representative republican system. 
" The discovery of the system of the representative republic," 
says M. de Cha.teaubriand, " is one of the greatest political 
events that ever occurred." But it is not one of the greatest, 
it is the very greatest, and, combined with another principle, to 
which I shall presently avert, and which is also the invention 
of the United States, it marks an era in human affairs-a discov
ery in the great science of social life, compared with which 
everything else that terminates in the temporal interests of man, 
sinks into insignificance. 

Thus, then, was the foundation laid, and thus was the prepar
ation commenced, of the world's grand political regeneration. 
For about a century and a half this preparation was carried on. 
Without any of the temptations which drew the Spanish ad 
venturers to Mexico and Peru the colonies throve almost be
yond example, and in the face of neglect, contempt, and perse
cution. Their numbers, in the substantial, middle classes of 
life, increased with regular rapidity. They had no materials 
out of which an aristocracy could be formed, and no great elee
mosynary establishments to cause an influx of paupers. There 
was nothing but the rewards of labor and the hope of freedom. 

But at length this hope, never adequately satisfied, began to 
turn into doubt and despair. The colonies had become too im
portant to be overlooked; their government was a prerogative 
too important to be left in their own hands; and the legislation 
of the mother-country decidedly assumed a form which an
nounced to the patriots that the hour at length had come when 
the chains of the great discoverer were to be avenged, the suf
ferings of the first settlers to be compensated, and the long
deferred hopes of humanity to be fulfilled. 
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You need not, friends and fellow-citizens, that I should dwell 
upon the incidents of the last great acts in the colonial drama. 
This very place was the scene of some of the earliest and the 
most memorable of them, and their recollection in a part of your 
inheritance of honor. In the early councils and first struggles 
of the great revolutionary enterprise, the citizens of this place 
were among the most prominent. The measures of resistance 
which were projected by the patriots of Charlestown were op
posed by but one individual. An active co-operation existed 
between the political leaders in Boston and this place. The 
beacon light which was kindled in the towers of Christ Church 
in Boston, on the night of April r8, 1775, was answered from 
the steeple of the church in which we are now assembled. The 
intrepid messenger who was sent forward to convey to Hancock 
and Adams the intelligence of the approach of the British troops 
was furnished with a horse, for his eventful errand, by a respect
ed citizen of this place. At the close of the following momen
tous day, the British forces---the remnant of its disasters-found 
refuge, under the shades of night, upon the heights of Charles
town; and there, on the ever-memorable seventeenth of June, 
that great and costly sacrifice in the cause of freedom was con
summated with fire and blood. Your hilltops were strewed 
with illustrious dead; your homes were wrapped in flames; the 
fair fruits of a century and a half of civilized culture were re
duced to a heap of bloody ashes, and two thousand men, women, 
and children turned houseless on the \Vorld. \Vith the excep
tion of the ravages of the nineteenth of April, the chalice of woe 
and desolation was in this manner first presented to the lips of 
the citizens of Charlestovm. Thus devoted, as it were, to the 
cause, it is no wonder that the spirit of the Revolution should 
have taken possession of their bosoms, and been transmitted 
to their children. The American, who, in any part of the 
Union, could forget the scenes and the principles of the Revolu
tion, would thereby prove himself unworthy of the blessings 
which he enjoys; but the citizen of Charlestown, who could be 
cold on this momentous theme, must hear a voice of reproach 
from the walls which were reared on the ashes of the seven
teenth of June-a piercing cry from the very sods of yonder hill. 

The Revolution was at length accomplished. The political 
separation of the country of Great Britain was effected, and it 
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now remained to organize the liberty which had been reaped 
on bloody fields-to establish, in the place of the government 
whose yoke had been thrown off, a government at home, which 
should fulfil the great design of the Revolution and satisfy the 
demands of the friends of liberty at large. What manifold perils 
awaited the step I The danger was great that too little or too 
much would be done. Smarting under the oppressions of a dis
tant government, whose spirit was alien to their feelings, there 
was great danger that the colonies, in the act of declaring them
selves sovereign and independent states, would push to an ex
treme the prerogative of their separate independence, and refuse 
to admit any authority beyond the limits of each particular com
monwealth. On the other hand, achieving their independence 
under the Banners of the Continental Army, ascribing, and 
justly, a large portion of their success to the personal qualities 
of the beloved father of his country, there was danger not less 
imminent, that those who perceived the evils of the opposite 
extreme, would be disposed to confer too much strength on one 
general government, and would, perhaps, even fancy the ne
cessity of investing the hero of the Revolution, in form, with 
that sovereign power which his personal ascendancy gave him 
in the hearts of his countrymen. Such and so critical was the 
alternative which the organization of the new government pre
sented, and on the successful issue of which the entire benefit 
of this great movement in human affairs was to depend. 

The first effort to solve the great problem was made in the 
course of the Revolution, and was without success. The Arti
cles of Confederation verged to the extreme of a union too weak 
for its great purposes; and the moment the pressure of this war 
was withdrawn, the inadequacy of this first project of a govern
ment was felt. The United States found themselves over
whelmed with debt, without the means of paying it. Rich in 
the materials of an extensive commerce, they found their ports 
crowded with foreign ships, and themselves without the power 
to raise a revenue. Abounding in all the elements of national 
wealth, they wanted resources to defray the ordinary expenses 
of government. 

For a moment, and to the hasty observer, this last effort for 
the establishment of freedom had failed. No fruit had sprung 
from this lavish expenditure of treasure and blood. We had 
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changed the powerful protection of the mother-country into a 
cold and jealous amity, if not into a slumbering hostility. The 
oppressive principles against which our fathers had struggled 
were succeeded by more oppressive realities. The burden of 
the British Navigation Act, as it operated on the colonies, was 
removed, but it was followed by the impossibility of protecting 
our shipping by a navigation act of our own. A state of ma
terial prosperity, existing before the Revolution, was succeeded 
by universal exhaustion; and a high and indignant tone of 
militant patriotism, by universal despondency. 

It remained, then, to give its last great effort to all that had 
been done since the discovery of America for the establishment 
of the cause of liberty in the western hemisphere, and by an
other more deliberate effort to organize a government by which 
not only the present evils under which the country was suffer
ing should be remedied, but the final design of Providence 
should be fulfilled. Such was the task that devolved on the 
statesmen who convened at Philadelphia on May 2, 1787, in the 
assembly of which General Washington was elected president, 
and over whose debates your townsman, Mr. Gorham, presided 
for two or three months as chairman of the committee of the 
whole, during the discussion of the plan of the federal constitu
tion. 

The very first step to be taken was one of pain and regret. 
The old confederation was to be given up. What misgivings 
and grief must not this preliminary sacrifice have occasioned 
to the patriotic members of the convention! They were at
tached, and with reason, to its simple majesty. It was weak 
then, but it had been strong enough to carry the colonies 
through the storms of Revolution. Some of the great men 
who led up the forlorn hope of their country in the hour of her 
direst peril, had died in its defence. Could not a little inefficien
cy be pardoned to a Union with which France had made an alli
ance, and England had made peace? Could the proposed new 
government do more or better things than this had done? Who 
could give assurance, when the flag of the old thirteen was 
struck, that the hearts of the people could be rallied to another 
banner? 

Such were the misgivings of some of the great men of that 
day-the Henrys, the Gerrys, and other eminent anti-federal-
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ists, to whose scruples it is time that justice should be done. 
They were the sagacious misgivings of wise men, the just fore
bodings of brave men, who were determined not to defraud 
posterity of the blessings for which they had all suffered, and for 
which some of them had fought. 

The members of that convention, in going about the great 
work before them, deliberately laid aside the means by which all 
preceding legislators had aimed to accomplish a like work. In 
founding a strong and efficient government, adequate to the 
raising up of a powerful and prosperous people, their first step 
was to reject the institutions in which other governments traced 
their strength and prosperity, or had, at least, regarded as the 
necessary conditions of stability and order. The world had 
settled down into the belief that an hereditary monarch was 
necessary to give strength to the executive power. The framers 
of our constitution provided for an elective chief magistrate, 
chosen every four years. Every other country had been be
trayed into the admission of a distinction of ranks in society, 
under the absurd impression that privileged orders are neces
sary to the permanence of the social system. The framers of 
our constitution established everything on the purely natural 
basis of a uniform equality of the elective franchise, to be exer
cised by all the citizens at fixed and short intervals. In other 
countries it had been thought necessary to constitute some one 
political centre, towards which all political power should tend, 
and at which, in the last resort, it should be exercised. The 
framers of the constitution devised a scheme of confederate and 
representative sovereign republics, united in a happy distribu
tion of powers, which, reserving to the separate states all the 
political functions essential to local administrations and private 
justice, bestowed upon the general government those, and 
those only, required for the service of the whole. 

Thus was completed the great revolutionary movement; 
thus was perfected that mature organization of a free system, 
destined, as we trust, to stand forever, as the exemplar of popu
lar government. Thus was discharged the duty of our fathers 
to themselves, to the country, and to the world. 

The power of the example thus set up, in the eyes of the na
tions, was instantly and widely felt. It was immediately made 
visible to sagacious observers that a constitutional age had be-
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gun. It was in the nature of things, that, where the former 
evil existed in its most inveterate form, the reaction should also 
be the most violent. Hence, the dreadful excesses that marked 
the progress of tl1e French Revolution, and, for a while, almost 
made the name of liberty odious. But it is not less in the nature 
of things, that, when the most indisputable and enviable politi
cal blessings stand illustrated before the world-not merely in 
speculation and in theory, but in living practice and bright ex
ample-the nations of the earth, in proportion as they have eyes 
to see, and ears to hear, and hands to grasp, should insist on 
imitating the example. France clung to the hope of constitu
tional liberty through thirty years of appalling tribulation, and 
now enjoys the freest constitution in Europe. Spain, Portu
gal, the two Italian kingdoms, and several of the German states, 
have entered on the same path. Their progress has been and 
must be various, modified by circumstances, by the interests 
and passions of governments and men, and, in some cases, 
seemingly arrested. But their march is as sure as fate. If we 
believe at all in the political revival of Europe, there can be no 
really retrograde movement in this cause; and that which seems 
so in the revolutions of government, is, like that of the heavenly 
bodies, a part of their eternal orbit. 

There can be no retreat, for the great exemplar must stand, 
to convince the hesitating nations, under every reverse, that 
the reform they strive at is real, is practicable, is within their 
reach. Efforts at reform, by the power of action and reaction, 
may fluctuate; but there is an element of popular strength 
abroad in the world, stronger than forms and institutions, and 
daily growing in power. A public opinion of a new kind has 
risen among men-the opinion of the civilized world. Spring
ing into existence on the shores of our own continent, it has 
grown with our growth and strengthened with our strength, 
till now, this moral giant, like that of the ancient poet, marches 
along the earth and across the ocean, but his front is among the 
stars. The course of the day does not weary, nor the darkness 
of the night arrest him. He grasps the pillars of the temple 
where Oppression sits enthroned, not groping and benighted, 
like the strong man of old, to be crushed, himself, beneath the 
fall, but trampling, in his strength, on the massy ruins. 

Under the influence, I might almost say the unaided influ-
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ence, of public opinion, formed and nourished by our example, 
three wonderful revolutions have broken out in a generation. 
That of France, not yet consummated, has left that country 
(which it found in a condition scarcely better than Turkey) in 
the possession of the blessings of a representative constitutional 
government. Another revolution has emancipated the Ameri
can possessions of Spain, by an almost unassisted action of 
moral causes. Nothing but the strong sense of the age, that 
a government like that of Ferdinand ought not to subsist over 
regions like those which stretch to the south of us on the con
tinent, could have sufficed to bring about their emancipation, 
against all the obstacles which the state of society among them 
opposes at present to regulated liberty and safe independence. 
When an eminent British statesman (Mr. Canning) said of the 
emancipation of these states, that " he had called into existence 
a new world in the West," he spoke as wisely as the artist who, 
having tipped the forks of a conductor with silver, should boast 
that he had created the lightning which it calls down from the 
clouds. But the greatest triumph of public opinion is the revo
lution of Greece. The spontaneous sense of the friends of lib
erty, at home and abroad-without armies, without navies, 
without concert, and acting only through the simple chan
nels of ordinary communication, principally the press
has rallied the governments of Europe to this ancient and 
favored soil of freedom. Pledged to remain at peace, they 
have been driven by the force of public sentiment into war. 
Leagued against the cause of revolution, as such, they have 
been compelled to send their armies and navies to fight the bat
tles of revolt. Dignifying the barbarous oppressor of Christian 
Greece with the title of "ancient and faithful ally," they have 
been constrained, by the outraged feelings of the civilized 
world, to burn up, in time of peace, the navy of their ally, with 
all his antiquity and all his fidelity; and to cast the broad shield 
of the Holy Alliance over a young and turbulent republic. 

This bright prospect may be clouded in; the powers of 
Europe, which have reluctantly taken, may speedily abandon 
the field. Some inglorious composition may yet save the Otto
man Empire from dissolution, at the sacrifice of the liberty of 
Greece, and the power of Europe. But such are not the indi
cations of things. The prospect is fair that the political regen-
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eration, which commenced in the West, is now going backward 
to resucitate the once happy and long-deserted regions of the 
older world. The hope is not now chimerical, that those lovely 
islands, the flower of the Levant-the shores of that renowned 
sea, around which all associations of antiquity are concentrated 
-are again to be brought back to the sway of civilization and 
Christianity. Happily, the interest of the great powers of 
Europe seems to beckon them onward in the path of humanity. 
The half-deserted coasts of Syria and Egypt, the fertile but al
most desolated archipelago, the empty shores of Africa, the 
granary of ancient Rome, seem to offer themselves as a ready 
refuge for the crowded, starving, discontented millions of 
Western Europe. No natural nor political obstacle opposes 
itself to their occupation. France has long cast a wistful eye 
on Egypt. Napoleon derived the idea of his expedition, which 
was set down to the unchastened ambition of a revolutionary 
soldier, from a memoir found in the cabinet of Louis XIV. 
England has already laid her hand-an arbitrary, but a civilized 
and a Christian hand-on Malta; and the Ionian isles, and Cy
prus, Rhodes, and Claudia must soon follow. It is not beyond 
the reach of hope, that a representative republic may be estab
lished in Central Greece and the adjacent islands. In this way, 
and with the example of what has been done, it is not too much 
to anticipate that many generati?ns will not pass, before the 
same benignant influence will revisit the awakened East, and 
thus fulfil, in the happiest sense, the vision of Columbus, by re
storing a civilized population to the primitive seats of our holy 
faith. 

Fellow-citizens, the eventful pages in the volume of human 
fortune are opening upon us with sublime rapidity of succes
sion. It is two hundred years this summer since a few of that 
party who, in 1628, commenced in Salem the first settlement 
of Massachusetts, were sent by Governor Endicott to explore 
the spot where we stand. They found that one pioneer of the 
name of Walford had gone before them, and had planted himself 
among the numerous and warlike savages in this quarter. 
From them, the native lords of the soil, these first hardy adven
turers derived their title to the lands on which they settled, and, 
in some degree, prepared the way by the arts of civilization and 
peace; for the main body of the colonists of Massachusetts came 
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under Governor Winthrop, who, two years afterward, by a coin
cidence which you will think worth naming, arrived in Mystic 
River, and pitched his patriarchal tent on Ten Hills, on June 
17, 1630. Massachusetts at that moment consisted of six huts 
at Salem and one at this place. It seems but a span of time as 
the mind ranges over it. A venerable individual is living, at 
the seat of the first settlement, whose life covers one-half of the 
entire period; but what a destiny has been unfolded before our 
country! what events have crowded your annals ! what scenes 
of thrilling interest and eternal glory have signalized the very 
spot where we stand! 

In that unceasing march of things, which calls forward the 
successive generations of men to perform their part on the stage 
of life, we at length are summoned to appear. Our fathers 
have passed their hour of visitation-how worthily, let the 
growth and prosperity of our happy land and the security of our 
firesides attest. Or, if this appeal be too weak to move us, let 
the eloquent silence of yonder famous heights-let the column 
which is there rising in simple majesty-recall their venerable 
forms, as they toiled in the hasty trenches through the dreary 
watches of that night of expectation, heaving up the sods, where 
many of them lay in peace and honor before the following sun 
had set. The turn has come to us. The trial of adversity was 
theirs; the trial of prosperity is ours. Let us meet it as men 
who know their duty and prize their blessings. Our position 
is the most enviable, the most responsible, which men can fill. 
If this generation does its duty, the cause of constitutional free
dom is safe. If we fail-if we fail, not only do we defraud our 
children of the inheritance which we received from our fathers, 
but we blast the hopes of the friends of liberty throughout our 
continent, throughout Europe, throughout the world, to the 
end of time. 

History is not without her examples of hard-fought fields, 
where the banner of liberty has floated triumphantly on the 
wildest storm of battle. She is without her examples of a peo
ple by whom the dear-bought treasure has been wisely em
ployed and safely handed down. The eyes of the world are 
turned for that example to us. It is related by an ancient his
torian, of that Brutus who slew C::esar, that he threw himself on 
his sword, after the disastrous battle of Philippi, with the bitter 
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exclamation, that he had followed virtue as a substance, but 
found it a name. It is not too much to say, that there are, at 
this moment, noble spirits in the elder world, who are anxiously 
watching the practical operation of our institutions, to learn 
whether liberty, as they have been told, is a mockery, a pretence, 
a curse-or a blessing, for which it became them to brave the 
scaffold and the scimitar. 

Let us, then, as we assemble on the birthday of the nation, as 
we gather upon the green turf, once wet with precious blood
let us devote ourselves to the sacred cause of constitutional lib
erty! Let us abjure the interests and passions which divide the 
great family of American freemen ! Let the range of party 
spirit sleep to-day! Let us resolve that our children shall have 
cause to bless the memory of their fathers, as we have cause 
to bless the memory of ours ! 
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Choate was a man of great original genius; there was a rich fascina
~on in his personality, inexhaustible stores of humor, and throughout 
all that endearing quality which we term human nature-meaning that 
broad sympathy with the average ideas, instincts, foibles, and impulses 
of mankind, that genial tolerance, and that readiness to place himself on 
the same footing with the humblest and to prick the swelling pretensions 
of the loftiest, which make a man loved by his fellows, and win their 
confidence. For a forensic orator, no better gifts could have been de
sired. But he did not rest content with mere natural aptitudes. 

He was born at Essex, Mass., October 1, 1799· Graduating at Dart
mouth College at the age of twenty, he studied law, and was admitted 
to the bar in 1823. In 1830 he was elected to Congress by the Whigs, 
serving two terms in the House. In 1840 he was elected to the Senate 
to succeed Daniel Webster, who had become Secretary of State. He 
remained in the Senate until 1845. Choate's political career was literally 
forced on him by his friends. He never liked political life, and left it at 
the earliest opportunity. He died at Halifax, Nova Scotia, July 13, 1859. 

In studying Choate's orations we are struck with the vast capacity 
of his mind. But his mind was not vast like that of Webster-grand, 
echoing halls of noblest architecture, impressive from their sublime 
proportions and beautiful decoration. 

Choate's mind was rather like a storehouse of the richest and most 
various merchandise, gathered in bewildering profusion, but instantly 
at his command in every remotest nook. Here he took his stand like an 
enchanter; and at his call treasures from every region obeyed his 
summons and entered into the structure of his argument or exposition. 
He seemed to approach his subject from all four quarters of the compass 
at once; the thread of logic, never lost, was accompanied by such a play 
of fancy, of imagination, of wit and humor, of allusion and illustra
tion, or racy anecdote and apt classic simile-and all enforced by such a 
wizardry of the eye and music of the voice, that none could withstand 
him. Such oratory never was heard before in New England court
rooms; it rattled the bones of old conventions; but it soon created the 
audience that it required. Perhaps the best single example of his style 
is the address on " The Preservation of the Union." 
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I FEEL it, fellow-citizens, to be quite needless, for any pur
pose of affecting your votes no\v, or your judgment and 
acts for the future, that I should add a word to the resolu

tions before you, and to the very able addresses by which they 
have been explained and enforced. All that I would have said 
has been better said. In all that I would have suggested, this 
great assembly, so true and ample a representation of the sobri
ety, and principle, and business, and patriotism of this city and 
its vicinity-if I may judge from the manner in which you have 
responded to the sentiments of preceding speakers-has far out
run me. In all that I had felt and reflected on the supreme im
portance of this deliberation, on the reality and urgency of the 
peril, on the indispensable necessity which exists, that an effort 
be made, and made at once, combining the best counsels, and 
the wisest and most decisive action of the community-an effort 
to turn a\Yay men's thoughts from those things which concern 
this part or that part, to those "·hich concern the whole of our 
America-to turn a\Yay men's solicitude about the small politics 
that shall give a State administration this year to one set, and 
the next year to another set, and fix it on the grander politics by 
which a nation is to be held together-to turn away men's hearts 
from loving one brother to the national household, and hating 
and reviling another, to that larger, juster, and wiser affection 
which folds the whole household to its bosom-to turn away 
men's conscience and sense of moral obligation from the morbid 
and mad pursuit of a single duty, and indulgence of a single sen-

• [This speech was delivered in Fan· 
euil Hall, Boston, November 26, t8so, at 
a meeting called for the purpose of ex· 
pressing disapproval of the spirit of dis· 
obed'ence to the slave-laws shown by 
the citizens of :\fassachusetts. The gen· 
era! sense of the meeting was that the 
necessity of preserving the Union was 
lllOre urgent than the abolition of 

slavery, and while many of the partici· 
pants in the proceedings were personally 
opposed to slavery, they preferred to 
keep the Union intact rather than dis· 
rupt it on the slavery question. Mr. 
Choate was preceded by speeches by 
B. R. Curtis, B. F. Hallett, and S. D. 
Bradford.-EDITOR.] 
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timent, to the practical ethics in which all duties are recognized, 
by which all duties are reconciled, and adjusted, and subordi
nated, according to their rank, by which the sacredness of com
pacts is holden to be as real as the virtue of compassion, and this 
supremacy of the law declared as absolute as the luxury of a tear 
is felt to be sweet-to turn away men's eyes from the glare of the 
lights of a philanthropy-they call it philanthropy-some of 
whose ends may be specious, but whose means are bad faith, 
abusive speech, ferocity of temper, and resistance to law; and 
whose fruit, if it ripens to fruit, will be woes unnumbered to bond 
and free-to turn all eyes from the glitter of such light to the 
steady and unalterable glory of that wisdom, that justice, and 
that best philanthropy under which the States of America have 
been enabled and may still be enabled to live together in peace, 
and grow together into the nature of one people-in all that I 
have reflected and felt on these things, you have outrun my 
warmest feelings and my best thoughts. What remain, then, 
but that I congratulate you on at least this auspicious indication, 
and take my leave? One or two suggestions, however, you will 
pardon to the peculiarity of the times. 

I concur then, first, fellow-citizens, with one of the resolutions, 
in expressing my sincerest conviction that the Union is in ex
treme peril this day. Some good and wise men, I know, do not 
see this; and some not quite so good or wise deny that they see 
it. I know very well that to sound a false alarm is a shallow and 
contemptible thing. But I know also, that too much precaution 
is safer than too little, and I believe that less than the utmost is 
too little now. Better, it is said, to be ridiculed for too much 
care, than to be ruined by too confident a security. I have then 
a profound conviction that the Union is yet in danger. It is true 
that it has passed through one peril within the last few months
such a peril that the future historian of America will pause with 
astonishment and terror when he comes to record it. The sobri
ety of the historic style will rise to eloquence-to pious ejacula
tion-to thanksgiving to Almighty God-as he sketches that 
scene and the virtues that triumphed in it. " Hone:: lnd praise," 
will he exclaim, "to the eminent men of all parties-to Clay, to 
Cass, to Foote, to Dickinson, to Webster-who rose that day to 
the measure of a true greatness-who remembered that they had 
a country to preserve as well as a local constituency to gratify-
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who laid all the wealth, and all the hopes of illustrious lives on the 
altar of a hazardous patriotism-who reckoned all the sweets of a 
present popularity for nothing in comparison of that more ex
ceeding weight of glory which follows him who seeks to com
pose an agitated and save a sinking land." 

That night is passed, and that peril; and yet it is still night, 
and there is peril still. And what do I mean by this? I be
lieve, and rejoice to believe, that the general judgment of the 
people is yet sound on this transcendent subject. But I will tell 
you where I think the danger lies. It is, that while the people 
sleep, politicians and philanthropists of the legislative hall-the 
stump and the press-will talk and write us out of our Union. 
Yes, while you sleep, while the merchant is loading his ships, 
and the farmer is gathering his harvests, and the music of the 
hammer and shuttle wake around, and we are all steeped in the 
enjoyment of that vast and various good which a common gov-. 
ernment places within our reach-there are influences that never 
sleep, and which are creating and diffusing a public opinion, in 
whose hot and poisoned breath, before we yet perceive our evil 
plight, this Union may melt as frost-work in the sun. Do we 
sufficiently appreciate how omnipotent is opinion in the matter 
of all government? Do we consider especially in how true a 
sense it is the creator, must be the upholder, ar.d may be the de
stroyer of our united government? Do we often enough advert 
to the distinction, that while our State governments must exist 
almost of necessity, and with no effort from within or without, 
the Union of the States is a totally different creation-more deli
cate, more artificial, more recent, far more truly a mere pro
duction of the reason and the will-standing in far more need of 
an ever-surrounding care, to preserve and repair it, and urge it 
along its highway? Do we reflect that while the people of Mas
sachusetts, for example, are in all senses one-not e pluribus 
unum-but one single and uncompounded substance, so to 
speak-and while every influence that can possibly help to hold 
a social existence together-identity of interest; closeness of 
kindred; contiguity of place; old habit; the ten thousand 
opportunities of daily intercourse; everything-is operating 
to hold such a State together, so that it must exist whether 
it will or not, and "cannot, but by annihilating, die "-the peo
ple of America compose a totally different community-a com-

VaL. Il.-12 
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munity miscellaneous and widely scattered; that they are many 
States, not one State, or if one, made up of many which still 
coexist; that numerous influences of vast energy, influences of 
situation, of political creeds, of employments, of supposed or 
real diversities of material interest, tend overmore to draw them 
asunder; and that is not, as in a single State, that instinct, cus
tom and long antiquity, closeness of kindred, immediate con
tiguity, the personal intercourse of daily life and the like, come 
in to make and consolidate the grand incorporation, whether it 
will or not, but that it is not to be accomplished by carefully cul
tivated and acquired habits and states of feeling; by an en
lightened discernment of great interests, embracing a continent 
and a future age; by a voluntary determination to love, honor, 
and cherish, by mutual tolerance, by mutual indulgence of one 
another's peculiarities, by the most politic and careful with
drawal of our attention from the offensive particulars in which 
we differ, and by the most assiduous development and appreci
ation, and contemplation of those things wherein we are alike
do we reflect as we ought, that it is only thus-by varieties of 
expedients, by a prolonged and voluntary educational process, 
that the fine and strong spirit of nationality may be made to pen
etrate and animate the scarcely congruous mass-and the full 

. tide of American feeling to fill the mighty heart? 
I have sometimes thought that the States in our system may 

be compared to the primordial particles of matter, indivisible, in
destructible, impenetrable, whose natural condition is to repel 
each other, or, at least, to exist in their own independent iden
tity-while the Union is an artificial aggregation of such parti
cles; a sort of forced state, as some have said, of life; a com
plex structure made with hands, with gravity, attrition, time, 
rain, dew, frost, not less than tempest and earthquake, co-operate 
to waste away, and which the anger of a fool-or the laughter of 
a fool-may bring down in an hour; a system of bodies advanc
ing slowly through a resisting medium, operating at all times 
to retard, and at any moment liable to arrest its motion; a beau
tiful, yet fragile creation, which a breath can unmake, as a 
breath has made it. 

And now, charged with the trust of holding together such a 
nation as this, what have we seen? What do we see to-day? 
Exactly this. It has been for many months-years, I may say, 
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but, assuredly for a long season-the peculiar infelicity, say, 
rather, terrible misfortune of this country, that the attention of 
the people has been fixed without the respite of a moment, ex
clusively, un one of those subjects-the only one-on which we 
disagree precisely according to geographical lines. And not so 
only, but this subject has been one-unlike tariff, or internal im
provements, or the disbursement of the public money, on which 
the dispute cannot be maintained, for an hour, without heat of 
blood, mutual loss of respect, alienation of regard-menacing 
to end in hate, strong and cruel as the grave. 

I call this only a terrible misfortune. I blame here and now 
no man and no policy for it. Circumstances have forced it upon 
us all; and down to the hour that the series of compromise meas
ures was completed and presented to the country, or certainly to 
Congress, I will not here and now say, that it was the fault of 
one man, or one region of country, or one party more than an-. 
other. 

"But the pity of it, I ago, the pity of it! " 

How appalling have been its effects ; and how deep and damn
ing will be his guilt who rejects the opportunity of reconcile
ment, and continues this accursed agitation, without necessity, 
for another hour ! 

Why, is there any man so bold or blind as to say he believes 
that the scenes through which we have been passing, for a year, 
have left the American heart where they found it? Does any 
man believe that those affectionate and respectful regards, that 
attachment and that trust, those " cords of love and bands of 
a man "-which knit this people together as one, in an earlier 
and better time-are as strong to-day as they were a year ago? 
Do you believe that there can have been so tremendous an ap
paratus of influences at work so long, some designed, some un
designed, but ali at work in one way, that is, to make the two 
great divisions of the national family hate each other, and yet 
have no effect? Recall what we have seen in that time, and 
weigh it well ! Consider how many hundred of speeches were 
made in Congress-all to show how extreme and intrepid an 
advocate the speaker could be of the extreme Northern senti
ment, or the extreme Southern sentiment. Consider how many 
scores of thousands of every one of those speeches were printed 
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and circulated among the honorable member's constituents-not 
much elsewhere-the great mass of whom agreed with him per
fectly, and was only made the more angry and more unreason
able by them. Consider what caballings and conspirings were 
going forward during that session in committee rooms and 
members' chambers, and think of their private correspondence 
with enterprising waiters on events. Turn to the American 
newspaper press, secular and religious-every editor-or how 
vast a proportion! transformed into a manufacturer of mere 
local opinion-local opinion-local opinion-working away at 
his battery-big or little-as if it were the most beautiful oper
ation in the world to persuade one-half of the people how un
reasonable and how odious were the other half. Think of con
ventions sitting for secession and dismemberment, by the very 
tomb of Jackson-the "buried majesty" not rising to scatter 
and blast them. Call to mind how elections have been holden 
-stirring the wave of the people to its profoundest depths-all 
turning to this topic. Remember how few of all who help to 
give direction to general sentiment, how few in either house of 
Congress, what a handful only of editors and preachers and 
talkers have ventured anywhere to breathe a word above a 
whisper to hush or divert the pelting of this pitiless storm ; and 
then consider how delicate and sensitive a thing is public opin
ion-how easy it is to mould and color and kindle it, and yet 
that, when moulded and colored and fired, not all the bayonets 
and artillery of Borodino can maintain the government which 
it decrees to perish; and say if you have not been encompassed, 
and are not now, by a peril awful indeed! Say if you believe 
it possible that a whole people can go on-a reading and excit
able people-hearing nothing, reading nothing, talking of noth
ing, thinking of nothing, sleeping and waking on nothing, for 
a year, but one incessant and vehement appeal to the strongest 
of their passions-to the pride, anger, and fear of the South, to 
the philanthropy, humanity, and conscience of the North-one
half of it aimed to persuade you that they were cruel, ambitious, 
indolent, and licentious, and therefore hateful; and the other 
half of it to persuade them that you were desperately and hypo
critically fanatical and aggressive, and therefore hateful
say if an excitable people can go through all this, and not be 
the worse for it! I tell you nay. Such a year has sowed the 
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seed of a harvest, which, if not nipped in the bud, will grow to 
armed men, hating with the hate of the brothers of Thebes. 

It seems to me as if our hearts were changing. Ties the 
strongest, influences the sweetest, seem falling asunder as 
smoking flax. I took up, the day before yesterday, a religious 
newspaper, published in this city, a leading orthodox paper, I 
may describe it, to avoid misapprehension. The first thing 
which met my eye was what purported to be an extract from a 
Southern religious newspaper, denouncing the Boston editor, 
or one of his contributors, as an infidel-in just so many words 
-on the ground that one of his anti-slavery arguments implied 
a doctrine inconsistent with a certain text of the New Testa~ 
ment. Surely, I said to myself, the Christian thus denounced 
will be deeply wounded by such misconstruction ; but as he lives 
a thousand miles away from slavery, as it really does not seem 
to be his business, as it neither picks his pocket nor breaks his 
leg, and he may, therefore, afford to be cool, while his Southern 
brother lives in the very heart of it, and may, naturally enough, 
be a little more sensitive, he will try to soothe him, and win him, 
if he can, to reconsider and retract so grievous an objurgation I 
No such thing I To be called an infidel, says he, by this South
ern Presbyterian, I count a real honor I He thereupon pro
ceeds to denounce the slaveholding South as a downright 
Sodom-leaves a pretty violent implication that his Presbyter
ian antagonist is not one of its few righteous, whoever else is
and without more ado sends him adrift. Yes, fellow-citizens, 
more than the Methodist Episcopal Church is rent in twain. 
But if these things are done in the green tree, what shall be done 
in the dry? If the spirit of Christianity is not of power suffi
cient to enable its avowed professors to conduct this disputa
tion of hatred with temper and decorum-to say nothing of 
charity-what may we expect from the hot blood of men who 
own not, nor comprehend the law of love? 

I have spoken of what I think of the danger that threatens 
the Union. I have done so more at length than I could have 
wished, because I know that, upon the depth of our convictions 
and the sincerity of our apprehensions upon this subject, the 
views we shall take of our duties and responsibilities must all 
depend. 

If you concur with me that there is danger, you will concur 
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with me in the second place, that thoughtful men have some· 
thing to do to avert it; and what is that? It is not, in my judg
ment, fellow-citizens, by stereotyped declamation on the utili
ties of the Union to South or North that we can avert the 
danger. It is not by shutting our eyes and ears to it that we can 
avert it. It is not by the foolish prattle of " Oh, those people 
off there need the Union more than we, and will not dare to 
quit." It is not by putting arms akimbo here or there and 
swearing that we will stand no more bullying, and if anybody 
has a mind to dissolve the Union, let him go ahead. Not thus, 
not thus, felt and acted that generation of our fathers, who, out 
of distracted counsels, the keen jealousies of States, and a de
caying nationality, by patience and temper as admirable as their 
wisdom, constructed the noble and proportioned fabric of our 
federal system. " Oh, rise some other such! " 

No, fellow-citizens-there is something more and other for 
us to do. And what is that? Among other things, chiefly 
this; to accept that whole body of measures of compromise, as 
they are called, by which the government has sought to com
pose his country, in the spirit of 1787, and then that hencefor
ward every man, according to his measure, and in his place, in 
his party, in his social, or in his literary, or his religious circle, 
in whatever may be his sphere of influence, set himself to sup
press the further political agitation of this whole subject. 

Of these measures of compromise I may say, in general, that 
they give the whole victory to neither of the great divisions of 
the country, and are therefore the fitter to form the basis of a 
permanent adjustment. I think that under their operation and 
by the concurrence of other agencies it will assuredly come to 
pass, that on all that vast accession of territory beyond and 
above Texas no slaves will ever breathe the air, and I rejoice 
at that. They abolish the slave trade in the District of Colum
bia, and I rejoice at that. They restore the fugitive to the 
master-and while I mourn that there is a slave who needs to 
run, or a master who desires to pursue, I should be unworthy 
of the privilege of addressing this assembly, if I -did not declare 
that I have not a shadow of doubt that Congress has the con
stitutional power to pass this law just as it is, and had, no doubt, 
before I listened to th'e clear and powerful argument of Mr. 
Curtis to-night, that it was, out of all question, their duty to 
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pass some effectual law on the subject, and that it is incumbent 
on every man who recognizes a single obligation of citizenship 
to assist, in hi~ spheres, in its execution. 

Accepting, then, these measures of constitutional compro
mise, in the spirit of Union, let us set ourselves to suppress or 
mitigate the political agitation of slavery. 

And in the first place, I submit that the two great political 
parties of the North are called upon by every consideration of 
patriotism and duty to strike this whole subject from their re
spective issues. I go for no amalgamation of parties, and for 
the forming of no new party. But I admit the deepest solici
tude that those which now exist, preserving their actual organ
ization and general principles and aims-if so it must be
should to this extent coalesce. Neither can act in this behalf 
effectually alone. Honorable concert is indispensable, and they 
owe it to the country. Have not the eminent men of both these. 
great organizations united on this adjustment? Are they not 
both primarily national parties? Is it not one of their most im
portant and beautiful uses that they extend the whole length and 
breadth of our land, and that they help or ought to help to hold 
the extreme North to the extreme South by a tie stronger al
most than that of mere patriotism, by that surest cement of 
friendship-common opinions on the great concerns of there
public? You are a Democrat; and have you not for thirty-two 
years in fifty united with the universal Democratic party in the 
choice of Southern Presidents? Has it not been your function 
for even a larger part of the last half century to rally with the 
South for the support of the general administration? Has it 
not ever been your boast, your merit as a party, that you are 
in an intense, and even characteristic degree, national and 
unionist in your spirit and politics, although you had your 
origin in the assertion of State rights; that you have contributed 
in a thousand ways to the extension of our territory and the 
establishment of our martial fame; and that you follow the flag 
on whatever field or deck it waves ?-and will you, for the sake 
of a temporary victory in a State, or for any other cause, insert 
an article in your creed and give a direction to your tactics 
which shall detach you from such companionship and unfit you 
for such service in all time to come? 

You are a Whig-I give you my hand on that-and is not 
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your party national, too? Do you not find your fastest allies 
at the South? Do you not need the vote of Louisiana, of North 
Carolina, of Tennessee, of Kentucky, to defend you from the 
redundant capital, matured skill, and pauper labor of Europe? 
Did you not just now, with a wise contempt of sectional issues 
and sectional noises, unite to call that brave, firm, and good old 
man from his plantation, and seat him with all the honors in the 
place of Washington? Circumstances have forced both of 
these parties-the Northern and the Southern divisions of both 
-to suspend for a space the legitimate objects of their institu
tion. For a space, laying them aside, and resolving ourselves 
into our individual capacities, we have thought and felt on noth
ing but slavery. Those circumstances exist no longer-and 
shall we not instantly revive old creeds, renew the old ties, and 
by manly and honorable concert resolve to spare America that 
last calamity-the formation of parties according to geograph
ical lines? 

I maintain, in the second place, that the conscience of this 
community has a duty to do, not yet adequately performed; 
and that is, on grounds of moral obligation, not merely to call 
up men to the obedience of law, but on the same grounds to dis
courage and modify the further agitation of this topic of slavery, 
in the spirit in which, thus far, that agitation has been con
ducted. I mean to say that our moral duties, not at all less 
than our political interests, demand that we accept this com
promise, and that we promote the peace it is designed to restore. 

Fellow-citizens, was there ever a development of sheer fanat
icism more uninstructed, or more dangerous than that which 
teaches that conscience prescribes the continued political, or 
other exasperating agitation of the subject? That it will help, 
in the least degree, to ameliorate the condition of one slave, or 
to hasten the day of his emancipation, I do not believe, and no 
man can be certain that he knows. But the philanthropist, so 
he qualifies himself, will say that slavery is a relation of wrong, 
and, whatever becomes of the effort, conscience impels him to 
keep up the agitation till the wrong, somehow, is ended. Is he, 
I answer, quite sure that a conscience enlightened to a compre
hension and comparison of all duties impels him to do any such 
thing? Is he quite sure that that which an English or French 
or German philanthropist might in conscience counsel or do, 
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touching this matter of Southern slavery, that that also he, 
the American philanthropist, may, in conscience, counsel or do? 
Does it go for nothing in his ethics, that he stands, that the whole 
morality of the North stands, in a totally different relation to the 
community of the South from that of the foreign propagandist, 
and that this relation may possibly somewhat-ay, to a vast ex
tent-modify all our duties? Instead of hastily inferring that, 
because those States are sister States, you are bound to meddle 
and agitate, and drive pitch-pine knots into their flesh and set 
them on fire, may not the fact that they are sister States, be the 
very reason why, though others may do so, you may not? In 
whomsoever else these enterprises of an offensive and aggres
sive morality are graceful or safe or right, are you quite sure that 
in you they are either graceful or safe or right? 

I have heard that a great statesman, living in the North, but 
living and thinking for the country, has been complained of for· 
saying that we have no more to do with slavery in the South 
than with slavery in Cuba. Are you quite sure that the senti
ment went far enough? Have we guite as much to do-l mean 
can we wisely or morally assume to do quite as much-with 
Southern as with Cuban slavery? To all the rest of the world 
we are united only by the tie of philanthropy, or universal be
nevolence, and our duties to that extent flow from that tie. All 
that such philanthropy prompts us to print or say or do, touch
ing slavery in Cuba, we may print, say, or do, for what I know 
or care, subject, I would recommend, to the restraints of com
mon-sense, and taking reasonable thought for our personal 
security. But to America-to our America-we are united by 
another tie, and may not a principled patriotism, on the clearest 
grounds of moral obligation, limit the sphere and control the 
aspirations and prescribe the flights of philanthropy itself? 

In the first place, remember, I entreat you, that on consider
ations of policy and wisdom-truest policy, profoundest wis
dom, for the greater good and the higher glory of America
for the good of the master and slave, now and for all genera
tions-you have entered with the Southern States into the most 
sacred and awful and tender of all relations-the relation of 
country; and therefore, that you have, expressly and by impli
cation, laid yourselves under certain restraints; you have 
pledged yourselves to a certain measure, and a certain spirit of 
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forbearance; you have shut yourselves out from certain fields 
and highways of philanthropic enterprise-open to you before, 
open to the rest of the world now-but from which, in order to 
bestow larger and mightier blessings on man, in another way, 
you have agreed to retire. 

Yes, we have entered with them into the most sacred, salu~ 
tary, and permanent relations of social man. We have united 
with them in that great master performance of human beings, 
that one work on which the moralists whom I love concur in· 
supposing that the Supreme Governor looks down with peculiar 
complacency, the building of a commonwealth. Finding them~ 
selves side by side with those States some sixty years ago in this 
new world, thirteen States of us then in all! thirty-one to-day
touching one another on a thousand points-discerning per
fectly that, unless the doom of man was to be reversed for them, 
there was no alternative but to become dearest friends or bitter~ 
est enemies-so much Thucydides and the historians of the 
beautiful and miserable Italian republics of the Middle Ages 
taught them-drawing together, also felicitously, by a common 
speech and blood, and the memory of their recent labor of 
glory-our fathers adopted the conclusion that the best inter
ests of humanity, in all her forms, demanded that we should 
enter into the grand, sacred, and tender relations of country. 
All things demanded it, the love of man, the hopes of liberty, 
all things. Hereby, only, can America bless herself, and bless 
the world. 

Consider, in the next place, that to secure that largest good, 
to create and preserve a country, and thus to contribute to the 
happiness of man as far as that grand and vast instrumentality 
may be made to contribute to happiness, it became indispensa~ 
ble to take upon themselves, for themselves, and for all the 
generations who should follow, certain engagements with those 
to whom we become united. Some of these engagements were 
express. Such is that for the restoration of persons owing 
service according to the law of a State, and flying from it. That 
is express. It is written in this constitution in terms. It was 
inserted in it, by what passed, sixty years ago, for the morality 
and religion of Massachusetts and New England. Yes; it was 
written there by men who knew their Bible, Old Testament and 
New, as thoroughly, and reverenced it and its Divine Author 
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and His Son, and Saviour and Redeemer, as profoundly as we. 
Others of those engagements, and those how vast and sacred, 
were implied. It is not enough to say that the constitution did 
not give to the new nation a particle of power to intermeddle by 
law with slavery within its States, and therefore it has no such 
power. This is true, but not all the truth. No man pretends 
we have power to intermeddle by law. But how much more 
than this is implied in the sacred relation of country. It is a 
marriage of more than two, for more than a fleeting natural life. 
" It is to be looked on with other reverence." It is an engage
ment, as between the real parties to it, an engagement the most 
solemn, to love, honor, cherish, and keep through all the ages 
of a nation. It is an engagement the most solemn, to cultivate 
those affections that shall lighten and perpetuate a tie which 
ought to last so long. It is an engagement, then, which limits 
the sphere, and controls the enterprises of philanthropy itself. 
If you discern that by violating the express pledge of the con
stitution, and refusing to permit the fugitive to be restored; by 
violating the implied pledges, by denying the Christianity of 
the holder of slaves, by proclaiming him impure, cruel, undeserv
ing of affection, trust, and regard; that by this passionate and 
vehement aggression upon the prejudices, institutions, and in
vestments of a whole region-that by all this you are dissolving 
the ties of country; endangering its disruption; frustrating the 
policy on which our fathers created it; and bringing into jeop
ardy the multiform and incalculable good which it was designed 
to secure-then, whatever foreign philanthropy might do, in 
such a prospect, your philanthropy is arrested and rebuked by 
a "higher law." In this competition of affections, country, 
onllles omnium charitates complectens, the expression, the sum 
total of all things most dearly loved, surely holds the first place. 

Will anybody say that these engagements thus taken, for 
these ends, are but " covenants with hell," which there is no 
morality and no dignity in keeping? From such desperate 
and shameless fanaticism-if such there is-I turn to the moral 
sentiments of this assembly. It is not here-it is not in this hall 
-the blood of Warren in the chair-the form of Washington 
before you-that I will defet1d the constitution from the charge 
of being a compact of guilt. I will not here defend the conven
tion which framed it, and the conventions and people which 
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adopted it, from the charge of having bought this great blessing 
of country, by immoral promises, more honored in the breach 
than in the observance. Thank God, we yet hold that that 
transaction was honest, that work beautiful and pure; and those 
engagements, in all their length and breadth and height and 
depth, sacred. 

Yet I will say that, if to the formation of such a Union it was 
indispensable, as we know it was, to contract these engage
ments expressed and implied, no covenant made by man e"Ver 
rested on the basis of a sounder morality. They tell us that 
although you have the strict right, according to the writers on 
public law, to whom Mr. Curtis has referred, to restore the fugi
tive slave to his master, yet that the virtue of compassion com
mands you not to do so. 

But in order to enable ourselves to do all that good, and avert 
all that evil-boundless and inappreciable both-which we do 
and avert by the instrumentality of a Union under a common 
government, may we not, on the clearest moral principles, agree 
not to exercise compassion in that particular way? The mere 
virtue of compassion would command you to rescue any pris
oner. But the citizen, to the end that he may be enabled, and 
others be enabled, to indulge a more various and useful com
passion in other modes, agrees not to indulge it practically in 
that mode. Is such a stipulation immoral? No more so is this 
of the constitution. 

They tell us that slavery is so wicked a thing, that they must 
pursue it, by agitation, to its home in the States; and if there 
is an implied engagement to abstain from doing so, it is an 
engagement to neglect an opportunity of doing good, and void 
in the forum of conscience. But was it ever heard of, that one 
may not morally bind himself to abstain from what he thinks a 
particular opportunity of doing good? A contract in general 
restraint of philanthropy, or any other useful calling, is void; 
but a contract to abstain from a specific sphere of exertion is not 
void, and may be wise and right. To entitle himself to instruct 
heathen children on week days, might not a pious missionary 
engage not to attempt to preach to their parents on Sunday? 
To win the opportunity of achieving the mighty good summed 
up in the pregnant language of the preamble to the Constitu-
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tion, such good as man has not on this earth been many times 
permitted to do, or dream of, we might well surrender the priv
ilege of reviling the masters of slaves with whom we must 
" either live or bear no life." 

Will the philanthropist tell you that there is nothing conspic
uous enough, and glorious enough for him, in thus refraining 
from this agitation, just because our relations to the South, 
under the constitution, seem to forbid it? Ay, indeed! It is 
even so? Is his morality of so ambitious and mounting a type 
that an effort, by the exercise of love or kindness or tolerance, 
to knit still closer the hearts of a great people, and thus to insure 
ages of peace-of progress, of enjoyment-to so vast a mass of 
the family of man, seems too trivial a feat? Oh, how stupen
dous a mistake! What achievement of philanthropy bears any 
proportion to the pure and permanent glory of that achievement 
whereby clusters of contiguous States, perfectly organized govr 
ernments in themselves every one, full of energy, conscious of 
strength, full of valor, fond of war-instead of growing first 
jealous, then hostile-like the tribes of Greece after the Persian 
had retired-like the cities in Italy at the dawn of the modern 
world-are melted into one, so that for centuries of internal 
peace the grand agencies of amelioration and advancement 
shall operate unimpeded; the rain and dew of Heaven descend
ing on ground better and still better prepared to admit them ; 
the course of time-the providence of God-leading on that 
noiseless progress whose wheels shall turn not back, whose con
summation shall be in the brightness of the latter day. What 
achievement of man may be compared with this achievement? 
For the slave, alone, what promises half so much? and this is 
not glorious enough for the ambition of philanthropy I 

No, fellow-citizens, first of men are the builders of empires I 
Here it is, my friends, here-right here-in doing something 
in our day and generation towards " forming a more perfect 
Union "-in doing something by literature, by public speech, by 
sound industrial policy, by the careful culture of fraternal love 
and regard, by the intercourse of business and friendship, by all 
the means within our command-in doing something to leave 
the Union, when we die, stronger than we found it; here-here 
is the field of our grandest duties and highest rewards. Let the 
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grandeur of such duties, let the splendor of such rewards, suffice 
us. Let them reconcile and constrain us to turn from that 
equivocal philanthropy which violates contracts, which tramples 
on law, which confounds the whole subordination of virtues, 
which counts it a light thing that a nation is rent asunder, and 
the swords of brothers sheathed in the bosoms of brothers, if 
thus the chains of one slave may be violently and prematurely 
broken. 
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William Henry Seward was, as the German poet Heine remarked 
of himself, "one of the first men of this century"; having been born 
in the spring of 180I. Before his death in 1872, he was destined to 
become one of the first men of his age in another sense. He was a 
New York country boy, was educated at a local college, and studied 
law, which he practised for several years at Auburn. In I8JO, the 
anti-1\Iasonic crusade was being prosecuted, and young Seward was 
prominent as one of the opponents of the ancient secret organization, 
which he regarded as un-American, because of its secrecy. The ques
tion was made into a political issue, and Seward was elected upon it 
to the New York Senate, where he served till 1834. In that year he 
thought he had a chance for the gubernatorial dignity, and made his 
canvass, but was defeated for that term; he continued the fight, and 
in 1838 was the successful Whig candidate. He continued to be Gov
ernor till 1843; and with the reputation thus gained, had little diffi
culty in securing a seat in the Senate of the United States, as a Whig. 
The Whigs, as will be remembered, afterwards transformed themselves 
into a new party, ordained to a high destiny-the Republicans. 

From 1849 to 1861 Seward remained in the Senate, constantly in
creasing in influence, and emerging more and more clearly as one of 
the men who must be counted with in estimating the issue of the great 
conflict which was already thundering on the horizon. Seward had a 
singularly pellucid mind, which saw things clearly and with little bias, 
recognized the relations and proportions of passing events, under· 
stood men and their motives, and, reasoning closely and fairly upon 
existing data, was often able to foretell with remarkable accuracy the 
outcome of a given situation. He stood upon a higher plane than that 
occupied by the matters he was discussing, and was thus able to de
scribe them comprehensively and in their just order, making them clear 
to the intelligence of the ordinary citizen. Like all men of large out
look, he was often able to enlighten a confused subject by an epithet, 
which characterized it, and lodged it permanently in men's memories. 
Such a phrase was his description of the oppugnancy of slavery and 
free labor as an " irrepressible conflict," in his admirable speech on the 
stump at Rochester, in October, r8s8. He was at this time a presi
dential aspirant, with excellent chances of success. The vast figure of 
Lincoln, though it had already appeared, had not been recognized as 
yet by the people whose country he was to save. 

Seward, on the other hand, had ascended so high that it seemed in
evitable he must go higher. His worth had been gauged by men like 
Calhoun, who of course was his opponent; but he especially aroused 
the enthusiasm of the younger or . coming men of his own party. 
Seward was one of the few who have been able to make the laws of 
ab,tract morality appear practical and expedient. There was no lofti· 
ness of human virtue which he did not believe could be followed by 
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ordinary men in their every-day lives; and he also showed how this 
was to be done. The serene and earnest reasonableness of his addresses 
is one of their strongest qualities. Light always seems to attend him 
as he speaks, and to grow brighter and broader. The dusky and 
muddy holes and corners of politics were forced to unveil their cor
ruption before the clear ray of his exposition; and he showed how 
they could be cleansed and illuminated; and proved that they must be 
thus purified, if the republic were to survive. This attitude aroused 
a great hope and confidence throughout the better part of the com
munity; and as generally happens in such circumstances, it was 
thought that the existing party divisions were not adequate to carry 
out the new ideas; a new one must be made, with no sinister associa
tions clinging to it; it should be the party of the best men, advocating 
the highest views; it should not be called Whig, nor Federal, but Re
publican. No man did more than Seward to bring all this about; and 
such is the power, sometimes, of names, or fresh organizations, that 
it may be questioned whether the same men who carried the Republican 
party to victory, would have succeeded so well had they gone to battle 
under a designation stained by former misuse. 

Seward was a candidate for the Republican presidential nomination 
in 186o; but his star had not destined him for that honor; and with 
all respect to his immense abilities, it is no doubt an inestimable bless
ing that Lincoln took his place. As Secretary of State, Seward was 
in the situation where he could do the most good; in ordinary times, 
he would have made an unexceptionable President; but in 186o the 
elements in strife were too tremendous for him to handle them safely; 
if he could not have been bent, he could have been broken. The strain 
all but overcame the adamantine strength of Lincoln; and it is not 
credible that Seward would have survived it. 

After the murderous attack upon him in 1865 he was invalided for 
a time, and took a trip to Mexico and the West; and in 1870 and 1871 
he made the circuit of the globe. His services in diplomacy were 
many: the Trent affair, the withdrawal of French troops from Mexico, 
the cession of Alaska, show his handiwork, He supported the recon
struction policy of Johnson. 

In person he was small and slight, with heavy masses of wavy hair, 
and high, aquiline features. His delivery, in addressing an audience, 
was easy and winning, but had a certain distinction and authority 
which imposed respect. In personal intercourse he was charming and 
affable, and he made many devoted friends. Not many statesmen have 
made themselves more widely and permanently creditors for the coun
try's gratitude than Se~ard. 
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Delivered at Rochester, N. Y., October 25, 1858 

THE unmistakable outbreaks of zeal which occur all around 
me show that you are earnest men-and such a man am 
I. Let us, therefore, at least for a time, pass all second

ary and collateral questions, whether of a personal or of a gen
eral nature, and consider the main subject of the present can
vass. The Democratic party, or, to speak more accurately, the 
party which wears that attractive name-is in possession of the 
federal government. The Republicans propose to dislodge 
that party, and dismiss it from its high trust. 

The main subject, then, is whether the Democratic party de
serves to retain the confidence of the American people. In 
attempting to prove it unworthy, I think that I am not actuated 
by prejudices against that party, or by prepossessions in favor 
of its adversary; for I have learned, by some experience, that 
virtue and patriotism, vice and selfishness, are found in all 
parties, and that they differ less in their motives than in the poli
cies they pursue. 

Our country is a theatre, which exhibits, in full operation, 
two radically different political systems; the one resting on the 
basis of servile or slave labor, the other on voluntary labor of 
freemen. The laborers who are enslaved are all negroes, or per
sons more or less purely of African derivation. But this is only 
accidental. The principle of the system is, that labor in every 
society, by whomsoever performed, is necessarily unintellectual, 
grovelling and base; and that the laborer, equally for his own 
good and for the welfare of the State, ought to be enslaved. 
The white laboring man, whether native or foreigner, is not 
enslaved, only because he cannot, as yet, be reduced to bondage. 

You need not be told now that the slave system is the older of 
the two, and that once it was universal. The emancipation 
of our own ancestors, Caucasians and Europeans as they were, 
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hardly dates beyond a period of five hundred years. The great 
melioration of human society which modern times exhibit is 
mainly due to the incomplete substitution of the system of vol
untary labor for the one of servile labor, which has already 
taken place. This African slave system is one which, in its 
origin and in its growth, has been altogether foreign from the 
habits of the races which colonized these States, and established 
civilization here. It was introduced on this continent as an 
engine of conquest, and for the establishment of monarchical 
power, by the Portuguese and the Spaniards, and was rapidly 
extended by them all over South America, Central America, 
Louisiana, and Mexico. Its legitimate fruits are seen in the 
poverty, imbecility, and anarchy which now prevade all Portu
guese and Spanish America. The free-labor system is of Ger
man extraction, and it was established in our country by emi
grants from Sweden, Holland, Germany, Great Britain, and 
Ireland. We justly ascribe to its influences the strength, wealth, 
greatness, intelligence, and freedom, which the whole American 
people now enjoy. One of the chief elements of the value of 
human life is freedom in the pursuit of happiness. The slave 
system is not only intolerable, unjust, and inhuman, toward the 
laborer, whom, only because he is a laborer, it loads down with 
chains and converts into merchandise, but is scarcely less severe 
upon the freeman, to whom, only because he is a laborer from 
necessity, it denies facilities for employment, and whom it ex
pels from the community because it cannot enslave and convert 
into merchandise also. It is necessarily improvident and ruin
ous, because, as a general truth, communities prosper and flour
ish, or droop and decline, in just the degree that they practise or 
neglect to practise the primary duties of justice and humanity. 
The free-labor system conforms to the divine law of equality, 
which is written in the hearts and consciences of man, and there
fore is always and everywhere beneficent. 

The slave system is one of constant danger, distrust, sus
picion, and watchfulness. It debases those whose toil alone 
can produce wealth and resources for defence, to the lowest de
gree of which human nature is capable, to guard against mutiny 
and insurrection, and thus wastes energies which otherwise 
might be employed in national development and aggrandize
ment. 
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The free-labor system educates all alike, and by opening all 
the fields of industrial employment and all the departments of 
authority, to the unchecked and equal rivalry of all classes of 
men, at once secures universal contentment, and brings into 
the highest possible activity all the physical, moral, and social 
energies of the whole state. In states where the slave system 
prevails, the masters, directly or indirectly, secure all political 
power, and constitute a ruling aristocracy. In states where 
the free-labor system prevails, universal suffrage necessarily 
obtains, and the state inevitably becomes, sooner or later, a 
republic or democracy. 

Russia yet maintains slavery, and is a despotism. Most of 
the other European states have abolished slavery, and adopted 
the system of free labor. It was the antagonistic political ten
dencies of the two systems which the first Napoleon was con
templating when he predicted that Europe would ultimately be 
either all Cossack or all republican. Never did human sagacity 
utter a more pregnant truth. The two systems are at once 
perceived to be incongruous. But they are more than incon
gruous-they are incompatible. They never have permanently 
existed together in one country, and they never can. It would. 
be easy to demonstrate this impossibility, from the irreconcila
ble contrast between their great principles and characteristics. 
But the experience of mankind has conclusively established it. 
Slavery, as I have intimated, existed in every state in Europe. 
Free labor has supplanted it everywhere except in Russia and 
Turkey. State necessities developed in modern times are now 
obliging even those two nations to encourage and employ free 
labor; and already, despotic as they are, we find them engaged 
in abolishing slavery. In the United States, slavery came into 
collision with free labor at the close of the last century, and fell 
before it in New England, New York, New Jersey, and Penn
sylvania, but triumphed over it effectually, and excluded it for 
a period yet undetermined, from Virginia, the Carolinas, and 
Georgia. Indeed, so incompatible are the two systems, that 
every new State which is organized within our ever-extending 
domain makes its first political act a choice of the one and the 
exclusion of the other, even at the cost of civil war, if necessary. 
The slave States, without law, at the last national election, suc
cessfully forbade, within their own limits, even the casting of 
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votes for a candidate for President of the United States sup
posed to be favorable to the establishment of the free-labor 
system in new States. 

Hitherto, the two systems have existed in different States, 
but side by side within the American Union. This has hap
pened because the Union is a confederation of States. But in 
another aspect the United States constitute only one nation. 
Increase of population, which is filling the Stat'es out to their 
very borders, together with a new and extended network of rail
roads and other avenues, and an internal commerce which daily 
becomes more intimate, is rapidly bringing the States into a 
higher and more perfect social unity or consolidation. Thus, 
these antagonistic systems are continually coming into closer 
contact, and collision results. 

Shall I tell you what this collision means? They who think 
that it is accidental, unnecessary, the work of interested or 
fanatical agitators, and therefor ephemeral, mistake the case 
altogether. It is an irrepressible conflict between opposing 
and enduring forces, and it means that the United States must 
and will, sooner or later, become either entirely a slaveholding 
nation, or entirely a free-labor nation. Either the cotton and 
rice fields of South Carolina and the sugar plantations of Louis
iana will ultimately be tilled by free labor, and Charleston and 
New Orleans become marts of legitimate merchandise alone, 
or else the rye-fields and wheat-fields of 1\Iassachusetts and New 
York must again be surrendered by their farmers to slave cult
ure and to the production of slaves, and Boston and New York 
becomes once more markets for trade in the bodies and souls of 
men. It is the failure to apprehend this great truth that induces 
so many unsuccessful attempts at final compromises between 
the slave and free States, and it is the existence of this great fact 
that renders all such pretended compromises, when made, vain 
and ephemeral. Startling as this saying may appear to you, 
fellow-citizens, it is by no means an original or even a modern 
one. Our forefathers knew it to be true, and unanimously 
acted upon it when they framed the constitution of the United 
States. They regarded the existence of the servile system in 
so many of the States with sorrow and shame, which they 
openly confessed, and they looked upon the collision between 
them, which was then just revealing itself, and which we are 
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now accustomed to deplore, with favor and hope. They knew 
that one or the other system must exclusively prevail. 

Unlike too many of those who in modern time invoke their 
authority, they had a choice between the two. They preferred 
the system of free labor, and they determined to organize the 
government, and so direct its activity, that that system should 
surely and certainly prevail. For this purpose, and no other, 
they based the whole structure of the government broadly on 
the principle that all men are created equal, and therefore free
little dreaming that, within the short period of one hundred 
years, their descendants would bear to be told by any orator, 
however popular, that the utterance of that principle was merely 
a rhetorical rhapsody; or by any judge, however venerated, that 
it was attended by mental reservation, which rendered it hypo
critical and false. By the ordinance of 1787 they dedicated all 
of the national domain not yet polluted by slavery to free labor 
immediately, thenceforth and forever; while by the new consti
tution and laws they invited foreign free labor from all lands 
under the sun, and interdicted the importation of African slave 
labor, at all times, in all places, and under all circumstances 
whatsoever. It is true that they necessarily and wisely modi
fied this policy of freedom by leaving it to the several States, 
affected as they were by different circumstances, to abolish 
slavery in their own way and at their own pleasure, instead of 
confiding that duty to Congress ; and that they secured to the 
slave States, while yet retaining the system of slavery, a three
fifths representation of slaves in the federal government, until 
they should find themselves able to relinquish it with safety. 
But the very nature of these modifications fortifies my position, 
that the fathers knew that the two systems could not endure 
within the Union, and expected within a short period slavery 
would disappear forever. Moreover, in order that these modi
fications might not altogether defeat their grand design of a re
public maintaining universal equality, they provided that two
thirds of the States might amend the constitution. 

It remains to say on this point only one word, to guard 
against misapprehension. If these States are to again become 
universally slaveholding, I do not pretend to say with what 
violations of the constitution that end shall be accomplished. 
On the other hand, while I do confidently believe and hope that 
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my country will yet become a land of universal freedom, I do 
not expect that it will be made so otherwise than through the 
action of the several States co-operating with the federal gov
ernment, and all acting in strict conformity with their respective 
constitutions. 

The strife and contentions concerning slavery, which gently
disposed persons so habitually deprecate, are nothing more 
than the ripening of the conflict which the fathers themselves 
not only thus regarded with favor, but which they may be said 
to have instituted. 

It is not to be denied, however, that thus far the course of that 
contest has not been according to their humane anticipations 
and wishes. In the field of federal politics, slavery, deriving 
unlocked-for advantages from commercial changes, and ener
gies unforeseen from the facilities of combination between 
members of the slaveholding class and between that class and 
other property classes, early rallied, and has at length made a 
stand, not merely to retain its original defensive position, but 
to extend its sway throughout the whole Union. It is certain 
that the slaveholding class of American citizens indulge this 
high ambition, and that they derive encouragement for it from 
the rapid and effective political successes which they have al
ready obtained. The plan of operation is this: By continued 
appliances of patronage and threats of disunion, they will keep 
a majority favorable to these designs in the Senate, where each 
State has an equal representation. Through that majority 
they will defeat, as they best can, the admission of free States 
and secure the admission of slave States. Under the protection 
of the judiciary, they will, on the principle of the Dred Scott 
case, carry slavery into all the territories of the United States 
now existing and hereafter to be organized. By the action of 
the President and Senate, using the treaty-making power, they 
will annex foreign slaveholding States. In a favorable con
juncture they will induce Congress to repeal the act of 1808 
which prohibits the foreign slave trade, and so they will import 
from Africa, at a cost of only twenty dollars a head, slaves 
enough to fill up the interior of the continent. Thus relatively 
increasing the number of slave States, they will allow no amend
ment to the constitution prejudicial to their interest; and so, 
paving permanently established their power, they expect the 
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federal judiciary to nullify all State laws which shall interfere 
with internal or foreign commerce in slaves. \Vhen the free 
States shall be sufficiently demoralized to tolerate these designs, 
they reasonably conclude that slavery will be accepted by those 
States themselves. I shall not stop to show how speedy or 
how complete would be the ruin which the accomplishment of 
these slaveholding schemes would bring upon the country. 
For one, I should not remain in the country to test the sad ex
periment. Having spent my manhood, though not my whole 
life, in a free State, no aristocracy of any kind, much less an aris
tocracy of slaveholders, shall ever make the laws of the land in 
which I shall be content to live. Having seen the society 
around me universally engaged in agriculture, manufactures, 
and trade, which were innocent and beneficent, I shall never 
be a denizen of a State where men and women are reared as cat
tle, and bought and sold as merchandise. When that evil day 
shall come, and all further effort at resistance shall be impossi
ble, then, if there shall be no better hope for redemption than I 
can now foresee, I shall say with Franklin, while looking abroad 
over the whole earth for a new and more congenial home, 
"Where liberty dwells, there is my country." You will tell 
me that these fears are extravagant and chimerical. I answer, 
they are so ; but they are so only because the designs of the 
slaveholders must and can be defeated. But it is only the pos
sibility of defeat that renders them so. They cannot be defeat
ed by inactivity. There is no escape from them compatible 
with non-resistance. How, then, and in what way, shall the 
necessary resistance be made? There is only one way. The 
Democratic party must be permanently dislodged from the 
government. The reason is, that the Democratic party is in
extricably committed to the designs of the slaveholders, which 
I have described. Let me be well understood. I do not charge 
that the Democratic candidates for public office now before the 
people are pledged to-much less that the Democratic masses 
who support them really adopt-those atrocious and dangerous 
designs. Candidates may, and generally do, mean to act justly, 
wisely, and patriotically, when they shall be elected; but they 
become the ministers and servants, not the dictators, of the 
power which elects them. The policy which a party shall pur-. 
sue at a future period is only gradually developed, depending 
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on the occurrence of events never fully foreknown. The mo
tives of men, whether acting as electors or in any other capacity, 
are generally pure. Nevertheless, it is not more true that" hell 
is paved with good intentions," than it is that earth is covered 
with wrecks resulting from innocent and amiable motives. 

The very constitution of the Democratic party commits it to 
execute all the designs of the slaveholders, whatever they may 
be. It is not a party of the whole Union, of all the free States 
and of all the slave States; nor yet is it a party of the free States 
in the North and in the Northwest; but it is a sectional and local 
party, having practically its seat within the slave States, 
and counting its constituency chiefly and almost exclusively 
there. Of all its representatives in Congress and in the 
electoral colleges, two-thirds uniformly come from these 
States. Its great element of strength lies in the vote of 
the slaveholders, augmented by the representation of three
fifths of the slaves. Deprive the Democratic party of this 
strength, and it would be a helpless and hopeless minority, in
capable of continued organization. The Democratic party, be
ing thus local and sectional, acquires new strength from the 
admission of every new slave State, and loses relatively by the 
admission of every new free State into the Union. 

A party is, in one sense, a joint stock association, in which 
those who contribute most direct the action and management 
of the concern. The slaveholders contributing in an over
whelming proportion to the capital strength of the Democratic 
party, they necessarily dictate and prescribe its policy. The 
inevitable caucus system enables them to do so with a show o£ 
fairness and justice. If it were possible to conceive for a mo
ment that the Democratic party should disobey the behests of 
the slaveholders, we should then see a withdrawal of the slave
holders, which would leave the party to perish. The portion 
of the party which is found in the free States is a mere appen
dage, convenient to modify its sectional character, without im
pairing its sectional constitution, and is less effective in regu
lating its movements than the nebulous tail of the comet is in 
determining the appointed, though apparently eccentric, course 
of the fiery sphere from which it emanates. 

To ·expect the Democratic party to resist slavery and favor 
freedom is as unreasonable as to look for Protestant mission-
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aries to the Catholic propaganda of Rome. The history of the 
Democratic p:1rty commits it to the policy of slavery. It has 
been the Democratic party, and no other agency, which has car
ried that policy up to its present alarming culmination. With
out stopping to ascertain, critically, the origin of the present 
Democratic party, we may concede its claim to date from the 
era of good feeling which occurred under the administration of 
President I\Ionroe. At that time, in this State, and about that 
time in many others of the free States, the Democratic party de
liberately disfranchised the free colored or African citizen, and 
it has pertinaciously continued this disfranchisement ever since. 
This was an effective aid to slavery; for, while the slaveholder 
votes for his slaves against freedom, the freed slave in the free 
States is prohibited from voting against slavery. 

In 1824 the democracy resisted the election of John Quincy 
Adams-himself before that time an acceptable Democrat
and in 1828 it expelled him from the presidency and put a slave
holder in his place, although the office had been filled by slave
holders thirty-two out of forty years. 

In 1836, Martin Van Buren-the first non-slaveholding citi
zen of a free State to whose election the Democratic party ever 
consented-signalized his inauguration into the presidency by 
a gratuitous announcement that under no circumstances would 
he ever approve a bill for the abolition of slavery in the District 
of Columbia. From 1838 to 1844 the subject of abolishing 
slavery in the District of Columbia and in the national dock
yards and arsenals, was brought before Congress by repeated 
popular appeals. The Democratic party thereupon promptly 
denied the right of petition, and effectually suppressed the free
dom of speech in Congress, so far as the institution of slavery 
was concerned. 

From 1840 to 1843 good and wise men counselled that Texas 
should remain outside the Union until she should consent to 
relinquish her self-instituted slavery; but the Democratic party 
precipitated her admission into the Union, not only without 
that condition, but even with a covenant that the State might 
be divided and reorganized so as to constitute four slave States 
instead of one. 

In 1846, when the United States became involved in a war 
with Mexico, and it was apparent that the struggle would end 
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in the dismemberment of that republic, which was a non-slave
holding power, the Democratic party rejected a declaration that 
slavery should not be established within the territory to be ac
quired. \Vhen, in 1850, governments were to be instituted in 
the territories of California and New Mexico, the fruits of that 
war, the Democratic party refused to admit New Mexico as a 
free State, and only consented to admit California as a free 
State on the condition, as it has since explained the transaction, 
of leaving all of New Mexico and lJtah open to slavery, to 
which was also added the concession of perpetual slavery in 
the District of Columbia, and the passage of an unconstitu
tional, cruel, and humiliating law, for the recapture of fugitive 
slaves, with a further stipulation that the subject of slavery 
should never again be agitated in either chamber of Congress. 
\Vhen, in 1854, the slaveholders were contentedly reposing on 
these great advantages, then so recently won, the Democratic 
party unnecessarily, officiously, and with super-serviceable lib
erality, awakened them from their slumber, to offer and force 
on their acceptance the abrogation of the law which declared 
that neither slavery nor involuntary servitude should ever exist 
within that part of the ancient territory of Louisiana which lay 
outside of the State of Missouri, and north of the parallel of 
36° 30' of north latitude-a law which, \Vith the exception of 
one other, was the only statute of freedom then remaining in the 
federal code. 

In 1856, when the people of Kansas had organized a nt>w 
State within the region thus abandoned to slavery, and applied 
to be admitted as a free State into the Union, the Democratic 
party contemptuously rejected their petition, and droye them 
with menaces and intimidations from the halls of Congress, 
and armed the President with military power to enforce their 
submission to a slave code, established over them by fraud and 
usurpation. At every subsequent stage of a long contest which 
has since raged in Kansas, the Democratic party has lent its 
sympathies, its aid, and all tlie powers of the government which 
it controlled, to enforce slavery upon that unwilling and injured 
people. And now, even at this day, while it mocks us with 
the assurance that Kansas is free, the Democratic party keeps 
the State excluded from her just and proper place in the Union, 
under the hope that she may be dragooned into the acceptance 
of slavery. 
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The Democratic party, finally, has procured from a supreme 
judiciary, fixed in its interest, a decree that slavery exists by 
force of the constitution in every territory of the United State~, 
paramount to all legislative authority, either within the territory 
or residing in Congress. 

Such is the Democratic party. It has no policy, state or fed
eral, for finance, or trade, or manufacture, or commerce, or 
education, or internal improvements, or for the protection or 
even the security of civil or religious liberty. It is positive and 
uncompromising in the interest of slavery-negative, com
promising, and vacillating, in regard to everything else. It 
boasts its love of equality, and wastes its strength, and even its 
life, in fortifying the only aristocracy known in the land. It pro
fesses fraternity, and, so often as slavery requires, allies itself 
with proscription. It magnifies itself for conquests in foreign 
lands, but it sends the national eagle forth always with chains, 
and not the olive branch, in his fangs. 

This dark record shows you, fellow-citizens, what I was un
willing to announce at an earlier stage of this argument, that 
of the whole nefarious schedule of slaveholding designs which 
I have submitted to you, the Democratic party has left only one 
yet to be consummated-the abrogation of the law which for
bids the African slave-trade. 

I know-few, I think, know better than I-the resources and 
energies of the Democratic party, which is identical with the 
slave po"·er. I do ample justice to its traditional popularity. 
I know further-few, I think, know better than I-the difficul
ties and disadvantages of organizing a new political force, like 
the Republican party, and the obstacles it must encounter in 
laboring without prestige and without patronage. But, under
standing all this, I know that the Democratic party must go 
down, and that the Republican party must rise into its place. 
The Democratic party derived its strength, originally, from its 
adoption of the principles of equal and exact justice to all men. 
So long as it practised this principle faithfully it was invulnera
ble. It became vulnerable when it renounced the principle, 
and since that time it has maintained itself, not by virtue of its 
own strength, or even of its traditional merits, but because there 
as yet had appeared in the political field no other party that had 
the conscience and the courage to take up, and avow, and prac-
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tise the life-inspiring principle which the Democratic party had 
surrendered. At last, the Republican party has appeared. It 
avows, now, as the Republican party of 1800 did, in one word, 
its faith and its works, " Equal and exact justice to all men." 
Even when it first entered the field, only, half organized, it 
struck a blow which only just failed to secure complete and tri
umphant victory. In this, its second campaign, it has already 
won advantages which render that triumph now both easy and 
certain. 

The secret of its assured success lies in that very character
istic which, in the mouth of scoffers, constitutes its great and 
lasting imbecility and reproach. It lies in the fact that it is a 
party of one idea; but that is a noble one-an idea that fills and 
expands all generous souls; the idea of equality-the equality 
of all men before human tribunals and human laws, as they all 
are equal before the divine tribunal and divine laws. 

I know, and you know, that a revolution has begun. I know, 
and all the world knows, that revolutions never go backward. 
Twenty senators and a hundred representatives proclaim boldly 
in Congress to-day sentiments and opinions and principles of 
freedom which hardly so many men, even in this free State, 
dared to utter in their own homes twenty years ago. While 
the government of the United States, under the conduct of the 
Democratic party, has been all that time surrendering one 
plain and castle after another to slavery, the people of the 
United States have been no less steadily and perseveringly gath
ering together the forces with which to recover back again all 
the fields and all the castles which have been lost, and to con
found and overthrow, by one decisive blow, the betrayers of the 
constitution and freedom forever. 
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The story of William Lloyd Garrison's life is a practical lesson in the 
value of persistency and continued application. It shows how a man 
devoid of genius, and with only an ordinary education, from the hum
blest ranks, became a world-famous reformer, of enormous influence, 
and a vital factor in the unravelling of the Gordian knot of slavery. 
He had but a single aim, and that was-the abolition of slavery. He 
hammered at slavery early and late, suffering persecutions and rebuffs, 
and was threatened with death and thrown into prison, only to attack 
slavery in a new quarter when released. He studied the question in 
its every aspect; he wanted no compromise; he was never swerved 
from his main purpose by side issues. He desired to keep the Union 
intact, but he preferred dissolution to slavery. It is inevitable that to 
stand the strain of such a life a strong physique and a clear brain are 
necessary. These Garrison inherited from his parents, who were poor 
people of Newburyport, Mass., where Garrison was born December 
10, r8os. 

His first settled occupation in life began with his apprenticeship in 
the printing-office of the newspaper of his town. After completing his 
apprenticeship he was for a time the owner and editor of the Newbury
port " Free Press," and in its columns entered upon the great struggle 
to which he devoted his whole life. His journalistic enterprise did not 
prove a financial success, and after filling various positions in the 
capacity of editor, always devoted to the Abolitionist cause, he began, 
in 1831, supported by Arthur Tappan, the publication of the " Liberator," 
of which he continued as editor during thirty-five years. 

The American Anti-Slavery Society was formed in 1843, and Garri
son was elected president, a position he filled with his accustomed vigor 
until 1865. He had great influence in the election of Lincoln, especially 
in New England, where Lincoln was almost unknown. His style of 
oratory was acrimonious and bitter, as befitted the subject, but at the 
same time his speeches were logical and clear. The speeches here given, 
"On the Death of John Brown" and "The Union and Slavery," are 
good examples of his speeches in the anti-slavery cause. After the war 
a large purse was made up for Garrison by his friends, which enabled 
him to spend the remainder of his life in comparative ease. He died 
May 24, 1879. 
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ON THE DEATH OF JOHN BROWN 

Delivered in Tremont Temple, Boston, December z, 1859 

GOD forbid that we should any longer continue the ac
complices of thieves and robbers, of men-stealers and 
women-whippers! \Ve must join together in the name 

of freedom. As for the Union-where is it and what is it? 
In one-half of it no man can exercise freedom of speech or the 
press-no man can utter the words of \Vashington, of Jeffer
son, of Patrick Henry-except at the peril of his life; and 
K orthern men are everywhere hunted and driven from the 
South if they are supposed to cherish the sentiment of freedom 
in their bosoms. We are living under an awful despotism
that of a brutal slave oligarchy. And they threaten to leave 
us if we do not continue to do their evil work, as we have 
hitherto done it, and go down in the dust before them ! Would 
to heaven they would go! It would only be the paupers clear
ing out from the town, would it not? But, no, they do not 
mean to go ; they mean to cling to you, and they mean to sub
due you. But will you be subdued? I tell you our work is the 
dissolution of this slavery-cursed Union, if we would have a 
fragment of our liberties left to us! Surely between freemen, 
who believe in exact justice and impartial liberty, and slave
holders, who are for cleaning down all human rights at a blow, 
it is not possible there should be any Union whatever. "How 
can two walk together except they be agreed? " The slave
holder with his hands dripping in blood-will I make a com
pact with him? The man who plunders cradles-will I say to 
him, "Brother, let us walk together in unity"? The man 
who, to gratify his lust or his anger, scourges woman with the 
lash till the soil is red with her blood-will I say to him: " Give 
me your hand; let us form a glorious Union"? No, never
never! There can be no union between us: "\Vhat concord 
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hath Christ with Belial?" What union has freedom with 
slavery? Let us tell the inexorable and remorseless tyrants of 
the South that their conditions hitherto imposed upon us, 
whereby we are morally responsible for the existence of slavery, 
are horribly inhuman and wicked, and we cannot carry them 
out for the sake of their evil company. 

By the dissolution of the Union we shall give the finishing 
blow to the slave system; and then God will make it possible 
for us to form a true, vital, enduring, all-embracing Union, 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific-one God to be worshipped, 
one Saviour to be revered, one policy to be carried out-freedom 
everywhere to all the people, without regard to complexion or 
race-and the blessing of God resting upon us all! I want to 
see that glorious day! Now the South is full of tribulation and 
terror and despair, going down to irretrievable bankruptcy, 
and fearing each bush an officer! Would to God it might all 
pass away like a hideous dream ! and how easily it might be! 
What is it that God requires of the South to remove every root 
of bitterness, to allay every fear, to fill her borders with pros
perity? But one simple act of justice, without violence and 
convulsion, without danger and hazard. It is this: "Undo 
the heavy burdens, break every yoke, and let the oppressed go 
free!" Then shall thy light break forth as the morning, and 
thy darkness shall be as the noonday. Then shalt thou call 
and the Lord shall answer; thou shalt cry, and he shall say: 
" Here I am." " And they that shall be of thee shall build 
the old waste places; thou shalt raise up the foundations of many 
generations; and thou shalt be called the repairer of the breach, 
the restorer of paths to dwell in." 

How simple and how glorious I It is the complete solution 
of all the difficulties in the case. Oh, that the South may be 
wise before it is too late, and give heed to the word of the Lord! 
But, whether she will hear or forbear, let us renew our pledges 
to the cause of bleeding humanity, and spare no effort to make 
this truly the land of the free and the refuge of the oppressed! 

" Onward; then, ye fearless band, 
Heart to heart, and hand to hand; 
Yours shall be the Christian's stand, 

Or the martyr's grave." 



THE UNION AND SLAVERY 

Delivered at the Celebration of Independence Day, July 5, 1850 

I AM at a loss to know what our friend Mr. Phillips meant 
when he said that, being a non-voter, he could not sign 
the petition asking the legislature of Massachusetts to 

decree the freedom of every fugitive slave coming into this 
State. I should like to hear from him somewhat more definitely 
on this point. For one, I intend to sign the petition and to 
get as many signatures to it as I can, and I, also, am a non· 
voter. It is true, what we cannot do ourselves, we cannot do 
by another; but I can and do, as an individual, make the 
decree that I wish the legislature to make respecting every 
fugitive slave coming into this State. True, my decree will not 
avail much; but when the people of this Commonwealth shall 
add their voices to mine, their decree will be potential. Now, 
to their shame, they are in covenant with Southern slaveholders 
not to allow the trembling fugitive to find safety and free
dom among them. It is a wicked covenant, and I ask them 
to obliterate it, and to write in the place of it: " Every fugi
tive slave shall be free as soon as he touches the soil of Mas
sachusetts ! " 

But it will probably be objected that to ask Massachusetts 
to make such a decree, while she stands constitutionally pledged 
to permit the slave-hunter to seize his victim, is to ask her to be 
guilty of perfidy, and is tantamount to a dissolution of the 
Union. Nevertheless, I say, Massachusetts is morally bound 
to protect every fugitive slave coming within her limits ; and 
if the legislature shall avow to the world that she cannot do this, 
because of her constitutional stipulation to do just the reverse 
of it, that is just the confession I desire to be made " before 
all Israel and the sun," to convict her, out of her own mouth, 
of being a kidnapping State, and willing to continue such, for 
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the sake of remaining in a slaveholding Union. If she tell 
me she can pass the decree for which we petition, and go out of 
the Union, then I say to her: "Pass it, and let the Union 
slide! " People of Massachusetts, before God it is your duty to 
" Hide the outcast and betray not him that wandereth." See 
that you do it, whether the Union stand or fall! 
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN 

r8og-r86s 

The Lincoln family were originally English Quaker emigrants, and 
they had first settled in Pennsylvania; but Lincoln's grandfather lived 
in Virginia, and moved thence to Kentucky in 178o. In Kentucky, Abr~
ham Lincoln himself was born; but when he was a boy of seven, h1s 
father wandered into Indiana; and after a dozen years' trial of that 
State, betook himself and his family to Illinois. Lincoln was by this 
time twenty-one years old, and had seen a good deal of the poor side 
of the world. His education had been irregular, to say the least of it, 
according to the conventional ideas of what an education should be; 
and Lincoln knew what he did know from life rather than books. At 
the age of twenty-three he served as a captain in the Black Hawk \Var 
of 1832. During the next few years he followed several occupations, of 
degrees of humbieness. He wa> a lung-limbed, hardy, muscular giant 
who could wrestle any man in the neighborhood, and do a long day's 
work without faltering. He could bandy broad jests and tell humorous 
stories; but he could also think in the depths of his mind about mat
ters far more important than those which were passing around him; 
and the conclusions he reached, being for the most part of his own 
unassisted induction or deduction, had the raciness of originality, and 
the moulding effect upon his life which only original views are apt to 
possess. An ounce of a man's own wisdom is worth a dozen of wisdom 
at second hand. 

Lincoln finally decided that law would be the best thing for him. By 
hook and by crook he contrived to lay hands on law-books and read 
them; and he was admitted to the bar in 1836. In his case, the law, 
instead of introducing him to politics, had been the sequel of a political 
experience; for he had been elected to the Whig legislature of Illinois 
in 1834. He kept his seat there till 1842, and five years later was sent 
to Congress. Naturally enough he aspired to the Senate; and in 1858 
his debating contest with Douglas took place; it stamped him as a 
declared foe to slavery. The debate attracted large gatherings, and 
was reported in the newspapers; Lincoln's utterances, homely, humor
ous, but earnest and unequivocal, attracted the attention of the North; 
and the new Republican party began to regard him as a possible candi
date for the presidency. The more he was studied, the better he looked. 
He was close to the common people, and yet he seemed to have ele
ments in him that were above the common. He was a new man, 
without any record in particular, but he seemed willing and able to 
make one. So the campaign began. The Democrats split and Lin
coln defeated Breckenridge and carried the convention by r8o votes 
against 72. The South saw the writing on the wall, and prepared 
for war. Lincoln received a majority of votes over any of the other 
candidates, though a million short of an absolute majority. Every 
Northern State except one voted for him, and every Southern State 
voted against him. His election was followed by the secession of eleven 
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Southern States, and the Civil \Var ensued. On September 22, 1862, 
he issued a proclamation declaring that on and after January 1, 1863, 
all slaves in States or parts of States then in rebellion should be free. 
He was re-elected to the presidency in r864. The Civil War was 
brought to a close on April 9, r865; and on the fourteenth of that 
month he was shot at Ford's Theatre, Washington, by]. Wilkes Booth, 
and died the day following. 

Although, up to this time, Lincoln had spoken much, as needs he had 
to in the out-door and in-door political contests of his place and time, 
and though he had always contrived to say what he meant with sufficient 
point and emphasis to serve the turn, he had never been looked on 
as an even possible orator, in the finer meaning of the term. His 
mind was set much more on doing things, than on explaining them 
or prognosticating, or celebrating them. His imagination had not ac
customed itself to figure events in words, but as visible scenes or series, 
as is the wont of men who have lived without many confidants for 
their ideas, and without opportunity to read or hear the best that other 
men wrote or spoke. If he saw and understood a fact, he could show 
it to others; and the causes of events, and the motives of men, which he 
penetrated in a singular degree, he could make plain to others after a 
homely but telling fashion of his own. He was attentive and accurate 
in observing things, and the wide focus of his gaze gave distinctness to 
objects so far from the centre that they would have escaped the notice 
of ordinary minds. The tradition that he won a suit by inducing a wit
ness to describe a scene as lit by the moon, and then proving by the 
almanac that on that night there was no moon, illustrates his method; 
there was a sort of eloquence in that, but certainly not in the words of it. 
Webster, Phillips, Everett, and the rest lived in a sphere altogether 
distinct from his; they looked at life, and got at it, from a different side 
entirely. The idea of being, or the purpo~e to be, eloquent, never 
entered Lincoln's mind until after the speech at Gettysburg; and he 
would not have given a second thought to that, but for the insistence of 
others. 

That short and plain address, however, was the most eloquent utter
ance called forth by the war; and nothing more eloquent is known to 
have been spoken 'in the same compass by any man. They were natural 
words for Lincoln to speak, because the idea they conveyed was char
acteristic of him; and in moments of deep feeling, our words and our 
ideas are apt to fit together closely. The little speech represented one 
whole side of his life with respect to the war; it was in so far his own 
spiritual portrait, painted for all time in a few matchless strokes, per
fect, because wholly devoid of self-consciousness. It would have been 
impossible for Lincoln to have made that speech except after such an 
experience as that which he had sustained, purifying, humbling, sad
dening, uplifting: nor except at that moment. which brought all the 
fruit of that experience rushing to the heart and lips. It was the purest 
of all eloquence; a gift vouchsafed to the speaker once only in his life, 
but, that once, in the supreme degree. 



ON HIS NOMINATION TO THE SENATE 

Delivered at the Republican State Convention, Springfield, Ill., 
June 16, 1858 

M R. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN OF THE 
CONVENTION: If we could first know where we are, 
and whither we are tending, we could better judge what 

to do, and how to do it. We are now far into the fifth year since 
a policy was initiated with the avowed object, and confident 
promise, of putting an end to slavery agitation. Under the oper
ation of that policy, that agitation not only has not ceased, but 
has constantly augmented. In my opinion, it will not cease until 
a crisis shall have been reached and passed. "A house divided 
against itself cannot stand." I believe this government cannot 
endure permanently half slave and half free. I do not expect 
the Union to be dissolved ; I do not expect the house to fall ; 
but I do expect that it will cease to be divided. It will become 
all one thing, or all the other. Either the opponents of slavery 
will arrest the further spread of it, and place it where the public 
mind shall rest in the belief that it is in the course of ultimate 
extinction; or its advocates will push it forward till it shall 
become alike lawful in all the States, old as well as new, North 
as well as South. Have we no tendency to the latter condi
tion? Let anyone who doubts carefully contemplate that now 
almost complete legal combination-piece of machinery, so to 
speak-compounded of the Nebraska doctrine and the Dred 
Scott decision. Let him consider not only what work the ma
chinery is adapted to do, and how well adapted, but also let 
him study the history of its construction, and trace, if he can, 
or rather fail, if he can, to trace the evidences of design and 
concert of action among its chief architects from the begin
ning. 

The new year of 1854 found slavery excluded from more than 
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half the States by State constitutions, and from most of the 
national territory by Congressional prohibition. Four days 
later commenced the struggle which ended in repealing that 
Congressional prohibition. This opened all the national ter
ritory to slavery, and was the first point gained. But, so far, 
Congress only had acted, and an indorsement, by the people, 
real or apparent, was indispensable, to save the point already 
gained and give chance for more. This necessity had not been 
overlooked, but had been provided for, as well as might be, 
in the notable argument of "squatter sovereignty," otherwise 
called "sacred right of self-government"; which latter phrase 
though expressive of the only rightful basis of any government, 
was so perverted in this attempted use of it as to amount to 
just this: That, if any one man choose to enslave another, 
no third man shall be allowed to object. That argument was 
incorporated with the Nebraska bill itself, in the language 
which follows: " It being the true intent and meaning of this 
act, not to legislate slavery into any territory or State, nor to 
exclude it therefrom; but to leave the people thereof perfectly 
free to form and regulate their domestic institutions in their 
own way, subject only to the constitution of the United States." 
Then opened the roar of loose declamation in favor of" squat
ter sovereignty," and "sacred right of self-government." 
"But,'' said opposition members, "let us amend the bill so 
as to expressly declare that the people of the territory may ex
clude slavery." "Not we,'' said the friends of the measure; 
and down they voted the amendment. 

While the Nebraska bill was passing through Congress, a 
law-case, involving the question of a negro's freedom, by rea
son of his owner having voluntarily taken him first into a free 
State, and then into a territory covered by the Congressional 
prohibition, and held him as a slave for a long time in each, was 
passing through the United States Circuit Court for the Dis
trict of Missouri; and both Nebraska bill and lawsuit were 
brought to a decision in the same month of May, 1854. The 
negro's name was Dred Scott, which name now designates the 
decision finally made in the case. Before the then next Presi
dential election, the law-case came to, and was argued in, the 
Supreme Court of the United States; but the decision of it was 
deferred until after the election. Still, before the election, Sen-
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ator Trumbull, on the floor of the Senate, requested the leading 
advocate of the 1\' ebraska bill to state his opinion whether the 
people of a territory can constitutionally exclude slavery from 
their limits; and the latter answers: " That is a question for 
the Supreme Court." 

The election came, Mr. Buchanan was elected, and the in
dorsement, such as it was, secured. That was the second point 
gained. The indorsement, however, fell short of a clear popu
lar majority by nearly four hundred thousand votes, and so, 
perhaps, was not overwhelmingly reliable and satisfactory. 
The outgoing President, in his last annual message, as impres
sively as possible, echoed back upon the people the weight and 
authority of the indorsement. The Supreme Court met again, 
did not announce their decision, but ordered a reargument. 
The presidential inauguration came, and still no decision of the 
court; but the incoming President, in his inaugural address, 
fervently exhorted the people to abide by the forthcoming de
cision, whatever it might be. Then, in a few days, came the 
decision. The reputed author of the Nebraska bill finds an 
early occasion to make a speech at this capital, indorsing the 
Dred Scott decision, and vehemently denouncing all opposi
tion to it. The new President, too, seizes the early occasion of 
the Silliman letter to indorse and strongly construe that deci
sion, and to express his astonishment that any different view 
had ever been entertained. 

At length a squabble springs up between the President and 
the author of the Nebraska bill, on the mere question of fact, 
whether the Lecompton constitution was, or was not, in any 
just sense, made by the people of Kansas; and in that quarrel 
the latter declares that all he wants is a fair vote for the people, 
and that he cares not whether slavery be voted down or voted 
up. I do not understand his declaration, that he cares not 
whether slavery be voted down or voted up, to be intended 
by him other than as an apt definition of the policy he would 
impress upon the public mind-the principle for which he 
declares he has suffered so much, and is ready to suffer to the 
end. And well may he cling to that principle. If he has any 
parental feeling, well may he cling to it. That principle is the 
only shred left of his original Nebraska doctrine. Under the 
Dred Scott decision squatter sovereignty squattered out of ex-
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istence-tumbled down like temporary scaffolding-like the 
mould at the foundry, served through one blast, and fell back 
into loose sand-helped to carry an election, and then was 
kicked to the winds. His late joint struggle with the Republi
cans against the Lecompton constitution involves nothing of 
the original Nebraska doctrine. That struggle was made on 
a point-the right of a people to make their own constitution
upon which he and the Republicans have never differed. 

The several points of the Dred Scott decision, in connection 
with Senator Douglas's "care-not" policy, constitute the piece 
of machinery in its present state of advancement. This was the 
third point gained. The working points of that machinery are: 
(I) That no negro slave, imported as such from Africa, and no 
descendant of such slave, can ever be a citizen of any State, in 
the sense of that term as used in the constitution of the United 
States. This point is made in order to deprive the negro, in 
every possible event, of the benefit of that provision of the 
United States constitution, which declares that "the citizens 
of each State shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities 
of citizens in the several States." (2) That," subject to the con
stitution of the United States," neither Congress nor a terri
torial legislature can exclude slavery from any United States 
territory. This point is made in order that individual men may 
fill up the territories with slaves, without danger of losing them 
as property, and thus to enhance the chances of permanency 
to the institution through all the future. (3) That whether the 
holding a negro in actual slavery in a free State makes him 
free, as against the holder, the United States courts will not 
decide, but will leave to be decided by the courts of any slave 
State the negro may be forced into by the master. This point is 
made, not to be pressed immediately; but, if acquiesced in 
for a while, and apparently indorsed by the people at an elec
tion, then to sustain the logical conclusion that what Dred 
Scott's master might lawfully do with Dred Scott, in the State 
of Illinois, every other master may lawfully do with any other 
one or one thousand slaves, in Illinois, or in any other free 
State. 

Auxiliary to all this, and working hand in hand with it, the 
Nebraska doctrine, or what is left of it, is to educate and mould 
public opinion, at least Northern public opinion, not to care 
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whether slavery is voted down or voted up. This shows ex
actly where we now are, and partially, also, whither we are tend
ing. 

It will throw additional light on the latter to go back, and 
run the mind over the string of historical facts already stated. 
Several things will now appear less dark and mysterious than 
they did when they were transpiring. The people were to be 
left "perfectly free," " subject only to the constitution." What 
the constitution had to do with it, outsiders could not then see. 
Plainly enough now, it was an exactly fitted niche for the Dred 
Scott decision to come in afterward, and declare the perfect 
freedom of the people to be just no freedom at all. Why was 
the amendment expressly declaring the right of the people 
voted down? Plainly enough now, the adoption of it would 
have spoiled the niche for the Dred Scott decision. vVhy was 
the court decision held up? Why even a senator's individual 
opinion withheld till after the presidential election? Plainly 
enough now: the sveaking out then would have damaged the 
" perfectly free " argument upon which the election was to be 
carried. Why the outgoing President's felicitation on the 
indorsement? \Vhy the delay of a reargument? Why the in
coming President's advance exhortation in favor of the de
cision? These things look like the cautious patting and pet
ting of a spirited horse preparatory to mounting him, when it 
is dreaded that he may give the rider a fall. And why the hasty 
after-indorsement of the decision by the President and others? 

\Ve cannot absolutely know that all these exact adaptations 
are the result of preconcert. But when we see a lot of framed 
timbers, different portions of which we know have been gotten 
out at different times and places, and by different workmen
Stephen, Franklin, Roger, and James, for instance-and when 
we see these timbers joined together, and see that they ex
actly make the frame of a house or a miii, all the tenons and 
mortices exactly fitting, and all the lengths and proportions of 
the different pieces exactly adapted to their respective places, 
and not a piece too many or too few-not omitting even scaf
folding-or, if a single piece be lacking, we see the place in the 
frame exactly fitted and prepared yet to bring such piece in
in such a case, we find it impossible not to believe that Stephen, 
Franklin and Roger and James all understood one another 
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from the beginning, and all worked upon a common plan or 
draft drawn up before the first blow was struck. 

It should not be overlooked that, by the Nebraska bill, the 
people of a State, as well as territory, were to be left " per
fectly free," " subject only to the constitution." \Vhy mention 
a State? They were legislating for territories, and not for or 
about States. Certainly, the people of a State are and ought 
to be subject to the constitution of the United States; but why 
is mention of this lugged into this merely territorial law? Why 
are the people of a territory and the people of a State therein 
lumped together, and their relation to the constitution therein 
treated as being precisely the same? While the opinion of th_e 
court, by Chief Justice Taney, in the Dred Scott case, and the 
separate opinions of all the concurring judges, expressly de
clare that the constitution of the United States permits neither 
Congress nor a territorial legislature to exclude slavery from 
any United States territory, they all omit to declare whether or 
not the same Constitution permits a State, or the people of a 
State, to exclude it. Possibly, this is a mere omission; but 
who can be quite sure, if McLean or Curtis had sought to get 
into the opinion a declaration of unlimited power in the people 
of a State to exclude slavery from their limits, just as Chase 
and Mace sought to get such declaration, in behalf of the people 
of a territory, into the Nebraska bill-! ask, who can be quite 
sure that it would not have been voted down in the one case 
as it had been in the other? The nearest approach to the point 
of declaring the power of a State over slavery is made by Judge 
Nelson. He approaches it more than once, using the precise 
idea, and almost the language, too, of the Nebraska act. On 
one occasion, his exact language is: " Except in cases when 
the power is restrained by the constitution of the United States, 
the law of the State is supreme over the subjects of slavery 
within its jurisdiction." In what cases the power of the States 
is so restrained by the United States Constitution is left an open 
question, precisely as the same question, as to the restraint 
on the power of the territories, was left open in the Nebraska 
act. Put this and that together, and we have another nice little 
niche, which we may, ere long, see filled with another Supreme 
Court decision, declaring that the constitution of the United 
States does not permit a State to exclude slavery from its limits. 
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And this may especially be expected if the doctrine of " care 
not whether slavery be voted down or voted up," shall gain 
upon the public mind sufficiently to give promise that such a 
decision can be maintained when made. 

Such a decision is all that slavery now lacks of being alike 
lawful in all the States. Welcome or unwelcome, such decision 
is probably coming, and will soon be upon us, unless the power 
of the present political dynasty shall be met and overthrown. 
We shall lie down pleasantly dreaming that the people of Mis
souri are on the verge of making their State free, and we shall 
awake to the reality, instead, that the Supreme Court has made 
Illinois a slave State. To meet and overthrow that dynasty is 
the work before all those who would prevent that consumma
tion. That is what we have to do. How can we best do it? 

There are those who denounce us openly to their own friends, 
and yet whisper us softly that Senator Douglas is the aptest 
instrument there is with which to effect that object. They wish 
us to infer all, from the fact that he now has a little quarrel with 
the present head of the dynasty; and that he has regularly 
voted with us on a single point, upon which he and we have 
never differed. They remind us that he is a great man, and that 
the largest of us are very small ones. Let this be granted. 
"But a living dog is better than a dead lion." Judge Douglas, 
if not a dead lion, for this work, is at least a caged and toothless 
one. How can he oppose the advances of slavery? He don't 
care anything about it. His avowed mission is impressing the 
"public heart" to care nothing about it. A leading Douglas 
Democratic newspaper thinks Douglas's superior talent will 
be needed to resist the revival of the African slave-trade. Does 
Douglas believe an effort to revive that trade is approaching? 
He has not said so. Does he really think so? But if it is, how 
can he resist it? For years he has labored to prove it a sacred 
right of white men to take negro slaves into the new territories. 
Can he possibly show that it is less a sacred right to buy them 
where they can be bought cheapest? And unquestionably 
they can be bought cheaper in Africa than in Virginia. He 
has done all in his power to reduce the whole question of slavery 
to one of a mere right of property ; and as such, how can he 
oppose the foreign slave-trade? How can he refuse that trade 
in that " property " shall be " perfectly free," unless he does it 
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as a protection to the home production? And as the home pro-
ducers will probably ask the protection, he will be wholly 
without a ground of opposition. Senator Douglas holds, we 
know, that a man may rightfully be wiser to-day than he was 
yesterday-that he may rightfully change when he finds him
self wrong. But can we, for that reason, run ahead, and infer 
that he will make any particular change, of which he himself 
has given no intimation? Can we safely base our action upon 
any such vague inference? Now, as ever, I wish not to mis
represent Judge Douglas's position, question his motives, or 
do aught that can be personally offensive to him. Whenever, 
if ever, he and we can come together on principle, so that our 
cause may have assistance from his great ability, I hope to 
have interposed no adventitious obstacle. But, clearly, he is 
not now with us-he does not pretend to be, he does not 
promise ever to be. 

Our cause, then, must be intrusted to, and conducted by its 
own undoubted friends-those whose hands are free, whose 
hearts are in the work-who do care for the result. Two years 
ago the Republicans of the nation mustered over thirteen hun
dred thousand strong. We did this under the single impulse 
of resistance to a common danger. With every external cir
cumstance against us, of strange, discordant, and even hostile 
elements, we gathered from the four winds, and formed and 
fought the battle through, under the constant hot fire of a 
disciplined, proud, and pampered enemy. Did we brave all 
then, to falter now?-now, when that same enemy is wavering, 
dissevered, and belligerent! The result is not doubtful. We 
shall not fail-if we stand firm, we shall not fail. Wise coun
sels may accelerate, or mistakes delay it; but, sooner or later, 
the victory is sure to come. 



SECOND INAUGURAL ADDRESS 

Delivered at Washington, :March 4, 1865 

FELLOW-COUNTRYMEN: At this second appearing 
to take the oath of the presidential office, there is less 
occasion for an extended address than there was at first. 

Then a statement, somewhat in detail, of a course to be pursued 
seemed very fitting and proper. Now, at the expiration of four 
years, during which public declarations have been constantly 
called forth on every point and phase of the great contest which 
still absorbs the attention and engrosses the energies of the 
nation, little that is new could be presented. 

The progress of our arms, upon which all else chiefly de
pends, is as well known to the public as to myself, and it is, I 
trust, reasonably satisfactory and encouraging to all. With 
high hope for the future, no prediction in regard to it is ven
tured. 

On the occasion corresponding to this four years ago, all 
thoughts were anxiously directed to an impending civil war. 
All dreaded it, all sought to avoid it. While the inaugural ad
dress was being delivered from this place, devoted altogether 
to savin~ the Union without war, insurgent agents were in the 
city seeking to destroy it with war-seeking to dissolve the 
union and divide the effects by negotiation. Both parties 
deprecated war, but one of them would make war rather than 
let the nation survive, and the other would accept war rather 
than let it perish, and the war came. One-eighth of the whole 
population were colored slaves, not distributed generally over 
the Union, but localized in the Southern part of it. These 
slaves constituted a peculiar and powerful interest. All knew 
that this interest was somehow the cause of the war. To 
strengthen, perpetuate, and extend this interest was the object 
for which the insurgents would rend the Union by war, while 
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the government claimed no right to do more than to restrict 
the territorial enlargement of it. 

Neither party expected for the war the magnitude or the 
duration which it has already attained. Neither anticipated 
that the cause of the conflict might cease when, or even before 
the conflict itself should cease. Each looked for an easier tri
umph, and a result less fundamental and astounding. Both 
read the same Bible and pray to the same God, and each invokes 
His aid against the other. It may seem strange that any men 
should dare to ask a just God's assistance in wringing their 
bread from the sweat of other men's faces, but let us judge not 
that we be not judged The prayer of both could not be an
swered. That of neither has been answered fully. The Al
mighty has His own purposes. Woe unto the world because 
of offences, for it must needs be that offences come, but woe to 
that man by whom the offence cometh. If we shall suppose 
that American slavery is one of those offences which, in the 
providence of God, must needs come, but which having contin
ued through His appointed time, He now wills to remove, 
and that He gives to both North and South this terrible war as 
the woe due to those by whom the offence came, shall we dis
cern there any departure from those divine attributes which the 
believers in a living God always ascribe to Him? Fondly do 
we hope, fervently do we pray, that this mighty scourge of war 
may speedily pass away. Yet if God wills that it continue until 
all the wealth piled by the bondsman's two hundred and fifty 
years of unrequited toil shall be sunk, and until every drop of 
blood drawn with the lash shall be paid by another drawn with 
the sword, as was said three thousand years ago, so still it must 
be said, that the judgments of the Lord are true and righteous 
altogether. 

With malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness 
in the right as God gives us to see the right, let us finish the 
work we are in, to bind up the nation's wounds, to care for him 
who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow and his 
orphans, to do all which may achieve and cherish a just and a 
lasting peace among ourselves and with all nations. 



ADDRESS AT GETTYSBURG 

Dcliz:crcd at Gettysburg, Pcllnsyh•ania, November 19, 1863 

F URSCORE and seven years ago our fathers brought 
forth upon this continent a new nation, conceived in lib
erty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are 

created equal. Now we are engaged in a great civil war, test
ing whether that nation, or any nation so conceived and 
so dedicated, can long endure. \Ve are met on a great battle
field of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that 
field as a final resting-place for those who here gave their lives 
that that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper 
that we should do this. But in a larger sense we cannot dedi
cate, we cannot consecrate, we cannot hallow this ground. The 
brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have conse
crated it far above our power to add or detract. The world 
will little note, nor long remember, what we say here, but it can 
never forget what they did here. It is for us, the living, rather 
to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who 
fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for 
us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us, 
that from these honored dead we take increased devotion to 
that cause for which they gave the last full measure of devo
tion; that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have 
died in vain; that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth 
of freedom, and that the government of the people, by the peo
ple, and for the people, shall not perish from the earth. 
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There have been greater orators than Charles Sumner, and his con
temporary Webster, was infinitely his superior in massive logic, simple 
language, 'and contagious enthusiasm. Sumner's style w.as diffuse and 
ornate even to excess. He may in some measure be sa1d to resemble 
Burke. He was too fond of illustrations and quotations. The strength 
of Sumner lay in his moral character. Theodore Parker, in his " Ora
tion on the Death of Daniel \Vebster," has well contrasted the two 
great orators of l\Iassachusetts, and has not spared \Vebster in the 
comparison. But Sumner's greatest claim on renown lay in the fact 
that he raised the question of slavery out of the arena of practical 
politics into the loftier domain of morals. His treatment of the subject 
appealed to men's consciences and affections; it ~truck the deep chord 
of religious feeling in the country. He abandoned the retirement of 
the scholar and the studeut which he loved so well, to go forth and do 
the work which he seemed to have believed Providence intended him 
to perform. With his multifarious learning he united a simplicity of 
mind which was after all the strong support of an invincible purpose, 
and his life was crowned by the only success he ever seems to have 
coveted, and that was the success of the cause that gave freedom to the 
negro slave. His personal character lacked the good fellowship that 
is the shibboleth of popularity; he was haughty, reserved, and intol
erant of opinions differing from his own. But these features of his 
personality were redeemed, in the eyes of his constituents, by his high 
and unswerving morality, by his pure patriotism and energy in the 
cause of right. 

Charles Sumner was born at Boston in 1811, graduated at Harvard 
nineteen years later, and in 1834 was admitted to the bar. He early 
showed a taste for profound study, and his power of literary expres
sion was exhibited by his many contributions which, in preference to 
actual legal practice, he made to current law journals and compilations. 
The three years between 1837 and 1840 he spent in the study of foreign 
jurisprudence on the Continent of Europe. On his return he pursued 
his studies, and the earnest and ideal cast of his statesmanship was 
shown in his fine oration, "The True Grandeur of Nations," delivered 
in 1845. In this speech, which at once made him famous, he inveighed 
against the iniquity of war. \Vhile averse to politics, he was roused 
to action by the threatened extension of slavery over new territories. 
Thus it came about that he was nominated by the Free Soil party for 
Congress in 1848, but defeated, only to be a successful candidate in 
1851 for the national Senate, in which he !'at till his death. As the sole 
member of the Senate who stood out unflinchingly against slavery, he 
incurred the enmity of the Southern party by his unbridled invective, 
and in 1856 was assaulted in the Senate chamber by Preston S. Brooks, 
Uember of Congress for South Carolina. The injuries he received in 
this assault, and from which he never seemed to have completely re
covered, were severe enough to incapacitate him for his senatorial dutie' 
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for more than three years. On the admission of Kansas as a State, in 
186o, he delivered his great speech on " The Barbarism of Slavery." 
He was elected chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs 
in I86r, when the secession of the Southern States occurred. During 
the course of the Civil War he was one of the most prominent figures 
in the Senate. In the dark days of the conflict, when the dissolution 
of the Union seemed inevitable, when the victorious Southern troops 
were marching into Pennsylvania, when organized mobs were resisting 
the execution of the Draft Act in New York City, Sumner was a pillar 
of strength for the North. A nature as intense and fiery as his knew 
neither surrender nor compromise. After the war was ended and its 
issues had been settled there was hardly place in the new order of 
things for a gladiator like Sumner. His existence was bound up in 
conflict-it was in strife alone that he could find an outlet for his ag
gressive energy. He quarrelled with Grant over the Santo Domingo 
affair, with his party leaders over the minor questions of politics, and 
with his friends over trifles. Disagreeing with all bodies of political 
faith in some point or other, he gradually became alienated from his 
party, and in 1872 he supported the candidature of Horace Greeley for 
President. He died at Washington, March II, 1874, at the age of 
sixty-three. 

The speech entitled " Claims on England" is a statesmanlike deliv
erance, setting forth in a very clear and lucid form the various counts 
in the American indictment against England. It has not all the fiery 
aggressiveness that characterized his speeches against slavery, but, on 
the other hand, it contains more closely-drawn, logical reasoning. The 
ponderous statistics of the damage, suffered by reason of English in
terference in the Civil War, are handled with marvellous skill, so that 
even the most careless reader must perforce understand and remember 
the merits of the whole case. This speech was published in all the 
prominent newspapers in the country, and its effect was to settle be
yond cavil the attitude of the country on the subject of the claims on 
England. 



CLAIMS ON ENGLAND 

De!ie·uered in the e.rcettth·e session of tlze Senate, April 13, 
1869, the J ohnson-ClarendOil Treaty being under consider
ation 

M R. PRESIDENT: A report recommending that the 
Senate do not advise and consent to a treaty with a 
foreign power, duly signed by the plenipotentiary of 

the nation, is of rare occurrence. Treaties are often reported 
with amendments, and sometimes without any recommenda
tion; but I do not recall an instance, since I came into the Sen
ate, where such a treaty has been reported with the recommen
dation which is now under consideration. The character of 
the treaty seemed to justify the exceptional report. The com
mittee did not hesitate in the conclusion that it ought to be re
jected, and they have said so. 

I do not disguise the importance of this act; but I believe 
that in the interest of peace, which everyone should have at 
heart, the treaty must be rejected. A treaty which, instead of 
removing an existing grievance, leaves it for heart-burning and 
rancor, cannot be considered a settlement of pending questions 
between two nations. It may seem to settle them, but does not. 
It is nothing but a snare. And such is the character of the 
treaty now before us. The massive grievance under which 
our country suffered for years is left untouched; the painful 
sense of wrong planted in the national heart is allowed to re
main. For all this there is not one word of regret, or even of 
recognition; nor is there any semblance of compensation. It 
cannot be for the interest of either party that such a treaty 
should be ratified. It cannot promote the interest of the 
lJnited States, for we naturally seek justice as the foundation 
of a good understanding with Great Britain; nor can it promote 
the interest of Great Britain, which must also seek a real settle-
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ment ot all pending questions. Surely I do not err, when I say 
that a wise statesmanship, whether on our side or on the other 
side, must apply itself to find the real root of evil, and then, with 
courage tempered by candor and moderation, see that it is ex
tirpated. This is for the interest of both parties, and anything 
short of it is a failure. It is sufficient to say that the present 
treaty does no such thing, and that, whatever may have been 
the disposition of the negotiators, the real root of evil remains 
untouched in all its original strength. 

I make these remarks merely to characterize the treaty and 
prepare the way for its consideration. 

If we look at the negotiation which immediately preceded the 
treaty, we find little to commend. You have it on your table. 
I think I am not mistaken, when I say that it shows a haste 
which finds new precedents in diplomacy, but which is ex
plained by the anxiety to reach a conclusion before the advent 
of a new administration. Mr. Seward and Mr. Reverdy John
son unite in this unprecedented activity, using the Atlantic cable 
freely. I should not object to haste, or to the freest use of the 
cable, if the result were such as could be approved; but, con
sidering the character of the transaction, and how completely 
the treaty conceals the main cause of offence, it seems as if the 
honorable negotiators were engaged in huddling something out 
of sight. 

The treaty has for its model the Claims Convention of 1853. 
To take such a convention as a model was a strange mistake. 
This convention was for the settlement of outstanding claims 
of American citizens on Great Britain, and of British subjects 
on the United States, which had arisen since the Treaty of 
Ghent in 1814. It concerned individuals only, and not the 
nation. It was not in any respect political; nor was it to re
move any sense of national wrong. To take such a convention 
as the model for a treaty which was to determine a national 
grievance of transcendent importance in the relations of two 
countries marked on the threshold an insensibility to the true 
nature of the difference to be settled. At once it belittled the 
work to be done. 

An inspection of the treaty shows how, from beginning to 
end, it is merely for the settlement of individual claims on both 
sides, putting the two batches on an equality, so that the 
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sufferers by the misconduct of England may be counterbal
anced by British blockade-runners. It opens with a preamble, 
which, instead of announcing the unprecedented question be
tween the two countries, simply refers to individual claims that 
have arisen since 1853-the last time of settlement-some of 
which are still pending and remain unsettled. Who would be
lieve that under these words of commonplace was concealed 
the unsettled difference which has already so deeply stirred the 
American people, and is destined, until finally adjusted, to oc
cupy the attention of the civilized world? Nothing here gives 
notice of the real question. I quote the preamble, as it is the 
keynote to the treaty: 

" 'Whereas, claims have at various times since the exchange 
of the ratifications of the convention between Great Britain 
and the United States of America, signed at London, on Feb
ruary 8, 1853, been made upon the government of her Britannic 
Majesty on the part of citizens of the United States and upon 
the government of the United States on the part of subjects 
of her Britannic Majesty; and whereas some of such claims are 
still pending and remain unsettled; Her Majesty the Queen of 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and the 
President of the United States of America, being of opinion 
that a speedy and equitable settlement of all such claims will 
contribute much to the maintenance of the friendly feelings 
which subsist between the two countries, have resolved to make 
arrangements for that purpose by means of a convention." 

The provisions of the treaty are for the trial of these cases. 
A commission is constituted, which is empowered to choose an 
arbitrator; but, in the event of a failure to agree, the arbitrator 
shall be determined " by lot " from two persons, one named by 
each side. Even if this aleatory proceeding were a proper 
device in the umpirage of private claims, it is strangely incon
sistent with the solemnity which belongs to the present ques
tion. The moral sense is disturbed by such a process at any 
stage of the trial; nor is it satisfied by the subsequent provision 
for the selection of a sovereign or head of a friendly state as 
arbitrator. 

The treaty not merely makes no provision for the determina
tion of the great question, but it seems to provide expressly that 
it shall never hereafter be presented. A pretty provision for 
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individual claims, subject to a set-off by the individual claims 
of England, so that in the end our country may possibly receive 
nothing, is the consideration for this strange surrender. I bor
row a term from an English statesman on another occasion, if 
I call it a" capitulation." For the settlement of a few individual 
claims, we condone the original far-reaching and destructive 
wrong. Here are the plain words by which this is done: 

" The high contracting parties engage to consider the result 
of the proceedings of this commission as a full and final settle
ment of every claim upon either government arising out of any 
transaction of a date prior to the exchange of the ratifications 
of the present convention; and further engage that every such 
claim, whether or not the same may have been presented to the 
notice of, made, preferred, or laid before the said commission, 
shall, from and after the conclusion of the proceedings of the 
said commission, be considered and treated as finally settled 
and barred, and thenceforth inadmissible." 

All this I quote directly from the treaty. It is Article V. 
The national cause is handled as nothing more than a bundle 
of individual claims, and the result of the proceedings under 
the proposed treaty is to be " a full and final settlement," so 
that hereafter all claims " shall be considered and treated as 
finally settled and barred, and thenceforth inadmissible." Here 
is no provision for the real question, which, though thrust out 
of sight, or declared to be " finally settled and barred," accord
ing to the terms of the treaty, must return to plague the two 
countries. Whatever the treaty may say in terms, there is no 
settlement in fact; and until this is made, there will be constant 
menace of discord. Nor can it be forgotten that there is no 
recognition of the rule of international duty applicable to such 
cases. This, too, is left unsettled. 

While doing so little for us, the treaty makes ample provision 
for all known claims on the British side. As these are exclu
sively " individual," they are completely covered by the text, 
which has no limitations or exceptions. Already it is an
nottnced in England that even those of " Confederate bond
holders " are included. I have before me an English journal 
which describes the latter claims as founded on " immense 
quantities of cotton, worth at the time of their seizure nearly 
two shillings a pound, which were then in the legal possession 
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of those bondholders "; and the same authority adds, " These 
claims will be brought, indifferently with others, before the de
signed joint commission, whenever it shall sit." From another 
quarter I learn that these bondholders are " very sanguine of 
success under the treaty as it is worded, and certain it is that 
the loan went up from nothing to ten as soon as it was ascer
tained that the treaty was signed." I doubt if the American 
people are ready just now to provide for any such claims. That 
they have risen in the market is an argument against the treaty. 

Passing from the treaty, I come now to consider briefly, but 
with proper precision, the true ground of complaint; and here 
again we shall see the constant inadequacy of the remedy now 
applied. It is with reluctance that I enter upon this statement, 
and I do it only in the discharge of a duty which cannot be post
poned. 

Close upon the outbreak of our troubles, little more than one 
month after the bomhanlment of Fort Sumter, when the rebel
lion was still undeveloped, when the national government was 
beginning those gigantic efforts which ended so triumphantly, 
the country was startled by the news that the British govern
ment had intervened by a proclamation which accorded bellig
erent rights to the rebels. At the early date when this was 
done, the rebels were, as they remained to the close, without 
ships on the ocean, without prize courts or other tribunals for 
the administration of justice on the ocean, without any of those 
conditions which are the essential prerequisites to such a con
cession; and yet the concession was general, being applicable 
to the ocean and the land, so that by British fiat they became 
ocean belligerents as well as land belligerents. In the swift
ness of this bestowal there was very little consideration for a 
friendly power; nor does it appear that there was any inquiry 
into those conditions-precedent on which it must depend. 
Ocean belligerency, being a " fact," and not a " principle," can 
be recognized only on evidence showing its actual existence 
according to the rule first stated by 1\fr. Canning and afterward 
recognized by Lord John Russell. But no such evidence was 
adduced, for it did not exist, and never has existed. 

Too much stress cannot be laid upon the rule, that belliger
ency is a" fact," and not a" principle." It is perhaps the most 
important contribution to this discussion; and its original state-
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ment, on the occasion of the Greek Revolution, does honor to 
its author, unquestionably the brightest genius ever directed 
to this subject. According to this rule, belligerency must be 
proved to exist; it must be shown. It cannot be imagined, or 
divined, or invented; it must exist as a " fact " within the 
knowledge of the world, or at least as a " fact " susceptible of 
proof. Nor can it be inferred on the ocean merely from its 
existence on the land. From the beginning, when " God called 
the dry land earth, and the gathering together of the waters, 
He called seas," the two have been separate, and power over 
one has not necessarily implied power over the other. There 
is a dominion of the land, and a dominion of the ocean. But, 
whatever power the rebels possessed on the land, they were 
always without power on the ocean. Admitting that they were 
belligerents on the land, they were never belligerents on the 
ocean. 

" The oak leviathans, whose huge ribs make 
Their clay creator the vain title take 
Of lord of thee and arbiter of war," 

these they never possessed. Such was the " fact " that must 
govern the present question. The rule, so simple, plain, and 
intelligible, as stated by Mr. Canning, is a decisive touchstone 
of the British concession, which, when brought to it, is found 
to be without support. 

Unfriendly in the precipitancy with which it was launched, 
this concession was more unfriendly in substance. It was the 
first stage in the depredations on our commerce. Had it not 
been made, no rebel ship could have been built in England; 
every step in her building would have been piracy. Nor could 
any munitions of war have been furnished; not a blockade
runner, laden with supplies, could have left the English shores, 
except under a kindred penalty. The direct consequence of 
this concession was to place the rebels on an equality with our
selves in all British markets, whether of ships or munitions of 
war. As these were open to the national goyernment, so they 
were open to the rebels. The asserted neutrality between the 
two began by this tremendous concession, when the rebels, at 
one stroke, were transformed, not only into belligerents, but 
into customers. 

In attributing to that bad proclamation this peculiar influ-
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ence I follow the authority of the Law Lords of England, who, 
according to authentic report, announced that without it the 
fitting out of a ship in England to cruise against the United 
States would have been an act of piracy. This conclusion was 
clearly stated by Lord Chelmsford, ex-Chancellor, speaking 
for himself and others, when he said: " If the Southern Con
federacy had not been recognized by us as a belligerent power, 
he agreed with his noble and learned friend [Lord Brougham] 
that any Englishman aiding them by fitting out a privateer 
against the federal government would be guilty of piracy." 
This conclusion is only according to analogies of law. It is 
criminal for British subjects to forge bombs or hand-grenades 
to be employed in the assassination of a foreign sovereign at 
peace with England, as when Bernard supplied from England 
the missiles used by Orsini against the life of the French Em
peror-all of which is illustrated by Lord Chief Justice Camp
bell, in his charge to the jury on the trial of Bernard, and 
also by contemporaneous opinions of Lord Lyndhurst, Lord 
Brougham, Lord Truro, and at an earlier day by Lord Ellen
borough in a case of libel on the First Consul. That excellent 
authority, Sir George Cornewall Lewis, gives a summary drawn 
from all these opinions, when he says: "The obligation in
cumbent upon a state of preventing her soil from being used 
as an arsenal, in which the means of attack against a foreign 
government may be collected and prepared for use, is wholly 
independent of the form and character of that government." 
As every government is constrained by this rule, so every gov· 
ernment is entitled to its safeguards. There can be no reason 
why the life of our republic should be less sacred than the life 
of an emperor, or should enjoy less protection from British law. 
That England became an " arsenal " for the rebels we know; 
but this could not have been, unless the proclamation had pre
pared the way. 

The only justification that I have heard for this extraordinary 
concession, which unleashed upon our country the furies ~£ 
war to commingle with the furies of rebellion at home, is, that 
President Lincoln undertook to proclaim a blockade of the 
rebel ports. By the use of this word " blockade " the conces
sion is vindicated. Had President Lincoln proclaimed a clos
ing of the rebel ports, there could have been no such concession. 
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This is a mere technicality; lawyers might call it an apex juris; 
and yet on this sharp point England hangs her defence. It is 
suffiti~nt that in a great case like th~ present, where the correla
tive duties of a friendly power are in question, an act fraught 
with such portentous evil cann<Jt be vindicated on a technicalitv 
on either side. We must lo0k at the substance, and find a re;
son in nothing short <Jf overruling necessity. War cannot be 
justified merely on a tt!chnicality, nor can the concession of 
ocean belligerency to rebels without a port or prize court. 
Such a conc~ssion, like war itself, must be at the peril of the 
nation making it. 

The British assumption, besides being offensive from mere 
technicality, is inconsistent with the proclamation of the Presi
dent, taken as a whole, which, while appointing a blockade, is 
careful to reserve the rights of sovereignty, thus putting foreign 
powers on their guard against any premature concession. 
After declaring an existing insurrection in certain States, and 
the obstruction of the laws for the collection of the revenue, as 
the motive for action, the President invokes not only the law of 
nations, but "the laws of the United States," and, in further 
assertion of the national sovereignty, declares rebel cruisers to 
be pirates. Clearly the proclamation must be taken as a whole, 
and its different provisions so interpreted as to harmonize with 
each other. If they cannot stand together, then it is the 
"blockade" which mttst be modified by the national sover
eignty, and not the national sovereignty by the blockade. Such 
should have been the interpretation of a friendly power, espe
cially when it is considered that there are numerous precedents 
of what the great German authority, Heffter, calls "pacific 
blockade," or blockade without concession of ocean belliger
ency-as in the case of France, England, and Russia against 
Turkey, 1827; France against Mexico, 1837-39; France and 
Great Britain against the Argentine Republic, 1838-48; Russia 
against the Circassians, 1831-36, illustrated by the seizure of the 
Vixen, so famous in diplomatic history. Cases like these led 
Heffter to lay down the rule, that " blockade " does not neces
sarily constitute a state of regular war, as was assumed by the 
British proclamation even in the face of positive words by 
President Lincoln asserting the national sovereignty and ap
pealing to "the laws of the United States." The existence of 
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such cases was like a notice to the British government against 
the concession so rashly made. It was an all-sufficient warn
ing, which this power disregarded. 

So far as is now known, the whole case for England is made 
to stand on the use of the word " blockade " by President Lin
coln. Had he used any other word, the concession of belliger
ency would have been without justification, even such as is 
now imagined. It was this word which, with magical might, 
opened the gates to all those bountiful supplies by which hostile 
expeditions were equipped against the United States; it opened 
the gates of war. Most appalling is it to think that one little 
word, unconsciously used by a trusting .President, could be 
caught up by a friendly power and made to play such a part. 

I may add that there is one other word often invoked for 
apology. It is "neutrality," which, it is said, was proclaimed 
between two belligerents. Nothing could be fairer, always 
provided that the " neutrality " proclaimed did not begin with 
a concession to one party without which this party would be 
powerless. Between two established nations, both indepen
dent, as between Russia and France, there may be neutrality; 
for the two are already equal in rights, and the proclamation 
would be precisely equal in its operation. But where one party 
is an established nation, and the other is nothing but an odious 
combination of rebels, the proclamation is most unequal in 
operation, for it begins by a solemn investiture of rebels with all 
the rights of war, saying to them, as was once said to the youth
ful knight," Rise; here is a sword; use it." To call such an in
vestiture a proclamation of neutrality is a misnomer. It was 
a proclamation of equality between the national government 
on the one side and rebels on the other, and no plausible word 
can obscure this distinctive character. 

Then came the building of the pirate ships, one after another. 
While the Alabama was still in the shipyard, it became appar
ent that she was intended for the rebels. Our minister at Lon
don and our consul at Liverpool exerted themselves for her 
arrest and detention. They were put off from day to day. On 
July 24, 1862, Mr. Adams " completed his evidence," accom
panied by an opinion from the eminent barrister, Mr. Collier, 
afterward Solicitor-General, declaring the plain duty of the 
British government to stop her. Instead of acting promptly 

VoL. II.-16 
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by the telegraph, five days were allowed to run out, when at last, 
too tardily, the necessary order was despatched. Meanwhile 
the pirate ship escaped from the port of Liverpool by a strat
agem, and her voyage began with music and frolic. Here, be
yond all question, was negligence, or, according to the language 
of Lord Brougham on another occasion, " crass negligence," 
making England justly responsible for all that ensued. 

The pirate ship found a refuge in an obscure harbor of Wales, 
known as Moelfra Bay, where she lay in British waters from half 
past seven o'clock in the evening, July 29th, to about three 
o'clock in the morning, July 31st, being upward of thirty-one 
hours, and during thls time she was supplied with men from 
the British steam-tug Hercules, which followed her from 
Liverpool. These ·thirty-one hours were allowed to elapse 
without any attempt to stop her. Here was another stage of 
" crass negligence." 

Thus was there negligence in allowing the building to pro
ceed, negligence in allowing the escape from Liverpool, and 
negligence in allowing the final escape from the British coast. 

Lord Russell, while trying to vindicate his government, and 
repelling the complaints of the United States, more than once 
admitted that the escape of the Alabama was " a scandal and a 
reproach," which, to my mind, is very like a confession. Lan
guage could not be stronger. Surely such an act cannot be 
blameless. If damages are ever awarded to a friendly power for 
injuries received, it is difficult to see where they could be more 
strenuously claimed than in a case which the first minister 
of the offending power did not hesitate to characterize so 
strongly. 

The enlistment of the crew was not less obnoxious to censure 
than the building of the ship and her escape. It was a part of 
the transaction. The evidence is explicit. Not to occupy too 
much time, I refer only to the deposition of William Passmore, 
who swears that he was engaged with the express understand
ing that " the vessel was going out to the government of the 
Confederate States of America, to fight for the Southern gov
ernment"; that he joined her at Laird's Yard at Birkenhead, 
near Liverpool, remaining there several weeks ; that there were 
about thirty men on board, most of them old man-of-war's men, 
among whom it was" well known that the vessel was going out 
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as a privateer for the Confederate government, to act against 
the United States, under a commission from Mr. Jefferson 
Davis." In a list of the crew, now before me, there is a large 
number said to be from the" Royal Naval Reserve." I might 
add to this testimony. The more the case is examined, the 
more clearly do we discern the character of the transaction. 

The dedication of the ship to the rebel service, from the very 
laying of the keel and the organization of her voyage, with 
England as her naval base, from which she drew munitions of 
war and men, made her departure as much a hostile expedition 
as if she had sailed forth from Her Majesty's dockyard. At a 
moment of profound peace between the United States and Eng
land there was a hostile expedition against the United States. 
It was in no just sense a commercial transaction, but an act of 
war. 

The case is not yet complete. The Alabama, whose building 
was in defiance of law, international and municipal, whose es
cape was " a scandal and a reproach," and whose enlistment of 
her crew was a fit sequel to the rest, after being supplied with 
an armament and with a rebel commander, entered upon her 
career of piracy. Mark now a new stage of complicity. Con
stantly the pirate ship was within reach of British cruisers, and 
from time to time within the shelter of British ports. For five 
days, unmolested, she enjoyed the pleasant hospitality of King
ston, in Jamaica, obtaining freely the coal and other supplies 
so necessary to her vocation. But no British cruiser, no Brit
ish magistrate ever arrested the offending ship, whose voyage 
was a continuing " scandal and reproach " to the British gov
ernment. 

The excuse for this strange license is a curious technicality
as if a technicality could avail in this case at any stage. Bor
rowing a phrase from that master of admiralty jurisprudence, 
Sir Willim Scott, it is said that the ship " deposited " her origi
nal sin at the conclusion of her voyage, so that afterward she 
was blameless. But the Alabama never concluded her voyage 
until she sank under the guns of the Kearsarge, because she 
never had a port of her own. She was no better than the Flying 
Dutchman, and so long as she sailed was liable for that original 
sin, which had impregnated every plank with an indelible dye. 
No British cruiser could allow her to proceed, no British port 
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could give her shelter, without renewing the complicity of Eng
land. 

The Alabama case begins with a fatal concession, by which 
the rebels were enabled to build ships in England, and then to 
sail them, without being liable as pirates ; it next shows itself in 
the building of the ship; in the armament and in the escape, 
with so much of negligence on the part of the British govern
ment as to constitute sufferance, if not connivance; and then, 
again, the case reappears in the welcome and hospitality ac
corded by British cruisers and by the magistrates of British 
ports to the pirate ship) when her evasion from British jurisdic
tion was well known! Thus at three different stages the British 
government is compromised: first, in the concession of ocean 
belligerency, on which all depended; secondly, in the negli
gence which allowed the evasion of the ship, in order to enter 
upon the hostile expedition for which she was built, manned, 
armed, and equipped; and, thirdly, in the open complicity 
which, after this evasion, gave her welcome, hospitality, and 
supplies in British ports. Thus her depredations and burnings, 
making the ocean blaze, all proceeded from England, which by 
three different acts lighted the torch. To England must be 
traced, also, all the widespread consequences which ensued. 

I take the case of the Alabama because it is the best known, 
and because the building, equipment, and escape of this ship 
were under circumstances most obnoxious to judgment; but it 
will not be forgotten that there were consort ships, built under 
the shelter of that fatal proclamation, issued in such an eclipse 
of just principles, and, like the ships it unloosed, "rigged 
with curses dark." One after another, ships were built; one 
after another, they escaped on their errand; and, one after an
other, they enjoyed the immunities of British ports. Audacity 
reached its height when iron-clad rams were built and the per
versity of the British government became still more conspicu
ous by its long refusal to arrest these destructive engines of 
war, destined to be employed against the United States. This 
protracted hesitation where the consequences were so menacing 
is a part of the case. 

It is plain that the ships which were built under the safe
guard of this ill-omened proclamation, which stole forth from 
the British shores and afterward enjoyed the immunities of 
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British ports, were not only British in origin, but British in 
equipment, British in armament, and British in crews. They 
were British in every respect, except in their commanders, who 
were rebel; and one of these, as his ship was sinking, owed his 
safety to a British yacht, symbolizing the omnipresent support 
of England. British sympathies were active in their behalf. 
The cheers of a British passenger ship crossing the path of the 
Alabama encouraged the work of piracy; and the cheers of the 
House of Commons encouraged the builder of the Alabama, 
while he defended what he had done, and exclaimed, in taunt 
to him who is now an illustrious member of the British Cabinet, 
John Bright, that he "would rather be handed down to pos
terity as the builder of a dozen Alabamas " than be the author 
of the speeches of that gentleman " crying up " the institutions 
of the United States, which the builder of the Alabama, rising 
with his theme, denounced as "of no value whatever,'' and as 
"reducing the very name of liberty to an utter absurdity," 
while the cheers of the House of Commons echoed back his 
words. Thus from beginning to end, from the fatal proclama
tion to the rejoicing of the accidental ship and the rejoicing of 
the House of Commons, was this hostile expedition protected 
and encouraged by England. The same spirit which dictated 
the swift concession of belligerency, with all its deadly incidents, 
ruled the hour, entering into and possessing every pirate ship. 

There are two circumstances by which the whole case is ag
gravated. One is found in the date of the proclamation which 
lifted the rebels to an equality with the national government, 
opening to them everything that was open to us, whether ship
yards, foundries, or manufactories, and giving to them a flag 
on the ocean co-equal with the flag of the Union. This 
extraordinary manifesto was signed on the very day of 
the arrival of our minister in England-so that, when, after 
an ocean voyage, he reached the British government, to 
which he was accredited, he found this great and terri
ble indignity to his country already perpetrated, and the flood 
gates opened to infinite woes. The minister had been an
nounced; he was daily expected; the British government knew 
of his coming-but in hottest haste they did this thing. 

The other aggravation is found in its flagrant unnatural de
parture from that anti·slavery rule which, by manifold declara-
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tions, legislative, poli:.-ical, and diplomatic, was the avowed creed 
of England. Often was this rule proclaimed, but, if we except 
the great Act of Emancipation, never more pointedly than in 
the famous circular of Lord Palmerston, while minister of for
eign affairs, announcing to all nations that England was 
pledged to the universal abolition of slavery. And now, when 
slaveholders, in the very madness of barbarism, broke away 
from the national government and attempted to found a new 
empire with slavery as its declared corner-stone, anti-slavery 
England, without a day's delay, without even waiting the arrival 
of our minister at the seat of government, although known to 
be on his way, made haste to decree that this shameful and im
possible pretension should enjoy equal rights with the national 
government in her shipyards, foundries, and manufactories, 
and equal rights on the ocean. Such was the decree. Rebel 
slaveholders, occupied in a hideous attempt, were taken by the 
hand, and thus, with the official protection and the godspeed 
of anti-slavery England, commenced their accursed work. 

I close this part of the argument with the testimony of Mr. 
Bright, who, in a speech at Rochdale, among his neighbors, 
February 3, 1863, thus exhibits the criminal complicity of Eng
land: 

" I regret, more than I have words to express, this painful 
fact, that, of all the countries in Europe, this country is the 
only one which has men in it who are willing to take active 
steps in favor of this intended slave government. vVe supply 
the ships; we supply the arms, the munitions of war; we give 
aid and comfort to this foulest of all crimes. Englishmen only 
do it." 

In further illustration, and in support of Mr. Bright's allega
tion, I refer again to the multitudinous blockade-runners from 
England. Without the manifesto of belligerency, they could 
not have sailed. All this stealthy fleet, charged with hostility 
to the United States, was a part of the great offence. The 
blockade-runners were kindred to the pirate ships. They were 
of the same bad family, having their origin and home in Eng
land. From the begining they went forth with their cargoes of 
death; for the supplies which they furnished contributed to 
the work of death. When, after a long and painful siege, our 
conquering troops entered Vicksburg, they found Armstrong 
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guns from England in position; and so on every field where 
our patriot fellow-citizens breathed a last breath, were Eng
lish arms and munitions of war, all testifying against England. 
The dead spoke, also-and the wounded still speak. 

At last the Rebellion succumbed. British ships and British 
supplies had done their work, but they failed. And now the 
day of reckoning has come-but with little apparent sense of 
what is due on the part of England. Without one soothing 
word for a :friendly power deeply aggrieved, without a single 
regret for what Mr. Cobden, in the House of Commons, called 
"the cruel losses" inflicted upon us, or for what Mr. Bright 
called " aid and comfort to the foulest of all crimes," or for what 
a generous voice from Oxford University denounced as a 
" flagrant and maddening wrong," England simply proposes 
to submit the question of liability for individual losses to an 
anomalous tribunal where chance plays its part. This is all. 
Nothing is admitted even on this question; no rule for the 
future is established; while nothing is said of the indignity to 
the nation, nor of the damages to the nation. On an earlier 
occasion it was otherwise. 

There is an unhappy incident in our relations with Great 
Britain which attests how in other days individual losses were 
only a minor element in reparation for a wrong received by the 
nation. You all know from history how in time of profound 
peace, and only a few miles outside the Virginia capes, the 
British frigate Leopard fired into the national frigate Chesa
peake, pouring broadside upon broadside, killing three persons 
and wounding eighteen, some severely, and then, boarding her, 
carried off four others as British subjects. This was in the 
summer of 1807. The brilliant l\Ir. Canning, British minister 
of foreign affairs, promptly volunteered overtures for an accom
modation, by declaring His Majesty's readiness to take the 
whole of the circumstances of the case into consideration, and 
" to make reparation for any alleged injury to the sovereignty 
of the United States, whenever it should be clearly shown that 
such injury has been actually sustained and that such repara
tion is really due." Here was a good beginning. There was 
to be reparation for an injury to the national sovereignty. 
After years of painful negotiation, the British minister at Wash
ington, under date of November I, I8II, offered to the United 
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States three propositions: first, the disavowal of the unauthor
ized act; secondly, the immediate restoration, so far as circum
stances would permit, of the men forcibly taken from the Ches
apeake; and, thirdly, a suitable pecuniary provision for the 
sufferers in consequence of the attack on the Chesapeake; con
cluding with these words: 

" These honorable propositions are made with the sincere 
desire that they may prove satisfactory to the government of 
the United States, and I trust they will meet with that amicable 
reception which their conciliatory nature entitles them to. I 
need scarcely add how cordially I join with you in the wish that 
they might prove introductory to a removal of all the differences 
depending between our two countries." 

I adduce this historic instance to illustrate partly the different 
forms of reparation. Here, of course, was reparation to indi
viduals; but there was also reparation to the nation, whose sov
ereignty had been outraged. 

There is another instance, which is not without authority. 
In 1837 an armed force from Upper Canada crossed the river 
just above the falls of Niagara, and burned an American vessel, 
the Caroline, while moored to the shores of the United States. 
Mr. Webster, in his negotiation with Lord Ashburton, charac
terized this act as " of itself a wrong, and an offence to the sov
ereignty and the dignity of the United States. . . . For 
which, to this day, no atonement, or even apology, has been 
made by Her Majesty's government "-all these words being 
strictly applicable to the present case. Lord Ashburton, in 
reply, after recapitulating some mitigating circumstances, and 
expressing a regret " that some explanation and apology for 
this occurrence was not immediately made," proceeds to say: 

"Her Majesty's government earnestly desire that a reciprocal 
respect for the independent jurisdiction and authority of neigh
boring States may be considered among the first duties of all 
governments ; and I have to repeat the assurance of regret they 
feel that the event of which I am treating should have disturbed 
the harmony they so anxiously wish to maintain with the Amer
ican people and government." 

Here again was reparation for a wrong done to the nation. 
Looking at what is due to us on the present occasion, we are 

brought again to the conclusion that the satisfaction of individ-
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uals whose ships have been burned or sunk is only a small part 
of what we may justly expect. As in the earlier cases where the 
national sovereignty was insulted, there should be an acknowl~ 
edgment of wrong, or at least of liability, leaving to the com
missioners the assessment of damages only. The blow inflicted 
by that fatal proclamation which insulted our national sover
eignty and struck at our unity as a nation, followed by broadside 
upon broadside, driving our commerce from the ocean, was 
kindred in character to those earlier blows; and when we con
sider that it was in aid of slavery, it was a blow at civilization 
itself. Besides degrading us and ruining our commerce, its 
direct and constant influence was to encourage the rebellion, 
and to prolong the war waged by slaveholders at such cost of 
treasure and blood. It was a terrible mistake, which I cannot 
doubt that good Englishmen must regret. And now, in the 
interest of peace, it is the duty of both sides to find a remedy, 
complete, just, and conciliatory, so that the deep sense of wrong 
and the detriment to the republic may be forgotten in that 
proper satisfaction which a nation loving justice cannot hesi
tate to offer. 

Individual losses may be estimated with reasonable accuracy. 
Ships burnt or sunk with their cargoes may be counted, and 
their value determined; but this leaves without recognition the 
vaster damage to commerce driven from the ocean, and that 
other damage, immense and infinite, caused by the prolonga
tion of the war, all of which may be called national in contradis~ 
tinction to individual. 

Our national losses have been frankly conceded by eminent 
Englishmen. I have already quoted 1\fr. Cobden, who did not 
hesitate to call them " cruel losses." During the same debate 
in which he let drop this testimony, he used other words, which 
show how justly he comprehended the case. "You have 
been," said he, " carrying on hostilities from these shores 
against the people of the United States, and have been inflicting 
an amount of damage on that country greater than would be 
produced by many ordinary wars. It is estimated that the 
loss sustained by the capture and burning of American vessels 
has been about $IS,ooo,ooo, or nearly £3,000,000 sterling. But 
that is a small part of the injury which has been inflicted on the 
American marine. We have rendered the rest of her vast mer~ 
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cantile property for the present valueless." Thus, by the testi~ 
mony of Mr. Cobden, were those individual losses which are 
alone recognized by the pending treaty only " a small part of the 
injury inflicted." After confessing his fears with regard to 
" the heaping up of a gigantic material grievance " such as was 
then accumulating, he adds, in memorable words: 

" You have already done your worst towards the American 
mercantile marine. What with the high rate of insurance, 
what with these captures, and what with the rapid transfer of 
tonnage to British capitalists you have virtually made valueless 
that vast property. Why, if you had gone and helped the Con
federates by bombarding all the accessible seaport towns of 
America, a few lives might have been lost, which, as it is, have 
not been sacrificed; but you could hardly have done more in
jury in the way of destroying property than you have done by 
these few cruisers." 

\Vith that clearness of vision which he possessed in such rare 
degree, this statesman saw that England had " virtually made 
valueless a vast property," as much as if this power had " bom
barded all the accessible seaport towns of America." 

So strong and complete is this statement, that any further 
citation seems superfluous; but I cannot forbear adducing a 
pointed remark in the same debate, by that able gentleman, 
Mr. William E. Forster: 

"There could not," said he, "be a stronger illustration of the 
damage which had been done to the American trade by these 
cruisers than the fact, that, so completely was the American 
flag driven from the ocean, the Georgia on her second cruise, 
did not meet a single American vessel in six weeks, though 
she saw no less than seventy vessels in a very few days." 

This is most suggestive. So entirely was our commerce 
driven from the ocean, that for six weeks not an American ves
sel was seen ! 

Another Englishman, in an elaborate pamphlet, bears similar 
testimony. I refer to the pamphlet of Mr. Edge, published in 
London by Ridgway, in 1863, and entitled" The Destruction of 
the American Carrying Trade." After setting forth at length 
the destruction of our commerce by British pirates, this writer 
thus foreshadows the damages: 

" "'vVere we/' says he, " the sufferers, we should certainly de-
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mand compensation for the loss of the property captured or 
destroyed, for the interest of the capital invested in the vessels 
and their cargoes, and, maybe, a fair compensation in addition 
for all and any injury accruing to our business interests from the 
depredations upon our shipping. The remuneration may reach 
a high figure in the present case; but it would be a simple act of 
justice, and might prevent an incomparably greater loss in the 
future." 

Here we have the damages assessed by an Englishman, who, 
while contemplating remuneration at a high figure, recognizes 
it as " a simple act of justice." 

Such is the candid and explicit testimony of Englishmen, 
pointing the way to the proper rule of damages. How to au
thenticate the extent of national loss with reasonable certainty 
is not without difficulty; but it cannot be doubted that such a 
loss occurred. It is folly to question it. The loss may be seen 
in various circumstances: as, in the rise of insurance on all 
American vessels; the fate of the carrying-trade, which was one 
of the great resources of our country; the diminution of our 
tonnage, with the corresponding increase of British tonnage, 
the falling off in our exports and imports, with due allowance 
for our abnormal currency and the diversion of war. These are 
some of the elements; and here again we have British testi
mony. 1\fr. W. E. Forster, in the speech already quoted, an
nounces that "the carrying trade of the United States was 
transferred to British merchants "; and 1\fr. Cobden, with his 
characteristic mastery of details, shows, that, according to an 
official document laid on the table of Parliament, American 
shipping had been transferred to English capitalists as follows: 
In r8s8, thirty-three vessels, 12,684 tons; 1859, forty-nine ves
sels, 21,308 tons; r86o, forty-one vessels, 13,638 tons; r86r, 
one hundred and twenty-six vessels, 71,673 tons; r862, one 
hundred and thirty-five vessels, 64,578 tons; and r863, three 
hundred and forty-eight vessels, 252,579 tons; and he adds, " I 
am told that this operation is now going on as fast as ever "; 
and this circumstance he declares to be " the most serious as
pect of the question of our relations with America." But this 
" most serious aspect " is left untouched by the pending treaty. 

Our own official documents are in harmony with these Eng
lish authorities. For instance, I have before me now the report 
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of the Secretary of the Treasury for 1868, with an appendix by 
Mr. Nimmo, on shipbuilding in our country. From this report 
it appears that in the New England States during the year 1855, 
the most prosperous year of American shipbuilding, 305 ships 
and barks and 173 schooners were built, with an aggregate ton~ 
nage of 326,429 tons, while during the last year only 58 ships 
and barks and 213 schooners were built, with an aggregate ton
nage of g8,697 tons. I add a further statement from the same 
report: 

"During the ten years from 1852 to 1862 the aggregate ton
nage of American vessels entered at seaports of the United 
States from foreign countries was 30,225.475 tons, and the ag
gregate tonnage of foreign vessels entered was J4,6gg,192 tons, 
while during the five years from r863 to r868 the aggregate 
tonnage of American vessels entered was g,299,877 tons, and 
the aggregate tonnage of foreign vessels entered was 14,116,427 
tons-showing that American tonnage in our foreign trade had 
fallen from two hundred and five to sixty-six per cent. of for~ 
eign tonnage in the same trade. Stated in other terms, during 
the decade from 1852 to 1862 sixty-seven per cent. of the total 
tonnage entered from foreign countries was in American ves
sels, and during the five years from 1863 to 1868 only thirty
nine per cent. of the aggregate tonnage entered from foreign 
countries was in American vessels-a relative falling off of 
nearly one-half." 

It is not easy to say how much of this change, which has be
come chronic, may be referred to British pirates; but it cannot 
be doubted that they contributed largely to produce it. They 
began the influences under which this change has continued. 

There is another document which bears directly upon the 
present question. I refer to the interesting report of Mr. Morse, 
our consul at London, made during the last year, and published 
by the Secretary of State. After a minute inquiry, the report 
shows that on the breaking out of the Rebellion in 186r the 
entire tonnage of the United States, coasting and registered, 
was 5,539,813 tons, of which 2,642,628 tons were registered and 
employed in foreign trade, and that at the close of the Rebellion 
in 1865, notwithstanding an increase in coasting tonnage, our 
registered tonnage had fallen to I ,602,528 tons, being a loss 
during the four years of more than a million tons, amounting 
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to about forty per cent. of our foreign commerce. During the 
same four years the total tonnage of the British Empire rose 
from s,895,369 tons to 7,322,6o4 tons, the increase being espe
cially in the foreign trade. The report proceeds to say that as 
to the cause of the decrease in America and the corresponding 
increase in the British Empire "there can be no room for ques
tion or doubt." Here is the precise testimony from one who 
at his official post in London watched this unprecedented 
drama, with the outstretched ocean as a theatre, and British 
pirates as the performers: 

" Conceding to the rebels the belligerent rights of the sea, 
when they had not a solitary war-ship afloat, in dock, or in the 
process of construction, and when they had no power to pro
tect or dispose of prizes, made their sea-rovers, when they ap
peared, the instruments of terror and destruction to our com
merce. From the appearance of the first corsair in pursuit of 
their ships, American merchants had to pay not only the ma
rine, but the war risk also, on their ships. After the burning 
of one or two ships with their neutral cargoes, the shipowner 
had to pay the war risk on the cargo his ship had on freight, as 
well as on the ship. Even then, for safety, the preference was, 
as a matter of course, always given to neutral vessels, and Amer
ican ships could rarely find employment on these hard terms as 
long as there were good neutral ships in the freight markets. 
Under such circumstances there was no course left for our 
merchant shipowners but to take such profitless business as 
was occasionally offered them, let their ships lie idle at their 
moorings or in dock with large expense and deterioration con
stantly going on, to sell them outright when they could do so 
without ruinous sacrifice, or put them under foreign flags for 
protection." 

Beyond the actual loss in the national tonnage, there was a 
further loss in the arrest of our natural increase in this branch 
of industry, which an intelligent statistician puts at five per cent. 
annually, making in 1866 a total loss on this account of 1,384,-
953 tons, which must be added to 1,229,035 tons actually lost. 
The same statistician, after estimating the value of a ton at forty 
dollars gold, and making allowance for old and new ships, puts 
the sum total of national loss on this account at $I IO,ooo,ooo. 
Of course this is only an item in our bill. 
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To these authorities I add that of the National Board of 
Trade, which, in a recent report on American shipping, after 
setting forth the diminution of our sailing tonnage, says that it 
is nearly all to be traced to the war on the ocean; and the result 
is summed up in the words, that, "while the tonnage of the 
nation was rapidly disappearing by the ravages of the rebel 
cruisers and by sales abroad, in addition to the usual loss by the 
perils of the sea, there was no construction of new vessels going 
forward to counteract the decline even in part." Such is the 
various testimony, all tending to one conclusion. 

This is what I have to say for the present on national losses 
through the destruction of commerce. These are large enough; 
but there is another chapter, where they are larger far: I refer, 
of course, to the national losses caused by the prolongation of 
the war, and traceable directly to England. Pardon me, if I 
confess the regret with which I touch this prodigious item ; for 
I know well the depth of feeling which it is calculated to stir. 
But I cannot hesitate It belongs to the case. No candid 
person, who studies this eventful period, can doubt that the 
Rebellion was originally encouraged by hope of support from 
England; that it was strengthened at once by the concession of 
belligerent rights on the ocean; that it was fed to the end by 
British supplies; that it was encouraged by every well-stored 
British ship that was able to defy our blockade; that it was 
quickened into frantic life with every report from the British 
pirates, flaming anew with every burning ship; nor can it be 
doubted that without British intervention the Rebellion would 
have soon succumbed under the well-directed efforts of the 
national government. Not weeks or months, but years, were 
added in this way to our war, so full of costly sacrifice. The 
subsidies which in other times England contributed to conti
nental wars were less effective than the aid and comfort which 
she contributed to the Rebellion. It cannot be said too often that 
the naval base of the Rebellion was not in America, but in Eng
land. The blockade-runners and the pirate ships were all Eng
lish. England was the fruitful parent, and these were the 
" hell-hounds," pictured by Milton in his description of Sin, 
which, "when they list would creep into her womb and kennel 
there." Mr. Cobden boldly said in the House of Commons 
that England made war from her shores on the United States, 
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with " an amount of damage to that country greater than would 
be produced by many ordinary wars." According to this tes
timony, the conduct of England was war; but it must not be for
gotten that this war was carried on at our sole cost. The United 
States paid for a war waged by England upon the national 
unity. 

There was one form that this war assumed which was inces
sant, most vexatious, and costly, besides being in itself a posi
tive alliance with the Rebellion. It was that of blockade-run
ners, openly equipped and supplied by England under the 
shelter of that baleful proclamation. Constantly leaving English 
ports, they stole across the ocean, and then broke the blockade. 
These active agents of the Rebellion could be counteracted only 
by a network of vessels stretching along the coast, at great cost 
to the country. Here is another distinct item, the amount of 
which may be determinfd at the Navy Department. 

The sacrifice of precious life is beyond human compensation; 
but there may be an approximate estimate of the national loss 
in treasure. Everybody can make the calculation. I content 
myself with calling attention to the elements which enter into 
it. Besides the blockade, there was the prolongation of the 
war. The Rebellion was suppressed at a cost of more than 
four thousand million dollars, a considerable portion of which 
has been already paid, leaving twenty-five hundred millions as 
a national debt to burden the people. If, through British inter
vention, the war was doubled in duration, or in any way ex
tended, as cannot be doubted, then is England justly responsi
ble for the additional expenditure to which our country was 
doomed; and whatever may be the final settlement of these 
great accounts, such must be the judgment in any chancery 
\Vhich consults the simple equity of the case. 

This plain statement, without one word of exaggeration or 
aggravation, is enough to exhibit the magnitude of the na
tional losses, whether from the destruction of our commerce, 
the prolongation of the war, or the expense of the blockade. 
They stand before us mountain high, with a base broad as the 
nation, and a mass stupendous as the Rebellion itself. It will 
be for a wise statesmanship to determine how this fearful ac
cumulation, like Ossa, upon Pelion, shall be removed out of 
sight, so that it shall no longer overshadow the two countries. 
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Perhaps I ought to anticipate an objection from the other 
side, to the effect that these national losses, whether from the 
destruction of our commerce, the prolongation of the war, or 
the expense of the blockade, are indirect and remote, so as not 
to be a just ground of claim. This is expressed at the common 
law by the rule that" damages must be for the natural and prox
imate consequence of an act." To this excuse the answer is 
explicit. The damages suffered by the United States are two
fold, individual and national, being in each direct and proxi
mate, although in the one case individuals suffered, and in the 
other case the nation. It is easy to see that there may be occa
sions, where, overtopping all individual damages, are damages 
suffered by the nation, so that reparation to individuals would 
be insufficient. Nor can the claim of the nation be questioned 
simply because it is large, or because the evidence with regard 
to it is different from that in the case of an individual. In each 
case the damage must be proved by the best possible evidence, 
and this is all that law or reason can require. In the case of 
the nation the evidence is historic; and this is enough. Im
partial history will record the national losses from British inter
vention, and it is only reason;:tble that the evidence of these 
losses should not be excluded from judgment. Because the 
case is without precedent, because no nation ever before re
ceived such injury from a friendly power, this can be no reason 
why the question should not be considered on the evidence. 

Even the rule of the common law furnishes no impediment; 
for our damages are the natural consequences of what was done. 
But the rule of the Roman law, which is the rule of interna
tional law, is broader than that of the common law. The meas
ure of damages, according to the Digest, is, " Whatever may 
have been lost or might have been gained "-Qua11tum mihi 
abest, quantwmque lucrari potui; and this same rule seems to pre
vail in the French law, borrowed from the Roman law. This 
rule opens the door to ample reparation for all damages, 
whether individual or national. 

There is another rule of the common law in harmony with 
strict justice, which is applicable in the case. I find it in the law 
relating to nuisances, which provides that there may be two dis
tinct proceedings-first, in behalf of individuals, and secondly, 
in behalf of the community. Obviously, reparation to individ-
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uals does not supersede reparati(!n to the community. The 
proceeding in the one case is by action at law, and in the other 
by indictment. The reason assigned by Blackstone for the 
latter is, " Because the damages being common to all the king's 
subjects no one can assign his particular proportion of it." But 
this is the very case with regard to damages sustained by the 
nation. 

A familiar authority furnishes an additional illustration, 
which is precisely in point: 

' 1 No person, natural or corporate, can have an action for a 
public nuisance, or punish it-but only the king, in his public 
capacity of supreme governor and paterfamilias of the king
dom. Yet this rule admits of one exception; where a private 
person suffers some extraordinary damage beyond the rest of 
the king's subjects." 

Applying this rule to the present case, the way is clear. Every 
British pirate was a public nuisance involving the British gov
ernment, which must respond in damages, not only to the indi
viduals who have suffered, but also to the national government, 
acting as paterfamilias for the common good of all the people. 

Thus by an analogy of the common law in the case of a public 
nuisance, also by the strict rule of the Roman law, which enters 
so largely into international law, and even by the rule of the 
common law relating to damages, all losses, whether individual 
or national, are the just subject of claim. It is not I who say 
this; it is the law. The colossal sum total may be seen, not 
only in the losses of individuals, but in those national losses 
caused by the destruction of our commerce, the prolongation of 
the war, and the expense of the blockade, all of which may be 
charged directly to England: 

i/lud ab UIIO 

Corpore, et ex una pe11debat origi11e bellwm." 

Three times is the liability fixed: first, by the concession ot 
ocean belligerency, opening to the rebels shipyards, foundries, 
and manufactories, and giving to them a flag on the ocean; 
secondly, by the organization of hostile expeditions, which, by 
admission in Parliament, were nothing less than piratical war 
on the United States with England as the naval base; and 
thirdly, by welcome, hospitality, and supplies extended to these 

VoL. II.-17 
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pirate ships in ports of the British Empire. Show either of 
these, and the liability of England is complete; show the three, 
and this power is bound by a triple cord. 

Mr. President, in concluding these remarks, I desire to say 
that I am no volunteer. For several years I have carefully 
avoided saying anything on this most irritating question, being 
anxious that negotiations should be left undisturbed to secure 
a settlement which could be accepted by a deeply injured nation. 
The submission of the pending treaty to the judgment of the 
Senate left me no alternative. It became my duty to consider 
it carefully in committee, and to review the whole subject. Ii 
I failed to find what we had a right to expect, and if the just 
claims of our country assumed unexpected proportions, it was 
not because I would bear hard on England, but because I wish 
most sincerely to remove all possibility of strife between our 
two countries; and it is evident that this can be done only by 
first ascertaining the nature and extent of difference. In this 
spirit I have spoken to-day. If the case against England is 
strong, and if our claims are unprecedented in magnitude, it is 
only because the conduct of this power at a trying period was 
most unfriendly, and the injurious consequences of this conduct 
were on a scale corresponding to the theatre of action. Life 
and property were both swallowed up, leaving behind a deep
seated sense of enormous wrong, as yet unatoned and even un
acknowledged, which is one of the chief factors in the problem 
now presented to the statesmen of both countries. The at
tempt to close this great international debate without a com
plete settlement is little short of puerile. 

With the lapse of time and with minuter consideration the 
case against England becomes more grave, not only from the 
questions of international responsibility which it involves, but 
from better comprehension of the damages, which are seen 
now in their true proportions. During the war, and for some 
time thereafter, it was impossible to state them. The mass of 
a mountain cannot be measured at its base; the observer must 
occupy a certain distance; and this rule of perspective is justly 
applicable to damages, which are vast beyond precedent. 

A few dates will show the progress of the controversy, and 
how the case enlarged. Going as far back as November 20, 

1SG2, we find our minister in London, Mr. Adams, calling for 
redress from the British government on account of the Ala-
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bama. This was the mild beginning. On October 23, 1863, 
in another communication, the same minister suggested to the 
British government any " fair and equitable form of conven
tional arbitrament or reference." This proposition slumbered 
in the British Foreign Office for nearly two years, during which 
the Alabama was pursuing her piratical career, when, on Au
gust 30, 1865, it was awakened by Lord Russell only to be 
knocked down in these words : 

" In your letter of October 23, 1863, you were pleased to say 
that the government of the United States is ready to agree to 
any form of arbitration. . . . Her Majesty's government 
must, therefore, decline either to make reparation and compen
sation for the captures made by the Alabama, or to refer the 
question to any foreign state." 

Such was our repulse from England, having at least the merit 
of frankness, if nothing else. On October 17, 1865, our min
ister informed Lord Russell that the United States had finally 
resolved to make no effort for arbitration. Again the whole 
question slumbered until August 27, 1866, when :Hr. Seward 
presented a list of individual claims on account of the pirate 
Alabama and other rebel cruisers. From that time negotiation 
has continued, with ups and downs, until at last the pending 
treaty was signed. Had the early overtures of our government 
been promptly accepted, or had there been at any time a just 
negotiation of the wrong done, I doubt not that this great ques
tion would have been settled; but the rejection of our very 
moderate propositions, and the protracted delay, which afford
ed an opportunity to review the case in its different bearings, 
have awakened the people to the magnitude of the interests 
involved. If our demands are larger now than at our first call, 
it is not the only time in history when such a rise has occurred. 
The story of the Sibyl is repeated; and England is the Roman 
king. 

Shall these claims be liquidated and cancelled promptly, or 
allowed to slumber until called into activity by some future 
exigency? There are many among us, who, taking counsel of 
a sense of national wrong, would leave them to rest without set
tlement, so as to furnish a precedent for retaliation in kind, 
should England find herself at war. There are many in Eng
land, who, taking counsel of a perverse political bigotry have 
spurned them absolutely; and there are others, who invoking 
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the point of honor, assert that England cannot entertain them 
without compromising her honor. Thus there is peril from 
both sides. It is not difficult to imagine one of our country
men saying with Shakespeare's Jew," The villany you teach me 
I will execute, and it shall go hard, but I will better the instruc
tion." Nor is it difficult to imagine an Englishman firm m his 
conceit that no apology can be made and nothing paid. I can
not sympathize with either side. Be the claims more or less, 
they are honestly presented, with the conviction that they are 
just; and they should be considered candidly, so that they shall 
no longer lower, like a cloud ready to burst upon two nations, 
which, according to their inclinations, can do each other such 
infinite injury or such infinite good. I know it is sometimes 
said that war between us must come sooner or later. I do not 
believe it. But if it must come, let it be later, and then I am 
sure it will never come. Meanwhile, good men must unite to 
make it impossible. 

Again I say, this debate is not of my seeking. It is not tempt
ing; for it compels criticism of a foreign power with which I 
would have more than peace, more even than concord. But it 
cannot be avoided. The truth must be told-not in anger, but 
in sadness. England has done to the United States an injury 
most difficult to measure. Considering when it was done and 
in what complicity, it is truly unacountable. At a great epoch 
of history, not less momentous than that of the French Revolu
tion or that of the Reformation, when civilization was fighting 
a last battle with slavery, England gave her name, her influence, 
her material resources to the wicked cause, and flung a sword 
into the scale with slavery. Here was a portentous mistake. 
Strange that the land of Wilberforce, after spending millions 
for emancipation, after proclaiming everywhere the truths of 
liberty and ascending to glorious primacy in the sublime move
ment for the universal abolition of slavery, could do this thing! 
Like every departure from the rule of justice and good neigh
borhood, her conduct was pernicious in proportion to the scale 
of operations, affecting individuals, corporations, communities, 
and the nation itself. And yet do·wn to this day there is no 
acknowledgment of this wrong-not a single word. Such a 
·generous expression would be the beginning of a just settle
:ment, and the best assurance of that harmony between two 
:great and kindred nations which all must desire. 
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To record the life of Alexander Stephens is to write the value of 
honesty and truthfulness. He became the ideal statesman of millions 
of his. coun.trymen not only because he was far-seei!lg and judicious, 
and d1spasswnate, but because the had the rarer quality of perfect sin
cerity. He was often wrong in his convictions, his judgment was often 
at fault, and, like many other statesmen in the feverish years that pre
ceded the Civil War, he was sometimes swayed unconsciously by preju
dice. But he would tolerate no political juggling, he spoke what he 
thought without fear; his hobby was sincerity. He considered public 
issues in the light of practical truth, stripped of the wrappings of sen
timent and passion. In this he resembled Lincoln. Such men are 
seldom bred in the troubled atmosphere of American politics. Lincoln, 
of the North, and Stephens, of the South, stand alone in the epoch of 
the Civil War. 

Alexander Stephens was born in Taliaferro County, Georgia, on 
February II, r8r2. He was raised on the soil of slavery, and saw it 
at its best and worst. He became a lawyer, and, in 1836, was elected 
to the State Legislature, after a hot campaign in which he antagonized 
the popular idea of nullification. In 1843 he was sent to Congress, 
where he represented Georgia until the outbreak of the Civil War. He 
was a believer in the doctrine of State rights. He considered slavery 
a righteous institution, and sought to perpetuate it, but he thought the 
policy of secession was an unwise one. It was his settled conviction that 
the Union was essential to prosperity. He had the courage to state his 
views on the eve of rebellion, and at secession conventions, where he 
constituted an undaunted but hopeless minority. When Georgia for
mally left the Union he went with his State, in accordance with his 
idea of State rights. His fearless advocacy of peace won him many 
followers among the cooler heads at the South, and he was elected 
Vice-President of the Confederacy. 

Stephen's attempts to negotiate an amicable settlement of the whole 
question during the early days of the war, his disagreements with the 
Confederate Cabinet, and his arrest and detention at Fort Warren in 
Boston Harbor after Lee's surrender, are matters of history .. In r874 
he was elected to Congress from Georgia. He served continuously in 
that body until his resignation in 1882. During this time he wrote 
"The War Between the States," which is recognized as the best con
stitutional defence of the South's attitude. He spent the closing years 
of his life at Liberty Hall, his plantation near Crawfordville, Georgia. 
Here he was surrounded by his former slaves, who refused to leave 
him when they found themselves free at the close of the war. His 
speech on " The Future of the South" is a good example of the many 
speeches he made in behalf of peace and harmony. He died at Atlanta 
on March 4, 1883. 



THE FUTURE OF THE SOUTH 
Delivered before the Legislature of Georgia, February 22, 1866 

GENTLEMEN OF THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES: I appear before you in an
swer to your call. This call coming in the imposing 

form it does, and under the circumstances it does, requires a 
response from me. You have assigned to me a very high, a 
very honorable and responsible position. This position you 
know I did not seek. Most willingly would I have avoided it; 
and nothing but an extraordinary sense of duty could have in
duced me to yield my own disinclinations and aversions to your 
wishes and judgment in the matter. For this unusual mani
festation of esteem and confidence, I return you my profoundest 
acknowledgements of gratitude. Of one thing only can I give 
you any assurance, and that is, if I shall be permitted to discharge 
the trusts thereby imposed, they' will be discharged with a single
ness of purpose to the public good. 

The great object with me now is to see a restoration if possi
ble, of peace, prosperity and constitutional liberty in this once 
happy, but now disturbed, agitated, and distracted country. 
To this end, all my energies and efforts, to the extent of their 
powers, will be devoted. 

You ask my views on the existing state of affairs; our 
duties at the present, and the prospects of the future? This is 
a task from which, under other circumstances I might very 
well shrink. He who ventures to speak, and to give counsel 
and advice in times of peril, or disaster, assumes no enviable 
position. Far be that rashness from me which sometimes 
prompts the forward to rush in where angels might fear to 
tread. In responding, therefore, briefly to your inquiries, I 
feel, I trust, the full weight and magnitude of the subject. It 
involves the welfare of millions now living, and that of many 
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more millions who are to come after us. I am also fully im
pressed with the consciousness of the inconceivably small effect 
of what I shall say upon the momentous results involved in the 
subject itself. 

It is with these feelings I offer my mite of counsel at your 
request. And in the out5et of the undertaking, limited as it 
is intended to be to a few general ideas only, well may I imi
tate an illustrious example of invoking aid from on high; 
"that I may say nothing on this occasion which may compro
mit the rights, the honor, the dignity, or best interests of my 
country." I mean specially the rights, honor, dignity and best 
interests of the people of Georgia. With their sufferings, their 
losses, their misfortunes, their bereavements, and their present 
utter prostration, my heart is in deepest sympathy. 

We have reached that point in our affairs at which the 
great question before us is-" To be or not to be? "-and if 
to be-How? Hope, ever springing in the human breast, 
prompts, even under the greatest calamities and adversities, 
never to despair. Adversity is a severe school, a terrible cruci
ble; both for individuals and communities. We are now in 
this school, this crucible, and should bear in mind that it is 
never negative in its action. It is always positive. It is ever 
decided in its effects, one way or the other. It either makes 
better or worse. It either brings out unknown vices, or arouses 
dormant virtues. In morals its tendency is to make saints or 
reprobates-in politics to make heroes or desperadoes. The 
first indication of its working for good, to which hope looks 
anxiously, is the manifestation of a full consciousness of its 
nature and extent ; and the most promising grounds of hope 
for possible good from our present troubles, or of things with 
us getting better instead of worse, is the evident general reali
zation, on the part of our people, of their present situation; 
of the evils now upon them, and of the greater ones still im
pending. These it is not my purpose to exaggerate if I could; 
that would be useless; nor to lessen or extenuate; that would 
be worse than useless. All fully understand and realize them. 
They feel them. It is well they do. 

Can these evils upon us-the absence of law; the want of 
protection and security of person and property, without which 
civilization cannot advance-be removed? or can those greater 
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ones which threaten our very political existence, be averted? 
These are the questions. 

It is true we have not the control of all the remedies, even 
if these questions could be satisfactorily answered. Our for
tunes and destiny are not entirely in our own hands. Yet there 
are some things that we may, and can, and ought, in my judg
ment, to do, from which no harm can come, and from which 
some good may follow, in bettering our present condition. 
States and communities as well as individuals, when they have 
done the best they can in view of surrounding circumstances, 
with all the lights they have before them-let results be what 
they may-can at least enjoy the consolation-no small rec
ompense that-of having performed their duty, and of having 
a conscience void of offence before God and man. This, if 
no more valuable result, will, I trust, attend the doing of what 
I propose. 

The first great duty, then, I would enjoin at this time, is 
the exercise of the simple, though difficult and trying, but 
nevertheless indispensable quality of patience. Patience re
quires of those afflicted to bear and to suffer with fortitude 
whatever ills may befall them. This is often, and especially is 
it the case with us now, essential for their ultimate removal by 
any instrumentalities whatever. We are in the condition of a 
man with a dislocated limb, or a broken leg, and a very bad 
compound fracture at that. How it became broken should not 
be v. ith him a question of so much importance, as how it can 
be restored to health, vigor and strength. This requires of 
him, as the highest duty to himself, to wait quietly and patiently 
in splints and bandages until nature resumes her active powers 
-until the vital functions perform their office. The knitting 
of the bones and the granulation of the flesh require time; 
perfect quiet and repose, even under the severest pain, is nec
essary. It will not do to make too great haste to get well; an 
attempt to walk too soon will only make the matter worse. We 
must or ought now, therefore, in a similar manner to discipline 
ourselves to the same or like degree of patience. I know the 
anxiety and restlessness of the popular mind to be fully on our 
feet again-to walk abroad as we once did-to enjoy once 
more the free outdoor air of heaven, with the perfect use of all 
our limbs. I know how trying it is to be denied representation 
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in Congress, while we are paying our proportion of the taxes 
-how annoying it is to be even partially under military rule
and how injurious it is to the general interest and business of 
the country to be without post-offices and mail communica
tions; to say nothing of divers other matters on the long list 
of our present inconveniences and privations. All these, how
ever, we must patiently bear and endure for a season. With 
quiet and repose we may get well-may get once more on our 
feet again. One thing is certain, that bad humor, ill-temper, 
exhibited either in restlessness or grumbling, will not hasten it. 

Next to this, another great duty we owe to ourselves is the 
exercise of a liberal spirit of forbearance amongst ourselves. 

The first step toward local or general harmony is the banish
ment from our breasts of every feeling and sentiment calculated 
to stir the discords of the past. Nothing could be more injurious 
or mischievous to the future of this country, than the agitation, 
at present, of questions that divided the people anterior to, 
or during the existence of the late war. On no occasion, and 
especially in the bestowment of office, ought such differences 
of opinion in the past ever to be mentioned, either for or against 
anyone, otherwise equally entitled to confidence. These ideas 
or sentiments of other times and circumstances are not the 
germs from which hopeful organizations can now arise. Let 
all differences of opinion, touching errors, or supposed errors, 
of the head or heart, on the part of any, in the past, growing out 
of these matters, be at once, in the deep ocean of oblivion for
ever buried. Let there be no criminations or recriminations on 
account of acts of other days. No canvassing of past conduct 
or motives. Great disasters are upon us and upon the whole 
country, and without inquiring how these originated, or at 
whose door the fault should be laid, let us now as common 
sharers of common misfortunes, on all occasions, consult only 
as to the best means, under the circumstances as we find them, 
to secure the best ends toward future amelioration. Good 
government is what we want. This should be the leading de· 
sire and the controlling object with all; an·d I need not assure 
you if this can be obtained, that our desolated fields, our towns 
and villages, and cities now in ruins, will soon-like the 
Phcenix-rise again from their ashes ; and all our waste places 
will again, at no distant day, blossom as the rose. 
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This view should also be born in mind, that whatever dif
ferences of opinion existed before the late fury of the war, they 
sprung mainly from differences as to the best means to be 
used, and the best line of policy to be pursued, to secure the 
great controlling object of all-which was good government. 
Whatever may be said of the loyalty or disloyalty of any, in 
the late most lamentable conflict of arms, I think I may venture 
safely to say, that there was, on the part of the great mass of 
the people of Georgia, and of the entire South, no disloyalty 
to the principles of the constitution of the United States. To 
that system of representative government; of delegated and 
limited powers; that establishment in a new phase, on this 
continent, of all the essentials of England's Magna Charta, for 
the protection and security of life, liberty and property; with 
the additional recognition of the principle as a fundamental 
truth, that all the political power resides in the people. With 
us it was simply a question as to where our allegiance was due 
in the maintenance of these principles-which authority was 
paramount in the last resort-State or federal. As for my
self I can affirm that no sentiment of disloyalty to these great 
principles of self-government, recognized and embodied in the 
constitution of the United States, ever beat or throbbed in 
breast or heart of mine. To their maintenance my whole soul 
was ever enlisted, and to this end my whole life has heretofore 
been devoted, and will continue to be the rest of my days-God 
willing. In devotion to these principles, I yield to no man 
living. This much I can say for myself; may I not say the 
same for you and for the great mass of the people of Georgia, 
and for the great mass of the people of the entire South? What
ever differences existed amongst us arose from differences as 
to the best and surest means of securing these great ends, which 
was the object of all. It was with this view and this purpose 
secession was tried. That has failed. Instead of bettering our 
condition, instead of establishing our liberties upon a surer 
foundation, we have, in the war that ensued, come wellnigh 
losing the whole of the rich inheritance with which we set out. 

This is one of the sad realizations of the present. In this, 
too, we are but illustrating the teachings of history. War 
and civil wars especially, always menace liberty; they seldom 
advance it; while they usually end in its entire overthrow and 
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destruction. Ours stopped just short of such a catastrophe. 
Our only alternative now is, either to give up all hope of con
stitutional liberty, or to retrace our steps, and to look for its 
vindication and maintenance in the forums of reason and jus
tice, instead of on the arena of arms-in the courts and halls 
of legislation, instead of on the fields of battle. 

I am frank and candid in telling you right here, that our 
surest hopes, in my judgment, of these ends, are in the restora
tion policy of the President of the United States. I have little 
hope for liberty-little hope for the success of the great Ameri
can experiment of self-government-but in the success of the 
present efforts for the restoration of the States to their former 
practical relations in a common government, under the con
stitution of the United States. 

We are not without an encouraging example on this line in the 
history of the mother-country-in the history of our ancestors
from whom we derived, in great measure, the principles to 
which we are so much devoted. The truest friends of liberty 
in England once, in 1642, abandoned the forum of reason, and 
appealed, as we did, to the sword, as the surest means, in their 
judgment, of advancing their cause. This was after they had 
made great progress, under the lead of Coke, Hampden, Falk
land and others, in the advancement of liberal principles. 
Many usurpations had been checked; many of the prerogatives 
of the crown had been curtailed; the petition of right had 
been sanctioned ; ship-money had been abandoned ; courts
martial had been done away with; habeas corpus had been 
re-established; high courts of commission and star-chamber 
had been abolished; many other great abuses of power had 
been corrected, and other reforms established. But not satis
fied with these, and not satisfied with the peaceful working of 
reason, to go on in its natural sphere, the denial of the sover
eignty of the crown was pressed by the two ardent reformers 
upon Charles I. All else he had yielded-this he would not. 
The sword was appealed to, to settle the question; a civil war 
was the result; great valor and courage were displayed on 
both sides; men of eminent virtue and patriotism fell in the 
sanguinary and fratricidal conflict; the king was deposed and 
executed; a commonwealth proclaimed. But the end was 
the reduction of the people of England to a worse state of op-
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pression than they had been in for centuries. They retraced 
their steps. After nearly twenty years of exhaustion and blood, 
and the loss of the greater portion of the liberties enjoyed by 
them before, they, by almost unanimous consent, called for res
toration. The restoration came. Charles II ascended the 
throne, as unlimited a monach as ever ruled the empire. Not 
a pledge was asked or a guarantee given, touching the conces
sions of the royal prerogative, that had been exacted and ob
tained from his father. 

The true friends of liberty, of reform and of progress in 
government, had become convinced that these were the off
spring of peace and of enlightened reason, and not of passion 
nor of arms. The House of Commons and the House of Lords 
were henceforth the theatres of their operations, and not the 
fields of Newbury or Marston Moor. The result was, that in 
less than thirty years, all their ancient rights and privileges, 
which had been lost in the civil war, with new securities, were 
re-established in the ever-memorable settlement of 1688; 
which, for all practical purposes, may be looked upon as a 
bloodless revolution. Since that time England has made still 
further and more signal strides in reform and progress. But 
not one of these has been effected by resort to arms. Catholic 
emancipation was carried in Parliament, after years of argu
ment, against the most persistent opposition. Reason and 
justice ultimately prevailed. So with the removal of the dis
ability of the Jews-so with the overthrow of the rotten bor
ough system-so with the extension of franchise-so with the 
modification of the corn-laws, and restrictions on commerce, 
opening the way to the establishment of the principles of free
trade-and so with all the other great reforms by Parliament, 
which have so distinguished English history for the last half 
century. 

May we not indulge hope, even in the alternative before us 
now, from this great example of restoration, if we but do as 
the friends of liberty there did? This is my hope, my only 
hope. It is founded on the virtue, intelligence and patriotism 
of the American people. I have not lost my faith in the people, 
or in their capacity for self-government. But for these great 
essential qualities of human nature, to be brought into active 
and efficient exercise, for the fulfilment of patriotic hopes, it is 
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essential that the passions of the day should subside; that the 
causes of these passions should not now be discussed; that the 
embers of the late strife shall not be stirred. 

Man by nature is ever prone to scan closely the errors and de
fects of his fellow-man-ever ready to rail at the mote in his 
brother's eye, without considering the beam that is in his own. 
This should not be. We all have our motes or beams. \Ve are 
all frail; perfection is the attribute of none. Prejudice or pre
judgment should be indulged toward none. Prejudice! What 
wrongs, what injuries, what mischiefs, what lamentable conse
quences, have resulted at all times from nothing but this perver
sity of the intellect! Of all the obstacles to the advancement 
of truth and human progress, in every department-in science, 
in art, in government, and in religion, in all ages and climes, 
not one on the list is more formidable, more difficult to over
come and subdue, than this horrible distortion of the moral 
as well as intellectual faculties. It is a host of evil within itself. 
I could enjoin no greater duty upon my countrymen now, 
North and South, than the exercise of that degree of forbear
ance which would enable them to conquer their prejudices. 
One of the highest exhibitions of the moral sublime the world 
ever witnessed was that of Daniel vVebster, when in an open 
barouche in the streets of Boston, he proclaimed in substance, 
to a vast assembly of his constituents-unwilling hearers
that " they had conquered an uncongenial clime; they had 
conquered a sterile soil; they had conquered the winds and 
currents of the ocean; they had conquered most of the ele
ments of nature; but they must yet learn to conquer their 
prejudices! " I know of no more fitting incident or scene in 
the life of that wonderful man, " Clarus et vir fortissimus," for 
perpetuating the memory of the true greatness of his character, 
on canvas or in marble, than a representation of him as he then 
and there stood and spoke! It was an exhibition of moral 
grandeur surpassing that of Aristides when he said, " 0 
Athenians, what Themistocles recommends would be greatly 
to your interest, but it would be unjust! " 

I say to you, and if my voice could extend throughout this vast 
country, over hill and dale, over mountain and valley, to hovel, 
hamlet and mansion, village, town and city, I would say, 
among the first, looking to restoration of peace, prosperity and 
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harmony in this land, is the great duty of exercising that de
gree of forbearance which will enable them to conquer their 
prejudices. Prejudices against communities as well as indi
viduals. 

And next to that the indulgence of a Christian spirit of 
charity. "Judge not that ye be not judged," especially in mat
ters growing out of the late war. Most of the wars that have 
scourged the world, even in the Christian era, have arisen on 
points of conscience, or differences as to the surest way of sal
vation. A strange way that to heaven, is it not? How much 
disgrace to the church, and shame to mankind, would have 
been avoided, if the ejaculation of each breast had been, at all 
times, as it should have been, 

" Let not this weak, unknowing hand, 
Presume Thy bolts to throw; 

And deal damnation round the land, 
On him I deem Thy foe." 

How equally proper is it now, when the spirit of peace seems 
to be hovering over our war-stricken land, that in canvassing 
the conduct or motives of others during the late conflict, this 
great truth should be impressed upon the minds of all, 

"\Vho made the heart? 'Tis He alone 
Decidedly can try us; 

He knows each chord, its various tone, 
Each spring, its various bias; 

Then at the balance, let's be mute, 
We never can adjust it; 

What's done, we partly may commute, 
But know not what's resisted." 

Of all the heaven-descended virtues, that elevate and en
noble human nature, the highest, the sublimest, and the divin
est is charity. By all means, then, fail not to exercise and cul
tivate this soul-regenerating element of fallen nature. Let it 
be cultivated and exercised not only amongst ourselves and 
toward ourselves, on all questions of motive or conduct touch
ing the late war, but toward all mankind. Even toward our 
enemies, if we have any, let the aspirations of our hearts be: 
"Father, forgive them; they know not what they do." The 
exercise of patience, forbearance and charity, therefore, are 
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the three first duties I would at this time enjoin-and of these 
three, "the greatest is charity." 

But to proceed. Another one of our present duties is this: 
We should accept the issues of the war, and abide by them in 
good faith. This, I feel fully persuaded, it is your purpose to 
do, as well as that of your constituents. The people of Georgia 
have in convention revoked and annulled her ordinance of 
1861, which was intended to sever her from the compact of 
union of 1787. The constitution of the United States has 
been reordained as the organic law of our land. Whatever 
differences of opinion heretofore existed as to where our alle
giance was due, during the late state of things, none for any 
practical purpose can exist now. Whether Georgia, by the 
action of her convention of 1861, was ever nghtfully out of the 
Union or not, there can be no question that she is now in, so 
far as depends upon her will and deed. The whole United 
States, therefore, is now without question our country, to be 
cherished and defended as such, by all our hearts and by all 
our arms. 

The constitution of the United States, and the treaties and 
laws made in pursuance thereof, are now acknowledged to be 
the paramount law in this whole country. \Vhoever, there
fore, is true to these principles as now recognized, is loyal as 
far as that term has any legitimate use or force under our in
stitutions. This is the only kind of loyalty and the only test 
of loyalty the constitution itself requires. In any other view, 
everything pertaining to restoration, so far as regards the great 
body of the people in at least eleven States of the Union, is 
but making a promise to the ear to be broken to the hope. 
All, therefore, who accept the issue of war in good faith, and 
come up to the test required by the constitution, are now loyal, 
however they may have heretofore been. 

But with this change comes a new order of things. One of 
the results of the war is a total change in our whole internal 
polity. Our former social fabric has been entirely subverted. 
Like those convulsions in nature which break up old fncrusta
tions, the war has wrought a new epoch in our political exist
ence. Old things have passed away, and all things among us 
in this respect are new. The relation, heretofore, under our 
old system, existing between the African and European races, 
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no longer exists. Slavery, as it was called, or the status of the 
black race, their subordination to the white, upon which all 
our institutions rested, is abolished forever, not only in Georgia, 
but throughout the limits of the United States. This change 
should be received and accepted as an irrevocable fact. It is 
a bootless question now to discuss, whether the new system is 
better for both races than the old one was or not. That may be 
proper matter for the philosophic and philanthropic historian, 
at some future time to inquire into, after the new system shall 
have been fully and fairly tried. 

All changes of systems or proposed reforms are but experi
ments and problems to be solved. Our system of self-govern
ment was an experiment at first. Perhaps as a problem it is not 
yet solved. Our present duty on this subject is not with the 
past or the future; it is with the present. The wisest and best 
often err, in their judgments, as to the probable workings of 
any new system. Let us therefore give this one a fair and just 
trial, without prejudice, and with that earnestness of purpose, 
which always looks hopefully to success. It is an ethnological 
problem, on the solution of which depends, not only the best 
interest of both races, but it may be the existence of one or 
the other, if not both. 

This duty of giving this new system a fair and just trial will 
require of you as legislators of the land, great changes in our 
former laws in ragard to this large class of population. Wise 
and humane provisions should be made for them. It is not for 
me to go into detail. Suffice it to say on this occasion, that 
ample and full protection should be secured to them, so that 
they may stand equal before the law, in the possession and en
joyment of all rights of person, liberty and property. Many 
considerations claim this at your hands. Among these may be 
stated their fidelity in time past. They cultivated your fields, 
ministered to your personal wants and comforts, nursed and 
reared your children; and even in the hour of danger and peril 
they were, in the main, true to you and yours. To them we owe 
a debt of gratitude, as well as acts of kindness. This should also 
be done because they are poor, untutored, uninformed; many of 
them helpless, liable to be imposed upon, and need it. Legisla
tion should ever look to the protection of the weak against the 
strong. Whatever may be said of the equality of races, or their 
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natural capacity to become equal, no one can doubt that at 
this time this race among us is not equal to the Caucasian. 
This inequality does not lessen the moral obligations on the 
part of the superior to the inferior; it rather increases them. 
From him who has much, more is required than from him who 
has little. The present generation of them, it is true, is far 
above their savage progenitors, who were at first introduced 
into this country, in general intelligence, virtue, and moral 
culture. This shows capacity for improvement. But in all the 
higher characteristics of mental development, they are still 
very far below the European type. What further advancement 
they may make, or to what standard they may attain, under a 
different system of laws every way suitable and wisely applica
ble to their changed condition, time alone can disclose. I speak 
of them as we now know them to be; having no longer the 
protection of a master or legal guardian, they now need all the 
protection which the shield of the law can give. 

But, above all, this protection should be secured, because it 
is right and just that it should be, upon general principles. All 
governments in their organic structure, as well as in their ad
ministration, should have this leading object in view; the good 
of the governed. Protection and security to all under its juris
diction should be the chief end of every government. It is a 
melancholy truth that while this should be the chief end of all 
governments, most of them are used only as instruments of 
power, for the aggrandizement of the few, at the expense of, 
and by the oppression of, the many. Such are not our ideas 
of government, never have been and never should be. Gov
ernments, according to our ideas, should look to the good of 
the whole, and not a part only. "The greatest good to the 
greatest number," is a favorite dogma with some. Some so 
defended our old system. But you know this was never my 
doctrine. The greatest good to all, without detriment or injury 
to any, is the true rule. Those governments only are founded 
upon correct principles, of reason and justice, which look to the 
greatest attainable advancement, improvement and progress, 
physically, intellectually and morally, of all classes and conditions 
within their rightful jurisdiction. If our old system was not 
the best, or could not have been made the best, for both races, 
in this respect and upon this basis, it ought to have been abo!-
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ished. This was my view of that system while it lasted, and I 
repeat it now while it is no more. In legislation, therefore, 
under the new system, you should look to the best interest of 
all classes; their protection, security, advancement and im
provement, physically, intellectually, and morally. All ob
stacles, if there be any, should be removed, which can possibly 
hinder or retard the improvement of the blacks to the extent 
of their capacity. All proper aid should be given to their own 
efforts. Channels of education should be opened to them. 
Schools, and the usual means of moral and intellectual train~ 
ing, should be encouraged among them. This is the dictate, 
not only of what is right and proper, and just in itself, but it is 
also the promptings of the highest considerations of interest. 
It is difficult to conceive a greater evil or curse, than could be
fall our country, stricken and distressed as it now it, than for so 
large a portion of its population, as this class will quite proba
bly constitute amongst us, hereafter, to be reared in ignorance, 
depravity and vice. In view of such a state of things well might 
the prudent even now look to its abandonment. Let us not 
however indulge in such thoughts of the future, nor let us, 
without an effort, say the system cannot be worked. Let us 
not, standing still, hesitatingly ask, " Can there any good 
thing come out of Nazareth?" but let us rather say as Gamaliel 
did, " If this counsel or this work be of men, it will come to 
naught, but if it be of God ye cannot overthrow it, lest haply 
ye be found even to fight against God." The most vexed 
questions of the age are social problems. These we have had 
heretofore little to do with; we were relieved from them by 
our peculiar institution. Emancipation of the blacks, with its 
consequences, was ever considered by me with much more 
interest as a social question, one relating to the proper status 
of the different elements of society, and their relations toward 
each other, looking to the best interest of all, than in any other 
light. The pecuniary aspect of it, the considerations of labor 
and capital in a politico-economic view, sink into insignificance 
in comparison with this. This problem as one of the results of 
the war, is now upon us, presenting one of the most perplex
ing questions of the sort that any people ever had to deal with. 
Let us resolve to do the best we can with it, from all the lights 
we have, or can get from any quarter. 'With this view, and in 
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this connection, I take the liberty of quoting for your consider
ation, some remarks even from the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher. 
I met with them some months ago while pondering on this 
subject, and was as much struck as surprised, with the drift 
of their philosophy, coming from the source they did. I give 
them as I find them in the New York "Times" where they 
were reported. You may be as much surprised at hearing 
such ideas from Mr. Beecher, as I was. But, however much we 
may differ from him on many questions, and on many ques
tions connected with this subject, yet all must admit him to 
rank amongst the master spirits of the age. And no one per
haps has contributed more by the power of his pen and voice 
in bringing about the present state of things than he has. Yet, 
nevertheless, I commend to your serious consideration, as 
pertinent to my present object, what he was reported to have 
said, as follows: 

" In our land and time facts and questions are pressed upon 
us which demand Christian settlement-settlement on this 
ground and doctrine. We cannot escape the responsibility. 
Being strong and powerful, we must nurse, and help, and edu
cate, and foster the weak, and poor, and ignorant. For my 
own part I cannot see how we shall escape the most terrible 
conflict of classes, by and by, unless we are educated into this 
doctrine of duty, on the part of the superior to the inferior. 
We are told by zealous and fanatical individuals that all men 
are equal. We know better. They are not equal. A common 
brotherhod teaches no such absurdity. A theory of universal, 
physical likeness, is no more absurd than this. Now, as in all 
times, the strong go to the top, the weak go to the bottom. 
It is natural, right and can't be helped. All branches are not 
at the top of the tree, but the top does not despise the lower; 
nor do they all despise the limb or the parent trunk; and so 
with the body politic, there must be classes. Some must be at 
the top and some must be at the bottom. It is difficult to fore
see and estimate the development of the power of classes in 
America. They are simply inevitable. They are here now, 
and will be more. If they are friendly, living at peace, loving 
and respecting and helping one another, all will be well. But 
if they are selfish, unchristian; if the old heathen feeling is to 
reign, each extracting all he can from his neighbor, and caring 
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nothing for him; society will be lined by classes as by seams 
-like batteries, each firing broadside after broadside, the one 
upon the other. If on the other hand, the law of love prevails, 
there will be no ill-will, no envy, no disturbance. Does a child 
hate his father because he is chief, because he is strong and 
wise? On the contrary he grows with his father's growth, and 
strengthens with his strength. And if in society there should 
be fifty grades or classes, all helping each other, there will be 
no trouble, but perfect satisfaction and content. This Chris
tian doctrine carried into practice will easily settle the most 
troublesome of all home present questions." 

What he here said of the state of things where he spoke in 
the State of New York, and the fearful antagonism of classes 
there, is much more applicable to us. Here, it is true, only two 
great classes exist, or are likely to exist, but these are deeply 
marked by distinctions bearing the impress of nature. The 
one is now beyond all question greatly superior to the other. 
These classes are as distinct as races of men can be. The one 
is of the highest type of humanity, the other of the lowest. All 
that he says of the duty of the superior, to protect, to aid, to 
encourage, and to help the inferior, I fully and cordially en
dorse and commend to you as quite as applicable to us and our 
situation, as it was to his auditors. Whether the doctrine, if 
carried out and practised, will settle all these most trouble
some questions with those whom he was addressing, I will not 
undertake to say. I have no hesitancy, however, in saying 
that the general principles announced by him are good. Let 
them be adopted by us as far as practicable. No harm can 
come from it, much good may. Whether the great barrier of 
races which the Creator has placed between this, our inferior 
class and ourselves, shall prevent a success of the experiment 
now on trial, of a peaceful, happy, and prosperous community, 
composed of such elements and sustaining present relations 
toward each other, or even a further elevation on the part of 
the inferior, if they prove themselves fit for it, let the future, 
under the dispensations of providence, decide. We have to 
deal with the present. Let us do our duty now, leaving results 
and ultimate consequences to that 

" Divinity which shapes our ends, 
Rough hew them how we will." 
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In all things on this subject, as in all others, let our guide be 
the admirable motto of our State. Let our counsels be gov
erned by wisdom, our measures by moderation, and our princi
ples by justice. 

So much for what I have to say on this occasion, touching 
our present duties on this absorbing subject, and some of our 
duties in reference to a restoration of peace, law and order; 
without which all must, sooner or later, end in utter confusion, 
anarchy and despotism. I have, as I said I should, only glance 
at some general ideas. · 

Now as to the future, and the prospect before us! On this 
branch of the subject I can add but little. You can form some 
idea of my views of that from what has already been said. 
Would that I could say something cheerful; but that candor, 
which has marked all that I have said, compels me to say that 
to me the future is far from being bright. Nay, it is dark and 
impenetrable; thick gloom curtains and closes in the horizon 
all around us. Thus much I can say; my only hope is in the 
peaceful re-establishment of good government, and its peace
ful maintenance afterward. And, further, the most hopeful 
prospect to this end is the restoration of the old Union, and 
with it the speedy return of fraternal feeling throughout its 
length and breadth. These results depend upon the people 
themselves-upon the people of the North quite as much as the 
people of the South-upon their virtue, intelligence, and pa
triotism. I repeat, I have faith in the American people, in their 
virtue, intelligence and patriotism. But for this I should long 
since have despaired. Dark and gloomy as the present hour is, 
I do not yet despair of free institutions. Let but the virtue, 
intelligence, and patriotism of the people throughout the whole 
country be properly appealed to, aroused and brought into 
action, and all may yet be well. The masses everywhere are 
alike equally interested in the great object. Let old issues, old 
questions, old differences, old feuds, be regarded as fossils of 
another epoch. They belong to what may hereafter be con
sidered the Silurian period of our history. Great, new, living 
questions are before us. Let it not be said of us in this day, 
not yet passed, of our country's greatest trial and agony, that, 
" there was a party for C::esar, a party for Pompey, and a party 
for Brutus, but no party for Rome." 
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But let all patriots, by whatever distinctive name heretofore 
styled, rally, in all elections everywhere, to the support of him, 
be he who he may, who bears the standard with " Constitu
tional Union" emblazoned on its folds. President Johnson is 
now, in my judgment, the chief great standard-bearer of these 
principles, and in his efforts at restoration should receive the 
cordial support of every well-wisher of his country. 

In this consists, on this rests, my only hope. Should he be 
sustained, and the government be restored to its former func
tions, all the States brought back to their practical relations 
under the constitution, our situation will be greatly changed 
from what it was before. A radical and fundamental change, 
as has been stated, has been made in that organic law. vVe 
shall have lost what was known as our " peculiar institution " 
which was so intertwined with the whole framework of our 
State body politic. We shall have lost nearly half the accumu
lated capital of a century. But we shall have still left all the 
essentials of free government, contained and embodied in the 
old institutions, untouched and unimpaired as they came from 
the hands of our fathers. \Yith these, even if we had to begin 
entirely anew, the prospect before us would be much more en
couraging than the prospect was before them, when they fled 
from the oppressions of the old world, and sought shelter and 
homes in this then wilderness land. The liberties we begin 
with, they had to achieve. With the same energies and virtues 
they displayed, we have much more to cheer us than they had. 
With a climate unrivalled in salubrity; with a soil unsur
passed in fertility; and with products unequalled in value in 
the markets of the world, to say nothing of our mineral re
sources, we shall have much still to wed us to the good old 
land. With good government, the matrix from which alone 
spring all great human achievements, we shall lack nothing 
but our own proper exertions, not only to recover our former 
prosperity, but to attain a much higher degree of development 
in everything that characterizes a great, free and happy people. 
At least I know of no other land that the sun shines upon that 
offers better prospects under the contingencies stated. 

The old Union was based upon the assumption that it was 
for the best interest of the people of all the States to be united 
as they were, each State faithfully performing to the people of 
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the other States all their obligations under the common com
pact. I always thought this assumption was founded upon 
broad, correct, and statesman-like principles. I think so yet. 
It was only when it seemed to be impossible to further main
tain it, without hazarding greater evils than would perhaps at
tend a separation, that I yielded my assent in obedience to the 
voice of Georgia, to try the experiment which has just resulted 
so disastrously to us. Indeed, during the whole lamentable 
conflict, it was my opinion that however the impending strife 
may terminate, so far as the appeal to the sword was concerned, 
yet after a while, when the passions and excitements of the day 
should pass away, an adjustment or arrangement would be 
made upon continental principles, upon the general basis of 
"reciprocal advantage and mutual convenience," on which the 
Union was first established. My earnest desire, however, 
throughout, was whatever might be done, might be peaceably 
done; might be the result of calm, dispassionate and enlight
ened reason; looking to the permanent interests and welfare 
of all. And now, after the severe chastisement of war, if the 
general sense of the whole country shall come back to the ac
knowledgment of the original assumption, that it is for the 
best interests of all the States to be so united, as I trust it will, 
the States still being " separate as the billows, but one as the 
sea"; I can perceive no reason why, under such restoration, 
we as a whole, with " peace, commerce and honest friendship 
with all nations and entangling alliances with none,'' may not 
enter upon a new career, exciting increased wonder in the old 
world, by grander achievements hereafter to be made, than 
any heretofore attained, by the peaceful and harmonious work
ings of our American institutions of self-government. All this 
is possible if the hearts of the people be right. It is my earnest 
wish to see it. Fondly would I indulge my fancy in gazing on 
such a picture of the future. With what rapture may we not 
suppose the spirits of our fathers would hail its opening scenes 
from their mansions above. Such are my hopes, resting on such 
contingencies. But if, instead of all this, the passions of the 
day shall continue to bear sway; if prejudice shall rule the 
hour; if a conflict of races shall arise; if ambition shall turn 
the scale; if the sword shall be thrown in the balance against 
patriotism; if the embers of the late war shall be kept a-glow· 
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ing until with new fuel they shall flame up again, then our 
present gloom is but the shadow, the penumbra of that deeper 
and darker eclipse, which is to totally obscure this hemisphere 
and blight forever the anxious anticipations and expectations 
of ma!lkind! Then, hereafter, by some bard it may be sung, 

" The star of hope shone brightest in the west, 
The hope of liberty, the last, the best; 
That, too, has set upon her darkened shore, 
And hope and freedom light up earth no more." 

May we not all, on this occasion, on this anniversary of the 
birthday of Washington, join in a fervent prayer to heaven that 
the Great Ruler of events may avert from this land such a fall, 
such a fate, and such a requiem! 
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Stephen A. Douglas was a New Englander, born at Brandol:"l, Vt., 
April 23, x813, and received such education there as an academy could 
give him. His profession was the law; and he studied it in several 
States, roaming from one to another in an unsettled manner, as if 
seeking in vain the ideal spot for his proposed career. He was al
ways restless, physically and mentally; and in spite of the vigor and 
trenchancy of his utterances, it was for a long while in doubt whether 
at heart his sympathies, in the discussions which preceded the Civil 
War, were for the South or for the North. He did, indeed, uniformly 
deprecate secession, affirming that the constitution gave the general 
government absolute powers for its own preservation; nevertheless it 
was a surprise to many when, at the final outbreak of hostilities, he 
took the Northern side. 

He was a member of the Illinois legislature at the age of twenty
three, and from that time was constantly in politics. He first sat as 
member of Congress in 1843, and in the Senate in 1847, and retained 
his seat until his death, June 3, 1861. In t86o he was the nominee of 
the Democratic party for President. He advocated the doctrine of 
" squatter" sovereignty in the Territories in relation to the slavery 
question. He was always a tireless and energetic speaker, and in his 
addresses showed many of the arts of the demagogue, as wei! as more 
worthy qualities. His sense of humor, often coarse, but generally ef
fective, made him a favorite with the crowds in open air meetings and 
the like informal gatherings; and he excelled in debate, as his contest 
with Lincoln sufficiently proves. 

There is great ability in many of his speeches; but it is not ability of 
the kind that inspires confidence in the speaker. The speeches in the 
Lincoln-Douglas campaign are characteristic of Douglas, and show his 
merits and defects. He had no character outside of his speeches to fall 
back on or refer to; and therefore, he was fain to indulge in dodgings, 
quick turns, jokes, abuse of the plaintiff's attorney, and the like tricks, 
which amuse but do not convince. His audiences, going home after the 
speech to think it over, arrived at the conclusion that Douglas was a 
good feilow, but not a man to pin one's political faith to. The speech 
here given was delivered in a joint debate with Lincoln at Freeport, Ill., 
in the campaign of 1858. 
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Delivered in joint debate, at Freeport, Illinois, June r;, 1858 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: I am glad that at last I 
have brought Mr. Lincoln to the conclusion that he had 
better define his position on certain political questions 

to which I called his attention at Ottawa. He there showed no 
disposition, no inclination, to answer them. I did not present 
idle questions for him to answer merely for my gratification. 
I laid the foundation for those interrogatories by showing that 
they constituted the platform of the party whose nominee he is 
for the Senate. I did not presume that I had the right to cate
chise him as I saw proper, unless I showed that his party, or a 
majority of it, stood upon the platform and were in favor of the 
propositions upon which my questions were based. I desired 
simply to know, inasmuch as he had been nominated as the 
first, last, and only choice of his party, whether he concurred 
in the platform which that party had adopted for its govern
ment. In a few moments I will proceed to review the answers 
which he has given to these interrogatories; but in order to re
lieve his anxiety, I will first respond to these which he has pre
sented to me. Mark you, he has not presented interrogatories 
which have ever received the sanction of the party with which 
I am acting, and hence he has no other foundation for them than 
his own curiosity. 

First, he desires to know if the people of Kansas shall form 
a constitution by means entirely proper and unobjectionable, 
and ask admission into the Union as a State, before they have 
the requisite population for a member of Congress, whether I 
will vote for that admission. Well, now, I regret exceedingly 
that he did not answer that interrogatory himself before he put 
it to me, in order that we might understand, and not be left to 
infer on which side he is. Mr. Trumbull, during the last session 
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of Congress, voted from the beginning to the end against the 
admission of Oregon, although a free State, because she had 
not the requisite population for a member of Congress. Mr. 
Trumbull would not consent, under any circumstances, to let 
a State, free or slave, come into the Union until it had the req
uisite population. As Mr. Trumbull is in the field fighting 
for Mr. Lincoln, I would like to have Mr. Lincoln answer his 
own question, and tell me whether he is fighting Trumbull on 
that issue or not. But I will answer his question. In reference 
to Kansas, it is my opinion that as she has population enough 
to constitute a slave State, she has people enough for a free 
State. I will not make Kansas an exceptional case to the other 
States of the Union. I hold it to be a sound rule of universal 
application to require a territory to contain the requisite popu
lation for a member of Congress before it is admitted as a State 
into the Union. I made that proposition in the Senate in 1856, 
and I renewed it during the last session in a bill providing that 
no territory of the United States should form a constitution 
and apply for admission, until it had the requisite population. 
On another occasion, I proposed, that neither Kansas nor any 
other territory should be admitted until it had the requisite 
population. Congress did not adopt any of my propositions 
containing this general rule, but did make an exception of Kan
sas. I will stand by that exception. Either Kansas must come 
in as a free State, with whatever population she may have, or 
the rule must be applied to all the other territories alike. I 
therefore answer at once, that it having been decided that Kan
sas has people enough for a slave State, I hold that she has 
enough for a free State. I hope Mr. Lincoln is satisfied with 
my answer; and now I would like to get his answer to my own 
interrogatory-whether or not he will vote to admit Kansas 
before she has the requisite population. I want to know 
whether he will vote to admit Oregon before that territory has 
the requisite population. Mr. Trumbull will not, and the same 
reason that commits Mr. Trumbull against the admission of 
Oregon commits him against Kansas, even if she should apply 
for admission as a free State. If there is any sincerity, any 
truth, in the argument of Mr. Trumbull in the Senate against 
the admission of Oregon, because she has not 93,420 people, 
although her population was larger than that of Kansas, he 
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stands pledged against the admission of both Oregon and Kan
sas, until they have 93,420 inhabitants. I would like Mr. Lin
coln to answer this question. I would like him to take his own 
medicine. If he differs with Mr. Trumbull, let him answer his 
argument against the admission of Oregon, instead of poking 
questions at me. 

The next question propounded to me by Mr. Lincoln is: Can 
the people of the territory in any lawful way, against the wishes 
of any citizen of the United States, exclude slavery from their 
limits prior to the formation of a State constitution? I answer 
emphatically, as Mr. Lincoln has heard me answer a hundred 
times from every stump in Illinois, that in my opinion the peo
ple of a territory can, by lawful means, exclude slavery from 
their limits prior to the formation of a State constitution. Mr. 
Lincoln knew that I h<>.d answered that question over and over 
again. He heard me argue the Nebraska Bill on that principle 
all over the State in 1854, in 1855, and in 1856, and he has no 
excuse for pretending to be in doubt as to my position on that 
question. It matters not what way the Supreme Court may 
hereafter decide as to the abstract question whether slavery may 
or may not go into a territory under the constitution; the peo
ple have the lawful means to introduce it or exclude it as they 
please, for the reason that slavery cannot exist a day or an hour 
anywhere, unless it is supported by local police regulations. 
Those police regulations can only be established by the local 
legislature; and if the people are opposed to slavery, they will 
elect representatives to that body who will, by unfriendly legis
lation, effectually prevent the introduction of it into their midst. 
If, on the contrary, they are for it, their legislation will favor its 
extension. Hence, no matter what the decision of the Supreme 
Court may be on that abstract question, still the right of the 
people to make a slave territory or a free territory is perfect 
and complete under the Nebraska Bill. I hope Mr. Lincoln 
deems my answer satisfactory on that point. 

In this connection, I will notice the charge which he has in
troduced in relation to Mr. Chase's amendment. I thought 
that I had chased that amendment out of Mr. Lincoln's brain at 
Ottawa, but it seems that still haunts his imagination, and he 
is not yet satisfied. I had supposed that he would be ashamed 
to press that question further. He is a lawyer, and has been a 
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member of Congress, and has occupied his time and amused 
you by telling you about parlian"lentary proceeding. He ought 
to have known better than to try to palm off his miserable impo
sitions upon this intelligent audience. The Nebraska Bill pro
vided that the legislative power and authority of the said 
territory should extend to all rightful subjects of legislation, 
consistent with the organic act and the constitution of the 
United States. It did not make any exception as to slavery, 
but gave all the power that it was possible for Congress to give 
without violating the constitution to the territorial legislature, 
with no exception or limitation on the subject of slavery at all. 
The language of that bill which I have quoted gave the full 
power and the full authority over the subject of slavery, affirma
tively and negatively, to introduce it or exclude it, so far as the 
constitution of the United States would permit. What more 
could Mr. Chase give by his amendment? Nothing. He of
fered his amendment for the identical purpose for which Mr. 
Lincoln is using it, to enable demagogues in the country to try 
and deceive the people. 

His amendment was to this effect. It provided that the legis
lature should have the power to exclude slavery; and General 
Cass suggested: " Why not give the power to introduce as 
well as exclude? " The answer was: " They have the power 
already in the bill to do both." Chase was afraid that his 
amendment would be adopted if he put the alternative proposi
tion, and so make it fair both ways, but would not yield. He 
offered it for the purpose of having it rejected. He offered it, 
as he has himself avowed over and over again, simply to make 
capital out of it for the stump. He expected that it would be 
capital for small politicians in the country, and that they would 
make an effort to deceive the people with it; and he was not 
mistaken, for Lincoln is carrying out the plan admirably. Lin
coln knows that the Nebraska Bill, without Chase's amend
ment, gave all the power which the constitution would permit. 
Could Congress confer any more? Could Congress go beyond 
the constitution of the country? We gave all a full grant with 
no exception in regard to slavery one way or the other. We 
left that question, as we left all others, to be decided by the peo
ple for themselves, just as they pleased. I will not occupy my 
time on this question. I have argued it before all over Illinois. 
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I have argued it in this beautiful city of Freeport; I have argued 
it in the North, the South, the East, and the West, avowing the 
same sentiments and the same principles. I have not been 
afraid to avow my sentiments up here for fear I would be trotted 
down into Egypt. 

The third question which Mr. Lincoln presented is: " If the 
Supreme Court of the United States shall decide that a State of 
this Union cannot exclude slavery from its own limits, will I 
submit to it? " I am amazed that Lincoln should ask such a 
question. " A schoolboy knows better." Yes, a schoolboy 
does knew better. Mr. Lincoln's object is to cast an imputa
tion upon the Supreme Court. He knows that there never 
was but one man in America, claiming any degree of intelli
gence or decency, who ever for a moment pretended such a 
thing. It is true that the Washington "Union," in an article 
published on the seventeenth of last December, did put forth 
that doctrine, and I denounced the article on the floor of the 
Senate in a speech which Mr. Lincoln now pretends was against 
the President. The Union had claimed that slavery had a right 
to go into the free States, and that any provisions in the consti
tution or laws of the free States to the contrary was null and 
void. I denounced it in the Senate, as I said before, and I was 
the first man who did. Lincoln's friends, Trumbull and Sew
ard and Hale and Wilson, and the whole black Republican side 
of the Senate, were silent. They left it to me to denounce it. 
And what was the reply made to me on that occasion? Mr. 
Toombs, of Georgia, got up and undertook to lecture me on 
the ground that I ought not to have deemed the article worthy 
of notice and ought not to have replied to it; that there was not 
one man, woman, or child south of the Potomac, in any slave 
State, who did not repudiate any such pretension. Mr. Lincoln 
knows that that reply was made on the spot, and yet now he 
asks this question. He might as well ask me: " Suppose Mr. 
Lincoln should steal a horse, would you sanction it? " and it 
would be as genteel in me to ask him, in the event he stole a 
horse, what ought to be done with him. He casts an imputa
tion upon the Supreme Court of the United States by supposing 
that they would violate the constitution of the United States. 
I tell him that such a thing is not possible. It would be an act 
of moral treason that no man on the bench could ever descend 
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to. Mr. Lincoln himself would never in his partisan feelings 
so far forget what was right as to be guilty of such an act. 

The fourth question of Mr. Lincoln is: " Are you in favor 
of acquiring additional territory, in disregard as to how such 
acquisition may affect the Union on the slavery question?" 
This question is very ingeniously and cunningly put. 

The Black Republican creed lays it down expressly, that 
under no circumstances shall we acquire any more territory 
unless slavery is first prohibited in the country. I ask Mr. Lin
coln whether he is in favor of that proposition. Are you [ad
dressing Mr. Lincoln] opposed to the acquisition of any more 
territory, under any circumstances, unless slavery is prohibited 
in it? That he does not like to answer. When I ask him 
whether he stands up to that article in the platform of his party 
he turns, Yankee fashion, and, without answering it, asks me 
whether I am in favor of acquiring territory without regard to 
how it may affect the Union on the slavery question. I answer 
that whenever it becomes necessary, in our growth and prog
ress, to acquire more territory, that I am in favor of it, without 
reference to the question of slavery; and when we have acquired 
it, I will leave the people free to do as they please, either to make 
it slave or free territory, as they prefer. It is idle to tell me or 
you that we have territory enough. Our fathers supposed that 
we had enough \vhen our territory extended to the Mississippi 
River, but a few years' growth and expansion satisfied them 
that we needed more, and the Louisiana Territory, from the 
west branch of the l\Iississippi to the British possessions, was 
acquired. Then we acquired Oregon, then California and New 
l\fexico. \Ve have enough now for the present, but this is a 
young and a grmving nation. It swarms as often as a hive of 
bees ; and as ne\v swarms are turned out each year, there must 
be hives in which they can gather and make their honey. In 
less than fifteen years, if the same progress that has distin
guished this country for the last fifteen years continue, every 
foot of vacant land between this and the Pacific Ocean owned 
by the United States will be occupied. Will you not continue 
to increase at the end of fifteen years as well as now? I tell you, 
increase and multiply and expand is the law of this nation's ex
istence. You cannot limit this great republic by mere boun-
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dary lines, saying: " thus far shalt thou go, and no further." 
Any one of you gentlemen might as well say to a son twelve 
years old that he is big enough, and must not grow any larger, 
and in order to prevent his growth, put a hoop around him to 
keep him to his present size. What would be the result? 
Either the hoop must burst and be rent asunder, or the child 
must die. So it would be with this great nation. With our 
natural increase, growing with a rapidity unknown in any other 
part of the globe, with the tide of emigration that is fleeing from 
despotism in the Old \Vorld to seek refuge in our own, there is a 
constant torrent pouring into this country that requires more 
land, more territory upon which to settle ; and just as fast as 
our interests and our destiny require additional territory in the 
North, in the South, or on the islands of the ocean, I am for it, 
and when \Ve acquire it, will leave the people, according to the 
Nebraska Bill, free to do as they please on the subject of slavery 
and every other question. 

I trust now that 1\fr. Lincoln will deem himself answered on 
his four points. He racked his brain so much in devising these 
four questions that he exhausted himself, and had not strength 
enough to invent the others. As soon as he is able to hold a 
council with his advisers, Lovejoy, Farnsworth, and Fred 
Douglas, he will frame and propound others. ["Good, good!"] 
You Black Republicans who say good, I have no doubt think 
that they are all good men. I have no reason to recollect that 
some people in this country think that Fred Douglas is a very 
good man. The last time I came here to make a speech, while 
talking from the stand to you, people of Freeport, as I am doing 
to-clay, I saw a carriage, and a magnificent one it '\Vas, drive up 
and take a position on the outside of the crowd; a beautiful 
young lady was sitting on the box-seat, whilst Fred Douglas 
and her mother reclined inside, and the owner of the carriage 
acted as driver. I saw this in your own town. [" \Vhat of 
it?"] All I have to say of it is this, that if you, 131ack Republi
cans, think that the negro ought to be on a social equality with 
your wives and daughters, and ride in a carrbge with your 
wife, whilst you drive the team, you have a perfect right to do 
so. I am told that one of Fred Douglas's kinsmen, another rich 
black negro, is now travelling in this part of the State, making 
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speeches for his friend Lincoln as the champion of black men. 
[" What have you to say against it?"] All I have to say on 
that subject is, that those of you who believe that the negro is 
your equal and ought to be on an equality with you socially, 
politically, and legally, have a right to entertain these opinions, 
and, of course, will vote for Mr. Lincoln. 
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In the seventy-four years that measured the span of Henry Ward 
Beecher's life he witnessed the mightiest drama that has ever been 
played upon the stage of American history. When he was born, in 
r813, slav(;ry had not become a political issue, even in the minds of the 
most visionary; the sun rose and set on millions of American slaves; 
two contras· · 1g civilizations existed side by side-the proud, self-con
tained aristocracy of the South, and the intensely free, democratic 
communities of the North. The whole Union had settled down ap
parently contented with those conditions. When he died, in r887, rich 
in years and honors, the question of human bondage on this continent 
had been forever silenced by the tears and blood of fratricidal strife, and 
out of the ashes of defeat the Phrenix of a New South was rising, new 
in strength and purpose, new in hopes and ideals. Though many men, 
contemporaries of Beecher, lived to see the happenings of those por
tentous years, few played, from first to last, a part so influential and 
conspicuous. He was an uncompromising hater of slavery; he was 
interested in politics, in religion, in literature, in art. He was at the 
same time a clergyman, a lecturer, an author, and was always busy. 

Beecher was born at Litchfield, Connecticut, where his father was a 
Protestant clergyman, in 1813. He received his education at Amherst 
College and Lane Theological Seminary, where his father had held 
an appointment as professor of theology. His first charge was a small 
church at Lawrenceburg, Indiana, where his congregation barely num
bered twenty. His next call was to Indianapolis, where his eloquence 
and the fervor he put in his work made him a favorite. At that time 
he became identified with the Abolition movement, which was just be
ginning to show its strength. After eight years of entirely successful 
ministry in Indianapolis, Beecher received a call from the newly or
ganized Plymouth Church, in Brooklyn, and entered on his duties in 
October, 1847. It would not be feasible, in this short sketch, to give an 
outline of the work he accomplished during his forty years' incumbency 
of that pulpit. Sufilce it to say, that he made his church one of the 
most influential in the country, and made for himself a reputation as 
a preacher second to none. 

During the war he went to England, and addressed the hostile mobs 
of Liverpool and Manchester on the subject of slavery, and the differ
ences between the North and the South. His resolute bearing, his 
strong, manly face and eloquent tongue often converted whole audiences, 
in the course of a single eyening. to a belief in the principles for which 
the North was struggling. At the close of the war he delivered the 
famous address over the ruins of Fort Sumter. As the starry emblem 
of the Union unfolded itself, he read in its fluttering folds the verdict 
of the American people that slavery should exist no more. He con
tinued to preach at Plymouth Church for twenty-two years after the 
war. He died, in r887, as he had lived, "in harness." To no man can 
the epitaph" Here lies the man who labored," be more fittingly inscribed. 
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Deli1.:ered April 14, r865, by request of President Lincoln 

ON this solemn and joyful day we again lift to the breeze 
our fathers' flag, now again the banner of the United 
States, with the fervent prayer that God will crown it 

with honor, protect it from treason, and send it down to our chil
dren, with all the blessings of civilization, liberty and religion. 
Terrible in battle, may it be beneficent in peace. Happily no 
bird or beast of prey has been inscribed upon it. The stars that 
redeem the night from darkness, and the beams of red light that 
beautify the morning, have been united upon its folds. As long 
as the sun endures, or the stars, may it wave over a nation 
neither enslaved nor enslaving! Once, and but once, has trea
son dishonored it. In that insane hour when the guiltiest and 
bloodiest rebellion of all time hurled their fires upon this fort, 
you, sir [turning to General Anderson], and a small, heroic band, 
stood within these now crumbled walls, and did gallant and just 
battle for the honor and defence of the nation's banner. In that 
cope of fire, that glorious flag still peacefully waved to the breeze 
above your head, unconscious of harm as the stars and skies 
above it. Once it was shot down. A gallant hand, in whose 
care this day it has been, plucked it from the ground, and reared 
it again-" cast down but not destroyed." After a vain re
sistance, with trembling hand and sad heart, you withdrew it 
from its height, closed its wings, and bore it far away, sternly to 
sleep amid the tumults of rebellion, and the thunder of battle. 
The first act of war had begun. The long night of four years 
had set in. \Vhi!e the giddy traitors whirled in a maze of ex
hilaration, dim horrors were already advancing, that were ere 
long to fill the land with blood. To-day you are returned again. 
We devoutly join with you in thanksgiving to Almighty God 
that he has spared your honored life, and vouchsafed to you the 
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glory of this day. The heavens over you are the same, the same 
shores are here, morning comes, and evening, as they did. All 
else, how changed! What grim batteries crowd the burdened 
shores! What scenes have filled this air, and disturbed these 
waters! These shattered heaps of shapeless stone are all that is 
left of Fort Sumter. Desolation broods in yonder city-solemn 
retribution hath avenged our dishonored banner! You have 
come back with honor, who departed hence four years ago, 
leaving the air sultry with fanaticism. The surging crow(ls that 
rolled up their frenzied shouts as the flag came down, are dead, 
or scattered, or silent, and their habitations are desolate. Ruin 
sits in the cradle of treason. Rebellion has perished. But there 
flies the same flag that was insulted. With starry eyes it looks 
over this bay for the banner that supplanted it, and sees it not. 
You that then, for the day, were humbled, are here again, to tri
umph once and forever. In the storm of that assault this glori
ous ensign was often struck; but, memorable fact, not one of its 
stars was torn out by shot or shell. It was a prophecy. It said: 
" Not a State shall be struck from this nation by treason! " The 
fulfilment is at hand. Lifted to the air to-day, it proclaims that 
after four years of war, "Not a State is blotted out." Hail to 
the flag of our fathers, and our flag! Glory to the banner that 
has gone through four years black with tempests of war, to pilot 
the nation back to peace without dismembermPnt! And glory 
be to God, who, above all hosts and banners, hath ordained vic
tory, and shall ordain peace. 'Wherefore have we come hither, 
pilgrims from distant places? Are we come to exult that 
Northern hands are stronger than Southern? No; but tore
joice that the hands of those who defend a just and beneficent 
government are mightier than the hands that assaulted it. Do 
we exult over fallen cities? We exult that a nation has not 
fallen. We sorrow with the sorrowful. We sympathize with 
the desolate. We look upon this shattered fort and yonder 
dilapidated city with sad eyes, grieved that men should have 
committed such treason, and glad the God hath set such a mark 
upon treason that all ages shall dread and abhor it. \Ve exult, 
not for a passion gratified, but for a sentiment victorious; not 
for temper, but for conscience; not, as we devoutly believe, that 
our will is done, but that God's will hath been done. We should 
be unworthy of that liberty intrusted to our care, if, on such a 
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day as this, we sullied our hearts by feelings of aimless ven
geance, and equally unworthy if we did not devoutly thank him 
who hath said: "Vengeance is mine, I will repay, saith the 
Lord," that he hath set a mark upon arrogant rebellion, inefface
able while time lasts. 

Since this flag went down on that dark day, who shall tell the 
mighty woes that have made this land a spectacle to angels and 
men? The soil has drunk blood and is glutted. Millions mourn 
for myriads slain, or, envying the dead, pray for oblivion. 
Towns and villages have been razed. Fruitful fields have been 
turned back to wilderness. It came to pass, as the prophet said: 
" The sun was turned to darkness and the moon to blood." The 
course of law was ended. The sword sat chief magistrate in half 
the nation; industry was paralyzed; morals corrupted; the 
public weal was invaded by rapine and anarchy; whole States 
ravaged by avenging armies. The world was amazed. The 
earth reeled. When the flag sunk here, it was as if political 
night had come, and all beasts of prey had come forth to devour. 
That long night is ended. And for this returning day we have 
come from afar to rejoice and give thanks. No more war. l\o 
more accursed secession. No more slavery, that spawned them 
both. Let' no man misread the meaning of this unfolding flag! 
It says: "Government has returned hither." It proclaims, in 
the name of vindicated government, peace and protection to 
loyalty, humiliation and pains to traitors. This is the flag of 
sovereignty. The nation, not the States, is sovereign. Re
stored to authority, this flag commands, not supplicates. There 
may be pardon, but no concession. There may be amnesty and 
oblivion, but no honeyed compromise. The nation to-day has 
peace for the peaceful, and war for the turbulent. The only con
dition to submission is to submit! There is the constitution, 
there are the laws, there is the government. They rise up like 
mountains of strength that shall not be moved. They are the 
conditions of peace. One nation, under one government, with
out slavery, has been ordained, and shall stand. There can be 
peace on no other basis. On this basis reconstruction is easy, 
and needs neither architect nor engineer. \Vithout this basis no 
engineer nor architect shall ever reconstruct these rebellious 
States. \Ve do not want your cities or your fields. \Ve do not 
envy you your prolific soil, nor heavens full of perpetual sum-
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mer. Let agriculture revel here; let manufactures make every 
stream twice musical; build fleets in every port, inspire the arts 
of peace with genius second only to that of Athens, and we shall 
be glad in your gladness, and rich in your wealth. All that we 
ask is unswerving loyalty and universal liberty. And that, in 
the name of this high sovereignty of the United States of Amer
ica, we demand; and that, with the blessing of Almighty God, 
we will have! We raise our father's banner that it may bring 
back better blessings than those of old; that it may cast out the 
devil of discord; that it may restore lawful government, and a 
prosperity purer and more enduring than that which it pro
tected before; that it may win parted friends from their aliena
tion; that it may inspire hope and inaugurate universal liberty; 
that it may say to the sword, " Return to thy sheath "; and to 
the plough and sickle, " Go forth"; that it may heal all jeal
ousies, unite all policies, inspire a new national life, compact our 
strength, purify our principles, ennoble our national ambitions, 
and make this people great and strong, not for aggression and 
quarrelsomeness, but for the peace of the world, giving to us the 
glorious prerogative of leading all nations to juster laws, to more 
humane policies, to sincerer friendship, to rational, instituted 
civil liberty, and to universal Christian brotherhood. Rever
ently, piously, in hopeful patriotism, we spread this banner on 
the sky, as of old the bow was painted on the cloud, and, with 
solemn fervor, beseech God to look upon it, and make it a memo
rial of an everlasting covenant and decree that never again on 
this fair land shall a deluge of blood prevail. Why need any eye 
turn from this spectacle? Are there not associations which, 
overleaping the recent past, carry us back to times when, over 
North and South, this flag was honored alike by all? In all our 
colonial days we were one; in the long revolutionary struggle, 
and in the scores of prosperous years succeeding, we were 
united. When the passage of the Stamp Act in 1765 aroused 
the colonies. it was Gadsden, of South Carolina, that cried, with 
prescient enthusiasm, " We stand on the broad common ground 
of those natural rights that we all feel and know as men. There 
ought to be no New England man, no New Yorker, known on 
this continent, but all of us," said he, "Americans." That was 
the 'voice of South Carolina. That shall be the voice of South 
Carolina. Faint is the echo; but it is coming. We now hear 
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it sighing sadly through the pines; but it shall yet break in 
thunder upon the shore. No North, no West, no South, but the 
United Stares of America. There is scarcely a man born in the 
South who has lifted his hand against this banner but had a 
father who \Yould have died for it. Is memory dead? Is there 
no historic pride? Has a fatal fury struck blindness or hate into 
eyes that ust>d to look kindly to\vards each other, that read the 
same Bible, that hung over the historic pages of our national 
glory, that studied the same constitution? Let this uplifting 
bring back all of the past that was good, but leave in darkness 
all that was bad. It was never before so wholly unspotted; so 
clear of all \vrong; so purely and simply the sign of justice and 
liberty. Did I say that we brought back the same banner that 
you bore away, noble and heroic sir? It is not the same. It is 
more and better than it was. The land is free from slavery since 
that banner fell. 

\Yhen God would prepare Moses for emancipation, he mer
threw his first steps and drove him for forty years to brood in the 
wilderness. When our flag came down, four years it lay brood
ing in darkness. It cried to the Lord, "\Vherefore am I de
posed?" Then arose before it a vision of its sin. It had 
strengthened the strong, and forgotten the weak. It proclaimed 
liberty, but trod upon slaves. In that seclusion it dedicated 
itself to liberty. Behold, to-day, it fulfils its vows! When it 
went down four million people had no flag. To-day it rises, and 
four million people cry out," Behold our flag." Hark! They 
murmur. It is the Gospel that they recite in sacred words: "It 
is a Gospel to the poor, it heals our broken hearts, it preaches 
deliverance to captives, it gives sight to the blind, it sets at 
liberty them that are bruised. Rise up, then, glorious Gospel 
banner, and roll out these messages of God. Tell the air that 
not a spot now sullies thy \Yhiteness. Thy red is not the blush 
of shame, but the flush of joy. Tell the dews that wash thee 
that thou art as pure as they. Say to the night that thy stars 
lead towards the morning; and to the morning, that a brighter 
day arises with healing in its wings. And then, 0 glowing flag, 
bid the sun pour light on all thy folds with double brightness 
while thou art bearing round and round the world the solemn 
joy-a race set free! a nation redeemed! The mighty hand of 
government, made strong in war by the favor of the God of Bat· 
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ties, spreads wide to-day the banner of liberty that went down in 
darkness, that arose to light; and there it streams, like the sun 
above it, neither parcelled out nor monopolized, but flooding the 
air with light for all mankind. Y e scattered and broken, ye 
wounded and dying, bitten by the fiery serpents of oppression, 
everywhere, in all the world, look upon this sign, lifted up, and 
live! And ye homeless and houseless slaves, look, and ye are 
free! At length you, too, have part and lot in this glorious en
sign that broods with impartial love over small and great, the 
poor and the strong, the bond and the free. In this solemn 
hour, let us pray for the quick coming of reconciliation and hap
piness under this common flag. But we must build again, from 
the foundations, in all these now free Southern States. No cheap 
exhortations " to forgetfulness of the past, to restore all things 
as they were," will do. God does not stretch out his hand, as he 
has for four dreadful years, that men may easily forget the might 
of his terrible acts. Restore things as they were! What, the 
alienations and jealousies, the discords and contentions, and the 
causes of them. No. In that solemn sacrifice on which a na
tion has offered for its sins so many precious victims, loved and 
lamented, let our sins and mistakes be consumed utterly and 
forever. No, never again shall things be restored as before the 
war. It is written in God's decree of events fulfilled," Old things 
are passed away." That new earth, in which dwelleth righteous
ness, draws near. Things as they were! \Vho has an omnipo
tent hand to restore a million dead, slain in battle or wasted by 
sickness, or dying of grief, broken-hearted? Who has o~ni
science to search for the scattered ones? \Vho shall restore the 
lost to broken families? Who shall bring back the squandered 
treasure, the years of industry wasted, and convince you that 
four years of guilty rebellion and cruel war are no more than 
dirt upon the hand, which a moment's washing removes and 
leaves the hand clean as before? Such a war reaches dO\m to 
the very vitals of society. Emerging from such a prolonged re
bellion, he is blind who tells you that the State, by a mere am
nesty and benevolence of government, can be put again, by a 
mere decree, in its old place. It would not be honest, it would 
not be kind or fraternal, for me to pretend that Southern revolu
tion against the Union has not reacted, and wrought revolution 
in the Southern States themselves, and inaugurated a new dis-
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pensation. Society here is like a broken loom, and the piece 
which rebellion put in, and was weaving, has been cut, and every 
thread broken. You must put in new warp and new woof, and 
weaving auew, as the fabric slowly unwinds we shall see in it no 
Gorgon figures, no hideous grotesques of the old barbarism, but 
the figures of liberty, vines, and golden grains, framing in the 
heads of justice, love and liberty. The august convention of 
1787 formed the constitution with this memorable preamble: 
"\Ve, the people of the United States, in order to form a more 
perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, pro
vide for the common defence, promote the general welfare, and 
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do 
ordain this constitution for the United States of America." 
Again, in the awful convention of war, the people of the United 
States, for the very ends just recited, have debated, settled, and 
ordained certain fundamental truths, which must henceforth be 
accepted and obeyed. Nor is any State nor any individual wise 
who shall disregard them. They are to civil affairs what the 
natural laws are to health-indispensable conditions of peace 
and happiness. What are the ordinances given by the people, 
speaking out of fire and darkness of war, with authority in
spired by that same God who gave the law from Sinai amid 
thunders and trumpet voices? 1. That these United States 
shall be one and indivisible. 2. That States have not absolute 
sovereignty, and have no right to dismember the republic. 
3· That universal liberty is indispensable to republican govern
ment, and that slavery shall be utterly and forever abolished. 

Such are the results of war! These are the best fruits of the 
war. They are worth all they have cost. They are foundations 
of peace. They will secure benefits to all nations as well as to 
ours. Our highest wisdom and duty is to accept the facts as the 
decrees of God. We are exhorted to forget all that has hap· 
pened. Yes, the wrath, the conflict, the cruelty, but not those 
overruling decrees of God which this war has pronounced. As 
solemnly as on Mount Sinai, God says, "Remember! remem
ber!" Hear it to-day. Under this sun, under that bright child 
of the sun, our banner, with the eyes of this nation and of the 
world upon us, we repeat the syllables of God's providence and 
recite the solemn decrees: No more disunion! No more se
cession! No more slavery! Why did this civil war begin? 
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We do not wonder that European statesmen failed to compre
hend this conflict, and that foreign philanthropists were shocked 
at a murderous war that seemed to have no moral origin, but, 
like the brutal fights of beasts of prey, to have sprung from fero
cious animalism. This great nation, filling all profitable lati
tudes, cradled between two oceans with inexhaustible resources, 
with richness increasing in an unparalleled ratio, by agriculture, 
by manufactures, by commerce, with schools and churches, with 
books and newspapers thick as leaves in our own forests, with 
institutions sprung from the people, and peculiarly adapted to 
their genius; a nation not sluggish, but active, used to excite
ment, practicable in political wisdom, and accustomed to self
government, and all its vast outlying parts held together by the 
federal government, mild in temper, gentle in administration, 
and beneficent in results, seemed to have been formed for peace. 
All at once, in this hemisphere of happiness and hope, there 
came trooping clouds \Vith fiery bolts, full of death and desola
tion. At a cannon shot upon this fort, all the nation, as if it had 
been a trained army lying on its arms, awaiting a signal, rose up 
and began a war which, for awfulness, rises into the front rank 
of bad eminence. The front of the battle, going with the sun, 
was twelve hundred miles long; and the depth, measured along a 
meridian, was a thousand rr.iles. In this vast area more than two 
million men, first and last, for four years, have, in skirmish, fight 
and battle, met in more than a thousand conflicts; \vhile a coast 
and river line, not less than four thousand miles in length, has 
s·warmed with fleets freighted with artillery. The very industry 
of the country seemed to have been touched by some infernal 
wand, and, with sudden wheel, changed its front from peace to 
war. The anvils of the land beat like drums. As out of the 
ooze emerge monsters, so from our mines and foundries up rose 
new and strange machines of war, ironclad. And so, in a nation 
of peaceful habits, without external provocation, there arose such 
a storm of war as blackened the whole horizon and hemisphere. 
What wonder that foreign observers stood amazed at this fanati
cal fury, that seemed without divine guidance, but inspired 
wholly with infernal frenzy. This explosion was sudden, but 
the train had long been laid. Vve must consider the condition 
of Southern society, if we would understand the mystery of this 
iniquity. Society in the South resolves itself into three di-
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visions, more sharply distinguished than in any other part of the 
nation. At the base is the laboring class, made up of slaves. 
Next, is the middle class, made up of traders, small farmers, and 
poor men. The lower edge of this class touches the slave, and 
the upper edge reaches up to the third and ruling class. This 
class was a small minority in numbers, but in practical ability 
they had centred in their hands the whole government of the 
South .. and had mainly governed the country. Upon this pol
ished, cultured, exceedingly capable, and wholly unprincipled 
class, rests the whole burden of this war. Forced up by the 
bottom heat of slavery, the ruling class in all the disloyal States 
arrogated to themselves a superiority not compatible with re
publican equality, nor with just morals. They claimed a right 
of pre-eminence. An evil prophet arose who trained these wild 
and luxuriant shoots of ambition to the shapely form of a politi
cal philosophy. By its reagents they precipitated drudgery to 
the bottom of society, and left at the top what they thought to 
be a clarified fluid. In their political economy, labor was to be 
owned by capital; in their theory of government, the few were 
to rule the many. They boldly avowed, not the fact alone, that, 
under all forms of government, the few rule the many, but their 
right and duty to do so. Set free from the necessity of labor, 
they conceived a contempt for those who felt its wholesome 
regimen. Believing themselves foreordained to supremacy, 
they regarded the popular vote, when it failed to register their 
wishs, as an intrusion and a nuisance. They were born in a gar
den, and popular liberty, like freshets overswelling their banks, 
but covered their daily walks and flowers with slime and mud
of Democratic votes. When, with shrewd observation, they 
saw the grmvth of the popular element in the Northern States, 
they instinctively took in the inevitable events. It must be con
trolled or cut off from a nation governed by gentlemen! Con
trolled, less and less, could it be in every decade; and they pre
pared secretly, earnestly, and with wide conference and mutual 
connivance, to separate the South from the North. We are to 
distinguish between the pretences and means, and the real causes 
of this war. To inflame and unite the great middle class of the 
South, \Yho had no interest in separation and no business with 
war, they alleged grievances that never existed, and employed 
arguments, which they, better than all other men, knew to be 
sFdous and false. 
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Slavery itself was cared for only as an instrument of power or 
of excitement. They had unalterably fixed their eye upon em
pire, and all was good which would secure that, and bad which 
hindered it. Thus, the ruling class of the South-an aristocracy 
as intense, proud, and inflexible as ever existed-not limited 
either by customs or institutions, not recognized and adjusted in 
the regular order of society, playing a reciprocal part in its ma
chinery, but secret, disowning its own existence, baptized with 
ostentatious names of democracy, obsequious to the people for 
the sake of governing them; this nameless, lurking aristocracy, 
that ran in the blood of society like a rash not yet come to the 
skin; this political tapeworm, that produced nothing, but lay 
coiled in the body, feeding on its nutriment, and holding the 
whole structure to be but a servant set up to nourish it-this 
aristocracy of the plantation, with firm and deliberate resolve, 
brought on the war, that they might cut the land in two, and, 
clearing themselves from an incorribibly free society, set up a 
sterner, statelier empire, where slaves worked that gentlemen 
might live at ease. Nor can there be any doubt that though, at 
first, they meant to erect the form of republican government, this 
was but a device, a step necessary to the securing of that power 
by which they should be able to change the whole economy of 
society. That they never dreamed of such a war, we may well 
believe. That they would have accepted it, though twice as 
bloody, if only thus they could rule, none can doubt that knows 
the temper of these worst men of modern society. But they 
miscalculated. They understood the people of the South; but 
they were totally incapable of understanding the character of the 
great working classes of the loyal States. That industry, which 
is the foundation of independence, and so of equity, they stigma
tized as stupid drudgery, or as mean avarice. That general in
telligence and independence of thought which schools for the 
common people and newspapers breed, they reviled as the incite
ment of unsettled zeal, running easily into fanaticism. They 
more thoroughly misunderstood the profound sentiment of loy
alty, the deep love of country, which pervaded the common peo
ple. If those who knew them best had never suspected the 
depth and power of that love of country which threw it into an 
agony of grief when the flag was here humbled, how should they 
conceive of it who were wholly disjoined from them in sym-
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pathy? The whole land rose up, you remember, when the flag 
came down, as if inspired unconsciously by the breath of the 
Almighty, and the power of omnipotence. It was as when one 
pierces the bands of the :Mississippi for a rivulet, and the whole 
raging stream plunges through with headlong course. There 
they calculated, and miscalculated! And more than all, they 
miscalculated the bravery of men who have been trained under 
law, who are civilized and hate personal brawls, who are so pro
tected by society as to have dismissed all thought of self-defence, 
the \Yhole force of whose life is turned to peaceful pursuits. 
These arrogant conspirators against government, with Chinese 
vanity, believed that they could blow away these self-respecting 
citizens as chaff from the battlefield. Few of them are left alive 
to ponder their mistake! Here, then, are the roots of this civil 
war. It was not a quarrel of wild beasts, it was an inflection of 
the strife of ages, between power and right, between ambition 
and equity. An armed band of pestilent conspirators sought 
the nation's life. Her children rose up and fought at every door 
and room and hall, to thrust out the murderers and save the 
house and the household It was not legitimately a war between 
the common people of the North and South. The war was set 
on by the ruling class, the aristocratic conspirators of the South. 
They suborned the common people with lies, with sophistries, 
with cruel deceits and slanders, to fight for secret objects which 
they abhorred, and against interests as dear to them as their 
own lives. I charge the whole guilt of this war upon the ambi
tious, educated, plotting, political leaders of the South. They 
have shed this ocean of blood. They have desolated the South. 
They have poured poverty through all her towns and cities. 
They have bewildered the imaginations of the people with phan
tasms, and led them to believe that they were fighting for their 
homes and liberty, whose homes were unthreatened, and whose 
liberty was in no jeopardy. These arrogant instigators of civil 
war have renewed the plagues of Egypt, not that the oppressed 
might go free, but that the free might be oppressed. A day will 
come when God will reveal judgment, and arraign at his bar 
these mighty miscreants, and then, every orphan that their 
bloody game has made, and every widow that sits sorrowing, 
and e\'ery maimed and wounded sufferer, and every bereaved 
heart in all the wide regions of this land, will rise and come be-

Vat. II.-20 
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fore the Lord to lay upon these chief culprits of modern history 
their awful witness. And from a thousand battlefields shall 
rise up armies of airy witnesses, who, with the memory of their 
awful sufferings, shall confront the miscreants with shrieks of 
fierce accusation; and every pale and starved prisoner shall raise 
his skinny hand in judgment. Blood shall call out for ven~ 
geance, and tears shall plead for justice, and grief shall silently 
beckon, and love, heart~smitten, shall wail for justice. Good 
men and angels will cry out, " How long, 0 Lord, how long, 
wilt thou not avenge? " And, then, these guiltiest and most 
remorseless traitors, these high and cultured men-with might 
and wisdom, used for the destruction of their country-the most 
accursed and detested of all criminals, that have drenched a con~ 
tinent in needless blood, and moved the foundations of their 
times with hideous crimes and cruelty, caught up in black 
clouds, full of voices and vengeance and lurid with punishment, 
shall be whirled aloft and plunged downwards forever and for~ 
ever in an endless retribution; while God shall say," Thus shall 
it be to all who betray their country"; and all in heaven and 
upon earth will say" Amen!" 

But for the people misled, for the multitudes drafted and 
driven into this civil war, let not a trace of animosity remain. 
The moment their willing hand drops the musket, and they re
turn to their allegiance, then stretch out your own honest right 
hand to greet them. Recall to them the old days of kindness. 
Our hearts wait for their redemption. All the resources of a 
renovated nation shall be applied to rebuild their prosperity, 
and smooth down the furrows of war. Has this long and weary 
period of strife been an unmingled evil? Has nothing been 
gained? Yes, much. This nation has attained to its manhood. 
Among Indian customs is one which admits young men to the 
rank of warriors only after severe trials of hunger, fatigue, pain, 
endurance. They reach their station, not through years, but 
ordeals. Our nation has suffered, but now is strong. The sen
timent of loyalty and patriotism, next in importance to religion, 
has been rooted and grounded. We have something to be 
proud of, and pride helps love. Never so much as now did we 
love our country. But four such years of education in ideas, 
in the knowledge of political truth, in the love of history, in the 
geography of our own country, almost every inch of which we 
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have probed with the bayonet, have never passed before. There 
is half a hundred years' advance in four. We believed in our 
institutions and principles before; but now we know their power. 
It is one thing to look upon artillery, and be sure that it is load· 
ed; it is another thing to prove its power in battle! We believe 
in the hidden power stored in our institutions; we had never be· 
fore seen this nation thundering like Mount Sinai at all those that 
worshipped the calf at the base of the mountain, A people edu
cated and moral are competent to all the exigencies of national 
life. A vote can govern better than a crown. We have proved 
it. A people intelligent and religious are strong in all economic 
elements. They are fitted for peace and competent to war. 
They are not easily inflamed, and, when justly incensed, not 
easily extinguished They are patient in adversity, endure 
cheerfully needful burdens, tax themselves to meet real wants 
more royally than any prince would dare to tax his people. 
They pour forth without stint relief for the sufferings of war, and 
raise charity out of the realm of a dole into a munificent duty of 
beneficence. The habit of industry among free men prepares 
them to meet the exhaustion of war with increase of productive
ness commensurate with the need that exists. Their habits of 
skill enable them at once to supply such armies as only freedom 
can muster, with arms and munitions such as only free in· 
dustry can create. Free society is terrible in war, 'and after· 
wards repairs the mischief of war with celerity almost as great as 
that with which the ocean heals the seams gashed in it by the 
keels of ploughing ships. Free society is fruitful of military 
genius. It comes when called; when no longer needed, it falls 
back as waves do to the level of the common sea, that no wave 
may be greater than the undivided water. With proof of strength 
so great, yet in its infancy, we stand up among the nations of the 
world, asking no privileges, asserting no rights, but quietly as· 
suming our place, and determined to be second to none in the 
race of civilization and religion. Of all nations we are the most 
dangerous and the least to be feared. We need not expound the 
perils that wait upon enemies that assault us. They are suffi
ciently understood! But we are not a dangerous people because 
we are warlike. All the arrogant attitudes of this nation, so of
fensive to foreign governments, were inspired by slavery, and 
under the administration of its minions. Our tastes, our habits, 
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our interests, and our principles, incline us to the arts of peace. 
This nation was founded by the common people for the common 
people. We are seeking to embody in public economy more 
liberty, with higher justice and virtue, than have been organized 
before. By the necessity of our doctrines, we are put in sym
pathy with the masses of men in all nations. It is not our 
business to subdue nations, but to augment the powers of the 
common people. The vulgar ambition of mere domination, as 
it belongs to universal human nature, may tempt us; but it is 
withstood by the whole force of our principles, our habits, our 
precedents, and our legends. We acknowledge the obligation 
which our better political principles lay upon us, to set an exam
ple more temperate, humane, and just, than monarchical govern
ments can. We will not suffer wrong, and still less will we inflict 
it upon other nations. Nor are we concerned that so many, 
ignorant of our conflict, for the pnsent, misconceive the reasons 
of our invincible military zeal. " \Vhy contend," say they, " for 
a little territory that you do not need? " Because it is ours! 
Because it is the interest of every citizen to save it from becoming 
a fortress and refuge of iniquity. This nation is our house, and 
our father's house; and accursed be the man who will not de
fend it to the uttermost. More territory than we need! Eng
land that is not large enough to be our pocket, may think that it 
is more than we need, because it is more than it needs; but we 
are better judges of what we need than others are. 

Shall a philanthropist say to a banker, who defends himself 
against a robber, " Why do you need so much money? " But 
we will not reason with such questions. When any foreign na
tion willingly will divide its territory and give it cheerfully away, 
we will answer the question why we are fighting for territory! 
At present-for I pass to the considerations of benefits that ac
crue to the South in distinction from the rest of the nation-the 
South reaps only suffering; but good seed lies buried under the 
furrows of war, that peace will bring to harvest. 1. Deadly doc
trines have been purged away in blood. The subtle poison of 
secession was a perpetual threat of revolution. The sword has 
ended that danger. That which reason has affirmed as a philos
ophy, that people have settled as a fact. Theory pronounces, 
"There can be no permanent government where each integral 
particle has liberty to fly off." Who would venture upon a voy-
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age in a ship each plank and timber of which might withdraw at 
its pleasure? But the people have reasoned by the logic of the 
sword and of the baiiot, and they have declared that the States 
are inseparable parts of the national government. They are not 
sovereign. State rights remain; but sovereignty is a right 
higher than all others; and that has been made into a common 
stock for the benefit of all. All further agitation is ended. This 
element must be cast out of political problems. Henceforth that 
poison will not rankle in the blood. 2. Another thing has been 
learned; the rights and duties of minorities. The people of the 
whole nation are of more authority than the people of any sec
tion. These L'nited States are supreme over .Korthern, \Vestern 
and Southern States. It ought not to have required the awful 
chastisement of this war to teach that a minority must submit the 
control of the nation's government to a majority. The army 
and navy have been good political schoolmasters. The lesson 
is learned. .Kot for many generations will it require further 
illustration. 3· N'o other lesson will be more fruitful of peace 
than the dispersion of those conceits of vanity, which, on either 
side, have clouded the recognition of the manly courage of all 
Americans. If it be a sign of manhood to be able to fight, then 
Americans are men. The North is in no doubt whatever of the 
soldierly qualities of Southern men. Southern soldiers have 
learned that all latitudes breed courage on this continent. 
Courage is a passport to respect. The people of all the regions 
of this nation are likely hereafter to cherish a generous admira
tion of each other's prowess. The war has bred respect, and 
respect will breed affection, and affection peace and unity. 
4 No other event of the war can fiii an intelligent Southern man, 
of candid nature, with more surprise than the revelation of the 
capacity, moral and military, of the black race. It is a revelation 
indeed. No people were ever less understood by those most 
familiar with them. They were said to be lazy, lying, impudent, 
and cowardly wretches, driven by the whip alone to the tasks 
neediul to their own support and the functions of civilization. 
They were said to be dangerous, bloodthirsty, liable to insur
rection; but four years of tumultuous distress and war have 
rolled across the area inhabited by them, and I have yet to hear 
of one authentic instance of the misconduct of a colored man. 
They have been patient and gentle and docile, and full of faith 
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and hope and piety; and, when summoned to freedom, they have 
emerged with all the signs and tokens that freedom will be to 
them what it was to us, the swaddling-band that shall bring them 
to manhood. And after the government, honoring them as 
men, summoned them to the field, when once they were disci
plined, and had learned the arts of war, they have proved them
selves to be not second to their white brethren in arms. And 
when the roll of men that have shed their blood is called in the 
other land, many and many a dusky face will rise, dark no more 
when the light of eternal glory shall shine upon it from the throne 
of God! 5· The industry of the Southern States is regenerated, 
and now rests upon a basis that never fails to bring prosperity. 
Just now industry is collapsed; but it is not dead; it sleepeth. 
It is a vital yet. It will spring like mown grass from the roots 
that need but showers and heat and time to bring them forth. 
Though in many districts not a generation will see wanton wastes 
of self-invoked war repaired, and many portions may lapse again 
to wilderness, yet, in our lifetime, we shall see States, as a whole, 
raised to prosperity, vital, wholesome and immovable. 6. The 
destruction of class interests working with a religion which tends 
toward true democracy, in proportion as it is pure and free, will 
create a new era of prosperity for the common laboring-people of 
the South. Upon them have come the labor, the toil, and the 
loss of this war. They have fought blindfolded. They have 
fought for a class that sought their degradation, while they were 
made to believe it was for their own homes and altars. Their 
leaders meant a supremacy which would not long have left them 
political liberty, save in name. But their leaders are swept away. 
The sword has been hungry for the ruling classes. It has sought 
them out with remorseless zeal. New men are to rise up; new 
ideas are to bud and blossom; and there will be men with dif
ferent ambition and altered policy. 7· Meanwhile the South, no 
longer a land of plantations, but of farms; no longer tilled by 
slaves, but by freedom, will find no hinderance to the spread of 
education. Schools will multiply. Books and papers will 
spread. Churches will bless every hamlet. There is a good day 
coming for the South. Through darkness, and tears, and blood 
she has sought it. It has been an unconscious via dolorosa. 
But in the end it will be worth all that it has cost. Her institu
tions before were deadly. She nourished death in her bosom. 
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The greater her secular prosperity, the more sure was her ruin. 
Every year of delay but made the change more terrible. Now, 
by an earthquake, the evil is shaken down. And her own his
torians, in a better day, shall write, that from the day the sword 
cut off the cancer, she began to find her health. What, then, shall 
hinder the rebuilding of the republic? The evil spirit is cast out; 
why should not this nation cease to wander among tombs, cut
ting itself? Why should it not come, clothed and in its right 
mind, to" sit at the feet of Jesus"? Is it feared that the govern
ment will oppress the conquered States? What possible motive 
has the government to narrow the base of that pyramid on which 
its own permanence depends? Is it feared that the rights of the 
States will be withheld? The South is not more jealous of 
State rights than the North. State rights from the earliest colo
nial days have been the peculiar pride and jealousy of New Eng
land. 

In every stage of national formation, it was peculiarly North
ern, and not Southern statesmen that guarded State rights as 
we were forming the constitution. But once united, the loyal 
States gave up forever that which had been delegated to the na
tional government. l"l.nd now, in the hour of victory, the loyal 
States do not mean to trench upon Southern State rights. They 
will not do it, nor suffer it to be done. There is not to be one 
rule for high latitudes and another for low. We take nothing 
from the Southern States that has not already been taken from 
the Northern. The South shall have just those rights that every 
Eastern, every Middle, every 'vVestern State has-no more, no 
less. We are not seeking our own aggrandizement by impover
ishing the South. Its prosperity is an indispensable element of 
our own. 

We have shown by all that we have suffered in war, how great 
is our estimate of the Southern States of this Union; and we 
will measure that estimate, now, in peace, by still greater ex
ertions for their rebuildi!1g. Will reflecting men not perceive, 
then, the wisdom of accepting established facts, and, with alacrity 
of enterprise, begin to retrieve the past? Slavery cannot come 
back. It is the interest, therefore, of every man to hasten its 
end. Do you want more war? Are you not yet weary of con
test? Will you gather up the unexploded fragments of this pro
digious magazine of all mischief, and heap them up for continued 
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explosions? Does not the South need peace? And, since free 
labor is inevitable, will you have it in its worst forms or in its 
best? Shall it be ignorant, impertinent, indolent, or shall it be 
educated, self-respecting, moral, and self-supporting? Will you 
have men as drudges, or will you have them as citizens? Since 
they have vindicated the government, and cemented its founda
tion stones with their blood, may they not offer the tribute of 
their support to maintain its laws and its policy? It is better for 
religion; it is better for political integrity; it is better for in
dustry; it is better for money-if you will have that ground mo
tive-that you should educate the black man, and, by education, 
make him a citizen. They who refuse education to the black 
man would turn the South into a vast poorhouse, and labor into 
a pendulum, incessantly vibrating between poverty and indo
lence. From this pulpit of broken stones we speak forth our 
earnest greeting to all our land. We offer to the President of 
these United States our solemn congratulations that God has 
sustained his life and health under the unparalleled burdens and 
sufferings of four bloody years, and permitted him to behold this 
auspicious consummation of that national unity for which he has 
waited with so much patience and fortitude, and for which he 
has labored with such disinterested wisdom. To the mem
bers of the government associated with him in the administra
tion of perilous affairs in critical times; to the senators and rep
resentatives of the United States, who have eagerly fashioned 
the instruments by which the popular will might express and 
enforce itself, we tender our grateful thanks. To the officers 
and men of the army and navy, who have so faithfully, skilfully 
and gloriously upheld their country's authority, by suffering, 
labor, and sublime courage, we offer a heart-tribute beyond the 
compass of words. Upon those true and faithful citizens, men 
and women, who have borne up with unflinching hope in the 
darkest hour and covered the land with their labor of love and 
charity, we invoke the divinest blessing of him whom they have 
so truly imitated. But chiefly to thee, God of our fathers, we 
render thanksgiving and praise for that wondrous Providence 
that has brought forth from such a harvest of war the seed of so 
much liberty and peace! We invoke peace upon the North. 
Peace be to the West! Peace be upon the South! In the name 
of God we lift up our banner, and dedicate it to peace, union, and 
liberty, now and forever more! Amen. 
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1829-1888 

Roscoe Conkling was for many years one of the most prominent men 
before the country. Born in Albany in 1829, he spent the early years 
of his life there, and at the age of thirteen entered Mount vVashington 
Collegiate Institute in New York. In 1846 he entered the Jaw offices 
of a prominent firm in Utica and was admitted to the bar four years 
later. He was prosecuting attorney of his county in 1851, and after 
associating himself with the ablest men in the law practice in Utica 
was elected mayor of that town in x8s8, and representative in Congress 
for Oneida County in the same year. Conkling had been active in the 
formation of the new Republican party and gained, in the meantime, 
a wide reputation as a pleader at the bar. He took his seat in Con
gress in 1859. During both of Lincoln's presidential campaigns he 
worked zealously in behalf of the Republican party. 

Elected to the Senate from New York in 1867, he soon became a 
power in national politics, and frequently served on important com
mittees. He was a strong supporter of Grant's administration and 
nominated him for a third term at the Chicago convention in x88o. 
During the campaign following he worked in the interest of Garfield, 
though at great personal and pecuniary sacrifices to himself. 

The last time Conkling came prominently before the country was in 
the controversy with President Garfield arising out of the appointment 
of Robertson to the post of Collector of the Port of New York. The 
contest, which was long and severe, ended in the resignation of Conkling 
and Platt from the Senate. Conkling resumed his law practice and once 
more became one of the leaders in his profession. He died in New 
York City on April 18, 1888, after an exposure to the great blizzard of 
that year. As a legislator Conkling's influence was for some time pre
ponderant in the Senate. As a pleader at the bar he had few equals. 
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Delivered in the National Republican Convention at Chicago, 
Illinois, June, 1880 

W HEN asked whence comes our candidate, we say from 
Appomattox. Obeying instructions I should never 
dare to disregard, expressing also my own firm con

viction, I rise in behalf of the State of New York to propose a 
nomination with which the country and the Republican party 
can grandly win. The election before us will be the Austerlitz of 
American politics. It will decide whether for years to come 
the country will be " Republican or Cossack." The need of 
the hour is a candidate who can carry the doubtful States, North 
and South; and believing that he more surely than any other 
can carry New York against any opponent, and carry not only 
the North, but several States of the South, New York is for 
Ulysses S. Grant. He alone of living Republicans has carried 
New York as a Presidential candidate. Once he carried it 
even according to a Democratic count, and twice he carried it 
by the people's vote, and he is stronger now. The Republican 
party with its standard in his hand is stronger now than in 
1868 or 1872. Never defeated in war or in peace, his name is 
the most illustrious borne by any living man; his services attest 
his greatness, and the country knows them by heart. His fame 
was born not alone of things written and said, but of the arduous 
greatness of things done, and dangers and emergencies will 
search in vain in the future, as they have searched in vain in the 
past, for any other on whom the nation leans with such confi· 
dence and trust. Standing on the highest eminence of human 
distinction, and having filled all lands with his renown, modest, 
firm, simJ?le, and self-poised, he has seen, not only the titled, but 
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the poor and the lowly, in the utmost ends of the world rise and 
uncover before him. He has studied the needs and defects of 
many systems of government, and he comes back a better 
American than ever, with a wealth of knowledge and experience 
added to the hard common-sense which so conspicuously dis
tinguished him in all the fierce light that beat upon him 
throughout the most eventful, trying, and perilous sixteen 
years of the nation's history. 

Never having had" a policy to enforce against the will of the 
people," he never betrayed a cause or a friend, and the people 
will never betray or desert him. Vilified and reviled, truth
lessly aspersed by numberless presses, not in other lands, but in 
his own, the assaults upon him have strengthened and seasoned 
his hold upon the public heart. The ammunition of calumny 
has all been exploded; the powder has all been burned once, its 
force is spent, and General Grant's name will glitter as a bright 
and imperishable star in the diadem of the republic when those 
who have tried to tarnish it will have moulded in forgotten 
graves and their memories and epitaphs have vanished utterly. 

Never elated by success, never depressed by adversity, he has 
ever in peace as in war shown the very genius of common-sense. 
The terms he prescribed for Lee's surrender foreshadowed the 
wisest principles and prophecies of true reconstruction. 

Victor in the greatest of modern wars, he quickly signalized 
his aversion to war and his love of peace by an arbitration of 
international disputes which stands as the wisest and most ma
jestic example of its kind in the world's diplomacy. When in
flation, at the height of its popularity and frenzy, had swept 
both Houses of Congress, it was the veto of Grant which, single 
and alone, overthrew expansion and cleared the way for specie 
resumption. To him, immeasurably more than to any other 
man, is due the fact that every paper dollar is as good as gold. 
With him as our leader, we shall have no defensive campaign, 
no apologies or explanations to make. The shafts and arrows 
have all been aimed at him and lie broken and harmless at his 
feet. Life, liberty, and property will find a safeguard in him. 
When he said of the black man in Florida, " Wherever I am 
they may come also," he meant that, had he the power to help it, 
the poor dwellers in the cabins of the South should not be driven 
in terror from the homes of their childhood and the graves of 
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their murdered dead. When he refused to receive Denis 
Kearney he meant that the lawlessness and communism, al
though it should dictate laws to a whole city, would everywhere 
meet a foe in him, and, popular or unpopular, he will hew to the 
line of right, let the chips fly where they may. 

His integrity, his common-sense, his courage, and his un
equalled experience are the qualities offered to his country. The 
only argument against accepting them would amaze Solomon. 
He thought there could be nothing new under the sun. Hav
ing tried Grant twice and found him faithful, we are told we 
must not, even after an interval of years, trust him again. What 
stultification does not such a fallacy involve? The American 
people exclude Jefferson Davis from public trust. Why? Be
cause he was the arch traitor and would be a destroyer. And 
now the same people are asked to ostracise Grant and not trust 
him. Why? Because he was the arch preserver of his country; 
because, not only in war, but afterward, twice as a civic magis
trate, he gave his highest, noblest efforts to the republic. Is 
such absurdity an electioneering jugglery or hypocrisy's mas
querade? 

There is no field of human activity, responsibility, or reason 
in which rational beings object to Grant because he has been 
weighed in the balance and not found wanting, and because 
he has had unequalled experience, making him exceptionally 
competent and fit. From the man who shoes your horse to the 
lawyer who pleads your case, the officer who manages your rail
way, the doctor into whose hands you give your life, or the min
ister who seeks to save your soul, what now do you reject be
cause you have tried him and by his works have known him? 
What makes the Presidential office an exception to all things 
else in the common-sense to be applied to selecting its incum
bent? Who dares to put fetters on the free choice and judg
ment, which is the birthright of the American people? Can it 
be said that Grant has used official power to perpetuate his 
plan? He has no place. No official power has been used by 
him. Without patronage or power, without telegraph wires 
running from his house to the convention, without electioneer
ing contrivances, without effort on his part, his name is on his 
country's lips, and he is struck at by the whole Democratic 
party because his nomination will be the deathblow to Demo-
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cratic success. He is struck at by others who find offence and 
disqualification in the very service he has rendered and the very 
experience he has gained. Show me a better man. Name 
one and I am answered; but do not point, as a disqualification, 
to the very facts which make this man fit beyond all others. Let 
not experience disqualify or excellence impeach him. There 
is no third term in the case, and the pretence will die with the 
political dog-days which engendered it. Nobody is really wor
ried about a third term except those hopelessly longing for a 
first term and the dupes they have made. Without bureaus, 
committees, officials, or emissaries to manufacture sentiment 
in his favor, without intrigue or effort on his part, Grant is the 
candidate whose supporters have never threatened to bolt. As 
they say, he is a Republican who never wavers. He and his 
friends stood by the creed and the candidates of the Republican 
party, holding the right of a majority as the very essence of their 
faith, and meaning to uphold that faith against the common 
enemy and the charlatans and the guerillas who from time to 
time deploy between thf lines and forage on one side or the 
other. 

The Democratic party is a standing protest against progress. 
Its purposes are spoils. Its hope and very existence is a solid 
South. Its success is a menace to prosperity and order. 

This convention, as master of a supreme opportunity, can 
name the next President of the United States and make sure of 
his election and his peaceful inauguration. It can break the 
power which dominates and mildews the South. It can speed 
the nation in a career of grandeur eclipsing all past achieve
ments. We have only to listen above the din and look beyond 
the dust of an hour to behold the Republican party advancing to 
victory with its greatest marshal at its head. 
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JAMES GILLESPIE BLAINE 

183o-1893 

James Gillespie Blaine was of Scotch-Irish descent, his mother being 
a Roman Catholic. He was born at West Brownsville, Pennsylvania, 
January 31, 18JO. Taught first by his father, he was later sent to a 
school at Lancaster, Ohio. He graduated from ·washington College in 
his own county in 1847. In the mean time he had been teaching school 
in Kentucky and had married a Miss Stanwood from Maine. His jour
nalistic career began in 1854, when he became one of the proprietors 
of the "Kennebec Journal." 

Blaine soon became prominent in politics, and before he was thirty 
years of age was the Republican leader of his State. He was a delegate 
to the Republican convention that nominated Fremont in r8s6 and be
came one of his ardent supporters on the platform in the campaign that 
followed. Blaine was elected a member of the Maine Legislature in 
1859, 1860, r86r, and r862; was elected to Congress in r862, being 
Speaker of the Forty-first and Forty-second Congresses. Both in the 
House and in the Senate, r876-r88r, he made his influence felt. He had 
a large share in the reconstruction legislation for the South. At the 
national Republican convention in 1876 he came within twenty-eight 
votes of a nomination in the balloting for a presidential candidate. 
Blaine was a strong advocate of measures calculated to revive Ameri
can shipping. Upon Garfield's election as President, Blaine was ap
pointed Secretary of State. During his secretaryship, which lasted but 
a few months, his efforts were directed chiefly to establishing closer 
relations with the South American republics. Relieved both from office 
and legislative duties, Blaine began his large work, " Twenty Years in 
Congress." He received the Republican nomination for President in 
1884. The vote at the November election was very close, and Blaine 
was defeated, his opponent, Grover Cleveland, being elected by a small 
majority. Blaine soon resumed his literary labors and went abroad. 

Under Harrison's administration Blaine was again appointed Secre
tary of State. His labors in this capacity, all tending to increase 
American prestige at home and abroad, have been duly appreciated by 
his countrymen. There is something pathetic in his repeated disap
pointments in attaining to the highest office in the gift of the people 
to which, in the opinion of his numerous admirers, his great services 
to party and people and his sturdy Americanism seem to have entitled 
him. He died in Washington, January 27, 1893. His "Oration on 
Garfield" is a splendid and eloquent tribute to the martyr President. 
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FUNERAL ORATION ON GARFIELD 

In the hall of the House of Representatives, February 27, 1882 

MR. PRESIDENT: For the second time in this gen
eration the great departments of the government of 
the United States are assembled in the Hall of Repre

sentatives to do honor to the memory of a murdered President. 
Lincoln fell at the close of a mighty struggle, in which the pas
sions of men had been deeply stirred. The tragical termina
tion of his great life added but another to the lengthened suc
cession of horrors which had marked so many lintels with the 
blood of the firstborn. Garfield was slain in a day of peace, 
when brother had been reconciled to brother, and when anger 
and hate had been banished from the land. 

" Whoever shall hereafter draw a portrait of murder, if he 
will show it as it has been exhibited where such example was 
last to have been looked for, let him not give it the grim visage 
of Moloch, the brow knitted by revenge, the face black with set
tled hate. Let him draw, rather, a decorous, smooth-faced, 
bloodless demon; not so much an example of human nature in 
its depravity and in its paroxysms of crime, as an infernal being, 
a fiend in the ordinary display and development of his char
acter." 

From the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth till the upris
ing against Charles I about twenty thousand emigrants came 
from old England to New England. As they came in pursuit 
of intellectual freedom and ecclesiastical independence, rather 
than for worldly honor and profit, the emigration naturally 
ceased when the contest for religious liberty began in earnest at 
home. The man who struck his most effective blow for free
dom of conscience, by sailing for the colonies in 1620, would 
have been accounted a deserter to leave after 1640. The oppor
tunity had then come on the soil of England for that great con-
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test which established the authority of Parliament, gave re
ligious freedom to the people, sent Charles to the block, and 
committed to the hands of Oliver Cromwell the supreme execu
tive authority of England. The English emigration was never 
renewed, and from these twenty thousand men, with a small 
emigration from Scotland and from France, are descended the 
vast numbers who have New England blood in their veins. 

In 1685 the revocation of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XVI, 
scattered to other countries four hundred thousand Protestants, 
who were among the most intelligent and enterprising of 
French subjects-merchants of capital, skilled manufacturers, 
and handicraftsmen superior at the time to all others in Europe. 
A considerable number of these Huguenot French came to 
America; a few landed in England and became honorably 
prominent in its history. Their names have in large part become 
Anglicized, or have disappeared, but their blood is traceable 
in many of the most reputable families, and their fame is per
petuated in honorable memorials and useful institutions. 

From these two sources the English-Puritan and the French
Huguenot, came the late President-his father, Abram Gar
field, being descended from the one, and his mother, Eliza 
Ballou, from the other. 

It was good luck on both sides-none better, none braver, 
none truer. There was in it an inheritance of courage, of man
liness, of imperishable love of liberty, of undying adherence to 
principle. Garfield was proud of his blood; and, with as much 
satisfaction as if he were a British nobleman reading his stately 
ancestral record in Burke's " Peerage," he spoke of himself as 
ninth in descent from those who would not endure the op
pression of the Stuarts, and seventh in descent from the brave 
French Protestants who refused to submit to tyranny even from 
the Grand Monarque. 

General Garfield delighted to dwell on these traits, and during 
his only visit to England he busied himself in discovering every 
trace of his forefathers in parish registers and on ancient army 
rolls. Sitting with a friend in the gallery of the House of Com
mons one night after a long day's labor in this field of research, 
he said with evident elation that in every war in which for three 
centuries patriots of English blood had struck sturdy blows for 
constitutional government and human liberty, his family had 
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been represented. They were at Marston Moor, at Naseby, and 
at Preston; they were at Bunker Hill, at Saratoga, and at Mon
mouth, and in his own person had battled for the same great 
cause in the war which preserved the union of the States. 

Losing his father before he was two years old, the early life 
of Garfield was one of privation; but its poverty has been made 
indelicately and unjustly prominent. Thousands of readers 
have imagined him as the ragged, starving child, whose reality 
too often greets the eye in the squalid sections of our large 
cities. General Garfield's infancy and youth had none of their 
destitution, none of their pitiful features appealing to the ten
der heart and to the open hand of charity. He was a poor boy 
in the same sense in which Henry Clay was a poor boy; in which 
Andrew Jackson was a poor boy; in which Daniel Webster was 
a poor boy; in the sense in which the large majority of the emi
nent men of America in all generations have been poor boys. 
Before a great multitude of men, in a public speech, Mr. Web
ster bore this testimony: 

" It did not happen to me to be born in a log cabin, but my 
elder brothers and sisters were born in a log cabin raised amid 
the snow-drifts of New Hampshire, at a period so early that 
when the smoke rose first from its rude chimney and curled over 
the frozen hills, there was no similar evidence of a white man's 
habitation between it and the settlements on the rivers of Can
ada. Its remains still exist. I make to it an annual visit. I 
carry my children to it to teach them the hardships endured by 
the generations which have gone before them. I love to dwell 
on the tender recollections, the kindred ties, the early affections, 
and the touching narratives and incidents which mingle with all 
I know of this primitive family abode.'' 

With the requisite change of scene the same words would 
aptly portray the early days of Garfield. The poverty of the 
frontier, where all are engaged in a common struggle, and 
where a common sympathy and hearty co-operation lighten the 
burdens of each, is a very different poverty-different in kind, 
different in influence and effect-from that conscious and hu
miliating indigence which is every day forced to contrast itself 
with neighboring wealth on which it feels a sense of grinding 
dependence. The poverty of the frontier is, indeed, no pov
erty. It is but the beginning of wealth, and has the boundless 
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possibilities of the future always opening before it. No man 
ever grew up in the agricultural regions of the West, where a 
house-raising, or even a corn-husking, is a matter of common 
interest and helpfulness, with any other feeling than that of 
broad-minded, generous independence. This honorable inde
pendence marked the youth of Garfield as it marks th~ youth 
of millions of the best blood and brain now training for the fu
ture citizenship and future government of the republic. Gar
field was born heir to land, to the title of freeholder which has 
been the patent and passport of self-respect with the Anglo
Saxon race ever since Hengist and Horsa landed on the shores 
of England. His adventure on the canal-an alternative be
tween that and the deck of a Lake Erie schooner-was a 
farmer boy's device for earning money, just as the New Eng
land lad begins a possibly great career by sailing before the 
mast on a coasting vessel or on a merchantman bound to the 
farther India or to the China seas. 

No manly man feels anything of shame in looking back to 
early struggles with adverse circumstances, and no man feels 
a worthier pride than when he has conquered the obstacles to 
his progress. But no one of noble mould desires to be looked 
upon as having occupied a menial position, as having been re
pressed by a feeling of inferiority, or as having suffered the evils 
of poverty until relief was found at the hand of charity. Gen
eral Garfield's youth presented no hardships which family love 
and family energy did not overcome, subjected him to no priva
tions which he did not cheerfully accept, and left no memories 
save those which were recalled with delight, and transmitted 
with profit and with pride. 

Garfield's early opportunities for securing an education were 
extremely limited, and yet were sufficient to develop in him an 
intense desire to learn. He could read at three years of age, 
and each winter he had the advantage of the district school. 
He read all the books to be found within the circle of his ac
quaintance; some of them he got by heart. While yet in child
hood he ·was a constant student of the Bible, and became familiar 
with its literature. The dignity and earnestness of his speech in 
his maturer life gave evidence of this early training. At eighteen 
years of age he was able to teach school, and thenceforward his 
ambition was to obtain a college education. To this end he 
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bent all his efforts, working in the harvest field, at the carpen
ter's bench, and in the winter season teaching the common 
schools of the neighborhood. While thus laboriously occu
pied, he found time to prosecute his studies, and was so success
ful that at twenty-two years of age he was able to enter the 
junior class at Williams College, then under the presidency of 

-the venerable and honored Mark Hopkins, who, in the fulness 
of his powers, survives the eminent pupil to whom he was of 
inestimable service. 

The history of Garfield's life tl this period presents no novel 
features. He had undoubtedly shown perseverance, self-reli
ance, self- sacrifice, and ambition-qualities which, be it said for 
the honor of our country, are everywhere to be found among the 
young men of America. But from this graduation at Williams 
onward, to the hour of tragical death, Garfield's career was emi
nent and exceptional. Slowly working through his educational 
period, receiving his diploma when twenty-four years of age, he 
seemed at one bound to spring into conspicuous and brilliant suc
cess. Within six years he was successively president of a college, 
State senator of Ohio, major-general of the army of the United 
States, and representative-elect to the national Congress. A 
combination of honors so varied, so elevated, within a period 
so brief and to a man so young, is without precedent or parallel 
in the history of the country. · 

Garfield's army life was begun with no other military knowl
edge than such as he had gained from books in the few months 
preceding his march to the field. Stepping from civil life to 
the head of a regiment, the first order he received when ready 
to cross the Ohio was to assu!De command of a brigade, and to 
operate as an independent force in eastern Kentucky. His im
mediate duty was to check the advance of Humphrey Marshall, 
who was marching down the Big Sandy with the intention of 
occupying in connection with other Confederate forces the en
tire territory of Kentucky, and of precipitating the State into 
secession. This was at the close of the year 1861. Seldom, 
if ever, has a young college professor been thrown into a more 
embarrassing and discouraging position. He knew just enough 
of military science, as he expressed it himself, to measure the ex
tent of his ignorance, and with a handful of men he was march
ing, in rough winter weather, into a strange country, among a 
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hostile population, to confront a largely superior force under 
the command of a distinguished graduate of West Point, who 
had seen active and important service in two preceding wars. 

The result of the campaign is matter of history. The skill, 
the endurance, the extraordinary energy shown by Garfield, 
the courage imparted to his men, raw and untried as himself, 
the measures he adopted to increase his force and to create in 
the enemy's mind exaggerated estimates of his numbers, bore 
perfect fruit in the routing of Marshall, the capture of his camp, 
the dispersion of his force, and the emancipation of an impor
tant territory from the control of the rebellion. Coming at the 
Idose of a long series of disasters to the Union arms, Garfield's 
victory had an unusual and extraneous importance, and in the 
popular judgment elevated the young commander to the rank 
of a military hero. ·with less than two thousand men in his 
entire command, with a mobilized force of only eleven hundred, 
without cannon, he had met an army of five thousand and de
feated them, driving Marshall's forces successively from two 
strongholds of their own selection, fortified with abundant artil
lery. Major-General Buell, commanding the department of 
the Ohio, an experienced and able soldier of the regular army, 
published an order of thanks and congratulations on the bril
liant result of the Big Sandy campaign which would have 
turned the head of a less cool and sensible man than Garfield. 
Buell declared that his services had called into action the high
est qualities of a soldier, and President Lincoln supplemented 
these words of praise by the more substantial reward of a briga
dier-general's commission, to bear date from the day of his de
cisive victory over Marshall. 

The subsequent military career of Garfield fully sustained its 
brilliimt beginning. With his new commission he was assigned 
to the command of a brigade in the Army of the Ohio, and took 
part in the second decisive day's fight in the great battle of 
Shiloh. The remainder of the year 1862 was not especially 
eventful to Garfield, as it was not to the armies with which he 
was serving. His practical sense was called into exercise in 
completing the task assigned him by General Buell, of recon
structing bridges and re-establishing lines of railway communi
cation for the army. His occupation in this useful, but not 
brilliant, field was varied by service on courts-martial of impor-
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tance in which department of duty he won a valuable reputa
tion, attracting the notice and securing the approval of the able 
and eminent judge-advocate-general of the army. That of it
self was a warrant to honorable fame; for among the great men 
who in those trying days gave themselves, with entire devotion; 
to the service of their country, one who brought to that service 
the ripest learning, the most fervid eloquence, the most varied 
attainments, who labored with modesty and shunned applause, 
who in the day of triumph sat reserved and silent and grateful
as Francis Deak in the hour of Hungary's deliverance-was 
Joseph Holt, of Kentucky, who, in his honorable retirement en
joys the respect and veneration of all who love the union of the 
States. 

Early in 1863 Garfield was assigned to the highly important 
and responsible post of chief of staff to General Rosecrans, then 
at the head of the Army of the Cumberland. Perhaps in a great 
military campaign no subordinate officer requires sounder judg
ment and quicker knowledge of men than the chief of staff to 
the commanding general. An indiscreet man in such a position 
can sow more discord, breed more jealousy, and disseminate 
more strife than any other officer in the entire organization. 
When General Garfield assumed his new duties he found various 
troubles already well developed and seriously affecting the value 
and efficiency of the Army of the Cumberland. The energy, the 
impartiality, and the tact with which he sought to allay these 
dissensions, and to discharge the duties of his new and trying 
position, will always remain one of the most striking proofs of 
his great versatility. His military duties closed on the mem
orable field of Chickamauga, a field which however disastrous 
to the Union arms gave to him the occasion of winning imper
ishable laurels. The very rare distinction was accorded him of 
great promotion for his bravery on a field that was lost. Presi
dent Lincoln appointed him a major-general in the army of the 
United States for gallant and meritorious conduct in the battle 
of Chickamauga. 

The army of the Cumberland was reorganized under the com
mand of General Thomas, who promptly offered Garfield one of 
its divisions. He was extremely desirous to accept the position, 
but was embarrassed by the fact that he had, a year before, been 
elected to Congress and the time when he must take his seat 
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was drawing near. He preferred to remain in the military ser· 
vice, and had within his own breast the largest confidence of suc
cess in the wider field which his new rank opened to him. Bal
ancing the arguments on the one side and the other, anxious to 
determine what was for the best, desirous, above all things, to do 
his patriotic duty, he was decisively influenced by the advice of 
President Lincoln and Secretary Stanton, both of whom assured 
him that he could, at that time, be of special value in the House 
of Representatives. He resigned his commission of major-gen
eral on December 5, 1863, and took his seat in the House of 
Representatives on the seventh. He had served two years and 
four months in the army, and had just completed his thirty
second year. 

The Thirty-eighth Congress is pre-eminently entitled in his
tory to the designation of the War Congress. It was elected 
while the war was flagrant, and every member was chosen upon 
the issues involved in the continuance of the struggle. The 
Thirty-seventh Congress had, indeed, legislated to a large ex
tent on war measures, but it was chosen before anyone believed 
that secession of the States would be actually attempted. The 
magnitude of the work which fell upon its successor was unpre
cedented, both in respect to the vast sums of money raised for 
the support of the army and navy, and of the new and extra
ordinary powers of legislation which it was forced to exercise. 
Only twenty-four States were represented, and one hundred and 
eighty-two members were upon its roll. Among these were 
many distinguished party leaders on both sides, veterans in the 
public service with established reputations for ability and with 
that skill which comes only from parliamentary experience. 
Into this assemblage of men Garfield entered without special 
preparation, and it might almost be said unexpectedly. The 
question of taking command of a division of troops under Gen
eral Thomas, or taking his seat in Congress, was kept open till 
the last moment; so late, indeed, that the resignation of his mili
tary commission and his appearance in the House were almost 
contemporaneous. He wore the uniform of a major-general of 
the United States army on Saturday, and on Monday, in civil
ian's dress, he answered to the roil-call as a representative in 
Congress from the State of Ohio. 

He was especially fortunate in the constituency which elected 
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him. Descended almost entirely from New England stock, the 
men of the Ashtabula district were intensely radical in all ques
tions relating to human rights. Well educated, thrifty, thor
oughly intelligent in affairs, acutely discerning of character, not 
quick to bestow confidence, and slow to withdraw it, they were 
at once the most helpful and most exacting of supporters. Their 
tenacious trust in men in whom they have once confided is illus
trated by the unparalleled fact that Elisha Whittlesey, Joshua R. 
Giddings, and James A. Garfield represented the district for 
fifty-four years. 

There is no test of man's ability in any department of public 
life more severe than service in the House of Representatives; 
there is no place where so little deference is paid to reputation 
previously acquired or to eminence won outside; no place where 
so little consideration is shown for the feelings or failures of be
ginners. What a man gains in the House he gains by sheer 
force of his own character, and if he loses and falls back he must 
expect no mercy and will receive no sympathy. It is a field in 
which the survival of the strongest is the recognized rule and 
where no pretence can deceive and no glamour can mislead. 
The real man is discovered, his worth is impartially weighed, his 
rank is irreversibly decreed. 

With possibly a single exception, Garfield was the youngest 
member of the House when he entered, and he was but seven 
years from his college graduation. But he had not been in his 
seat sixty days before his ability was recognized and his place 
conceded. He stepped to the front with the confidence of one 
who belonged there. The House was crowded with strong 
men of both parties; nineteen of them have since been trans
ferred to the Senate, and many of them have served with dis
tinction in the gubernatorial chairs of their respective States and 
on foreign missions of great consequence; but among them all 
none grew so rapidly, none so firmly, as Garfield. As is said by 
Trevelyan of his parliamentary hero, Garfield succeeded "be
cause all the world in concert could not have kept him in the 
background, and because when once in the front he played his 
part with a prompt intrepidity and a commanding ease that were 
but the outward symptoms of the immense reserves of energy on 
which it was in his power to draw." Indeed, the apparently re
served force which Garfield possessed was one of his great char-
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actenst1cs. He never did so well but that it seemed he could 
easily have done better. He never expended so much strength 
but that he seemed to be holding additional power to call. This 
is one of the happiest and rarest distinctions of an effective 
debater, and often counts for as much in persuading an assembly 
as the eloquent and elaborate argument. 

The great measure of Garfield's fame was filled by his service 
to the House of Representatives. His military life, illustrated 
by honorable performance, and rich in promise, was, as he him
self felt, prematurely terminated and necessarily incomplete. 
Speculation as to what he might have done in the field, where 
the great prizes are so few, cannot be profitable. It is sufficient 
to say that as a soldier he did his duty bravely; he did it intel
ligently; he won an enviable fame, and he retired from the ser
vice without blot or breath against him. As a lawyer, though 
admirably equipped for the profession, he can scarcely be said to 
have entered on its practice. The few efforts that he made at 
the bar were distinguished by the same high order of talent 
which he exhibited on every field where he was put to the test, 
and if a man may be accepted as a competent judge of his own 
capacities and adaptation, the law was the profession to which 
Garfield should have devoted himself. But fate ordained it 
otherwise, and his reputation in history will rest largely upon 
his service in the House of Representatives. That service was 
exceptionally long. He was nine times consecutively chosen to 
the House, an honor enjoyed by not more than six other repre
sentatives of the more than five thousand who have been elected 
from the organization of the government to this hour. 

As a parliamentary orator, as a debater on an issue squarely 
joined, where the position had been chosen and the ground laid 
out, Garfield must be assigned a high rank. More, perhaps than 
any man with whom he was associated in public life he gave 
careful and systematic study to public questions, and he came to 
every discussion in which he took part with elaborate and com
plete preparation. He was a steady and indefatigable worker. 
Those who imagine that talent or genius can supply the place or 
achieve the results of labor will find no encouragement in Gar
field's life. In preliminary work he was apt, rapid and skilful. 
He possessed in a high degree the power of readily absorbing 
ideas and facts, and, like Dr. Johnson, had the art of getting from 
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a book all that was of value in it by a reading apparently so quick 
and cursory that it seemed like a mere glance at the table of 
contents. He was a pre-eminently fair and candid man in de
bate, took no petty advantage, stooped to no unworthy methods, 
avoided personal allusions, rarely appealed to prejudice, did not 
seek to inflame passion. He had a quicker eye for the strong 
point of his adversary than for his weak point, and on his own 
side he so marshalled his weighty arguments as to make his 
hearers forget any possible lack in the complete strength of his 
position. He had a habit of stating his opponent's side with 
such amplitude of fairness and such liberality of concession that 
his followers often complained that he was giving his case away. 
But never in his prolonged participations in the proceedings of 
the House did he give his case away or fail in the judgment of 
competent and impartial listeners to gain the mastery. 

These characteristics which marked Garfield as a great de
bater, did not, however, make him a great parliamentary leader. 
A parliamentary leader, as that term is understood wherever free 
representative government exists, is necessarily and very strictly 
the organ of his party. An ardent American defined the in
stinctive warmth of patriotism when he offered the toast, " Our 
country always right; but right or wrong, our country." The 
parliamentary leader who has a body of followers that will do 
and dare and die for the cause is one who believes his party al
ways right, but, right or wrong, is for his party. No more impor
tant or exacting duty devolves upon him than the selection of 
the field and the time of the contest. He must know not merely 
how to strike, but where to strike and when to strike. He often 
skilfully avoids the strength of his opponent's position and scat
ters confusion in his ranks by attacking an exposed point, when 
really the righteousness of the cause and the strength of logical 
intrenchment are against him. He conquers often both against 
the light and the heavy battalions; as when young Charles Fox, 
in the days of his Toryism, carried the House of Commons 
against justice, against immemorial rights, against his own con
victions-if, indeed, at that period Fox had convictions-and in 
the interest of a corrupt administration, in obedience to a tyran
nical sovereign, drove Wilkes from the seat to which the electors 
of Middlesex had chosen him and installed Luttrell in defiance, 
not merely of law, but of public decency. For an achievement 
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of that kind, Garfield was disqualified-disqualified by the text
ure of his mind, by the honesty of his heart, by his conscience, 
and by every instinct and aspiration of his nature. 

The three most distinguished parliamentary leaders hitherto 
developed in this country are Mr. Clay, Mr. Douglas, and Mr. 
Thaddeus Stevens. Each was a man of consummate ability, of 
great earnestness, of intense personality, differing widely each 
from the others, and yet with a signal trait in common-the 
power to command. In the " give and take " of daily discus
sion; in the art of controlling and consolidating reluctant and 
refractory followers; in the skill to overcome all forms of oppo
sition, and to meet with competency and courage the varying 
phases of unlocked-for assault or unsuspected defection, it would 
be difficult to rank with these a fourth name in all our Congres
sional history. But of these Mr. Clay was the greatest. It 
would, perhaps be impossible to find in the parliamentary annals 
of the world a parallel to Mr. Clay, in 1841, when at sixty-four 
years of age he took the control of the Whig party from the 
President, who had received their suffrages, against the power 
of Webster in the Cabinet, against the eloquence of Choate in the 
Senate, against the Herculean efforts of Caleb Cushing and 
Henry A. Wise in the House. In unshared leadership, in the 
pride and plenitude of power he hurled against John Tyler with 
deepest scorn the mass of that conquering column which had 
swept over the land in 1840, and drove his administration to seek 
shelter behind the lines of his political foes. Mr. Douglas 
achieved a victory scarcely less wonderful when, in 1854, against 
the secret desires of a strong administration, against the wise 
counsel of the older chiefs, against the conservative instincts and 
even the moral sense of the country, he forced a reluctant Con
gress into a repeal of the Missouri Compromise. Mr. Thaddeus 
Stevens, in his contests from 1865 to r868, actually advanced his 
parliamentary leadership until Congress tied the hands of the 
President and governed the country by its own will, leaving only 
perfunctory duties to be discharged by the executive. With two 
hundred millions of patronage in his hands at the opening of the 
contest, aided by the active force of Seward in the Cabinet, and 
the moral power of Chase on the bench, Andrew Johnson could 
not command the support of one-third in either House against 
the parliamentary uprising of which Thaddeus Stevens was the 
animating spirit and the unquestioned leader. 
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From these three great men Garfield differed radically; dif
fered in the quality of his mind, in temperament, in the form and 
phrase of ambition. He could not do what they did, but he 
could do what they could not, and in the breadth of his Congres
sional work he left that which will longer exert a potential in
fluence among men, and which, measured by the severe test of 
posthumous criticism, will secure a more enduring and more en• 
viable fame. 

Those unfamiliar with Garfield's industry, and ignorant of the 
details of his work, may in some degree measure them by the 
annals of Congress. No one of the generation of public men to 
which he belonged has contributed so much that will be valuable 
for future reference. His speeches are numerous, many of them 
brilliant, all of them well studied, carefully phrased, and exhaus
tive of the subject under consideration. Collected from the scat
tered pages of ninety royal octavo volumes of the '' Congres
sional Record," they would present an invaluable compendium 
of the political history of the most important era through which 
the national government has ever passed. When the history of 
this period shall be impartially written, when war legislation, 
measures of reconstruction, protection of human rights, amend
ments to the constitution, maintenance of public credit, steps 
toward specie resumption, true theories of revenue may be re· 
viewed, unsurrounded by prejudice and disconnected from par
tisanism, the speeches of Garfield will be estimated at their true 
value and will be found to comprise a vast magazine of fact and 
argument, of clear analysis and sound conclusion. Indeed, if no 
other authority were accessible, his speeches in the House of 
Representatives, from December, 1863, to June, 188o, would 
give a well-connected history and complete defence of the impor
tant legislation of the seventeen eventful years that constitute 
his parliamentary life. Far beyond that, his speeches would be 
found to forecast many great measures to be completed-meas
ures which he knew were beyond the public opinion of the hour, 
but which he confidently believed would secure popular approval 
within the period of his own lifetime, and by the aid of his own 
efforts. 

Differing, as Garfield does, from the brilliant parliamentary 
leaders, it is not easy to find his counterpart anywhere in the 
record of American public life. He perhaps more nearly resem-
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hies Mr. Seward in his supreme faith in the all-conquering power 
of a principle. He had the love of learning- and the patient in
dustry of investigation to which John Quincy Adams owes his 
prominence and his presidency. He had some of those ponder
ous elements of mind which distinguished Mr. Webster, and 
which indeed, in all our public life, have left the great Massachu
setts Senator without an intellectual peer. 

In English parliamentary history, as in our own, the leaders in 
the House of Commons present points of essential difference 
from Garfield. But some of his methods recall the best features 
in the strong, independent course of Sir Robert Peel, and strik
ing resemblances are discernible in that most promising of con
servatives, who died too early for his country and his fame, the 
Lord George Bentinck. He had all of Burke's love for the 
sublime and the beautiful, with, possibly, something of his super
abundance, and in his faith and magnanimity, in his power of 
statement, in his subtle analysis, in his faultless logic, in his love 
of literature, in his wealth and world of illustration, one is re
minded of that great English statesman of to-day, who, con
fronted with obstacles that would daunt any but the dauntless, 
reviled by those whom he would relieve as bitterly as by those 
whose supposed rights he is forced to invade, still labors with 
serene courage for the amelioration of Ireland and for the honor 
of the English name. 

Garfield's nomination to the presidency, while not predicted or 
anticipated, was not a surprise to the country. His prominence 
in Congress, his solid qualities, his wide reputation, strengthened 
by his then recent election as Senator from Ohio, kept him in the 
public eye as a man occupying the very highest rank among 
those entitled to be called statesmen. It was not mere chance 
that brought him this high honor. " We must," says Mr. Em
erson, " reckon success a constitutional trait. If Eric is in robust 
health, and has slept well and is at the top of his condition, and 
thirty years old at his departure from Greenland, he will steer 
west and his ships will reach Newfoundland. But take Eric out 
and put in a stronger and bolder man and the ships will sail six 
hundred, one thousand, fifteen hundred miles farther and reach 
Labrador and New England. There is no chance in results." 

As a candidate Garfield steadily grew in public favor. He 
was met with a storm of detraction at the very hour of his nomi-
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nation, and it continued with increasing volume and momentum 
until the close of his victorious campaign! 

"No might nor greatness in mortality 
Can censure 'scape; backwounding calumny 
The whitest virtue strikes. What king so strong 
Can tie the gall up in the slanderous tongue? " 

Under it all he was calm, strong, and confident; never lost his 
self-possession, did no unwise act, spoke no hasty or ill-con
sidered word. Indeed, nothing in his whole life is more remark
able or more creditable than his bearing through those five full 
months of vituperation-a prolonged agony of trial to a sensitive 
man, a constant and cruel draft upon the powers of moral en
durance. The great mass of these unjust imputations passed 
unnoticed, and, with the general debris of the campaign, fell into 
oblivion.' But in a few instances the iron entered his soul and 
he dies with the injury unforgotten if not unforgiven. 

One aspect of Garfield's candidacy was unprecedented. Never 
before in the history of partisan contests in this country had a 
successful presidential candidate spoken freely on passing events 
and current issues. To attempt anything of the kind seemed 
novel, rash, and even desperate. The older class of voters re
called the unfortunate Alabama letter, in which Mr. Oay was 
supposed to have signed his political death-warrant. They re
membered also the hot-tempered effusion by which General 
Scott lost a large share of his popularity before his nomination, 
and the unfortunate speeches which rapidly consumed the re
mainder. The younger voters had seen Mr. Greeley in a series 
of vigorous and original addresses preparing the pathway for his 
own defeat. Unmindful of these warnings, unheeding the ad
vice of friends, Garfield spoke to large crowds as he journeyed to 
and from New York in August, to a great multitude in that city, 
to delegations and to deputations of every kind that called at 
Mentor during the summer and autumn. With innumerable 
critics, watchful and eager to catch a phrase that might be turned 
into odium or ridicule, or a sentence that might be distorted to 
his own or his party's injury, Garfield did not trip or halt in any 
one of his seventy speeches. This seems all the more remarkable 
when it is remembered that he did not write what he said, and 
yet spoke with such logical consecutiveness of thought and such 
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admirable precision of phrase as to defy the accident of misre· 
port and the malignity of misrepresentation. 

In the beginning of his presidential life Garfield's experience 
did not yield him pleasure or satisfaction. The duties that en
gross so large a portion of the President's time were distasteful 
to him, and were unfavorably contrasted with his legislative 
work. " I have been dealing all these years with ideas," he im
patiently exclaimed one day, " and here I am dealing only with 
persons. I have been hitherto treating of the fundamental prin
ciples of government, and here I am considering all day whether 
A orB shall be appointed to this or that office." He was ear
nestly seeking some practical way of correcting the evils arising 
from the distribution of overgrown and unwieldy patronage
evils always appreciated and often discussed by him, but whose 
magnitude had been more deeply impressed upon his mind since 
his accession to the presidency. Had he lived, a comprehensive 
improvement in the mode of appointment and in the tenure of 
office would have been proposed by him, and, with the aid of 
Congress, no doubt perfected. 

But, while many of the executive duties were not grateful to 
him he was assiduous and conscientious in their discharge. 
From the very outset he exhibited administrative talent of a 
high order. He grasped the helm of office with the hand of a 
master. In this respect, indeed, he constantly surprised many 
who were most intimately associated with him in the govern
ment, and especially those who had feared that he might be 
lacking in the executive faculty. His disposition of business was 
orderly and rapid. His power of analysis and his skill in classifi
cation enabled him to despatch a vast mass of detail with singular 
promptness and ease. His cabinet meetings were admirably 
conducted. His clear presentation of official subjects, his well
considered suggestion of topics on which discussion was invited, 
his quick decision when all had been heard, combined to show a 
thoroughness of mental training as rare as his natural ability 
and his facile adaptation to a new and enlarged field of labor. 

·with perfect comprehension of all the inheritances of the war, 
with a cool calculation of the obstacles in his way, impelled al
ways by a generous enthusiasm, Garfield conceived that much 
might be done by his administration towards restoring harmony 
between the different sections of the Union. He was anxious 
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to go South and speak to the people. As early as April he had 
ineffectually endeavored to arrange for a trip to Nashville, 
whither he had been cordially invited, and he was again disap• 
pointed a few weeks later to find that he could not go to South 
Carolina to attend the centennial celebration of the victory of 
Cowpens. But for the autumn he definitely counted on being 
present at the three memorable assemblies in the South, the 
celebration at Yorktown, the opening of the Cotton Exposition 
at Atlanta, and the meeting of the Army of the Cumberland at 
Chattanooga. He was already turning over in his mind his 
address for each occasion, and the three taken together, he said 
to a friend, gave him the exact scope and verge which he 
needed. At Yorktown he would have before him the associa
tion of a hundred years which bound the South and the North 
in the sacred memory of a common danger and a common vic· 
tory. At Atlanta he would present the material interests and 
the industrial development which appealed to the thrift and in
dependence of every household, and which should unite the 
two sections by the instinct of self-interest and self-defence. 
At Chattanooga he would revive memories of the war to show 
that after all its disaster and all its suffering the country was 
stronger and greater, the Union rendered indissoluble, and the 
future, through the agony and blood of one generation, made 
brighter and better for it. 

Garfield's ambition for the success of his administration was 
high. \Vith strong caution and conservatism in his nature, he 
was in no danger of attempting rash experiments or of resorting 
to the empiricism of statesmanship. But he believed that re
newed and closer attention should be given to questions affect
ing the material interests and commercial prospects of fifty 
millions of people. He believed that our continental relations, 
extensive and undeveloped as they are, involved responsibility 
and could be cultivated into profitable friendship or be aban
doned to harmful indifference or lasting enmity. He believed 
with equal confidence that an essential forerunner to a new era 
of national progress must be a feeling of contentment in every 
section of the Union and a generous belief that the benefits and 
burdens of government would be common to all. Himself a 
conspicuous illustration of what ability and ambition may do 
under republican institutions, he loved his country with a pas-

VaL. ll.-22 
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sian of patriotic devotion, and every waking thought was given 
to her advancement. He was an American in all his aspira
tions, and he looked to the destiny and influence of the United 
States with the philosophic composure of Jefferson and the 
demonstrative confidence of John Adams. 

The political events which disturbed the President's serenity 
for many weeks before that fatal day in July, form an important 
chapter in his career, and, in his own judgment, involved ques
tions of principle and right which are vitally essential to the 
constitutional administration of the Federal Government. It 
would be out of place here and now to speak the language of 
controversy, but the events referred to, however they may con
tinue to be a source of contention to others, have become, as far 
as Garfield is concerned, as much a matter of history as his 
heroism at Chickamauga or his illustrious service in the House. 
Detail is not needful, and personal antagonism shall not be re
kindled by any word uttered to-day. The motives of those 
opposing him are not to be here adversely interpreted nor their 
course harshly characterized. But of the dead President this is 
to be said, and said because his own speech is forever silenced 
and can be no more heard except through the fidelity and the 
love of surviving friends. From the beginning to the end of 
the controversy he so much deplored, the President was never 
for one moment actuated by any motive of gain to himself or of 
loss to others. Least of all men did he harbor revenge, rarely 
did he even show resentment, and malice was not in his nature. 
He was congenially employed only in the exchange of good 
offices and the doing of kindly deeds. 

There was not an hour, from the beginning of the trouble till 
the fatal shot entered his body, when the President would not 
gladly, for the sake of restoring harmony, have retracted any 
step he had taken if such retraction had merely involved con
sequences personal to himself. The pride of consistency, or any 
supposed sense of humiliation that might result from surrender
ing his position, had not a feather's weight with him. No man 
was ever less subject to such influences from within or from 
without. But after the most anxious deliberation and the 
coolest survey of all the circumstances, he solemnly believed 
that the true prerogatives of the Executive were involved in the 
issue which had been raised and that he would be unfaithful to 
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his supreme obligation if he failed to maintain, in all their vigor, 
the constitutional rights and dignities of his great office. He 
believed this in all the convictions of conscience when in sound 
and vigorous hea)th, and he believed it in his suffering and pros
tration in the last conscious thought which his wearied mind be
stowed on the transitory struggles of life. 

More than this need not be said. Less than this could not be 
said. Justice to the dead, the highest obligation that devolves 
upon the living, demands the declaration that in all the bearings 
of the subject, actual or possible, the President was content in 
his mind, justified in his conscience, immovable in his conclu
sions. 

The religious element in Garfield's character was deep and 
earnest. In his early youth he espoused the faith of the Disci
ples, a sect of that g:eat Baptist communion which in different 
ecclesiastical establishments is so numerous and so influential 
throughout all parts of the United States. But the broadening 
tendency of his mind and his active spirit of inquiry were early 
apparent, and carried him beyond the dogmas of sect and the 
restraints of association. In selecting a college in which to 
continue his education he rejected Bethany, though presided 
over by Alexander Campbell, the greatest preacher of his 
church. His reasons were characteristic: First, that Bethany 
leaned too heavily toward slavery; and, second, that being him
self a Disciple, and the son of Disciple parents, he had little ac
quaintance with people of other beliefs, and he thought it would 
make him more liberal, quoting his own words, both in his re
ligious and general views, to go into a new circle and be under 
new influences. 

The liberal tendency which he had anticipated as the result of 
wider culture was fully realized. He was emancipated from 
mere sectarian belief, and with eager interest pushed his investi
gations in the direction of modern progressive thought. He 
followed with quickening steps in the paths of exploration and 
speculation so fearlessly trodden by Darwin, by Huxley, by 
Tyndall, and by other living scientists of the radical and ad
vanced type. His own church, binding its disciples by no 
formulated creed, but accepting the Old and New Testaments 
as the word of God, with unbiassed liberality of private interpre
tation, favored, if it did not stimulate, the spirit of investigation. 
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Is members profess with sincerity, and profess only, to be of one 
mind and one faith with those who immediately followed the 
Master and who were first called Christians at Antioch. 

But however high Garfield reasoned of " fixed fate, free-will, 
foreknowledge absolute," he was never separated from the 
Church of the Disciples, in his affections and in his associations. 
For him it held the ark of the Covenant. To him it was the 
gate of heaven. The world of religious belief is full of solecisms 
and contradictions. A philosophic observer declares that men 
by the thousand will die in defence of a creed whose doctrines 
they do not comprehend and whose tenets they habitually vio
late. It is equally true that men by the thousand will cling to 
church organizations with instinctive and undenying fidelity 
when their belief in maturer years is radically different from that 
which inspired them as neophytes. 

But after this range of speculation and this latitude of doubt, 
Garfield came back always with freshness and delight to the 
simpler instincts of religious faith, which, earliest implanted, 
longest survive. Not many weeks before his assassination, 
walking on the banks of the Potomac with a friend, and con
versing on those topics of personal religion concerning which 
noble natures have unconquerable reserve, he said that he found 
the Lord's prayer and the simple petitions learned in infancy 
infinitely restful to him, not merely in their stated repetition, 
but in their casual and frequent recall as he went about the daily 
duties of life. Certain texts of scripture had a very strong hold 
on his memory and heart. He heard, while in Edinburgh some 
years ago, an eminent Scotch preacher, who prefaced his ser
mon with reading the eighth chapter of the Epistle to the Ro
mans, which book had been the subject of careful study with 
Garfield during his religious life. He was greatly impressed 
by the eloquence of the preacher and declared that it had im
parted a new and deeper meaning to the majestic utterances of 
Saint Paul. He referred often in after-years to the memorable 
service, and dwelt with exultation of feeling upon the radiant 
promise and the assured hope with which the great Apostle of 
the Gentiles was " persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor 
principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things to 
come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be 
able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus 
our Lord." 
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The crowning characteristic of Garfield's religious opinions, 
as, indeed, of all his opinions, was his liberality. In all things 
he had charity. Tolerance was of his nature. He respected in 
others the qualites which he possessed himself-sincerity of 
conviction and frankness of expression. With him inquiry was 
not so much what a man believes, but does he believe it? The 
lines of his friendship and his confidence encircled men of every 
creed and men of no creed, and, to the end of his life, on his 
ever-lengthening list of friends were to be found the names of a 
pious Catholic priest and an honest-minded and generous
hearted freethinker. 

On the morning of Saturday, July 2, the President was a 
contented and happy man-not in an ordinary degree, but joy
fully, almost boyishly happy. On his way to the railroad sta
tion, to which he drove slowly, in conscious enjoyment of the 
beautiful morning, with an unwonted sense of leisure and a keen 
anticipation of pleasure, his talk was all in the grateful and 
gratulatory vein. He felt that, after four months of trial, his 
administration was strong in its grasp of affairs, strong in popu
lar favor, and destined to grow stronger; that grave difficulties 
confronting him at his inauguration had been safely passed; 
that troubles lay behind him, and not before him; that he was 
soon to meet the wife whom he loved, now recovering from an 
illness which had but lately disquieted and at times almost un
nerved him; that he was going to his Alma Mater to renew the 
most cherished associations of his young manhood, and to ex
change greetings with those whose deepening interest had fol
lowed every step of his upward progress, from the day he en
tered upon his college course until he had attained the loftiest 
elevation in the gift of his countrymen. 

Surely, if happiness can ever come from the honors or tri
umphs of this world, on that quiet July morning James A. Gar
field may well have been a happy man. No foreboding of evil 
haunted him; no slightest premonition of danger clouded his 
sky. His terrible fate was upon him in an instant. One mo
ment he stood erect, strong, confident in the years stretching 
peacefully out before him. The next he lay wounded, bleeding, 
helpless, doomed to weary weeks of torture, to silence and the 
grave. 

Great in life, he was surpassingly great in death. For no 
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cause, in the very frenzy of wantonness and wickedness, by the 
red hand of murder, he was thrust from the full tide of this 
world's interest, from its hopes, its aspirations, its victories, into 
the visible presence of death-and he did not quail. Not alone 
for one short moment in which, stunned and dazed, he could 
give up life, hardly aware of its relinquishment, but through 
days of deadly languor, through weeks of agony, that was not 
less agony because silently borne, with clear sight and calm 
courage he looked into his open grave. What blight and ruin 
met his anguished eyes, whose lips may tell what brilliant, 
broken plans, what baffied, high ambitions, what sundering of 
strong, warm, manhood's friendship, what bitter rending of 
sweet household ties t Behind him a proud, expectant nation, 
a great host of sustaining friends, a cherished and happy moth
er, wearing the full rich honors of her early toil and tears; the 
wife of his youth, whose whole life lay in his; the little boys not 
yet emerged from childhood's days of frolic; the fair, young 
daughter; the sturdy sons just springing into closest compan
ionship, claiming every day and every day rewarding a father's 
love and care; and in his heart the eager, rejoicing power to 
meet all demands. And his soul was not shaken. His country
men were thrilled with instant, profound, and universal sym
pathy. Masterful in his mortal weakness, he became the centre 
of a nation's love, enshrined in the prayers of a world. But all 
the love and all the sympathy could not share with him his suf
fering. He trod the wine-press alone. With unfaltering front 
he faced death. With unfailing tenderness he took leave of 
life. Above the demoniac hiss of the assassin's bullet he heard 
the voice of God. With simple resignation he bowed to the 
divine decree. 

As the end drew near, his early craving for the sea returned. 
The stately mansion of power had been to him the wearisome 
hospital of pain, and he begged to be taken from his prison 
walls, from its oppressive, stifling air, from its homelessness and 
its hopelessness. Gently, silently, the love a great people bore 
the pale sufferer to the longed-for healing of the sea, to live or to 
die, as God should will, within sight of the heaving billows, 
within sound of its manifold voices. With a wan, fevered face, 
tenderly lifted to the cooling breeze, he looked out wistfully upon 
the ocean's changing wonders; on its far sails; on its restless 
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waves, roiling shoreward to break and die beneath the noonday 
sun; on the red clouds of evening, arching low to the horizon; 
on the serene and shining pathway of the stars. Let us think 
that his dying eyes read a mystic meaning which only the rapt 
and parting soul may know. Let us believe that in the silence 
of the receding world he heard the great waves breaking on a 
farther shore and felt already upon his wasted brow the breath 
of the eternal morning. 
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THE GLORIES OF DULUTH 

Delivered in the House of Representatives, January 27, 1871, 
on the St. Croix and Bayfield Railroad Bill 

M R. SPEAKER: If I could be actuated by any conceiv
able inducement to betray the sacred trust reposed in 
me by those to whose generous confidence I am in

debted for the honor of a seat on this floor; if I could be influ
enced by any possible consideration to become instrumental in 
giving away, in violation of their known wishes, any portion of 
their interest in the public domain for the mere promotion of 
any railroad enterprise whatever, I should certainly feel a 
strong inclination to give this measure my most earnest and 
hearty support; for I am assured that its success would mate
rially enhance the pecuniary prosperity of some of the most 
valued friends I have on earth-friends for whose accommoda
tion I would be willing to make almost any sacrifice not involv
ing my personal honor, or my fidelity as the trustee of an 
express trust. And that fact of itself would be sufficient to coun
tervail almost any objection I might entertain to the passage of 
this bill, not inspired by an imperative and inexorable sense of 
public duty. 

But, independent of the seductive influences of private friend
ship, to which I admit I am, perhaps, as susceptible as any of 
the gentlemen I see around me, the intrinsic merits of the meas
ure itself are of such an extraordinary character as to commend 
it most strongly to the favorable consideration of every member 
of this House-myself not excepted-notwithstanding my con
stituents, in whose behalf alone I am acting here, would not 
be benefited by its passage one particle more than they would 
be by a project to cultivate an orange grove on the bleakest 
summit of Greenland's icy mountains. 

Now, sir, as to those great trunk lines of railway, spanning the 
347 
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continent from ocean to ocean, I confess my mind has never 
been fully made up. It is true they may afford some trifling 
advantages to local traffic, and they may even in time become 
the channels of a more extended commerce. Yet I have never 
been thoroughly satisfied either of the necessity or expediency 
of projects promising such meagre results to the great body of 
our people. But in regard to the transcendent merits of the 
gigantic enterprise contemplated in this bill, I never enter
tained the shadow of a doubt. 

Years ago when I first heard that there was somewhere in the 
vast terra incognita, somewhere in the bleak regions of the great 
Northwest, a stream of water known to the nomadic inhabitants 
of the neighborhood as the River St. Croix, I became satisfied 
that the construction of a railroad from that raging torrent to 
some point in the civilized world was essential to the happiness 
and prosperity of the American people, if not absolutely indis
pensable to the perpetuity of republican institutions on this 
continent. I felt instinctively that the boundless resources of 
that prolific region of sand and pine shrubbery would never be 
fully developed without a railroad constructed and equipped 
at the expense of the government-and perhaps not then. I 
had an abiding presentiment that some day or other the people 
of this whole country, irrespective of party affiliations, regard
less of sectional prejudices, and "without distinction of race, 
color, or previous condition of servitude," would rise in their 
majesty and demand an outlet for the enormous agricultural 
productions of those vast and fertile pine barrens, drained in the 
rainy season by the surging waters of the turbid St. Croix. 

These impressions, derived simply and solely from the "eter
nal fitness of things," were not only strengthened by the inter
esting and eloquent debate on this bill, to which I listened with 
so much pleasure the other day, but intensified, if possible, as 
I read over this morning the lively colloquy which took place 
on that occasion, as I find it reported in last Friday's " Globe." 
I will ask the indulgence of the House while I read a few short 
passages, which are sufficient, in my judgment, to place the 
merits of the great enterprise contemplated in the measure now 
under discussion beyond all possible controversy. 

The honorable gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. Wilson), 
who, I believe, is managing this bill, in speaking of the charac-
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ter of the country through which this railroad is to pass, says 
this: 

"We want to have the timber brought to us as cheaply as possible. 
Now, if you tie up the lands in this way so that no title can be obtained 
to them-for no settler will go on these lands, for he cannot make a 
living-if you deprive us of the benefit of that timber." 

Now, sir, I would not have it by any means inferred from this 
that the gentleman from Minnesota would insinuate that the 
people out in this section desire this timber merely for the pur
pose of fencing up their farms so that their stock may not 
wander off and die of starvation among the bleak hills of the 
St. Croix. I read it for no such purpose, sir, and make no such 
comment on it myself. In corroboration of this statement of 
the gentleman from Minnesota, I find this testimony given by 
the honorable gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. Washburn). 
Speaking of these same lands, he says: 

" Under the bill as amended by my friend from Uinnesota, nine-tenths 
of the land is open to actual settlers at $2.50 per acre; the remaining one
tenth is pine timbered land that is not fit for settlement, and never will 
be settled upon; but the timber will be cut off. I admit that it is the 
most valuable portion of the grant, for most of the grant is not valuable. 
It is quite valueless; and if you put in this amendment of the gentle
man from Indiana, you may as well just kill the bill, for no man and 
no company will take the grant and build the road." 

I simply pause here to ask some gentleman better versed in 
the science of mathematics than I am to te!J me if the timber 
lands are in fact the most valuable portion of that section of the 
country, and they would be entirely valueless without the tim
ber that is on them, what the remainder of the land is worth 
which has no timber upon it at all. 

But further on I find a most entertaining and instructive in
terchange of views between the gentleman from Arkansas (Mr. 
Rogers), the gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. Washburn), and 
the gentleman from 1\faine (Mr. Peters), upon the subject of 
pine lands generally, which I will tax the patience of the House 
to read: 

Mr. Rogers: "Will the gentleman allow me to ask him a question?" 
Mr. Washburn, of Wisconsin: " Certainly." 
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Mr. Rogers: " Are these pine lands entirely worthless except for 
timber?" 

Mr. Washburn, of Wisconsin: "They are generally worthless for 
any other purpose. I am perfectly familiar with that subject. These 
lands are not valuable for purposes of settlement." 

Mr. Farnsworth: " They will be after the timber is taken off." 
Mr. Washburn, of Wisconsin: "No, sir." 
Mr. Rogers: " I want to know the character of these pine lands." 
Mr. Washburn, of Wisconsin: "They are generally sandy, barren 

lands. My friend from the Green Bay district (Mr. Sawyer) is himself 
perfectly familiar with this question, and he will bear me out in what I 
say, that these pine timber lands are not adapted to settlement." 

Mr. Rogers: " The pine lands to which I am accustomed are gen
erally very good. What I want to know is, what is the difference be
tween our pine lands and your pine lands." 

Mr. Washburn, of Wisconsin: "The pine timber of Wisconsin gen
erally grows upon barren, sandy land. The gentleman from Maine 
(Mr. Peters), who is familiar with pine lands, will, I have no doubt, 
say that pine timber grows generally upon the most barren lands.'' 

Mr. Peters: " As a general thing pine lands are not worth much for 
cultivation." 

And further on I find this pregnant question, the joint pro· 
duction of two gentlemen from Wisconsin: 

Mr. Paine: " Does ~y friend from Indiana suppose that in any event 
settlers will occupy and cultivate these pine lands? " 

Mr. Washburn, of Wisconsin: " Particularly without a railroad? " 

Yes, sir, "particularly without a railroad." It will be asked 
after a while, I am afraid, if settlers will go anywhere unless 
the government builds a railroad for them to go on. 

I desire to call attention to only one more statement, which 
I think sufficient to settle the question. It is one made by the 
gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. Paine), who says: 

"These lands will be abandoned for the present. It may be that at 
some remote period there will spring up in that region a new kind of 
agriculture which will cause a demand for these particular lands; and 
they may then come into use and be valuable for agricultural purposes. 
But I know, and I cannot help thinking, that my friend from Indiana 
understands that for the present, and for many years to come, these pine 
lands can have no possible value other than that arising from the pine 
timber which stands on them." 

Now, sir, who, after listening to this emphatic and unequivocal 
testimony of these intelligent, competent, and able-bodied wit· 
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nesses who that is not as incredulous as St. Thomas himself will 
doubt 'for a moment that the Goshen of America is to be found 
in the sandy valleys and upon the pine-clad hills of the St. 
Croix? \Vho will have the hardihood to rise in his seat on this 
floor and assert that, excepting the pine bushes, the entire re
gion would not produce vegetation enough in ten years to fatten 
a grasshopper? Where is the patriot who is willing that his 
country shall incur the peril of remaining another day without 
the amplest railroad connection with such an inexhaustible mine 
of agricultural wealth? Who will answer for the consequences 
of abandoning a great and warlike people, in possession of a 
country like that, to brood over the indifference and neglect of 
their government? How long would it be before they would 
take to studying the Declaration of Independence and hatching 
out the damnable heresy of secession? How long before the 
grim demon of civil discord would rear again its horrid head in 
our midst, " gnash loud his iron fangs and shake his crest of 
bristling bayonets "? 

Then, sir, think of the long and painful process of reconstruc
tion that must follow with its concomitant amendments to the 
constitution; the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth arti
cles. The sixteenth, it is of course understood, is to be appro
priated to those blushing damsels who are, day after day, be
seeching us to let them vote, hold office, drink cocktails, ride 
a-straddle, and do everything else the men do. But above all, 
sir, let me implore you to reflect for a single moment on the 
deplorable condition of our country in case of a foreign war, 
with all our ports blockaded, all our cities in a state of siege, 
the gaunt spectre of famine brooding like a hungry vulture 
over our starving land; our commissary stores all exhausted, 
and our famishing armies withering away in the field, a helpless 
prey to the insatiate demon of hunger; our navy rotting in the 
docks for want of provisions for our gallant seamen, and we 
without any railroad communication whatever with the pro
lific pine thickets of the St. Croix. 

Ah, sir, I can well understand why my amiable friends from 
Pennsylvania (Mr. Myers, Mr. Kelly, and Mr. O'Neill) should 
have been so earnest in their support of this bill the other day, 
and if their honorable colleague, my friend, Mr. Randall, will 
pardon the remark, I will say I considered his criticism of their 
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action on that occasion as, not only unjust, but ungenerous. I 
knew they were looking forward with the far-reaching ken of 
enlightened statesmanship to the pitiable condition in which 
Philadelphia will be left unless speedily supplied with railroad 
connection in some way or other with this garden spot of the 
universe. And, besides, sir, this discussion has relieved my mind 
of a mystery that has weighed upon it like an incubus for years. 
I could never understand before why there was so much excite
ment during the last Congress over the acquisition of Alta Vela. 
I could never understand why it was that some of our ablest 
statesmen and most disinterested patriots should entertain such 
dark forebodings of the untold calamities that were to befall 
our beloved country unless we should take immediate posses
sion of that desirable island. But I see now that they were 
laboring under the mistaken impression that the government 
would need the guano to manure the public lands on the St. 
Croix. 

Now, sir, I repeat that I have been satisfied for years that if 
there was any portion of the inhabited globe absolutely in a 
suffering condition for want of a railroad, it was these teeming 
pine barrens of the St. Croix. On what particular point on 
that noble stream such a road should be commenced, I knew 
was immaterial, and so it seems to have been considered by the 
draftsman of this bill. It might be up at the spring, or down 
at the foot-log, or the water-gate, or the fish-dam, or anywhere 
along the bank, no matter where. But in what direction it 
should run, or where it should terminate, were always to my 
mind questions of the most painful perplexity. I could con
ceive of no place on " God's green earth" in such straitened 
circumstances for railroad facilities as to be likely to desire or 
willing to accept such a connection. I knew that neither Bay
field nor Superior City would have it, for they both indignantly 
spurned the munificence of the government when coupled with 
such ignominious conditions, and let this very same land grant 
die on their hands years and years ago rather than submit to the 
degradation of a direct communication by railroad with the 
piny woods of the St. Croix; and I knew that what the enter
prising inhabitants of those giant young cities would refuse to 
take would have few charms for others, whatever their necessi
ties or cupidity might be. 
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Hence, as I have said, sir, I am utterly at a loss to determine 
where the terminus of this great and indispensable road should 
be, until I accidentally overheard some gentleman the other day 
mention the name of" Duluth." Duluth! The word fell upon 
my ear with peculiar and indescribable charm, like the gentle 
murmur of a low fountain stealing forth in the midst of roses, 
or the soft, sweet, accents of an angel's whisper in the bright, 
joyous dream of sleeping innocence. Duluth! 'Twas the 
name for which my soul had panted for years, as the hart pant
eth for the water brooks. But where was Duluth? Never, in 
all my limited reading, had my vision been gladdened by seeing 
the celestial word in print. And I felt a profounder humiliation 
in my ignorance that its dulcet syllables had never before rav
ished my delighted ear. I was certain that the draftsmen of 
this bill had never heard of it, or it would have been designated 
as one of the termini of this road. I asked my friends about it, 
but they knew nothing of it. I rushed to the library and exam
ined all the maps I could find. I discovered in one of them a 
delicate, hairlike line, diverging from the 1\fississippi near a 
place marked Prescott, which I suppose was intended to repre
sent the river St. Croix, but I could nowhere find Duluth. 

Nevertheless, I was confident it existed somewhere, and that 
its discovery would constitute the crowning glory of the present 
century, if not of all modern times. I knew it was bound to 
exist in the very nature of things; that the symmetry and per
fection of our planetary system would be incomplete without it; 
that the elements of material nature would long since have re
solved themselves back into original chaos if there had been 
such a hiatus in creation as would have resulted from leaving 
out Duluth. In fact, sir, I was overwhelmed with the convic
tion that Duluth not only existed somewhere, but that, wher
ever it was, it was a great and glorious place. I was convinced 
that the greatest calamity that ever befell the benighted nations 
of the ancient world was in their having passed away without 
a knowledge of the actual existence of Duluth; that their fabled 
Atlantis, never seen, save by the hallowed vision of inspired po
esy, was, in fact, but another name for Duluth; that the golden 
orchard of the Hesperides was but a poetical synonyme for the 
beer-gardens in the vicinity of Duluth. I was certain that Her
odotus had died a miserable death, because in all his travels 
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and with all his geographical research he had never heard of 
Duluth. I knew that if the immortal spirit of Homer could 
look down from another heaven than that created by his own 
celestial genius upon the long lines of pilgrims from every 
nation of the earth to the gushing fountain of poesy opened by 
the touch of his magic wand-if he could be permitted to be
hold the vast assemblage of grand and glorious productions of 
the lyric art called into being by his own inspired strains, he 
would weep tears of bitter anguish that, instead of lavishing all 
the stores of his mighty genius upon the fall of Ilion, it had not 
been his more blessed lot to crystallize in deathless song the 
rising glories of Duluth. ·Yet, sir, had it not been for this map, 
kindly furnished me by the legislature of Minnesota, I might 
have gone down to my obscure and humble grave in an agony 
of despair, because I could nowhere find Duluth. Had such 
been my melancholy fate, I have no doubt that with the last fee
ble pulsation of my breaking heart, with the last faint exhala
tion of my fleeting breath, I should have whispered: "Where 
is Duluth?" 

But thanks to the beneficence of that band of ministering 
angels who have their bright abodes in the far-off capital of 
Minnesota, just as the agony of my anxiety was about to culmi
nate in the frenzy of despair, this blessed map was placed in my 
hands; and as I unfolded it a resplendent scene of ineffable 
glory opened before me, such as I imagine burst upon the en
raptured visions of the wandering peri through the opening 
of Paradise. There, there for the first time, my enchanted eyes 
rested upon the ravishing word, " Duluth." 

This map, sir, is intended, as it appears from its title, to illus
trate the position of Duluth in the United States; but if gentle
men will examine it, I think they will concur with me in the 
opinion that it is far too modest in its pretensions. It not only 
illustrates the position of Duluth in the United States, but ex
hibits its relations with all created things. It even goes further 
than this. It lifts the shadowy veil of futurity and affords us a 
view of the golden prospects of Duluth far along the dim vista 
of ages yet to come. 

If gentlemen will examine it, they will find Duluth, not only 
in the centre of the map, but represented in the centre of a series 
of concentric circles one hundred miles apart, and some of them 
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as much as four thousand miles in diameter, embracing alike, in 
their tremendous sweep, the fragrant savannas of the sunlit South 
and the eternal solitudes of snow that mantle the ic.e-bound 
North. How these circles were produced is, perhaps, one of 
the most primordial mysteries that the most skilful paleologist 
will never be able to explain. But the fact is, sir, Duluth is pre
eminently a central place, for I am told by gentlemen who have 
been so reckless of their own personal safety as to venture away 
into those awful regions where Duluth is supposed to be, that 
it is so exactly in the centre of the visible universe that the sky 
comes down at precisely the same distance all around it. 

I find by reference to this map that Duluth is situated some
where near the western end of Lake Superior, but as there is no 
dot or other mark indicating its exact location, I am unable 
to say whether it is actually confined to any particular spot, or 
whether "it is just lying around there loose." I really cannot 
tell whether it is one of those ethereal creations of intellectual 
frostwork, more intangible than the rose-tinted clouds of a 
summer sunset; one of those airy exhalations of the speculator's 
brain, which I am told are ever flitting in the form of towns and 
cities along those lines of railroad, built with government sub
sidies, luring the unwary settler as the mirage of the desert lures 
the famishing traveller on, and ever on, until it fades away in the 
darkening horizon; or whether it is a real, bona fide, substantial 
city, all " staked off," with the lots marked with their owners' 
names, like that proud commercial metropolis recently discov
ered on the desirable shores of San Domingo. But, however 
that may be, I am satisfied Duluth is there, or thereabout, for 
I see it stated here on this map that it is exactly thirty-nine hun
dred and ninety miles from Liverpool, though I have no doubt, 
for the sake of convenience, it will be moved back ten miles, so 
as to make the distance an even four thousand. 

Then, sir, there is the climate of Duluth, unquestionably the 
most salubrious and delightful to be found anywhere on the 
Lord's earth. Now, I have always been under the impression, 
as I presume other gentlemen have, that in the region around 
Lake Superior it was cold enough for at least nine months in 
the year to freeze the smokestack of a locomotive. But I see it 
represented on this map that Duluth is situated exactly half way 
between the latitudes of Paris and Venice, so that gentlemen 
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who have inhaled the exhilarating airs of the one, or basked in 
the golden sunlight of the other, may see at a glance that Duluth 
must be a place of untold delights, a terrestrial paradise, fanned 
by the balmy zephyrs of an eternal spring, clothed in the gor
geous sheen of ever-blooming flowers, and vocal with the sil
very melody of nature's choicest songsters. In fact, sir, since I 
have seen this map, I have no doubt that Byron was vainly en
deavoring to convey some faint conception of the delicious 
charms of Duluth when his poetic soul gushed forth in the rip· 
piing strains of that beautiful rhapsody: 

" Know ye the land of the cedar and vine, 
Where the flowers ever blossom, the beams ever shine; 
Where the light wings of zephyr, oppressed with perfume, 
Wax faint o'er the gardens of Gul in her bloom; 

"Where the citron and olive are fairest of fruit, 
And the voice of the nightingale never is mute; 
Where the tints of the earth and lines of the. sky, 
In color though varied, in beauty may die? " 

As to the commercial resources of Duluth, sir, they are sim· 
ply illimitable and inexhaustible, as is shown by this map. I 
see it stated here that there is a vast scope of territory, embrac
ing an area of over two million square miles, rich in every ele
ment of material wealth and commercial prosperity, all tributary 
to Duluth. Look at it, sir! [Pointing to the map.] Here are 
inexhaustible mines of gold; immeasurable veins of silver; im
penetrable depths of boundless forest; vast coal-measures; 
wide, extended plains of richest pasturage-aU, aU embraced 
in this vast territory, which must, in the very nature of things, 
empty the untold treasures of its commerce into the lap of Du
luth. 

Look at it, sir! [Pointing to the map.] Do you not see from 
these broad, brown lines drawn around this immense territory 
that the enterprising inhabitants of Duluth intend some day to 
enclose all it in one vast corral, so that its commerce will be 
bound to go there whether it would or not? And here, sir [still 
pointing to the map], I find within a convenient distance the Pie
gan Indians, which, of all the many accessories to the glory of 
Duluth, I consider by far the most inestimable. For, sir, I have 
been told that when the smallpox breaks out among the women 
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and children of that famous tribe, as it sometimes does, they 
afford the finest subjects in the world for the strategical experi
ments of any enterprising military hero who desires to improve 
himself in the noble art of war, especially for any valiant lieuten
ant-general whose 

" Trenchant blade, Toledo trusty, 
For want of fighting has gone rusty, 
And eats into itself for lack 
Of somebody to hew and hack." 

Sir, the great conflict now raging in the Old World has pre
sented a phenomenon in military science unprecedented in the 
annals of mankind-a phenomenon that has reversed all the tra
ditions of the past as it has disappointed all the expectations of 
the present. A great and warlike people, renowned alike for 
their skill and valor, have been swept away before the triumphant 
advance of an inferior foe, like autumn stubble before a hurri
cane of fire. For aught I know the next flash of electric fire 
that shimmers along the ocean cable may tell us that Paris, with 
every fibre quivering with the agony of impotent despair, 
writhes beneath the conquering heel of her loathed invader. 
Ere another moon shall wax and wane, the brightest star in the 
galaxy of nations may fall from the zenith of her glory, never 
to rise again. Ere the modest violets of early spring shall open 
their beauteous eyes, the genius of civilization may chant the 
wailing requiem of the proudest nationality the world has ever 
seen, as she scatters her withered and tear-moistened lilies o'er 
the bloody tomb of butchered France. But, sir, I wish to ask 
if you honestly and candidly believe that the Dutch would have 
ever overrun the French in that kind of style if General Sheri
dan had not gone over there and told King William and Von 
Moltke how he had managed to whip the Piegan Indians! 

And here, sir, recurring to this map, I find in the immediate 
vicinity of the Piegans " vast herds of buffalo " and " immense 
fields of rich wheat-lands." 

[Here the hammer fell. Many cries: " Go on ! Go on ! " 
The Speaker: " Is there objection to the gentleman from Kentucky 

continuing his remarks? The Chair hears none, the gentleman will 
proceed.") 
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I was remarking, sir, upon these vast " wheat-fields," :repre
sented on this map in the immediate neighborhood of the buffa
loes and the Piegans, and was about to say that the idea of there 
being these immense wheat-fields in the very heart of a wilder
ness, hundreds and hundreds of miles beyond the utmost verge 
of civilization, may appear to some gentlemen as rather incon
gruous, as rather too great a strain on the " blankets " of verac
ity. But to my mind there is no difficulty in the matter what
ever. The phenomenon is very easily accounted for. It is 
evident, sir, that the Piegans sowed that wheat there and 
ploughed it with buffalo bulls. Now, sir, this fortunate combi
nation of buffaloes and Piegans, considering their relative posi
tions to each other and to Duluth, as they are arranged on this 
map, satisfies me that Duluth is destined to be the beef market 
of the world. 

Here, you will observe [pointing to the map], are the buffa
loes, directly between the Piegans and Duluth; and here, right 
on the road to Duluth, are the Creeks. Now, sir, when the 
buffaloes are sufficiently fat from grazing on these immense 
wheat-fields, you see it will be the easiest thing in the world for 
the Piegans to drive them on down, stay all night with their 
friends, the Creeks, and go into Duluth in the morning. I think 
I see them now, sir, a vast herd of buffaloes, with their heads 
down, their eyes glaring, their nostrils dilated, their tongues 
out, and their tails curled over their backs, tearing along toward 
Duluth, with about a thousand Piegans on their grass-bellied 
ponies, yelling at their heels! On they come! And as they 
sweep past the Creeks they join in the chase, and away they all 
go, yelling, bellowing, ripping, and tearing along, amid clouds 
of dust, until the last buffalo is safely penned in the stockyards 
of Duluth! 

Sir, I might stand here for hours and hours and expatiate 
with rapture upon the gorgeous prospects of Duluth, as depict
ed upon this map. But human life is too short and the time of 
this House far too valuable to allow me to linger longer upon 
the delightful theme. I think every gentleman on this floor is 
as well satisfied as I am that Duluth is destined to become the 
commercial metropolis of the universe, and that this road 
should be built at once. I am fully persuaded that no patriotic 
representative of the American people, who has a proper appre-
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dation of the associated glories of Duluth and the St. Croix, 
will hesitate a moment to say that every able-bodied female in 
the land between the ages of eighteen and forty-five who is in 
favor of "women's rights" should be drafted and set to work 
upon this great work without delay. Nevertheless, sir, it 
grieves my very soul to be compelled to say that I cannot vote 
for the grant of lands provided for in this bill. 

Ah, sir, you can have no conception of the poignancy of my 
anguish that I am deprived of that blessed privilege ! There 
are two insuperable obstacles in the way. In the first place, 
my constituents, for whom I am acting here, have no more in
terest in this road than they have in the great question of culi
nary taste now perhaps agitating the public mind of Dominica, 
as to whether the illustrious commissioners who recently left 
this capital for that free and enlightened republic would be bet
ter fricasseed, boiled, or roasted; and in the second place these 
lands, which I am asked to give away, alas, are not mine to be
stow! My relation to them is simply that of a trustee to an ex
press trust. And shall I ever betray that trust? Never, sir I 
Rather perish Duluth! Perish the paragon of cities! Rather 
let the freezing cyclones of the bleak Northwest bury it forever 
beneath the eddying sands of the raging St. Croix! 
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Delivered at the unveiling of the Saint-Gaudens statue of 
Farragut, New York, May 25, 1881 

T HE fame of naval heroes has always captivated and 
charmed the imaginations of men. The romance o~ 
the sea that hangs about them, their picturesque and 

dramatic achievements, the deadly perils that surround them, 
their loyalty to the flag that floats over them, their triumphs 
snatched from the jaws of defeat, and death in the hour of 
victory, inspire a warmer enthusiasm and a livelier sympathy 
than is awarded to equal deeds on land. Who can read with . 
dry eyes the story of Nelson, in the supreme moment of victory 
at Trafalgar, dying in the cock-pit of his flagship, embracing 
his beloved comrade with, " Kiss me, Hardy! Thank God I 
have done my duty," on his fainting lips, bidding the world 
good-night, and turning over like a tired child to sleep and 
wake no more? vVhat American heart has not been touched 
by that kindred picture of Lawrence, expiring in the cabin 
of the beaten Chesapeake, with " Don't give up the ship " on 
his dying lips? What schoolboy has not treasured up in his 
memory the bloody fight of Paul Jones with the Sera pis, the 
gallant exploits of Perry on Lake Erie, of McDonough on 
Lake Champlain, and the other bright deeds which have il
luminated the brief annals of the American navy? 

We come together to-day to recall the memory and to 
crown the statue of one of the dearest of these idols of man
kind-of one who has done more for us than all of them com
bined-of one whose name will ever stir, like a trumpet, the 
hearts of his grateful countrymen. 

In the first year of the century-at the very time when the 
great English admiral was wearing fresh laurels for winning 
in defiance of orders the once lost battle of the Baltic, the 
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bloodiest picture in the book of naval warfare-there was born 
on a humble farm in the unexplored wilderness of Tennessee, 
a child who was sixty years afterwards to do for Americans 
what England's idol had just then done for her-to rescue her 
in an hour of supreme peril, and to win a renown which should 

- not fade or be dim in comparison with that of the most famous 
of the sea-kings of the Old World. For though there were 
many great admirals before Farragut, it will be hard to find one 
whose life and fortunes combine more of those elements which 
command the enduring admiration and approval of his fellow
men. He was as good as he was great; as game as he was 
mild, and as mild as he was game; as skilful as he was success
ful; as full of human sympathy and kindness as he was of 
manly wisdom, and as unselfish as he was patriotic. So long 
as the republic which he served and helped to save shall en
dure, his memory must be dear to every lover of his country; 
and so long as this great city continues to be the gateway of 
the nation and the centre of its commerce, it must preserve 
and honor his statue, which to-day we dedicate to the coming 
generations. 

To trace the career of Farragut is to go back to the very in
fancy of the nation. His father, a brave soldier of the Revolu
tion, was not of the Anglo-Saxon race for which we are wont 
to assert a monopoly of the manly virtues, but of that Spanish 
race, which in all times has produced good fighters on sea and 
land. His mother must have been a woman fit to bear and 
suckle heroes, for his earliest recollection of her was upon the 
occasion when, axe in hand, in the absence of her husband, 
she defended her cottage and her helpless brood of little ones 
against an attack of marauding Indians who were seeking their 
scalps. Like all heroes then, he was born brave, and got his 
courage from his father's loins and his mother's milk. The 
death of the mother and the removal of the father to New Or
leans, where he was placed by the government in command 
of the naval station, introduced the boy to the very scenes 
where, more than half a century afterward, some of the bright
est of his proud laurels were to be won, and led him, by a singu
lar providence, to the final choice of a profession at an age 
when children generally are just beginning their schooling. 
The father of the renowned Commodore David Porter hap-
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pened to fall ill and die under the roof of Farragut's father, 
and his illustrious son, whose heart overflowed with gratitude 
for the hospitable kindness which had welcomed his dying 
father, announced his intention to adopt a child of that house 
and to train him up in his own profession. 

That happy conjunction of great merit with good fortune 
which attended the future admiral through his whole life was 
nowhere more signally marked than in the circumstance which 
thus threw together the veteran naval commander, already 
famous and soon to win a world-wide fame for skill and dar
ing and enterprise, and the boy who in his own last years was 
destined to eclipse the glory of his patron and to enchant the 
world with still more brilliant exploits. 

The influence of such a spirit and character as Porter's on 
that of a dutiful, ardent, and ambitious boy like Farragut, can
not be overestimated. It was not a mere nominal adoption. 
Porter took him from his home and became his second father, 
and with him the boy lived and studied and cruised and fought. 
Having thus ever before him an example worthy of himself, 
no wonder that he aspired to place himself, at last, at the head 
of the profession into which his introduction had been under 
such auspices! Behold him, then, at the tender age of nine 
years the happy recipient of a midshipman's warrant in the 
United States Navy, bearing date December 17, 1810; and 
two years later, at the breaking out of the war with Great 
Britain, making his first cruise with his noble patron, who, as 
Captain Porter, now took command of the Essex, whose name 
he was to render immortal by his achievements under her flag. 
It was in this severe school of active and important service 
that Midshipmen Farragut learned, almost in infancy, those 
first lessons in seamanship and war which he afterwards turned 
to practical account in wiuer fields and more dangerous enter
prises. His faithful study of all the details of his profession, 
guided and inspired by that ever-present sense of duty, which 
was the most marked characteristic of his life, prepared him 
step by step for any service in the line of that profession which 
time or chance might happen to bring, and when at last in 
March, 1814, the gallant little frigate met her fate in that 
spirited and bloody encounter with the British frigate Phebe 
and the sloop-of-war Cherub, off the port of Valparaiso (a con-
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test which brought new fame to the American navy as well as 
to all who bore a part in it), the boy of twelve, receiving an 
actual baptism of fire and blood, was found equal to the work 
of a man. He seems never to have known what fear was. If 
nerve makes the man, he was already as good as made. He 
thus describes this first of his great fights in his modest jour
nal: 

" During the action, I was like Paddy in the Catharpins. 
A man on occasions, I performed the duties of captain's aid, 
quarter-gunner, powder-boy, and in fact did everything re
quired of me. I shall never forget the horrid impression made 
upon me at the sight of the first man I had ever seen killed. 
It staggered and sickened me at first, but they soon began to 
fall around me so fast, that it all appeared like a dream, and 
produced no effect on my nerves. I can remember well, while 
I was standing near the captain just abaft the mainmast, a 
shot came through the waterways and glanced upwards, killing 
four men who were standing by the side of the gun, taking 
the last one in the head and scattering his brains on both of 
us. But this awful sight did not affect me half so much as 
the death of the first poor fellow. I neither thought of nor 
noticed anything but the working of the guns." 

He never was in battle again until forty-eight years after
wards, when he astounded the world by the capture of New 
Orleans ; but who can doubt that that memorable day in the 
Essex, when her plucky commander fought her against hope
less odds, only lowering his colors when she was already sink
ing, with all but one of her officers and more than half of her 
crew on the list of killed and wounded, was a life-long in
spiration to his courage and loyalty; that it planted forever 
in the heart of the boy that starry flag, which as an old man 
he was to bear, at last, through bloodier conflicts still to final 
victory. 

The traditions of the little American navy of that early day 
were proud and glorious ones, and well calculated to fire a 
youthful heart with generous enthusiasm. It had carried off 
the honors of the war, and on the lakes and on the ocean, in 
skill, pluck and endurance; had coped successfully with the 
proud flag of England-the undisputed mistress of the seas
arrogant with the prestige of centuries, and fresh from the con-
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quest of her ancient rivals. Its successful commanders were 
recognized as heroes alike by their grateful countrymen and 
by a generous foe, and furnished examples fit to be followed 
and imitated by the young and unknown midshipman, whose 
renown was one day to cast all theirs in the shade. It was 
neither by lucky accident nor political favor, nor simply by 
growing old in the service, that Farragut came in time to be 
the recognized head of his profession. From the first he 
studied seamanship and the laws of naval warfare as a science, 
and put his conscience into his work, as well in the least de
tails as in the great principles of the business. So as he rose 
in rank he grew in power too, and never once was found un
equal to any task imposed upon him. Self-reliance appears 
to have been the great staple of his character. Thrown upon 
his own exertions from the beginning, buoyed up by no for
tune, advanced by no favor, he worked his way to the quarter
deck, and by the single-hearted pursuit of his profession was 
master of all its resources and ready to perform great deeds, 
if the day for the great deeds should ever come. Had that 
protracted and inglorious era of peace and compromise, which 
began with his early manhood and ended with the election of 
Lincoln, been continued for another decade; he would have 
passed into history without fame, but without reproach, as a 
brave and competent officer, but undistinguished in that bright 
catalogue of manly virtue and of stainless honor, which forms 
the muster-roll of the American navy. But when treason reared 
its ugly head and, by the guns of Fort Sumter, roused from its 
long slumber the sleeping courage of the nation, to avenge that 
insulted flag-that flag which from childhood to old age he had 
borne in honor over every sea and into the ports of every nation 
-his country found him ready and with his armor on, and 
found among all her champions no younger heart, no cooler 
head, no steadier nerve, than in the veteran captain, who 
brought to her services a natural genius for fighting and a mind 
stored with the rich experience of a well-spent life. And then, 
at last, all that half century of patient waiting and of faithful 
study bore its glorious fruit. 

Much as the country owes to Farragut for the matchless 
services which his brain and courage rendered in the day of 
her peril, she is still more indebted to him for the unconditional 
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loyalty of his large and generous heart. Born, bred and mar
ried in the South, with no friends and hardly an acquaintance 
except in the South, his sympathy must all have been with her. 
" God forbid," he said, "that I should have ever to raise my 
hand against the South." The approaching outbreak of hos
tilities found him on waiting orders at his home in Norfolk, 
surrounded by every influence that could put his loyalty to 
the test, in the midst of officers of the army and the navy all 
sworn, like him, to uphold the flag of the republic, but almost 
to a man meditating treason against it. Could there have been 
a peaceful separation, could those erring sisters have been per
mitted, as at least one great Northern patriot then insisted 
they should be permitted, to depart in peace, he would doubt
less have gone with his State, but with a heart broken by the 
rupture of his country. But when the manifest destiny of 
America forbade that folly, there was but one course for Farra
gut, and there is no evidence that his loyalty ever for a moment 
faltered. Other great and manly hearts, tried by the same 
ordeal, came to a different issue, and perhaps, history will do 
them better justice than we can. But now that it is all over, 
now that a restored Union has made them fellow-citizens once 
more, we cannot refuse to recognize the manhood with which 
some of them struggled even to their fall. No candid Northern 
man can read at this distance of time without emotion the 
heart-rending letter of General Lee to General Scott resign
ing his commission and redeeming his sword for Virginia, al
though history has pronounced it treason; but this we may 
say, and must say, that Lee and all who followed his ex
ample loved their State indeed, but forgot and betrayed 
their country, while Farragut, when the issue came, knew 
only his country, loved only his country and meant still to have 
a country to love. Not a single moment could he hesitate, 
and when Virginia, who had only a few weeks before elected 
delegates by a large majority, pledged or instructed to main
tain her allegiance, was suddenly and treacherously, as he ex
pressed it, "dragooned out of the Union," he could not sleep 
another night on the soil of Virginia. At ten o'clock in the 
morning of April 18, 1861, news came to Norfolk that the or
dinance of secession had passed-and Farragut's mind was 
made up; he announced to his faithful wife that for his part, 
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come what might, he was goiilg to stick to the flag; and at 
five o'clock in the afternoon he had packed their carpet-bags 
and taken the first steamboat for the North. That " Stick to 
the flag" should be carved on his tombstone and on the ped
estals of all his statues as it was stamped upon his soul. " Stick 
to the flag" shall be his password to posterity, to the latest 
generations, for he stuck to it when all about him abandoned 
it. He was 

" Faithful found 
Among the faithless, faithful only he." 

Never was a nation less prepared for naval war than the 
United States in April, 1861. Forty-two old vessels, many 
of which were unseaworthy, the remains only of a decrepit 
peace arrangement, constituted our entire navy; and all at 
once we had three thousand miles of exposed seacoast to block
ade and defend, our own great seaports to protect, rebel 
cruisers to pursue, and American commerce to maintain, if 
possible. The last was utterly impossible, the merchant service 
took refuge under other flags, and our own almost vanished 
from the seas, where it had so long, so proudly floated. But 
the same irresistible spirit of loyalty, the same indomitable will 
to preserve the imperilled union, which brought great armies 
into the field all equipped, soon created a fleet also, that com
manded the respect of the world and placed the United States 
once more in the front rank of naval powers. The active ser
vices of such a man as Farragut could not long be spared, and 
when that great naval enterprise, the opening of the Mississippi, 
was planned-an enterprise the like of which had never been 
attempted before-he was chosen by the Government to lead 
it, by the advice of his superiors in rank and with the universal 
approval of the people, on the principle of choosing the best 
man for the service of the greatest danger; and he accepted it 
on his favorite maxim that the greatest exposure was the 
penalty of the highest rank. His experience was vast, but 
there was no experience that would of itself qualify any man 
for such a service. It was upon his personal qualities that the 
country relied. Success was absolutely necessary. The de
pressing reverses of the first year of the war, the threatened 
intervention of foreign powers and the growing arrogance of 
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the Confederacy forbade the possibility of a failure. And all 
who knew Farragut knew that in his lexicon there was no such 
word as fail or fall. Happy was the day, therefore, for us all 
when Farragut, on his own merits, was put in command of by 
far the most powerful naval expedition that had ever sailed 
under the American flag, for the most perilous enterprise that 
any fleet had ever attempted. 

The sun would set upon us if we were to undertake to tell 
this afternoon the story of the capture of New Orleans. The 
world knows it by heart-how when Farragut gave the signal 
at two o'clock in the morning the brave Bailey in the Cayuga 
led the way, and how the great admiral in the Hartford in two 
short hours carried his wooden fleet in triumph through that 
storm of lightning from the forts, and scattered and destroyed 
the whole fleet of rebel gunboats and ironclads, and how it 
pleased Almighty God, as he wrote at sunrise to his wife, to 
preserve his life through a fire such as the world had scarcely 
known. Thus in a single night a great revolution in maritime 
warfare was accomplished, and a blow struck at the vitals of 
the Confederacy which made it reel to its centre. New Orleans, 
the key of the 1\Iississippi, the queen city of the South, was 
taken never to be lost again, and the opening made for all 
those great triumphs which soon crowned our arms in the 
\Vest. But victory found our brave captain as modest and 
merciful as the conflict had proved him terrible, and history 
may be searched in vain for greater clemency shown to a hos~ 
tile city, captured after such a struggle, than that with which 
the Federal commander, under circumstances of the utmost 
aggravation and insult, treated New Orleans. But at last he 
got the chance that his hopeful heart had longed for-to strike 
that fatal blow at Mobile, which forever sealed up the Confed
eracy from all intercourse with the outer world and hastened 
its final dissolution, making hopeless, on its part, any further 
struggle in the West, while Grant and Sherman and Sheridan 
and Hancock were dealing its death-blows in Virginia and 
Georgia. 

"You know my creed," he says on the day after his gallant 
passage of the terrible batteries at Port Hudson. "I never 
send others in advance where there is a doubt, and being one 
on whom the country has bestowed its greatest honors, I 
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thought I ought to take the risks which belong to them, and 
so I took the lead. I knew the enemy would try to destroy 
the old flagship, and I determined the best way to prevent that 
result was to try and hurt them the most." 

The battle of Mobile Bay has long since become a favorite 
topic of history and song. Had not Farragut himself set an 
example for it at New Orleans, this greatest of all his achieve
ments would have been pronounced impossible by the military 
world, and its perfect success has brought all mankind to his feet 
in admiration and homage. As a signal instance of one man's 
intrepid courage and quick resolve converting disaster and 
threatened defeat into overwhelming victory, it had no prece
dent since Nelson at Copenhagen, defying the orders of his 
superior officer and refusing to obey the signal to retreat, won 
a triumph that placed his name among the immortals. 

When Nelson's lieutenant on the Elephant pointed out to 
him the signal of recall on the commander-in-chief, the bat
tered hero of the Nile clapped his spyglass with his only hand 
to his blind eye and exlaimed: " I really do not see any sig
nal. Keep mine for closer battle flying. That's the way to 
answer such signals. Nail mine to the mast!" and so he went 
on and won the great day. 

When the Brooklyn hesitated among the fatal torpedoes in 
the terrible jaws of Fort Morgan, at the sight of the Tecumseh 
exploding and sinking with the brave Craven and his ill-fated 
hundred in her path, it was one of those critical moments on 
which the destinies of battle hang. 

Napoleon said it was always the quarters of an hour that 
decided the fate of a battle; but here a single minute was to 
win or lose the day, for when the Brooklyn began to back, 
the whole line of Federal ships were giving signs of confusion, 
while they were in the very mouth of hell itself, the batteries 
of Fort Morgan making the whole of Mobile Point a living 
flame. It was the supreme moment of Farragut's life. If he 
faltered all was lost. If he went on in the torpedo-strewn 
path of the Tecumseh he might be sailing to his death. It 
seemed as though Nelson himself were in the maintop of the 
Hartford. "What's the trouble?" was shouted from the flag
ship to the Brooklyn. "Torpedoes I" was the reply. " Damn 
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the torpedoes," said Farragut. "Four bells, Captain Drayton; 
go ahead full speed." And so he led his fleet to victory. 

Van Tromp sailed up and down the British Channel in sight 
of the coast with a broom at the masthead, in token of his 
purpose to sweep his hated rivals from the seas. The greatest 
of English admirals, in his last fight, as he was bearing down 
upon the enemy, hoisted on his flagship a signal which bore 
these memorable words: " England expects every man to do 
his duty "-words which have inspired the courage of Eng
lishmen from that day to this, but it was reserved for Farragut 
as he was bearing down upon the death-dealing batteries of 
the rebels to hoist nothing less than himself into the rigging 
of his flagship, as the living signal of duty done, that the world 
might see that what England had only expected America had 
fully realized, and that every man, from the rear-admiral down, 
was faithful. 

The golden days of peace have come at last, as we hope, for 
many generations. The great armies of the republic have been 
long since disbanded. Our peerless navy, which at the close 
of the war might have challenged the combined squadrons of 
the world to combat has almost ceased to exist. But still we 
are safe from attack from within and from without. The mem
ory of the heroes is " the cheap defence of the nation, the nurse 
of manly sentiment and heroic enterprises forever." Our frig
ates may rot in the harbor. Our ironclads may rust at the 
dock, but if ever again the flag is in peril, invincible armies 
will swarm upon the land, and steel-clad squadrons leap forth 
upon the sea to maintain it. If we only teach our children 
patriotism as the first duty, and loyalty as the first virtue, 
America will be safe in the future as in the past. When the 
War of 1812 broke out she had only six little frigates for her 
navy, but the valor of her sons eked out her scanty fleet and 
won for her the freedom of the seas. In all the single engage
ments of that little war, with one exception, the Americans 
were victors, and at its close the stars and stripes were saluted 
with honor in every quarter of the globe. So, when this War 
of the Rebellion came suddenly upon us, we had a few ancient 
frigates, a few unseaworthy gunboats; but when it ended our 
proud and triumphant navy counted seven hundred and sixty 
vessels-of-war, of which seventy were ironclads. We can al-
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ways be sure then of fleets and armies enough. But shall we 
always have a Grant to lead the one and a Farragut to inspire 
the other? Will our future soldiers and sailors share, as theirs 
almost to the last man shared, their devotion, their courage 
and their faith? Yes, on this one condition; that every Ameri
can child learn from his cradle, as Farragut learned from his, 
that his first and last duty is to his country, that to live for her 
is honor, and to die for her is glory. 
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ROBERT GREEN INGERSOLL 

1833-1899 

Robert Green Ingersoll was born at Dresden, New York, August II, 
1833. His father, a clergyman well known in New York for his broad 
views and more than ordinary eloquence in the pulpit, removed to 
Illinois in 1843. Robert, his son, chose the profession of law, and after 
being admitted to the bar he entered his brother's law offices as partner 
at Shawneetown. In 1857 Ingersoll removed to Peoria, then a rapidly 
growing town, and obtained in 186o the Democratic nomination for Con
gress for the district, but was defeated. During the war Ingersoll was 
a strong partisan of the Federal cause and the Union. His military 
service, on which he entered as Colonel of the Eleventh Illinois Cavalry, 
was cut short early during the war on his capture by the enemy. 

He returned to his law practice and, after having become an adherent 
of the Republican party, was appointed, in 1866, Attorney-General of 
Illinois. He was a delegate to several national conventions and gained 
enduring fame as an orator by the brilliant speech he delivered in sup
port of James G. Blaine's nomination for the presidency in 1876. The 
designation of" The Plumed Knight" clung to the .Maine Senator long 
after the echoes of the campaign had died away. Ingersoll was en
gaged as counsel in many cases of national importance, and removed 
first to Washington and later to New York. He died at his country 
seat on the Hudson on July 21, 1899. 

Ingersoll was one of the foremost orators of his day. Both as a 
forensic debater and as a public speaker and lecturer, his well-de
served fame has long since spread over his country and beyond. Be
sides being the author of some prose works, mostly of an agnostic 
tendency, he has written some verse. In his private life he was a 
most lovable man, and the charm of his personality exerted a magnetic 
influence over all with whom he came in contact. Besides being a 
" born " orator, he was exceptionally witty, and could move his audi
ences to laughter as well as tears. 
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Speech nominating James G. Blaine for President, in theRe
publican National Convention at Cincinnati, June 15, 1876 

MASSACHUSETTS may be satisfied with the loyalty of 
Benjamin H. Bristow; so am I, but if any man nomi
nated by this convention cannot carry the State of 

Massachusetts, I am not satisfied with the loyalty of that State. 
If the nominee of this convention cannot carry the grand old 
commonwealth of Massachusetts by seventy-five thousand ma
jority, I would advise them to sell out Faneuil Hall as a Dem
ocratic headquarters. I would advise them to take from Bun
ker Hill that old monument of glory. 

The Republicans of the United States demand as their leader 
in the great contest of 1876 a man of intelligence, a man of in· 
tegrity, a man of well-known and approved political opinions. 
They demand a statesman; they demand a reformer after, as 
well as before, the election. They demand a politician in the 
highest, broadest, and best sense-a man of superb moral 
courage. They demand a man acquainted with public affairs . 
-with the wants of the people-with not only the requirements 
of the hour, but with the demands of the future. They demand 
a man broad enough to comprehend the relations of this gov
ernment to the other nations of the earth. They demand a man 
well versed in the powers, duties, and prerogatives of each and 
every department of this government. They demand a man 
who will sacredly preserve the financial honor of the United 
States-one who knows enough to know that the national debt 
must be paid through the prosperity of this people; one who 
knows enough to know that all the financial theories in the 
world cannot redeem a single dollar; one who knows enough 
to know that all the money must be made, not by law, but by 
labor; one who knows enough to know that the people of the 
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United States have the industry to make the money and the 
honor to pay it over just as fast as they make it. 

The Republicans of the United States demand a man who 
knows that prosperity and resumption, when they come, must 
come together; that when they come, they will come hand in 
hand through the golden harvest fields, hand in hand by the 
whirling spindles and turning wheels; hand in hand past the 
open furnace doors; hand in hand by the flaming forges; hand 
in hand by the chimneys filled with eager fire-greeted and 
grasped by the countless sons of toil. 

This money has to be dug out of the earth. You cannot 
make it by passing resolutions in a political convention. 

The Republicans of the United States want a man who kno;vs 
that this government should protect every citizen at home and 
abroad; who knows that any government that will not defend 
its defenders and protect its protectors is a disgrace to the map 
of the world. They demand a man who believes in the eternal 
separation and divorcement of church and school. They de
mand a man whose political reputation is spotless as a star; but 
they do not demand that their candidate shall have a certificate 
of ~oral character signed by a Confederate Congress. The 
man who has in full, heaped, and rounded measure, all these 
splendid qualifications is the present grand and gallant leader 
of the Republican party-James G. Blaine. 

Our country crowned with the vast and marvellous achieve
ments of its first century, asks for a man worthy of the past and 
prophetic of her future; asks for a man who has the audacity 
of genius; asks for a man who has the grandest combination 
of heart, conscience, and brain beneath her flag. Such a man 
is James G. Blaine. 

For the Republican host, led by this intrepid man, there can 
be no defeat. 

This is a grand year; a year filled with recollections of the 
Revolution, filled with the proud and tender memories of the 
past, with the sacred legends of liberty; a year in which the sons 
of freedom will drink from the fountains of enthusiasm; a year 
in which the people call for a man who has preserved in Con
gress what our soldiers won upon the field; a year in which we 
call for the man who has tom from the throat of treason the' 
tongue of slander-for the man who has snatched the mask of 
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Democracy from the hideous face of Rebellion-for the man 
who, like an intellectual athlete, has stood in the arena of debate 
and challenged all comers, and who is still a total stranger to 
defeat. 

Like an armed warrior, like a plumed knight, James G. Blaine 
marched down the halls of the American Congress and threw 
his shining lance full and fair against the brazen foreheads of 
the defamers of his country and the maligners of his honor. 
For the Republicans to desert this gallant leader now is as 
though an army should desert their general upon the field of 
battle. 

James G. Blaine is now, and has been for years, the bearer of 
the sacred standard of the Republican party. I call it sacred, 
because no human being can stand beneath its folds without 
becoming and without remaining free. 

Gentlemen of the convention, in the name of the great repub~ 
lie, the only republic that ever existed upon the earth; in the 
name of all her defenders and of all her supporters; in the name 
of all her soldiers living; in the name of all her soldiers dead 
upon the field of battle; and in the name of those who perished 
in the skeleton clutch of famine at Andersonville and Libby, 
whose suffering he so vividly remembers, Illinois-Illinois 
nominates for the next President of this country that prince of 
parliamentarians, that leader of leaders, James G. Blaine. 
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The career of Chauncey Depew, at the present writing representing 
New York in the Senate of the United States at Washington, illustrates 
to a remarkable degree the v~rsat~li.ty of the American temperament, 
and sets the example of a public spmt worthy of emulation by our suc
cessful men of affairs. His ancestors were French Huguenots and 
sturdy patriots of New England, including Roger Sherman, a signer 
of the Declaration of Independence, and Gabriel Ogden of the Con
tinental Army. It is not surprising, therefore, considering his dis
tinguished ancestry, that he should show the interest in the political 
questions of the day and the devotion to the natural development of 
the country which have always marked his course. 

He was born in the village of Peekskill, New York, on April 23, 1834, 
where he spent his childhood and school days; thence he went to Yale 
University (at that time a college) and was graduated in the class of 
1856. After two years' study of the law, he was admitted to the bar in 
1858, and in the same year, becoming interested in politics, he was sent 
to the New York State Convention. The year t86o found him actively 
engaged in the presidential campaign for Abraham Lincoln, during 
which his great powers as an orator were quickly recognized, thus pav
ing the way for his election to the New York Legislature, and subse
quently to the important post of Secretary of State. 

In r866 he was retained by the Vanderbilts to act as counsel for the 
New York and Harlem Railroad, and from this position he rose by 
successive steps to the presidency of the New York Central Railroad, 
filling this position until his election in 1899 as United States Senator 
from New York. During this long period of business activity his in
terest in his party and the country at large remained unabated. Thus 
it happens that his great influence and well-known powers as an orator 
have always been closely identified with the political events of the day. 
At the Republican National Convention of 1888 he was the choice of 
the delegates from the State of New York for President. It would 
seem that in a life so filled with business and political endeavor there 
would remain but scant time for exertion in other fields. Senator 
Depew, however, has the will, and so has found the way to attend 
numerous public dinners and other public celebrations, at which the 
delightful fancy, keen wit, and unusual eloquence of his speeches have 
placed him in the foremost rank of America's living orators. 

Among Senator Depew's important speeches is one which is of great 
interest at the present time, and one which will grow more valuable 
as the events with which it deals have become only a memory. This 
speech, delivered before the Lotos Club of New York soon after the 
Spanish-American war, sets forth the growth of friendship and sym
pathy between the United States and England, and expresses in well
rounded periods the gratification of both nations over the entente 
cardiale which had been so long delayed. 
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Delivered at the Lotos Club ba11quet to Lord Her3chel, New 
York, November 5, 1898 

GENTLEMEN: When an American has enjoyed the 
cordial hospitality of an English home he is ever after 
craving an opportunity to reciprocate in his own coun

try. He discovers that the traditional icy reserve and insular 
indifference with which the Englishman is popularly credited 
are only the shield and armor which protect the inhabitants of 
the centre and capital of the activities of the Old World from 
the frauds and fools of the whole world. When once thawed 
out, our kin across the sea can be as demonstrative and, in their 
own way, as jocose as the untamed natives of these vVestern 
wilds. An eminent medical authority, in a learned essay on 
heredity and longevity, advanced this theory: That the emi
grant from the British Isles to our shores, under the influence 
of our dry and exciting atmosphere, becomes, in a few genera
tions, abnormally nervous, thin, and dyspeptic. Between forty 
and fifty he can arrest the speed with which he is hurrying to 
an untimely grave, if he will move over to England. The cli
mate there will work upon his ancestral tendencies, and he 
will develop backward to the original type. Instead of his rest
less spirit reading the epitaph upon his tombstone in the United 
States, he will be enjoying life in the old country in the seven
ties and eighties, be taking his daily gospel from the "Times,'' 
and, on gouty days, lamenting modern degeneracy. The con
verse must be equally true, and the Englishman who has passed 
his climacteric and is afflicted with inertia and adipose, will find 
in the sunshine and champagne air of America the return of the 
energy and athletic possibilities of his youth. Thus the two 
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countries in the exchange, will exhibit a type which, once safely 
past the allotted line of life, in their new environment, will keep 
going on forever. None of us want to quit this earthly scene 
so long as we can retain health and mind. The attractions of 
the heavenly city are beyond description, but residence there 
runs through such countless ages that a decade, more or less, 
before climbing the golden stairs, is a loss of rich experience 
this side, and not noticed on the other. 

It is a singular fact that the United States has known Eng
land for nearly three hundred years, and England has known 
little about the United States until within the past ten years. 
Eight years ago Mr. Gladstone asked me about the newspapers 
in this country. I told him that the press in nearly all of our 
large cities had from a half to a whole column of European 
cables daily, and three columns on Sunday, and two-thirds of 
it was about English affairs. He expressed surprise and pleas
ure, and great regret that the English press was not equally 
full of American news. From ten to fifty lines on our markets 
was all the information British readers had about our interests, 
unless a lynching, a railroad smash-up or a big corporation 
suddenly gone bankrupt commanded all the space required 
and gave a lively picture of our settled habits. English states
men of all parties have been as well known and understood by 
our people for a quarter of a century as those of our own 
country, while beyond Lincoln, Grant, and Garfield, the British 
public never heard of our party leaders and public men. Such 
is the power and educational value of the press. 

With the advent of Smalley, Norman, and others, sending 
full despatches from the United States to the English news
papers, our press relations have become reciprocal. The 
American in England is as much in touch each morning with 
the happenings at home as the Englishman is in America 
with the affairs of Europe. This daily interchange of informa
tion as to the conditions, the situation, the opinions, and the 
mutual interests of the two countries has been of incalculable 
benefit in bringing about a better acquaintance and more cor
dial sentiments between these two great English-speaking na
tions. The better we know each other, the riper grows our 
friendship. The publication of Bryce's " American Common
wealth" was the dawn of a clearer understanding and closer 
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relations. In my school days the boys of the village still played 
" Fee, fi, fow, fum, I smell the blood of an Englishman; dead 
or alive I will have some." 

An East Tennessee Union farmer, coming into Knoxville 
in the early days of the Civil War, heard of Mason and Slidell, 
the Confederate commissioners, who were passengers for Eu
rope on an English merchant vessel, having been taken off by 
force by an American cruiser and brought back prisoners to 
this country, and that Great Britain had demanded their re
lease. " What? " he said in great astonishment, " Is that 
blasted old English machine going yet?" Now, and especially 
since the practical friendship shown to us by England during 
our war with Spain, the villagers cheer the mtente cordiale be
tween the two countries, and the Tennessee mountaineers and 
the Rugby colonists join in celebrating the Queen's birthday 
and the Fourth of July. 

\Ve have been for a hundred years evoluting toward the 
mutual understanding of each other and the intelligent friend
ship which existed between the greatest of Americans, George 
Washington, and a great Englishman, Lord Shelburne. Shel
burne, beyond all of his countrymen, appreciated the American 
conditions and position in the Revolutionary War, and was the 
first of foreigners to form that estimate of Washington, as the 
foremost man of the world, which is now universally accepted. 
It was for him that Washington sat for a full-length portrait, 
which now holds the place of honor in the house of another 
great and brilliant English statesman and warm friend of the 
United States, Lord Rosebery. On Washington's initiative, 
and Shelburne's co-operation, the two countries made their 
famous Jay Treaty of 1796. 

The government of the United States is, and always has 
been, a lawyer's government. All but three of our Presidents 
were lawyers, and four-fifths of our Cabinet ministers, and a 
large majority of both Houses of Congress, have always been 
members of the bar. The ambassador who framed and nego
tiated this treaty was that eminent jurist, John Jay, the first 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States. In 
his treaty, for the first time, I think, among nations, appeared 
the principle of the settlement by arbitration of disputes between 
nations. Such was the temper of the period, however, one hun-
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dred years ago, and such the jealous and hostile feelings be
tween America and England, that it required a long time, with 
all the influence of Washington, to have the treaty ratified by 
the Senate. Jay was burned in effigy by indignant mobs all 
over our country, and Lord Granville, the British foreign min
ister, was denounced by the opposition-England-as having 
been duped by Chief Justice Jay, and the charge was one of 
the causes which led to the overthrow of the ministry of which 
he was a member. While that treaty has received little public 
notice, yet under it many cases which might have led to serious 
irritation have been settled, and notably, and most significant 
of all, the Geneva arbitration of the Alabama claims under the 
presidency, and with the cordial support of the greatest soldier 
of our republic, General Grant. The bench and the bar of the 
United States have always approved and supported the prin
ciple of the Jay Treaty. 

The common law and the interchangeable decisions of the 
courts of the United States and Great Britain have been a con
tinuing and refreshing bond of union between the lawyers of 
the two countries. It was my privilege, in the midst of the 
Venezuelan excitement, to deliver the annual address before 
the State Bar Association of the State of New York. The sub
ject I chose was " International Arbitration," and as a result 
of the discussion, this powerful body, with the calmness and 
judicious candor characteristic of the profession, unanimously 
adopted a memorial in favor of settling all disputes between 
Great Britain and the United States by arbitration and in favor 
of the establishment of an international court of dignity and 
power. This action received substantially the unanimous ap
proval of the bench and the bar of the United States, and was 
met with equal warmth by our kin across the sea. 

One of the best signs of our times, tending more to peace, 
humanity, and civilization than even the famous proclamation 
of the Russian Czar, has been, and is, the warm and increasing 
friendship between the great electorate-the democracy of 
Great Britain and the people of the United States. Sir Henry 
Irving told me, last summer, a story full of significance. It 
demonstrated that when the people of Great Britain and the 
people of the United States understood one another, they are, 
in many respects, one people. One of the most brilliant and 
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eloquent platform orators the world has ever known was 
Henry Ward Beecher. During the time of our Civil \Var, 
when the press and the upper classes of Great Britain were 
largely hostile to us, Beecher went abroad as a popular am
bassador from the people of the United States to the people of 
England. Irving said that when Beecher spoke at Manchester 
the feeling among the operatives and artisans of the great man
ufacturing town was that if the North succeeded, the rebellion 
was put down, and the Union was preserved, in some way the 
cotton of the Southern States would be diverted, and their em
ployment gone. 

We are not unfamiliar with that sort of politics by misrep
resentation in the United States. Irving said that at that time 
he was a young actor in a stock company in Manchester. Hav
ing secured a good position in the hall, he saw a maddened mob 
struggling to get hold of a handsome young man upon the 
platform, with the evident purpose of tearing him to pieces. 
The young man, Mr. Beecher, was protected by the leading 
citizens of Manchester and the police. It was half an hour 
before the crowd would listen to a word. The first five minutes 
of Beecher's speech set them wild again, and then Irving 
thought that Beecher would certainly be dragged from the 
platform and killed. By the exertions, however, of the gen
tlemen about the orator, a hearing was finally secured, and 
Beecher developed in his own masterly way the common lan
guage, the literature, and the ties of the two countries, the 
common origin of their liberty, and the common freedom of 
their people, the interest which every man had for himself and 
his children in the perpetuity and strength of free government 
in the American republic. The first half-hour was silence, the 
second half-hour was tumultuous applause, the next hour was 
unanimous and enthusiastic approval, and at the close the 
crowd insisted upon bearing upon their shoulders and carry
ing in triumph to his lodgings the orator, whose cause they 
then understood. 

The men of letters who write and speak in the English tongue 
have always been mutually appreciative, and always friends. 
It began with the father of American literature, \Vashington 
Irving, who was held by the British critic as a second Addison. 
Longfellow and Hawthorne of a recent period, and Mark 
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'fv;aia of to-day, finJ appreciation and appbusc-find equal 
recognition and pride on both sides of the Atiantic. 

It was not until we be::a::ne involved in a war with a European 
power that America appreciated the e~~ter;t and depth of this 
feeling of kinship among the English-speaking peoples across 
the Atlantic. A famous Scotch divine told me that when on 
the one hand Emperor William had sent his telegram encour
aging Kruger in South Africa to fight England, and on the 
other the Venezuelan message of President Cleveland was in
terpreted on the part of the United States as a challenge for a 
fight, he preached a sermon to a Scotch congregation. There 
are no other people so devoted and undemonstrative in the 
world inside the church as the Scotch Presbyterians. " But," 
said the preacher," when I said that under no conditions would 
the people of Great Britain fight their kin in the United States, 
and that if there was to be fighting it must all be from the 
Americans, there was wild applause, but when I said that if the 
German Emperor moved one step further in the hostile action 
indicated by his telegram, the Dritish fleet would sweep his ves
sels from the oceans, and British arms would capture all his 
colonies inside of sixty days, the congregation rose and gave 
cheers." 

The war with Spain threatened the equilibrium of that deli
::~te instrument known as the European balance of power, an 
nstrument so delicate that it requires eight millions of soldiers 

and the waters of the globe covered with navies, to keep it from 
getting out of trim. Every consideration of the association of 
ambitions in the East impelled the Continental powers to sym
pathize with Spain. They proposed that all Europe should 
intervene, as was done in the Turko-Grecian War. Great 
Britain said: "No; we will take no part in any international 
action which is hostile to the United States." It was then 
proposed by the Continental powers that they should intervene 
and Great Britain remain neutral. The reply of Great Britain 
was: " In that case England ·will be on the side of the United 
States." That ended the subject of interference in our Span
ish War. That action promoted the peace of the world. That 
sentiment, flashed across the ocean, electrified the American 
people. That position, unanimously approved in Great Britain 
by the masses aud by the classes, received such a recognition 
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in the United States as only a great and generous people can 
give for a great and generous friendship. That action sent the 
current of the blood of English-speaking people flowing in like 
channels, and was the begmning of the era of good-fellowship 
which is to have the most marked influence upon the glory of 
nations and of peoples in the future history of the world. 

Our guest, Lord Herschel, typifies that career common to 
all Americans, and which all Americans delight to honor. He 
is the architect of his own career, and by the greatest qualities 
of brain and character has successfully climbed to the highest 
office by which his country can honor and decorate a lawyer. 
The mission which brings him to this side is worthy of his 
great requirements and his broad and catholic judgment. With 
the irritations and vexations which naturally arise between 
Canada and ourselves permanently removed, there is no spot 
on earth where the United States and Great Britain can seri
ously clash. \Vith our possessions stretching at intervals of 
two thousand miles for harbors and coaling stations, for six 
thousand miles across the Pacific, we face the doors of the 
various gateways of the Orient, closed by the great powers of 
the world, except Great Britain, and we hail the open door 
which she offers for the entrance into China and the East for 
the products of our farms and our factories. 

But yesterday there were four great powers governing the 
world, dividing territories of barbarous or semi-civilized peo
ples, and ruling the destinies of mankind. They were Great 
Britain, France, Germany, and Russia. To-day there are five. 
The last has come into this concert of nations by the unprece
dented successes and marvellous victories of its hundred days of 
war. Two of the five, the United States and Great Britain, 
with the ties of common language and common law and like 
liberties, will work together naturally in this international de
velopment. They will not be, and they cannot be, bound or 
limited by a hard and fast alliance, offensive and defensive, like 
that which marks the Dreibund or the unknown relations be
tween Russia and France. But there are relations, there are 
ties which are stronger than parchment treaties based upon 
selfishness, greed, or fear. They are the ties of blood, of lan
guage, and of common aims for the loftiest purposes for which 
peoples work and governments exist. 
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James, Cardinal Gibbons, was born at Baltimore of Irish parents on 
July 23, 1834. When quite young he returned with his family to their 
old home in Ireland and remained there till his seventeenth year. On 
his return to America he entered, after a short mercantile career, St. 
Charles College, Maryland, where he was graduated with distinction. 
To complete his theological studies he next went to St. Mary's College, 
Baltimore, and was ordained a priest June 30, r86r, in the cathedral of 
that city. 

After several years of parish work he was called by Archbishop Spald
ing to become his private secretary and was invited to join the Arch
bishop's episcopal household. Dming the second plenary council, which 
assembled at Baltimore, in r866, Father Gibbons was m2.de assistant 
chancellor, a great distinction for so young a priest. Two years later 
he was consecrated Bishop of Adramytum ia partibus i11fidelium, and 
Vicar-Apostolic of North Carolina. He labored much to establish his 
church there on a firm foundation and, it is said, at one time he had 
the personal acquaintance of every adult Catholic in his diocese. In 
October, 1872, he was chosen to fill the vacant see in Richmond. Vir
ginia, and during his five years' incumbency worked with great zeal and 
manifest success in the interest of his Church. l\Ieantime he had been 
proposed as the coadjutor of Archbishop Bayley, of Baltimore, who 
was in failing health, and on May :20, 1877, he was appointed to that 
office with the right of succession. On the death of the Archbishop, 
which occurred a few months later, he became his successor. As a 
reward of his labors in connection with the third plenary council of 
his church held in Baltimore, in r886, at which he was appointed to 
preside, Archbishop Gibbons was made a Cardinal and visited Rome 
in the early part of the year r887. The stand he took in defence of 
the Knights of Labor organization is sufficiently well known. It will 
suffice to say that the Archbishop laid the whole matter in a satis
factory manner before the Vatican court, where hitherto no very clear 
idea had been entertained on the subject of labor organizations in 
America. 

Cardinal Gibbons is now one of the prominent men of the country, 
as well as one of the foremost princes of his Church. As an author 
he is well known by his " Faith of our Fathers" and " Our Christian 
Heritage," both of which have been, especially among the devout 
of his own Church, deservedly popular. The accompanying address, 
delivered at the Parliament of Religions, is filled with his broad and 
magnanimous spirit and his love for humanity at large. 
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ADDRESS TO THE PARLIAMENT OF 
RELIGIONS 

Delivered at Chicago, September 14, 1893 

W E live and move and have our being in the midst of 
a civilization which is the legitimate offspring of 
the Catholic religion. The blessings resulting from 

our Christian civilization are poured out so regularly and 
so abundantly on the intellectual, moral, and social world, 
like the sunlight and the air of heaven and the fruits of the 
earth, that they have ceased to excite any surprise except in 
those who visit lands where the religion of Christ is little 
known. In order to realize adequately our favored situation, 
we should transport ourselves in spirit to ante-Christian times, 
and contrast the condition of the pagan world with our own. 

Before the advent of Christ the whole world, with the excep
tion of the secluded Roman province of Palestine, was buried 
in idolatry. Every striking object in nature had its tutelary 
divinities. Men worshipped the sun and moon and stars of 
heaven. They worshipped their very passions. They wor
shipped everything except God, to whom alone divine homage 
is due. In the words of the apostle of the Gentiles: "They 
changed the glory of the incorruptible God into the likeness 
of the corruptible man, and the birds and beasts and creeping 
things. They worshipped and served the creature rather than 
the Creator who is blessed forever." 

But, at least, the great light for which the prophets had 
sighed and prayed, and toward which the pagan sages had 
stretched forth their hands with eager longing, arose and shone 
unto them " that sat in the darkness and the shadow of death." 
The truth concerning our Creator, which had hitherto been 
hidden in Judea, that there it might be sheltered from the 
world-wide idolatry, was now proclaimed, and in far greater 
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clearness and fulness into the whole world. Jesus Christ 
taught all mankind to know one true God-a God existing 
from eternity to eternity, a God who created all things by his 
power, who governs all things by his wisdom, and whose 
superintending Providence watches over the affairs of nations 
as well as of men, "without whom not even a sparrow falls to 
the ground." He proclaimed a God infinitely holy, just, and 
merciful. This idea of the Deity so consonant to our rational 
conceptions was in striking contrast with the low and sensual 
notions which the pagan world had formed of its divinities. 

The religion of Christ imparts to us not only a sublime con
ception of God, but also a rational idea of man and of his rela
tions to his Creator. Before the coming of Christ man was a 
riddle and a mystery to himself. He knew not whence he came, 
nor whither he was going. He was groping in the dark. All 
he knew for certain was that he was passing through a brief 
phase of existence. The past and the future were enveloped 
in a mist which the light of philosophy was unable to penetrate. 
Our Redeemer has dispelled the cloud and enlightened us re
garding our origin and destiny and the means of attaining it. 
He has rescued man from the frightful labyrinth of error in 
which paganism had involved him. 

The gospel of Christ as propounded by the Catholic Church 
has brought, not only light to the intellect, but comfort also 
to the heart. It has given us "that peace of God which sur
passeth all understanding," the peace which springs from the 
conscious possession of truth. It has taught us how to enjoy 
that triple peace which constitutes true happiness, as far as it 
is attainable in this life-peace with God by the observance of 
his commandments, peace with our neighbor by the exercise 
of charity and justice toward him, and peace with ourselves by 
repressing our inordinate appetites, and keeping our passions 
subjected to the law of reason, and our reason illumined and 
controlled by the law of God. 

All other religious systems prior to the advent of Christ were 
national, like Judaism, or state religions, like paganism. The 
Catholic religion alone is world-wide and cosmopolitan, em
bracing all races and nations and peoples and tongues. 

Christ alone, of all religious founders, had the courage to 
say to his disciples: " Go, teach all nations." " Preach the 
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gospel to every creature." " You shall be witness to me in 
Judea and Samaria, and even to the uttermost bounds of the 
earth." Be not restrained in your mission by national or state 
lines. Let my gospel be as free and universal as the air of 
heaven. "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof." 
" All mankind are the children of my father and by brethren. 
I have died for all, and embrace all in my charity. Let the 
whole human race be your audience, and the world be the 
theatre of your labors I " 

It is this recognition of the fatherhood of God and the broth~ 
erhood of Christ that has inspired the Catholic Church in her 
mission of love and benevolence. This is the secret of her all~ 
pervading charity. This idea has been her impelling motive 
in her work of the social regeneration of mankind. " I behold," 
she says," in every human creature a child of God and a brother 
or a sister of Christ, and therefore I will protect helpless infancy 
and decrepit old age. I will feed the orphan and nurse the sick. 
I will strike the shackles from the feet of the slave, and will 
rescue degraded woman from the moral bondage and degrada~ 
tion to which her own frailty and the passions of the stronger 
sex had consigned her." 

Montesquieu has well said that the religion of Christ, which 
was instituted to lead men to eternal life, has contributed more 
than any other institution to promote the temporal and social 
happiness of mankind. The object of this Parliament of Re
ligions is to present to the thoughtful, earnest, and inquiring 
minds the respective claims of the various religions, with the 
view that they would " prove all things, and hold that which 
is good," by embracing that religion which above all others 
commends itself to their judgment and conscience. I am not 
engaged in this search for the truth, for, by the grace of God, 
I am conscious that I have found it, and instead of hiding this 
treasure in my own breast, I long to share it with others, espe
cially as I am none the poorer in making others the richer. 

But, for my part, were I occupied in this investigation, much 
as I would be drawn toward the Catholic Church by her ad
mirable unity of faith which binds together in common worship 
two hundred and fifty million souls, much as I would be at
tracted toward her by her sublime moral code, by her world-wide 
catholicity and by that unbroken chain of apostolic succession 
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which connects her indissolubly with apostolic times, I couid 
be drawn still more forcibly toward her by that wonderful sys
tem of organized benevolence which she has established for 
the alleviation and comfort of suffering humanity. 

Let us briefly review what the Catholic Church has done for 
the elevation and betterment of humanity: 

I. The Catholic Church has purified society in its very foun
tain, which is the marriage bond. She has invariably pro
claimed the unity and sanctity and indissolubility of the mar
riage tie by saying with her founder that: " What God hath 
joined together, let no man put asunder." Wives and mothers 
never forget that the inviolability of the marriage contract is 
the palladium of your womanly dignity and of your Christian 
liberty. And if you are no longer the slaves of man and the 
toy of his caprice, like the wives of Asiatic countries, but the 
peers and partners of your husbands; if you are no longer 
tenants at will, like the wives of pagan Greece and Rome, but 
the mistresses of your households; if you are no longer con
fronted by uprising rivals, like Mohammedan and Mormon 
wives, but are the queens of domestic kingdoms, you are in
debted for this priceless boon to the ancient Church, and par
ticularly to the Roman pontiffs who inflexibly upheld the sa
credness of the nuptial bond against the arbitrary powers of 
kings, the lust of nobles, and the lax and pernicious legisla
tion of civil governments. 

2. The Catholic religion has proclaimed the sanctity of hu
man life as soon as the body is animated with the vital spark. 
Infanticide was a dark stain on pagan civilization. It was uni
versal in Greece with the exception of Thebes. It was sancti
fied and even sometimes enjoined by such eminent Greeks as 
Plato and Aristotle, Solon and Lycurgus. The destruction 
of infants was also very common among the Romans. Nor was 
there any legal check to this inhuman crime, except at rare in
tervals. The father had the power of life and death over his 
child. And as an evidence that human nature does not im
prove with time and is everywhere the same, unless it is per
meated with the leaven of Christianity, the wanton sacrifice of 
infant life is probably as general to-day in China and other 
heathen countries as it was in ancient Greece and Rome. The 
Catholic Church has sternly set her face against this exposure 
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and murder of innocent babes. She had denounced it as a crime 
more revolting than that of Herod, because committed against 
one's own flesh and blood. She has condemned with equal 
energy the atrocious doctrine of 1Ialthus, who suggested un
natural methods for diminishing the population of the human 
family. \V ere I not restrained by the fear of offending modesty 
and of imparting knowledge where "ignorance is bliss," 
I would dwell more at length on the social plague of ante-natal 
infanticide, which is insidiously and systematically spreading 
among us, in defiance of civil penalties and of the divine law 
which says: " Thou shalt not kill." 

3· There is no phase of human misery for which the Church 
does not provide some remedy or alleviation. She has estab
lished infant asylums for the shelter of helpless babes who have 
been cruelly abandoned by their own parents, or bereft of them 
in the mysterious dispensations of Providence before they could 
know and feel a mother's love. These little waifs, like the in
fant :Moses drifting in the turbid i-Jile, are rescued from an un
timely death and are tenderly raised by the daughters of the 
great King, those consecrated virgins who become nursing 
mothers to them. And I have know more than one such 
motherless babe, who, like Israel's lawgiver in after years, be
came a leader among his people. 

4· As the Church provides homes for those yet on the thresh
old of life, so, too, does she secure retreats for those on the 
threshold of death. She has asylums in which aged men and 
women find at one and the same time a refuge in their old age 
from the storms of life and a novitiate to prepare them for 
eternity. Thus, from the cradle to the grave, she is a nursing 
mother. She rocks her children in the cradle of infancy, and 
she soothes them to rest on the couch of death. 

Louis XIV erected in Paris the famous Hotel des Invalides 
for the veterans of France who had fought in the service of 
their country. And so has the Catholic religion provided for 
those who have been disabled in the battle of life, a home in 
which they are tenderly nursed in their declining years by de
voted Sisters. 

The Little Sisters of the Poor, whose congregation was 
founded in 1840, have now charge over two hundred and fifty 
establishments in different parts of the globe, the aged inmates 
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of those houses numbering thirty thousand, upward of seventy 
thousand having died under their care up to 1889. To these 
asylums are welcomed, not only the members of the Catholic 
religion, but those also of every form of Christian faith, and 
even those without any faith at all. The Sisters make no dis
tinction of persons, or nationality, or color, or creed-for true 
charity embraces all. The only question proposed by the 
Sisters to the applicant for shelter is this: Are you oppressed 
by age and penury? If so, come to us and we will provide for 
you. 

S· She has orphan asylums where children of both sexes 
are reared and taught to become useful and worthy members 
of society. 

6. Hospitals were unknown to the pagan world before the 
coming of Christ. The copious vocabularies of Greece and 
Rome had no word even to express the term. The Catholic 
Church has hospitals for the treatment and cure of every form 
of disease. She sends her daughters of charity and mercy to 
the battlefield and to the plague-stricken city. During the 
Crimean War, I remember to have read of a Sister who was 
struck dead by a ball while she was in the act of stooping down 
and bandaging the wound of a fallen soldier. Much praise was 
then deservedly bestowed on Florence Nightingale for her de
votion to the sick and wounded soldiers. Her name resounded 
in both hemispheres. But in every Sister you have a Florence 
Nightingale, with this difference-that, like ministering angels, 
they move without noise along the path of duty, and like the 
angel Raphael, who concealed his name from Tobias, the Sister 
hides her name from the world. 

Several years ago I accompanied to New Orleans eight 
Sisters of Charity who were sent from Baltimore to re-enforce 
the ranks of their heroic companions, or to supply the places 
of their devoted associates who had fallen at the post of duty 
in the fever-stricken cities of the South. Their departure for 
the scene of their labors was neither announced by the press 
nor heralded by public applause. They went calmly into the 
jaws of death, not bent on deeds of destruction, like the famous 
Six Hundred, but on deeds of mercy. They had no Tennyson 
to sound their praises. Their only ambition was-and how 
lofty is that ambition-that the recording angel might be their 
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biographer, that their names might be inscribed in the Book of 
Life, and that they might receive the recompense from him who 
has said: " I was sick and ye visited me; for as often as ye did it 
to one of the least of my brethren, ye did it to me." Within a 
few months after their arrival, six of the eight Sisters died 
victims to the epidemic. 

These are a few of the many instances of heroic charity that 
have fallen under my own observation. Here are examples of 
sublime heroism not culled from the musty pages of ancient 
martyrologies, or books of chivalry, but happening in our day 
and under our own eyes. Here is a heroism not aroused by 
the emulation of brave comrades on the battlefield, Q( by the 
clash of arms, or the strains of martial hymns, or b)r the love 
of earthly fame, but inspired only by a sense of Christian duty 
and by the love of God and her fellow-beings. 

7· The Catholic religion labors, not only to assuage the 
physical distempers of humanity, but also to reclaim the victims 
of moral disease. The redemption of fallen women from a life 
of infamy was never included in the scope of heathen philan
thropy; and man's unregenerate nature is the same now as be
fore the birth of Christ. He worships woman as long as she 
has charms to fascinate, but she is spurned and trampled upon 
as soon as she has ceased to please. It was reserved for him 
who knew no sin to throw the mantle of protection over sin
ning woman. There is no page in the gospel more touching 
than that which records our Saviour's merciful judgment on 
the adulterous woman. The Scribes and Pharisees, who had, 
perhaps, participated in her guilt, asked our Lord to pronounce 
sentence of death upon her, in accordance with the Mosaic 
law. " Hath no one condemned thee?" asked our Saviour. 
"No one, Lord," she answered. "Then," said he, "neither 
will I condemn thee. Go, sin no more." Inspired by this di
vine example, the Catholic Church shelters erring females in 
homes not inappropriately called Magdalene asylums and 
Houses of the Good Shepherd. Not to speak of other institu
tions established for the moral reformation of women, the con
gregation of the Good Shepherd at Angers, founded in 1836, 
has charge to-day of one hundred and fifty houses, in which 
upward of four thousand Sisters devote themselves to the care 
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of over twenty thousand females, who had yielded to tempta
tior or were rescued from impending danger. 

8. The Christian religion has been the unvarying friend and 
advocate of the bondman. Before the dawn of Christianity 
slavery was universal in civilized, as well as in barbarous na
tions. The apostles were everywhere confronted by the chil
dren of oppression. Their first task was to mitigate the hor
rors and alleviate the miseries of human bondage. They 
cheered the slave by holding up to him the example of Christ 
who voluntarily became a slave that we might enjoy the glori
ous liberty of children of God. The bondman had an equal 
particip.,.;~on with his master in the sacraments of the Church, 
and in the priceless consolation which religion affords. Slave
owners were admonished to be kind and humane to their slaves, 
by being reminded with apostolic freedom that they and their 
servants had the same master in heaven, who had no respect 
of persons. The ministers of the Catholic religion down the 
ages sought to lighten the burden and improve the condition of 
the slave as far as social prejudices would permit, till, at length, 
the chains fell from their feet. Human slavery has, at last, thank 
God, melted away before the noonday sun of the gospel. :t\o 
Christian country contains to-day a solitary slave. To para
phrase the words of a distinguished Irish jurist-as soon as a 
bondman puts his foot in a Christian land, he stands redeemed, 
regenerated, and disenthralled, on the sacred soil of Christen
dom. 

9· The Saviour of mankind never conferred a greater tem
poral boon on mankind than by ennobling and sanctifying 
manual labor, and by rescuing it from the stigma of degrada
tion which had been branded upon it. Before Christ appeared 
among man, manual and even mechanical work was regarded 
as servile and degrading to the freeman of pagan Rome, and 
was consequently relegated to slaves. Christ is ushered into 
the world, not amid the pomp and splendor of imperial maj
esty, but amid the environments of a humble child of toil. He 
is the reputed son of an artisan, and his early manhood is spent 
in a mechanic's shop. " Is not this the carpenter, the son of 
Mary?" The primeval curse attached to labor is obliterated 
by the toilsome life of Jesus Christ. Ever since he pursued his 
trade as a carpenter, he has lightened the mechanic's tools, and 
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shed a halo around the workshop. If the profession of a general, 
a jurist, and a statesman is adorned by the example of a Wash
ington, a Taney, and a Burke, how much more is the character 
of a workman ennobled by the example of Christ! What De 
Tocqueville said of the United States sixty years ago is true 
to-day-that with us every honest labor is laudable, thanks to 
the example and teaching of Christ. 

To sum up: The Catholic Church has taught man the knowl
edge of God and of himself; she has brought comfort to his 
heart by instructing him to bear the ills of life with Christian 
philosophy; she has sanctified the marriage bond; she has 
proclaimed the sanctity and inviolability of human life from 
the moment that the body is animated by the spark of life, till 
it is extinguished; she has founded asylums for the training of 
children of both sexes and for the support of the aged poor; 
she has established hospitals for the sick and homes for the 
redemption of fallen women; she has exerted her influence 
toward the mitigation and abolition of human slavery; she 
has been the unwavering friend of the sons of toil. These are 
some of the blessings which the Catholic Church has conferred 
on society. 

I will not deny-on the contrary, I am happy to avow-that 
the various Christian bodies outside the Catholic Church have 
been, and are to-day, zealous promoters of most of these works 
of Christian benevolence which I have enumerated. Not to 
speak of the innumerable humanitarian houses established by 
our non-Catholic brethren throughout the land, I bear cheer
ful testimony to the philanthropic institutions founded by Wil
son, by Shepherd, by Johns Hopkins, Enoch Pratt, and George 
Peabody, in the city of Baltimore. But will not our separated 
brethren have the candor to acknowledge that we had first pos
session of the field, that the beneficent movements have been 
inaugurated by us, and that the other Christian communities 
in their noble efforts for the moral and social regeneration of 
mankind, have in no small measure been stimulated by the ex
ample and emulation of the ancient Church? 

Let us do all we can in our day and generation in the cause 
of humanity. Every man has a mission from God to help his 
fellow-beings. Though we differ in faith, thank God there is 
one platform on which we stand united, and that is the platform 
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of charity and benevolence. We cannot, indeed, like our Di
vine Master, give sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, speech 
to the dumb, and strength to the paralyzed limb, but we can 
work miracles of grace and mercy by relieving the miseries of 
our suffering brethren. And never do we approach nearer to 
our Heavenly Father than when we alleviate the sorrows of 
others. Never do we perform an act more God-like than when 
we bring sunshine to hearts that are dark and desolate. Never 
are we more like to God than when we cause the flowers of joy 
and of gladness to bloom in souls that were dry and barren be
fore. " Religion," says the Apostle, " pure and unspotted be
fore God and the Father, is this: To visit the fatherless and 
widows in their tribulation, and to keep one's self undefiled from 
this world," or, to borrow the words of pagan Cicero," Homines 
ad Deos nulla re propius accedunt quam salutem hominibus dando " 
(There is no other way by which men can approach to the gods 
than by contributing to the welfare of their fellow-creatures). 
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Grover Cleveland was born in the village of Caldwell, Essex County, 
New Jersey, March r8, 1837. In 1841, his father, a Presbyterian min
ister, moved to Fayetteville, New York, where young Cleveland re
ceived his early education. He studied law in the office of a prominent 
law firm in Buffalo, and was admitted to the bar in 1859. His political 
career began with his election, in his twenty-seventh year, to the office 
of prosecuting attorney of Erie County, New York. He was defeated 
in 1865 as a candidate for the same office, but was elected sheriff of 
Erie County in 1870. This office he held for four years. He resumed 
his. law practice in 1874. and became, in a few years, one of the most 
prominent lawyers of the State. In 1882 he was elected mayor of 
Buffalo on the Democratic ticket, and a few months later became Gov
ernor of the State of New York. As Governor his administration was 
remarkable for the simplicity and unostentatious manner in which all 
the business under his charge was conducted. He looked upon his 
office as a trust bestowed on him by the people, to be discharged as 
any other business obligation. 

In the convention at Chicago in r884 Grover Cleveland received the 
Democratic nomination for the presidency of the United States. The 
contest between Cleveland and Blaine was one of the most vigorously 
sonducted presidential campaigns since the Civil War. Cleveland was 
elected by a narrow majority. In his inaugural address on l\farch 4, 
r885, President Cleveland upheld the principles of the l\Ionroe doc
trine, and pointed out the need of strict economy in the administration of 
the government and the enforcement of civil service reform, insisting 
on the right of the people to demand protection from the incompetency 
of public empbyes. On June 2, 1885, he married Miss Frances Folsom, 
the daughter of his former business partner, Oscar Fol:>om. He was 
defeated in his candidature for the second term in 1888, and removed 
to New York to resume the practice of law. 

At the Democratic national convention in 1892 he received the nom
ination for President the third time and was elected to fill that office. 
The issue "tariff for revenue only" carried the day. His second term 
was marked by great and prolonged financial depression. In inter
national affairs his ultimatum addressed to England in the Venezuela 
dispute was the most prominent incident and brought America to the 
verge of war with that country. Since his retirement from office Cleve
land has taken up his residence at Princeton, New Jersey. 
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Delivered at Washington, March 4, 1885 

FELLOW-CITIZENS: In the presence of this vast as
semblage of my countrymen I am about to supplement 
and seal by the oath which I shall take the manifestation 

of the will of a great and free people. In the exercise of their 
power and right of self-government they have committed to 
one of their fellow-citizens a supreme and sacred trust, and he 
here consecrates himself to their service. 

This impressive ceremony adds little to the solemn sense of 
responsibility with which I contemplate the duty I owe to all 
the people of the land. Nothing can relieve me from anxiety 
lest by any act of mine their interests may suffer, and nothing is 
needed to strengthen my resolution to engage every faculty 
and effort in the promotion of their welfare. 

Amid the din of party strife the people's choice was made, 
but its attendant circumstances have demonstrated anew the 
strength and safety of a government by the people. In each 
succeeding year it more clearly appears that our democratic 
principle needs no apology, and that in its fearless and faithful 
application is to be found the surest guaranty of good govern
ment. 

But the best results in the operation of a government wherein 
every citizen has a share largely depend upon a proper limita
tion of purely partisan zeal and effort and a correct apprecia
tion of the time when the heat of the partisan should be merged 
in the patriotism of the citizen. 

To-day the executive branch of the government is trans
ferred to new keeping. But this is still the government of all 
the people, and it should be none the less an object of their 
affectionate solicitude. At this hour the animosities of politi
cal strife, the bitterness of partisan defeat, and the exultation 
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of partisan triumph should be supplanted by an ungrudging 
acquiescence in the popular will and a sober, conscientious 
concern for the general weal. Moreover, if from this hour we 
cheerfully and honestly abandon all sectional prejudice and dis
trust, and determine, with manly confidence in one another, 
to work out harmoniously the achievement of our national 
destiny, we shall deserve to realize all the benefits which our 
happy form of government can bestow. 

On this auspicious occasion we may well renew the pledge 
of our devotion to the copstitution, which, launched by the 
founders of the republic and consecrated by their prayers and 
patriotic devotion, has for almost a century borne the hopes 
and the aspirations of a great people through prosperity and 
peace and through the shock of foreign conflicts and the perils 
of domestic strife and vicissitudes. 

By the father of his country our constitution was commended 
for adoption as " the result of a spirit of amity and mutual con
cession." In that same spirit it should be administered, in 
order to promote the lasting welfare of the country and to se
cure the full measure of its priceless benefits to us and to those 
who will succeed to the blessings of our national life. The 
large variety of diverse and competing interests subject to fed
eral control persistently seeking the recognition of their claims, 
need give us no fear that " the greatest good to the greatest 
number" will fail to be accomplished if in the halls of national 
legislation that spirit of amity and mutual concession shall pre
vail in which the constitution had its birth. If this involves 
the surrender or postponement of private interests and the 
abandonment of local advantages, compensation will be found 
in the assurance that the common interest is subserved and the 
general welfare advanced. 

In the discharge of my official duty I shall endeavor to be 
guided by a just and unstrained construction of the constitu
tion, a careful observance of the distinction between the powers 
granted to the federal government and those reserved to the 
States or to the people, and by a cautious appreciation of those 
functions which by the constitution and laws have been as
signed to the executive branch of the government. 

But he who takes the oath to-day to preserve, protect, and 
defend the constitution of the United States only assumes the 
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solemn obligation which every patriotic citizen-on the farm, 
in the workshop, in the busy marts of trade, and everywhere
should share with him. The constitution which prescribes his 
oath, my countrymen, is yours; the government you have 
chosen him to administer for a time is yours; the suffrage 
which executes the will of freemen is yours; the laws and the 
entire scheme of our civil rule, from the town meeting to the 
State capitals and the national capital, is yours. Your every 
voter, as surely as your chief magistrate, under the same high 
sanction, though in a different sphere, exercises a public trust. 
Nor is this all. Every citizen owes to the country a vigilant 
watch and close scrutiny of its public servants and a fair and 
reasonable estimate of their fidelity and usefulness. Thus is 
the people's will impressed upon the whole framework of our 
civil polity-municipal, State, and federal; and this is the price 
of our liberty and the inspiration of our faith in the republic. 

It is the duty of those serving the people in public place to 
closely limit public expenditures to the actual needs of the 
government economically administered, because this bounds 
the right of the government to exact tribute from the earnings 
of labor or the property of the citizen, and because public ex
travagance begets extravagance among the people. We 
should never be ashamed of the simplicity and prudential econ
omies which are best suited to the operation of a republican 
form of government and most compatible with the mission of 
the American people. Those who are selected for a limited 
time to manage public affairs are still of the people, and may 
do much by their example to encourage, consistently with the 
dignity of their official functions, that plain way of life which 
among their fellow-citizens aids integrity and promotes thrift 
and prosperity. 

The genius of our institutions, the needs of our people in 
their home life, and the attention which is demanded for the 
settlement and development of the resources of our vast terri
tory, dictate the scrupulous avoidance of any departure from 
that foreign policy commended by the history, the traditions, 
and the prosperity of our republic. It is the policy of indepen
dence, favored by our position and defended by our known love 
of justice and by our own power. It is the policy of peace 
suitable to our interests. It is the policy of neutrality, reject-
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ing any share in foreign broils and ambitions upon other con
tinents and repelling their intrusion here. It is the policy of 
Monroe, and of vVashington, and of Jefferson-" Peace, com
merce, and honest friendship with all nations; entangling al
liance with none." 

A due regard for the interests and prosperity of all the peo
ple demands that our finances shall be established upon such a 
sound and sensible basis as shall secure the safety and confi
dence of business interests and make the wages of labor sure 
and steady, and that our system of revenue shall be so ad
justed as to relieve the people of unnecessary taxation, having 
a due regard to the interests of capital invested and working
men employed in American industries, and preventing the ac
cumulation of a surplus in the treasury to tempt extravagance 
and waste. 

Care for the property of the nation and for the needs of future 
settlers requires that the public domain should be protected 
from purloining schemes and unlawful occupation. 

The conscience of the people demands that the Indians 
within our boundaries shall be fairly and honestly treated as 
wards of the government and their education and civilization 
promoted with a view to their ultimate citit:enship, and that 
polygamy in the Territories, destructive of the family relation 
and offensive to the moral sense of the civilized world, shall 
be repressed. 

The laws should be rigidly enforced which prohibit the im
migration of a servile class to compete with American labor, 
with no intention of acquiring citizenship, and bringing with 
them and retaining habits and customs repugnant to our civili
zation. 

The people demand reform in the administration of the gov
ernment and the application of business principles to public 
affairs. As a means to this end, civil service reform should 
be in good faith enforced. Our citizens have the right to pro
tection from the incompetency of public employes who hold 
their places solely as the reward of partisan service, and from 
the corrupting influence of those who promise and the vicious 
methods of those who expect such rewards; and those who 
worthily seek public employment have the right to insist that 
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merit and competency shall be recognized instead of party 
subserviency or the surrender of honest political belief. 

In the administration of a government pledged to do equal 
and exact justice to all men, there should be no pretext for 
anxiety touching the protection of the freedmen in their rights 
or their security in the enjoyment of their privileges under the 
constitution and its amendments. All discussion as to their 
fitness for the place accorded to them as American citizens is 
idle and unprofitable except as it suggests the necessity for 
their improvement. The fact that they are citizens entitles 
them to all the rights due to that relation and charges them with 
all its duties, obligations and responsibilities. 

These topics and the constant and ever-varying wants of an 
active and enterprising population may well receive the atten
tion and the patriotic endeavor of all who make and execute the 
federal law. Our duties are practical and call for industrious 
application, an intelligent perception of the claims of public 
office, and above all, a firm determination, by united action, to 
secure to all the people of the land the full benefits of the best 
form of government ever vouchsafed to man. And let us not 
trust to human effort alone, but humbly acknowledging the 
power and goodness of Almighty God, who presides over the 
destiny of nations and who has at ail times been revealed in our 
country's history, let us invoke his aid and his blessing upon 
our labors. 
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William McKinley was born at Niles, Trumbull County, Ohio, Jan
uary 29, 1844. He received his early education at the schools of his 
town and at the age of seventeen became a soldier in the army of the 
Union. He served throughout the war with the Twenty-third Ohio 
Volunteer infantry regiment, and was mustered out as Captain and 
brevet Major. He then began the study of law, and was admitted to 
the bar and elected prosecuting attorney of Stark County in 1869. His 
career in national politics begins with his election to the Forty-fifth 
Congress. During his terms in Congress he studied closely the needs 
of American labor and the conditions to which it must be conformed 
in order to develop American industries. He has been identified more 
with the practical than with the theoretical side of politics. The tariff 
and its collateral issues have always been his strong points. He made 
a thorough and exhaustive study of the tariff in all its phases, con
sidering this the most vital economical question likely to affect the 
welfare of the country in the future. 

In 1888 McKinley led the Ohio delegation to the Republican national 
convention with instructions to vote for John Sherman as nominee for 
President. McKinley's unselfish and loyal conduct in this connection 
did much to increase his popularity and to establish a reputation for 
scrupulous integrity with his party. Under President Harrison's ad
ministration the tariff question in Congress was placed in his hands, 
and as a result the McKinley Bill, named after its author, originated, 
and later became a law. The tariff thus established was highly pro
tective and in many instances entirely prohibitive: the new law, be
sides, placed arbitrary powers in the hands of the chief executive in its 
administration. It met with a storm of criticism and reprobation in the 
most unexpected quarters, resulting in a great Democratic victory in 
1890, McKinley himself being defeated as a candidate for re-election to 
Congress. Yet, after the reaction set in, l\1cKinley was elected Gov
ernor of his State in 1891, following an exciting campaign. 

At the national convention of the Republican party, held in Chicago 
in 18g6, Governor l\1cKinley received the presidential nomination of his 
party. He was elected and duly inaugurated as President of the United 
States on March 4, 1897. His administration will go down in history 
as one of the most remarkable and most important in the annals of the 
country. The patient statesmanship and far-sighted prudence with 
which McKinley met the crisis in our dealings with Spain and the 
swift and decisive blow by which he rescued the people of Cuba from 
oppression have won him a high place in the annals of American his
tory. By his sympathetic nature, his tact, his political sagacity, and 
by his large and genuine patriotism President McKinley has endeared 
himself to a vast number of his countrymen. His " Inaugural Ad
dress " outlines his policy as President. 
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Delivered at W ashi11gton, March 4, 1897 

FELLOW-CITIZENS: In obedience to the will of the 
people and in their presence, by the authority veste~ 
in me by this oath, I assume the arduous and responsi

ble duties of President of the United States, relying on the 
support of my countrymen and invoking the guidance of Al
mighty God. Our faith teaches that there is no safer reliance 
than upon the God of our fathers, who has so singularly fa
vored the American people in every national trial, and who will 
not forsake us so long as we obey his commandments and 
walk humbly in his footsteps. 

The responsibilities of the high trust to which I have been 
called-always of grave importance-are augmented by the 
prevailing business conditions, entailing idleness upon willing 
labor and loss to useful enterprises. The country is suffering 
from industrial disturbances from which speedy relief must be 
had. 

Our financial system needs some revision. Our money is 
all good now, but its value must not further be threatened. It 
should all be put upon an enduring basis, not subject to easy 
attack, nor its stability to doubt or dispute. Our currency 
should continue under the supervision of the government. 

The several forms of our paper money offer, in my judgment, 
a constant embarrassment to the government and a safe bal
ance in the Treasury. Therefore I believe it necessary to devise 
a system which, without diminishing the circulating medium, 
or offering a premium for its contraction, will present a rem
edy for those arrangements which, temporary in their nature, 
might well in the years of our prosperity have been displaced 
by wiser provisions. 'With adequate revenue secured, but not 
until then, we can enter upon such changes in our fiscal laws as 
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will, while ensuring safety and volume to our money, no longer 
impose upon the government the necessity of maintaining so 
large a gold reserve, with its attendant and inevitable tempta
tions to speculation. 

Most of our financial laws are the outgrowth of experience 
and trial, and should not be amended without investigation and 
demonstration of the wisdom of the proposed changes. We 
must be both" sure we are right" and" make haste slowly." 

If, therefore, Congress in its wisdom shall deem it expedient 
to create a commission to take under early consideration the 
revision of our coinage, banking and currency laws, and give 
them that exhaustive, careful, and dispassionate examination 
that their importance demands, I shall cordially concur in such 
action. 

If such power is vested in the President, it is my purpose 
to appoint a commission of prominent, well-informed citizens 
of different parties, who will command public confidence both 
on account of their ability and special fitness for the work. 
Business experience and public training may thus be combined, 
and the patriotic zeal of the friends of the country be so directed 
that such a report will be made as to receive the support of all 
parties, and our finances cease to be the subject of mere partisan 
contention. The experirrient is, at all events, worth a trial, 
and, in my opinion, it can but prove beneficial to the entire 
country. 

The question of international bimetallism will have early and 
earnest attention. It will be my constant endeavor to secure 
it by co-operation with the other great commercial powers of 
the world. 

Until that condition is realized when the parity between our 
gold and silver money springs from and is supported by the 
relative value of the two metals, the value of the silver already 
coined and of that which may hereafter be coined must be kept 
constantly at par with gold by every resource at our command. 
The credit of the government, the integrity of its currency and 
the inviolability of its obligations must be preserved. This was 
the commanding verdict of the people, and it will not be un
heeded. 

Economy is demanded in every branch of the government 
at all times, but especially in periods like the present of de-
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pression in business and distress among the people. The sever~ 
est economy must be observed in all public expenditures, and 
extravagance stopped wherever it is found, and prevented 
wherever in the future it may be developed. 

If the revenues are to remain as now, the only relief that can 
come must be from decreased expenditures. But the present 
must not become the permanent condition of the government. 
It has been our uniform practice to retire, not increase, our out~ 
standing obligations, and this policy must again be resumed 
and vigorously enforced. Our revenues should always be large 
enough to meet with ease and promptness not only our current 
needs, and the principal and interest of the public debt, but to 
make proper and liberal provision for that most deserving body 
of public creditors, the soldiers and sailors and the widows and 
orphans who are the pensioners of the United States. 

The government should not be permitted to run behind or 
increase its debt in times like the present. Suitably to provide 
against this is the mandate of duty-the certain and easy rem~ 
edy for most of our financial difficulties. A deficiency is inevit~ 
able so long as the expenditures of the government exceed its 
receipts. It can only be met by loans or an increased revenue. 
While a large annual surplus of revenue may unite waste and 
extravagance, inadequate revenue creates distrust and under
mines public and private credit. Neither should be en
couraged. Between more loans and more revenue there ought 
to be but one opinion. We should have more revenue, and 
that without delay, hinderance or postponement. A surplus in 
the Treasury created by loans is not a permanent or safe reli
ance. It will suffice while it lasts, but it cannot last long while 
the outlays of the government are greater than its receipts, as 
has been the case during the past two years. Nor must it be 
forgotten that however much such loans may temporarily re
lieve the situation, the government is still indebted for the 
amount of the surplus thus accrued, which it must ultimately 
pay, while its ability to pay is not strengthened but weakened 
by a continued deficit. Loans are imperative in great emergen
cies to preserve the government or its credit, but a failure to 
supply needed revenue in time of peace for its maintenance of 
either has no justification. 

The best way for the government to maintain its credit is to 
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pay as it goes-not by resorting to loans, but by keeping out 
of debt-through an adequate income secured by a system of 
taxation, external or internal, or both. 

It is the settled policy of the government pursued from the 
beginning and practised by all parties and adminis':rations, 
to raise the bulk of our revenues from taxes upon foreign pro
ductions entering the United States for sale and consumption 
and avoiding, for the most part, every form of direct taxation 
except in time of war. The country is clearly opposed to any 
needless additions to the subjects of internal taxation, and is 
committed by its latest popular utterance to the system of 
tariff taxation. There can be no misunderstanding, either, 
about the principle upon which this tariff taxation shall be 
levied. Nothing has ever been made plainer at a general elec
tion than that the controlling principle in the raising of revenue 
from duties on imports is zealous care for American interests 
and American labor. 

The people have declared that such legislation should be had 
as will give ample protection and encouragement to the indus
tries and development of our country. 

It is, therefore, earnestly hoped and expected that Congress 
will, at the earliest practicable moment, enact revenue legisla
tion that shall be fair, reasonable, conservative and just, and 
which, while supplying sufficient revenue for public purposes, 
will still be signally beneficial and helpful to every section and 
every enterprise of the people. 

To this policy we are all, of whatever party, firmly bound 
by the voice of the people-a power vastly more potential than 
the expression of any political platform. The paramount duty 
of Congress is to stop deficiencies by the restoration of that 
protective legislation which has always been the firmest prop 
of the Treasury. The passage of such a law or laws would 
strengthen the credit of the government both at home and 
abroad, and go far toward stopping the drain upon the gold 
reserve held for the redemption of our currency, which has 
been heavy and well-nigh constant for several years. 

In the revision of the tariff especial attention should be given 
to the re-enactment and extension of the reciprocity principle 
of the law of 1890, under which so great a stimulus was given 
to our foreign trade in new and advantageous markets for our 
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surplus agricultural and manufactured products. The brief 
trial given this legislation amply justifies a further experiment 
and additional discretionary power in the making of commercial 
treaties, the end in view always to be the opening up of new 
markets for the products of our country, by granting conces
sions to the products of other lands that we need and cannot 
produce ourselves, and which do not involve any loss of labor 
to our own people, but tend to increase their employment. 

The depression of the last four years has fallen with especial 
severity upon the great body of toilers of the country, and upon 
none more than the holders of small farms. Agriculture has 
languished and labor suffered. The revival of manufacturing 
will be a relief to both. 

No portion of our population is more devoted to the. insti
tution of free government nor more loyal in their support, 
while none bears more cheerfully or fully its proper share in 
the maintenance of the government or is better entitled to its 
wise and liberal care and protection. Legislation helpful to 
producers is beneficial to all. The depressed condition of in
dustry on the farm and in the mine and factory has lessened 
the ability of the people to meet the demands upon them, and 
they rightfully expect that not only a system of revenue shall 
be established that will secure the largest income with the least 
burden, but that every means will be taken to decrease, rather 
than increase, our public expenditures. 

Business conditions are not the most promising. It will take 
time to restore the prosperity of former years. If we cannot 
promptly attain it, we can resolutely turn our faces in that di
rection and aid its return by friendly legislation. However 
troublesome the situation may appear Congress will not, I am 
sure, be found lacking in disposition or ability to relieve it, as ; 
far as legislation can do so. The restoration of confidence and 
the revival of business, which men of all parties so much de
sire, depend more largely upon the prompt, energetic and in
telligent action of Congress than upon any other single agency 
affecting the situation. 

It is inspiring, too, to remember that no great emergency 
in the one hundred and eight years of our eventful national life 
has eve.r arisen that has not been met with wisdom and courage 
by the American people, with fidelity to their best interests and 
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highest destiny, and to the honor of the American name. Those 
years of glorious history have exalted mankind and advanced 
the cause of freedom throughout the world, and immeasurably 
strengthened the precious free institutions which we enjoy. 
The people love and will sustain these institutions. 

The great essential to our happiness and prosperity is that 
we adhere to the principles upon which the government was 
established, and insist upon their faithful observance. Equality 
of rights must prevail and our laws be always and everywhere 
respected and obeyed. We may have failed in the discharge of 
our full duty as citizens of the great republic, but it is consoling 
and encouraging to realize that free speech, a free press, free 
thought, free schools, the free and unmolested right of religious 
liberty and ·worship, and free and fair elections are dearer and 
more universally enjoyed to-day than ever before. 

These guarantees must be sacredly preserved and wisely 
strengthened. The constituted authorities must be cheerfully 
and vigorously upheld. Lynchings must not be tolerated in a 
great and civilized country like the United States; courts-not 
mobs-must execute the penalty of the law. The preservation 
of public order, the right of discussion, the integrity of courts, 
and the orderly administration of justice must continue forever 
the rock of safety upon which our government securely rests. 

One of the lessons taught by the late election which all can 
rejoice in is that the citizens of the United States are both law
respecting and law-abiding people, not easily swerved from the 
path of patriotism and honor. This is in entire accord with the 
genius of our institutions and but emphasizes the advantages 
of inculcating even a greater love for law and order in the 
future. Immunity should be granted to none who violate the 
laws, whether individuals, corporations, or communities; and 
as the constitution imposes upon the President the duty of 
both its own execution and the statutes enacted in pursuance 
of its provisions, I shall endeavor carefully to carry them into 
effect. 

The declaration of the party now restored to power has been 
in the past that of "opposition to all combinations of capital 
organized in trusts, or otherwise, to control arbitrarily the con
dition of trade among our citizens," and it has supported " such 
legislation as will prevent the execution of all schemes to op-
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press the people by undue charges on their supplies or by un
just rates for the transportation of their products to market." 
This purpose will be steadily pursued, both by the enforcement 
of the laws now in existence and the recommendation and sup
port of such new statutes as may be necessary to carry it into 
effect. 

Our naturalization and immigration laws should be further 
improved to the constant promotion of a safer, a better and a 
higher citizenship. A grave peril to the republic would be a 
citizenship too ignorant to understand, or too vicious to ap
preciate, the great value and beneficence of our institutions 
and laws-and against all who come here to make war upon 
them our gates must be promptly and tightly closed. 

Nor must we be unmindful of the need of improvement 
among our own citizens, but with the zeal of our forefathers 
encourage the spread of knowledge and free institutions. Il
literacy must be banished from the land if we shall attain that 
high destiny as the foremost of the enlightened nations of the 
world which, under Providence, we ought to achieve. 

Reform in the civil service must go on, but the changes 
should be real and genuine, not perfunctory, or prompted by 
a zeal in behalf of any party simply because it happens to be in 
power. As a member of Congress I voted and spoke in favor 
of the present law, and I shall attempt its enforcement in the 
spirit in which it was enacted. The purpose in view was to 
secure the most efficient service of the best men who would 
accept appointments under the government, retaining faithful 
and devoted public servants in office, but shielding none under 
the authority of any rule or custom, who are inefficient, incom
petent or unworthy. The best interests of the country demand 
this, and the people heartily approve of the law wherever and 
whenever it has been thus administered. 

Congress should give prompt attention to the restoration of 
our American merchant marine, once the pride of the seas in 
all the great ocean highways of commerce. 

To my mind few more important subjects so imperatively 
demand its intelligent consideration. The United States has 
progressed with marvellous rapidity in every field of enter
prise and endeavor until we have become foremost in nearly 
all the great lines of inland trade, commerce and industry. 
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Yet while this is true, our American merchant marine has been 
steadily declining until it is now lower, both in the percentage 
of tonnage and the number of vessels employed, than it was 
prior to the civil war. 

Commendable progress has been made of late years in the 
upbuilding of the American navy, but we must supplement 
those efforts by providing as a proper consort for it a merchant 
marine amply sufficient for our own carrying trade to foreign 
countries. The question is one that appeals both to our busi
ness necessities and the patriotic aspirations of a great people. 

It has been the policy of the United States since the founda
tion of the government to cultivate relations of peace and 
amity with all the nations of the world, and this accords with 
my conception of our duty now. 

We have cherished the policy of non-interference with the 
affairs of foreign governments, wisely inaugurated by \Vash
ington, keeping ourselves free from entanglement either as 
allies or foes, content to leave undisturbed with them the set
tlement of their own domestic concerns. 

It will be our aim to pursue a firm and dignified foreign poli
cy, which shall be just, impartial, ever watchful of our national 
honor and always insisting upon the enforcement of the law
ful rights of American citizens everywhere. vVe want no wars 
of conquest; we must avoid the temptation of territorial ag
gression. 

War should never be entered upon until every agency of 
peace has failed; peace is preferable to war in almost every 
contingency. Arbitration is the true method of settlement of 
international as well as local or individual differences. 

It was recognized as the best means of adjustment of dif
ferences between employers and employes by the Forty-ninth 
Congress in 1886, and its application was extended to our dip
lomatic relations by the unanimous concurrence of the Senate 
and House of the Fifty-first Congress in 1890. The latter reso
lution was accepted as the basis of negotiation with us by the 
British House of Commons in 1893, and upon our invitation 
a treaty of arbitration between the United States and Great 
Britain was signed at Washington and transmitted to the Senate 
for its ratification in January last. 

Since this treaty is clearly the result of our own initiative; 
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since it has been recognized as the leading feature of our for
eign policy throughout our entire national history-the ad
justment of ciifficulties by judicial methods rather than force 
of arms-and since it presents to the world the glorious ex
ample of reason and peace, not passion and war, controlling 
the relations between two of the greatest nations of the world, 
an example certain to be followed by others, I respectfully urge 
the early action of the Senate thereon, not merely as a matter 
of policy, but as a duty to mankind. 

The importance and moral influence of the ratification of 
such a treaty can hardly be over-estimated in the cause of ad
vancing civilization. It may well engage the best thought of 
the statesman and people of every country, and I cannot but 
consider it fortunate that it was reserved to the United States 
to have the leadership in so grand a work. 

It has been the uniform practice of each President to avoid, 
as far as possible, the convening of Congress in extraordinary 
session. It is an example which, under ordinary circumstances 
and in the absence of a public necessity, is to be commended. 
But a failure to convene the representatives of the people in 
Congress in extra session when it involves neglect of a public 
duty places the responsibility of such neglect upon the Execu
tive himself. 

The condition of the public treasury, as has been indicated, 
demands the immediate consideration of Congress. It alone 
has the power to provide revenues for the government. Not 
to convene it under such circumstance, I can view in no other 
sense than the neglect of a plain duty. 

I do not sympathize with the sentiment that Congress in 
session is dangerous to our general business interests. Its 
members are the agents of the people, and their presence at 
the seat of government in the execution of the sovereign will 
should not operate as an injury, but a benefit. 

There could be no better time to put the government upon 
a sound financial and economic basis than now. The people 
have only recently voted that this should be done, and nothing 
is more binding upon the agents of this will than the obligation 
of immediate action. It has always seemed to me that the post
ponement of the meeting of Congress until more than a year 
after it has been chosen deprived Congress too often of the 
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inspiration of the popular will and the country of the corre~ 
spending benefit. 

It is evident, therefore, that to postpone action in the pres
ence of so great a necessity would be unwise on the part of the 
Executive because unjust to the interests of the people. Our 
actions now will be freer from mere partisan consideration than 
if the question of tariff revision was postponed until the regular 
session of Congress. 'vV e are nearly two years from a Congres
sional election, and politics cannot so greatly distract us as if 
such contest was immediately pending. We can approach the 
problem calmly and patriotically, without fearing its effect upon 
an early election. Our fellow-citizens who may disagree with 
us upon the character of this legislation prefer to have the 
question settled now, even against their preconceived views, 
and perhaps settled so reasonably and I trust and believe it will 
be, as to insure great permanence, than to have further uncer
tainty menacing the vast and varied business interests of the 
United States. 

Again, whatever action Congress may take will be given a 
fair opportunity for trial before the people are called to pass 
judgment upon it, and this I consider a great essential to the 
rightful and lasting settlement of the question. In view of these 
considerations, I shall deem it my duty as President to convene 
Congress in extraordinary session on Monday, ·March IS, 1897. 

In conclusion, I congratulate the country upon the fraternal 
spirit of the people and the manifestations of good-,vill every~ 
where so apparent. The recent election not only most fortu
nately demonstrated the obliteration of sectional or geographi~ 
cal lines, but to some extent also the prejudices which for years 
have distracted our councils and marred our true greatness as 
a nation. 

The triumph of the people, whose verdict is carried into ef
fect to-day, is not the triumph of one section, nor wholly of 
one party, but of all sections, and all the people. The North 
and the South no longer divide on the old lines, but upon prin
ciples and policies; and in this fact surely every lover of the 
country can find cause for true felicitation. Let us rejoice in 
and cultivate this spirit, it is ennobling and will be both a gain 
and blessing to our beloved country. It will be my constant 
aim to do nothing and permit nothing to be done that will ar-
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rest or disturb this growing .;entiment of unity and opera
tion, this revival of esteem and affiliation which now animates 
so many thousands in both the old antagonistic sections, 
but I shall cheerfully do everything possible to promote and 
increase it. 

Let me again repeat the words of the oath administered by 
the Chief Justice, which, in their respective spheres, so far as 
applicable, I would have all my countrymen observe: 

" I will faithfully execute the office of President of the United 
States, and will, to the best of my ability, preserve, protect, and 
defend the constitution of the United States." 

This is the obligation I have reverently taken before the 
Lord 1\Iost High. To keep it will be my single purpose; my 
constant prayer-and I shall confidently rely upon the forbear
ance and assistance of all the people in the discharge of my 
solemn responsibilities. 
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Henry Woodfin Grady was born at Athens, Georgia, May 24, 1851. 
He was the son of a successful merchant who enlisted during the Civil 
War on the Confederate side and was killed near Petersburg. Grady 
was graduated from the State University, and after taking a post-grad
uate course at the University of Virginia, he became editor of a daily 
newspaper in Rome, Georgia. During the latter part of the Reconstruc
tion period in the South Grady wrote a series of articles to the New 
York" Herald" on Southern politics. These letters, filled with unpreju
diced common-sense, and the calm logic of facts-so different from the 
ordinary political contributions of that day-attracted wide attention at 
the North. In r88o Cyrus W. Field, the New York millionaire, on his 
own initiative, loaned Grady sufficient capital to acquire an interest in 
the Atlanta " Constitution." He became editor of that paper, a posi
tion that he held until his death. Grady was an able and enterprising 
journalist of the modern type; but it was as an orator that he gained 
a national reputation which bears favorable comparison to that of the 
foremost orators of the nineteenth century. 

His first great speech of national import was delivered at the annual 
banquet of the New England Society, on December 22, 1887. This 
brilliant speech made him widely known, and his talents received recog
nition at both the North and South. "The South has nothing for 
which to apologize," was the key-note of that great speech. Accepting 
the results of the Civil War as facts, he was proud of the stand the 
South had taken in the contest, and only d\;sired to see the sincerity 
and honesty of its purpose vindicated. The famous prohibition speech 
in Atlanta followed in 1887 and the address at the State fair of Texas, 
where he had an audience of a score of thousands, was delivered dur
ing the next year. The greatest and last effort of his life was his ad
dress before the 1Ierchants' Association in Boston, delivered on De
cember 12, 1889. 

Grady was a man of a fervent nature, of vivid and active imagination, 
impetuous, yet self-poised. His oratory was captivating, commanding 
the attention of his hearers throughout without any conscious effort on 
his part. The tact he displayed in the discussion of sectional questions 
was most remarkable. His great eloquence, his abiding love for the 
common country and his entire sympathy with his subject, did much to 
set before the North the cause of the South in an impartial light. His 
greatest claim to the nation's gratitude consists in his successful en
deavors to bring the two sections of the country to a better under
standing of one another and to soothe and heal the old wounds left by 
the animosities of the Civil War. He died December 23, 188g, after a 
short illness contracted on the visit he made to Boston to deliver his 
speech on the "New South." 
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Deli<-·ered at a banquet of the Boston Merchants' Associatio1t 
in Boston, December I2, r889 

T HE stoutest apostle of the church, they say, is the mis
sionary, and the missionary, wherever he unfurls his 

. flag, will never find himself in deeper need of unction 
and address than I, bidden to-night to plant the standard of a 
Southern Democrat in Boston's banquet hall, and to discuss 
the problem of the races in the home of Phillips and of Sumner. 
But, 1\Ir. President, if a purpose to speak in perfect frankness 
and sincerity; if earnest understanding of the vast interests 
involved; if a consecrating sense of what disaster must follow 
further misunderstanding and estrangement-if all these may 
be counted on to steady undisciplined speech and to strengthen 
an untried arm, then, sir, I shall find the courage to proceed. 

Happy am I that this mission has brought my feet, at last, 
to press New England's historic soil, and my eyes to the knowl
edge of her beauty and her thrift. Here within touch of Plym
outh Rock and Bunker Hill-where Webster thundered and 
Longfellow sung, Emerson thought, :md Channing preached 
-here in the cradle of American letters and almost of American 
liberty, I hasten to make the obeisance that every American 
owes New England when first he stands uncovered in her 
mighty presence. Strange apparition! This stern and unique 
figure, carved from the ocean and the wilderness, its majesty 
kindling and growing amid the storms of winters and of wars, 
until, at last, the gloom was broken, its beauty disclosed in the 
tranquil sunshine, and the heroic workers rested at its base, 
while startled kings and emperors gazed and marvelled that 
from the rude touch of this handful, cast on a bleak and un
known shore, should have come the embodied genius of 
human liberty! God bless the memory of those immortal work-

4Z7' 
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ers-and prosper the fortunes of their living sons-and per
petuate the inspiration of their handiwork! 

Two years ago, sir, I spoke some words in New York that 
caught the attention of the North. As I stand here to reiterate 
and emphasize, as I have done everywhere, every word I then 
uttered-to declare that the sentiments I then avowed were 
universally approved in the South-! realize that the confi
dence begotten by that speech is largely responsible for my 
presence here to-night. I should dishonor myself if I betrayed 
that confidence by uttering one insincere word, or by with
holding one essential element of the truth. Apropos of this 
last, let me confess, Mr. President-before the praise of New 
England has died on my lips-that I believe the best product 
of her present life is the procession of seventeen thousand 
Vermont Democrats that for twenty-two years, undiminished 
by death, unrecruited by birth or conversion, have marched 
over their rugged hills, cast their Democratic ballots, and gone 
back home to pray for their unregenerate neighbors and awake 
to read the record of twenty-six thousand Republican ma
jority. May the God of the helpless and heroic help them, and 
may their sturdy tribe increase I 

Far to the South, Mr. President, separated by a line-once 
defined in irrepressible difference, once traced in fratricidal 
blood, and now, thank God, but a vanishing shadow-lies the 
fairest and richest domain of this earth. It is the home of a 
brave and hospitable people. There is centred all that can 
please or prosper human-kind. A perfect climate above a fer
tile soil yields to the husbandman every product of the tem
perate zone. There, by night, the cotton whitens beneath the 
stars, and by day the wheat locks the sunshine in its bearded 
sheaf. In the same field the clover steals the fragrance of the 
wind, and the tobacco catches the quick aroma of the rains. 
There are mountains stored with exhaustless treasures; for
ests vast and primeval, and rivers that, tumbling or loitering, 
run wanton to the sea. Of the three essential items of all in
dustries-cotton, iron, and wood~that region has easy con
trol. In cotton, a fixed monoply; in iron, proven supremacy; 
in timber, the reserve supply of the republic. From this as
sured and permanent advantage, against which artificial con
ditions cannot long prevail, has grown an amazing system 
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of industries. Not maintained by human contrivance of tariff 
or capital, afar off from the fullest and cheapest source of sup
ply, but resting in Divine assurance, within touch of field and 
mine and forest-not set amid bleak hills and costly farms from 
which competition has driven the farmer in despair, but amid 
cheap and sunny lands, rich with agriculture, to which neither 
season nor soil has set a limit-this system of industries is 
mounting to a splendor that shall dazzle and illumine the world. 
That, sir, is the picture and the promise of my home-a land 
better and fairer than I have told you, and yet but a fit setting, 
in its material excellence, for the loyal and gentle quality of its 
citizenship. Against that, sir, we have New England recruit
ing the republic from its sturdy loins, shaking from its over
crowded hives new swarms of workers, and touching this land 
all over with its energy and its courage. And yet-while in 
the Eldorado, of which I have told you, but fifteen per cent. 
of lands are cultivated, its mines scarcely touched, and its popu
lation so scant that, were it set equidistant, the sound of the 
human voice could not be heard from Virginia to Texas-while 
on the threshold of nearly every house in New England stands 
a son, seeking with troubled eyes some new land in which to 
carry his modest patrimony, and the homely training that is 
better than gold-the strange fact remains that in 188o the 
South had fewer Northern-born citizens than she had in 1870 
-fewer in 1870 than in I86o. Why is this? Why is it, sir, 
though the sectional line be now but a mist that the breath 
may dispel, fewer men of the North have crossed it over to the 
South than when it was crimson with the best blood of the re
public, or even when the slaveholders stood guard every inch 
of its way? 

There can be but one answer. It is the very problem we are 
now to consider. The key that opens that problem will unlock 
to the world the fairest half of this republic, and free the halted 
feet of thousands whose eyes are already kindling with its 
beauty. Better than this, it will open the hearts of brothers 
for thirty years estranged, and clasp in lasting comradeship 
a million hands now withheld in doubt. Nothing, sir, but this 
problem and the suspicions it breeds, hinders a clear under
standing and a perfect union. Nothing else stands between us 
and such love as bound Georgia and Massachusetts at Valley 
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Forge and Yorktown, chastened by the sacrifice of Manassas 
and Gettysburg, and illumined with the coming of better work 
and a nobler destiny than was ever wrought by the sword or 
sought at the cannon's mouth. 

If this does not invite your patient hearing to-night-hear 
one thing more: My people, your brothers in the South
brothers in blood, in destiny, in all that is best in our past and 
future-are so beset with this problem that their very existence 
depends on its right solution. Nor are they wholly to blame 
for its presence. The slave-ships of the republic sailed from 
your ports-the slaves worked in our fields. You will not 
defend the traffic, nor I the institution. But I do here declare 
that in its wise and humane administration, in lifting the slave 
to the heights of which he had not dreamed in his savage home, 
and giving him a happiness he has not yet found in freedom, 
our fathers left their sons a saving and excellent heritage. In 
the storm of war this institution was lost. I thank God as 
heartily as you do that human slavery is gone forever from 
American soil. But the freedman remains, and with him a 
problem without precedent or parallel. Note its appalling con
ditions. Two utterly dissimilar races on the same soil-with 
equal political and civil rights-almost equal in numbers, but 
terribly unequal in intelligence and responsibility-each 
pledged against fusion-one for a century in servitude to the 
other, and freed at last by a desolating war-the experiment 
sought by neither, but approached by both with doubt-these 
are the conditions. Under these, adverse at every point, we 
are required to carry these two races in peace and honor to 
the end. 

Never, sir, has such a task been given to mortal stewardship. 
Never before in this republic has the white race divided on the 
rights of an alien race. The red man was cut down as a weed, 
because he hindered the way of the American citizen. The 
yellow men was shut out of this republic because he is an alien 
and an inferior. The red man ·was owner of the land-the yel
low man highly civilized and assimilable-but they hindered 
both sections and are gone! But the black man, clothed with 
every privilege of government, affecting but one section, is 
pinned to the soil, and my people commanded to make good 
at any hazard, and at any cost, his full and equal heirship of 
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American privilege and prosperity. It matters not that every 
other race has been routed or excluded, without rhyme or rea~ 
son. It matters not that wherever the whites and blacks have 
touched, in any era or any clime, there has been irreconcilable 
violence. It matters not that no two races, however similar, 
have ever lived anywhere, at any time, on the same soil, with 
equal rights, in peace! In spite of these things, we are com~ 
manded to make good this change of American policy which 
has not, perhaps, changed American prejudice-to make cer~ 
tain here \vhat has elsewhere been impossible between whites 
and blacks-and to reverse, under the very worst conditions, 
the universal verdict of racial history. And we are driven, sir, 
to this superhuman task with an impatience that brooks n0o 
delay, a rigor that accepts no excuse, and a suspicion that dis~ 
courages frankness and sincerity. \Ve do not shrink from this 
trial. It is so interwoven with our industrial fabric, that we 
cannot disentangle it if we would-so bound up in our hon
orable obligation to the •vorld, that we would not if we could. 
Can we solve it? The God who gave it into our hands alone 
can know. But this, the weakest and wisest of us do know; 
we cannot solve it \vith less than your tolerant and patient 
sympathy-with less than the knowledge that the blood that 
runs in your veins is our blood-and that, when we have done 
our best, whether the issue be lost or won, we shall feel your 
strong arms about us and hear the beating of your approving 
hearts! 

The resolute, clear-headed, broad-minded men of the South 
-the men whose genius made glorious every page of the first 
seventy years of American history-whose courage and forti
tude you tested in five years of the fiercest war-whose energy 
has made bricks without straw and spread splendor amid the 
ashes of their war-wasted homes-these men wear this problem 
in their hearts and their brains, by day and by night. They 
realize, as you cannot, what this problem means-what they 
owe to this kindly and dependent race-the measure of their 
debt to the world in whose despite they defended and main
tained slavery. And though their feet are hindered in its under
growth, and their march cumbered with its burdens, they have 
lost neither the patience from which comes clearness, nor the 
faith from which comes courage. Nor, sir, when in passionate 
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moments ts disclosed to them that vague and awful shadow, 
with its lurid abysses and its crimson stains, into which, I pray 
God, they may never go, are they struck with more of appre
hension than is needed to complete their consecration! 

Such is the temper of my people. But what of the problem 
itself? 1\fr. President, we need not go one step further unless 
you concede right here that the people I speak for are as honest, 
as sensible, and as just as your people, and seeking as earnestly 
as you would in their place, to rightly solve a problem that 
touches them at every vital point. If you insist that they are 
ruffians, blindly striving with bludgeon and shotgun to plunder 
and oppress a race, then I shall tax your patience in vain. But 
admit that they are men of common-sense and common honesty 
-wisely modifying an environment they cannot wholly dis
regard-guiding and controlling as best they can the vicious 
and irresponsible of either race-compensating error with 
frankness, and retrieving in patience what they lose in passion, 
and conscious all the time that wrong means ruin-admit this, 
and we may reach an understanding to-night. 

The President of the United States, in his late message to 
Congress, discussing the plea that the South should be left to 
solve this problem, asks: " Are they at work upon it? What 
solution do they offer? When will the black man cast a free 
ballot? When will he have the civil right that is his? " I shall 
not here protest against a partisanry that for the first time in 
our history, in time of peace, has stamped, with the great seal 
of our government, a stigma upon the people of a great loyal 
section; though I gratefully remember that the great dead 
soldier who held the helm of State for the eight stormiest years 
of reconstruction never found need for such a step-and though 
I can think of no personal sacrifice I would not make to re
move this cruel and unjust imputation on my people from the 
archives of my country. 

But, sir, backed by a record on every page of which is prog
ress, I venture to make earnest and respectful answer to the 
questions that are asked. I bespeak your patience, while with 
righteous plainness of speech, seeking your judgment rather 
than your applause, I proceed step by step. 

We give to the world this year a crop of 7,soo,ooo bales of 
cotton, worth $4So,ooo,ooo, and its cash equivalent in grain, 
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grasses, and fruit. This enormous crop could not have come 
from the hands of sullen and discontented labor. It comes 
from the peaceful fields in which laughter and gossip rise above 
the hum of industry, and contentment runs with the singing 
plough. It is claimed that this ignorant labor is defrauded of 
its just hire. I present the tax-books of Georgia, which show 
that the negro, twenty-five years ago a slave, has in Georgia 
alone $IO,ooo,ooo of assessed property, worth twice that much. 
Does not that record honor him and vindicate his neighbors? 
What other people, penniless and illiterate, has done so well? 

For every "Afro-American" agitator, stirring the strife in 
which alone he prospers, I can show you a hundred negroes, 
happy in their cabin homes, tilling their own land by day, and 
at night taking from the lips of their children the helpful mes
sage their State sends them from their schoolhouse door. 

And the schoolhouse itself bears testimony. In Georgia we 
added last year $250,000 to the school fund, making a total of 
more than $I,ooo,ooo, and yet forty-nine per cent. of the ben
eficiaries are black children-and this in face of the doubt of 
many wise men if education helps, or can help our problem. 
Charleston, with her taxable values cut half in two since 186o, 
pays more in proportion for public schools than Boston. Al
though it is easier to give much out of much than little out of 
little, the South, with one-seventh of the taxable property of 
the country, with a relatively larger debt, having received only 
one-tenth as much of public lands, and having back of its 
tax-books none of the half billion of bonds that enrich the 
North, yet gives nearly one-sixth of the public school funds. 
The South, since 1865, has spent $122,ooo,ooo in education, 
and this year is pledged $37,ooo,ooo more for State and city 
schools-although the blacks, paying one-thirtieth of the taxes, 
get nearly one-half of the fund. Go into our fields and see 
whites and blacks working side by side. On our buildings in 
the same squad. In our shops at the same forge. Often the 
blacks crowd the whites from work, or lower wages by their 
greater need or simpler habits, and yet are permitted to do so 
because we want to bar them from no avenue in which their 
feet are fitted to tread. They could not there be elected orators 
of white universities, as they have been here, but they do enter 
there a hundred useful trades that are closed against them here. 

VoL. Il.-28 
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We hold it better and wiser to tend the weeds in the garden 
than to water the exotic in the window. In the south there are 
negro lawyers, teachers, editors, dentists, doctors, preachers, 
working in peace and multiplying with the increasing ability 
of their race to support ',nem. In villages and towns they 
have their military companies equipped from the armories of the 
State, their churches and societies built and supported largely 
by their neighbors. What is the testimony of the courts? 

In penal legislation we have steadily reduced felonies to mis· 
demeanors, and have led the world in mitigating punishment 
for crime, that we might save, as far as possible, this dependent 
race from its own weakness. In our penitentiary record sixty 
per cent. of the prosecutors are negroes and in every court the 
negro criminal challenges the colored juror, that white men 
may judge his case. In the North one negro in every one hun· 
dred and eighty-five is in jail; in the South only one in four 
hundred and forty-six. In the North, the percentage of negro 
prisoners is six times as great as that of native whites; in the 
South, only four times as great. If prejudice wrong him in 
Southern courts, the record shows it to be deeper in Northern 
courts. I assert here, and a bar as intelligent and upright as 
the bar of 1Iassachusetts will solemnly indorse my assertion, 
that in the Southern courts, from highest to lowest, in pleading 
for either liberty or property, the negro has distinct advantage 
because he is a negro, apt to be overreached, oppressed-and 
that this advantage reaches from the juror in making his ver~ 
diet to the judge in measuring his sentence. Now, l\Ir. Presi· 
dent, can it be seriously maintained that we are terrorizing the 
people from whose willing hands come every year $r,ooo,ooo,
ooo of farm crops, or have robbed a people, who in twenty-five 
years from unrewarded slavery, have amassed in one State $20,
ooo,ooo of property? Or that we intend to oppress the people 
we are arming every day? \Ve " deceive " them, when we are 
educating them to the utmost limit of our ability? Or "out
law" them, when we work side by side with them? Or " re
enslave" them under legal forms, when for their benefit we 
have even imprudently narrowed the limit of felonies and miti
gated the severity of the law? l\fy fellow-countrymen, as you 
yourselves may sometimes have to appeal at the bar of human 
judgment for justice and for right, give to my people to-night 
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the fair and unanswerable conclusion of these incontestable 
facts! 

But it is claimed that under this fair-seeming there is dis~ 
order and violence. This I admit. And there will be until 
there is one ideal community on earth after which we may 
pattern. But how widely is it misjudged. It is hard to meas
ure with exactness whatever touches the negro. His helpless
ness, his isolation, his century of servitude, these dispose us to 
emphasize and magnify his wrongs. This disposition has been 
inflamed by prejudice and partisanry until it has led to injus
tice and delusion. Lawless men may ravage a county in Iowa, 
and it is accepted as an incident. In the South a drunken row 
is declared to be the fixed habit of the community. Regulators 
may whip vagabonds in Indiana by platoons, and it scarcely 
arrests attention; a chance collision in the South among rela~ 
tively the same classes is gravely accepted as evidence that one 
race is destroying the other. \Ve might as well claim that the 
Union was ungrateful to the colored soldiers who followed its 
flag, because a Grand Army post in Connecticut closed its doors 
to a negro veteran, as for you to give racial significance to 
every incident in the South, or to accept exceptional grounds 
as the rule of our society. I am not of those who becloud 
American honor with the parade of the outrages of other sec
tions, and belie American character by declaring them to be 
significant and representative. I prefer to maintain that they 
are neither, and stand for nothing but the passion and sin of 
our fallen humanity. If society, like a machine, were no 
stronger than its weakest part, I should despair of both sections. 
But, knowing that society, sentient and responsible in every 
fiber, can mend and repair until the whole has the strength of 
the best, I despair of neither. These gentlemen who come 
with me here, knit into Georgia's busy life as they are, never 
saw, I dare assert, an outrage committed on the negro! And if 
they did, no one of you would be swifter to prevent or punish 
it. It is through them that the men who think with them
making nine-tenths of every Southern community-that these 
two races have been carried thus far with less of violence than 
would have been possible any\vhere else on earth. And in 
their fairness and courage and steadfastness-more than in all 
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the laws than can be passed or all the bayonets that can be 
mustered-is the hope of our future! 

But admitting the right of the whites to unite against this 
tremendous menace, we are challenged with the smallness of 
our vote. This has long been flippantly charged to be evidence, 
and has now been solemnly and officially declared to be proof 
of political turpitude and baseness on our part. Let us see: 
Virginia-a State now under fierce assault for this alleged 
crime-cast in 1888, seventy-five per cent. of her vote. Mas
sachusetts, the State in which I speak, sixty per cent. of her 
vote. Was it suppression in Virginia and natural causes in 
Massachusetts? Last month Virginia cast sixty per cent. of 
her vote, and 1\fassachusetts, fighting in every district, cast 
only forty-nine per cent. of hers. If Virginia is condemned 
because thirty-one per cent. of her vote was silent, how shall 
this State escape, in which fifty-one per cent. was dumb? Let 
us enlarge this comparison. The sixteen Southern States in 
1888 cast sixty-seven per cent. of the total vote; the six New 
England States but sixty-three per cent. of theirs. By what 
fair rule shall the stigma be put upon one section, while the 
other escapes? A Congressional election in New York last 
week, with the polling place in reach of every voter, brought 
out only 6,ooo votes of 28,ooo-and the lack of opposition is 
assigned as the natural cause. In a district in my State in 
which an opposition speech has not been heard in ten years, 
and the polling places are miles apart-under the unfair rea
soning of which my section has been a constant victim-the 
small vote is charged to be proof of forcible suppression. 

In Virginia an average majority of Io,ooo, under hopeless 
division of the minority, was raised to 42,000. In Iowa, in the 
same election, a majority of 32,000 was wiped out and an op
position majority of 8,ooo was established. The change of 32,
ooo votes in Iowa is accepted as political revolution; in Vir
ginia an increase of 32,000 on a safe majority is declared to be 
proof of political fraud. I charge these facts and figures home, 
sir, to the heart and conscience of the American people who will 
not assuredly see one section condemned for what another sec
tion is pardoned! 

If I can drive these facts through the prejudice of the parti
san, and have them read and pondered at the fireside of the citi-
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zen, I will rest on the judgment there formed and the verdict 
there rendered ! 

It is deplorable, sir, that in both sections a larger percentage 
of the vote is not regularly cast. But it is more inexplicable 
that this should be so in New England, than in the South. 
What invites the negro to the ballot-box? He knows that of 
all men, it has promised him most and yielded him least. His 
first appeal to suffrage was the promise of " forty acres and a 
mule." His second the threat that Democratic success meant 
his re-enslavement. Both have been proved false in his expe
rience. He looked for a home, and he got the Freedmen's 
Bank. He fought under promise of the loaf, and in victory was 
denied the crumbs. Discouraged and deceived, he has realized 
at last that his best friends are his neighbors with whom his 
lot is cast, and whose prosperity is bound up in his, and that 
he has gained nothing in politics to compensate the loss of their 
confidence and sympathy that is at last his best and enduring 
hope. 

And so, without leaders or organization-and lacking the 
resolute heroism of my party friends in Vermont, that makes 
their hopeless march over the hills a high and inspiring pil
grimage-he shrewdly balances his little account with politics, 
touches up his mule, and jogs down the furrow, letting the mad 
world wag as it will! 

The negro vote can never control in the South, and it would 
be well if partisans at the North would understand this. I have 
seen the white people of a State set about by black hosts until 
their fate seemed sealed. But, sir, some brave men, banding 
them together, would rise, as Elisha rose in beleagured Sama
ria, and, touching their eyes with faith, bid them look abroad 
to see the very air " filled with the chariots of Israel and the 
horsemen thereof." If there is any human force that cannot 
be withstood, it is the power of the banded intelligence and 
responsibility of a free community. Against it numbers and 
corruption cannot prevail. It cannot be forbidden in the law 
or divorced in force. It is the unalterable right of every free 
community-the just and righteous safeguard against an ig
norant or corrupt suffrage. It is on this, sir, that we rely in 
the South. Not the cowardly menace of the mask or shotgun, 
but the peaceful majesty of intelligence and responsibility, 
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massed and unified for the protection of its homes and the 
preservation of its liberty. That, sir, is our reliance and hope, 
and against it all the powers of earth shall not prevail. It was 
just as certain that Virginia would come back to the unchal
lenged control of her white race-that before the moral and 
material power of her people once more unified, opposition 
would crumble until its last desperate leader was left alone 
vainly striving to rally his disordered hosts-as that night 
should fade in the kindling glory of the sun. 

You may pass force bills, but they will not avail. You may 
surrender your own liberties to Federal election laws-this old 
State which holds in its character the boast that it " is a free 
and independent commonwealth " may deliver its election 
machinery into the hands of the government it helped to create
but never, sir, will a single State of this Union, North or South, 
be delivered again to the control of an ignorant and inferior race. 
We wrested our State government from negro supremacy when 
the federal drum-beat rolled closer to the ballot-box and federal 
bayonets hedged it deeper about than will ever again be per
mitted in this free government. But, sir, though the cannon 
of this republic thundered in every voting district at the South, 
we still should find in the mercy of God the means and courage 
to prevent its re-establishment. 

I regret, sir, that my section, hindered with this problem, 
cannot align itself with the North, and stands in seeming es
trangement from it. If, sir, any man will point out to me a 
path down which the white people of the South, divided, may 
walk in peace and honor, I will take that path, though I took it 
alone, for at its end, and nowhere else, I fear, is to be found 
the full prosperity of my section and the full restoration of this 
Union. But, sir, if the negro had not been enfranchised, the 
South would have been divided and the republic united. His 
enfranchisement-against which I enter no protest-holds 
the South united and compact. What solution can we offer 
for the problem? Time alone can disclose it to us. We simply 
report progress, and ask your patience. If the problem be 
solved at all-and I firmly believe it will, though nowhere else 
has it been-it will be solved by the people most deeply bound 
in interest, most deeply pledged in honor to its solution. I 
would rather see my people render back this question rightly 
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solved than to see them gather all the spoils over which faction 
has contended since Catiline conspired and Cesar fought. 
Meantime, we treat the negro fairly, measuring to him justice in 
the fulness the strong should give to the weak, and leading 
him in the steadfast ways of citizenship, that he may no longer 
be the prey of the unscrupulous and the sport of the thought
less. We open to him every pursuit in which he can prosper, 
and seek to broaden his training and capacity. We seek to 
hold his confidence and friendship, and to pin him to the soil 
with ownership, that he may catch in the fire of his own hearth
stone that sense of responsibility the shiftless can never know. 

And we gather him into that alliance of property and knowl
edge that, though it runs close to racial lines, welcomes the 
responsible and intelligent of any race. By this course, con
firmed in our judgment, and justified in the progress already 
made, we hope to progress slowly but surely to the end. 

The love we feel for that race you cannot measure nor com
prehend. As I attest it here, the spirit of my old " black 
mammy," from her home up there, looks down on me to bless, 
and through the tumult of this night, steals the sweet music of 
her croonings. Thirty years ago she held me in her black arms 
or led me smiling into sleep. This scene vanishes as I speak, 
and I catch a vision of an old Southern home with its lofty pil
lars and its white pigeons fluttering down through the golden 
air. I see women with strained and anxious faces, and children 
alert, yet helpless. I see night come down with its dangers 
and apprehensions, and in a big and homely room I feel on my 
tired head the touch of loving hands-now worn and wrinkled, 
but fairer to me yet than the hands of mortal woman, and 
stronger yet to lead me than the hands of mortal man-as they 
lay a mother's blessing there, while at her knees-the truest 
altar I yet have found-! thank God that she is safe in her 
sanctuary, because her slaves, sentinel in the silent cabin, or on 
guard at her chamber door, put a black man's loyalty between 
her and danger. 

I catch another vision. The crisis of battle-a soldier struck, 
staggering, fallen. I see a slave, struggling through the smoke, 
winding his black arms about the fallen form, reckless of lurk
ing death-bending his trusty face to catch the words that 
tremble on the stricken lips, so wrestling meantime with agony 
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that he would lay down his life in his master's stead. I see him 
by the weary bedside, ministering with uncomplaining patience, 
praying with all his humble heart that God will lift his master 
up, until death comes in mercy and in honor to still the sol
dier's agony and seal the soldier's life. I see him by the open 
grave, mute, motionless, uncovered, suffering for the death of 
him who in life fought against his freedom. I see him when 
the mound is heaped and the great drama of his life is closed, 
turn away and, with downcast eyes and uncertain step, start 
out into new and strange fields, faltering, struggling, but mov
ing on, until his shambling figure is lost in the light of a better 
and a brighter day. And from the grave comes a voice saying: 
"Follow him I Put your arms about him in his need, even as 
he put his about me. Be his friend as he was mine." And out 
into this new world-strange to me as to him, dazzling, be
wildering both-I follow! And may God forget my people
when they forget these I 

Whatever the future may hold for them-whether they plod 
along in the servitude from which they have never been lifted 
since the Cyrenian was laid hold upon by the Roman soldiers 
and made to bear the cross of the fainting Christ-whether they 
find homes again in Africa, and thus hasten the prophecy of 
the Psalmist who said: " And suddenly Ethiopia shall hold 
out her hand unto God "-whether forever dislocated and sepa
rate, they remain a weak people, beset by stronger, and exist, 
as the Turk, who lives in the jealousy, rather than in the con
science of Europe-or whether in this miraculous republic they 
break through the caste of twenty centuries and, belying uni
versal history, reach the full stature of citizenship and in peace 
maintain it, we shall give them uttermost justice and abiding 
friendship. And whatever we do, into whatever seeming es
trangement we may be driven, nothing shall disturb the love we 
bear this republic, or mitigate our consecration to its service. 
I stand here, Mr. President, to profess no new loyalty. When 
General Lee, whose heart was the temple of our hopes and 
whose arm was clothed with our strength, renewed his allegi
ance to this government at Appomattox, he spoke from a heart 
too great to be false, and he spoke for every honest man from 
Maryland to Texas. From that day to this, Hamilcar has no-
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where in the South sworn young Hannibal to hatred and 
vengeance-but everywhere to loyalty and love. Witness the 
veteran standing at the base of a Confederate monument, above 
the graves of his comrades, his empty sleeve tossing in the 
April wind, adjuring the young men about him to serve as 
honest and loyal citizens the government against which their 
fathers fought. This message, delivered from that sacred pres
ence, has gone home to the hearts of my fellows! And, sir, I 
declare here, if physical courage be always equal to human 
aspiration, that they would die, sir, if need be, to restore this 
republic their fathers fought to dissolve I 

Such, :Mr. President, is this problem as we see it, such the 
temper in which we approach it, such the progress made. 
What do we ask of you? First, patience; out of this alone can 
come perfect work. Second, confidence; in this alone can you 
judge fairly. Third, sympathy; in this you can help us best. 
Fourth, loyalty to the republic-for there is sectionalism in 
loyalty as in estrangement. This hour little needs the loyalty 
that is loyal to one section, and yet holds the other in enduring 
suspicion and estrangement. Give us the broad and perfect 
loyalty that loves and trusts Georgia alike with Massachusetts 
-that" knows no South, no North, no East, no West" ; but 
endears with equal and patriotic love every foot of our soil, 
every State of our Union. 

A mighty duty, sir, and a mighty inspiration impels every one 
of us to-night to lose in patriotic consecration whatever es
tranges, whatever divides. We, sir, are Americans-and we 
fight for human liberty! The uplifting force of the American 
idea is under every throne on earth. France, Brazil-these are 
our victories. To redeem the earth from kingcraft and oppres
sion-this is our mission! and we sh'all not fail. God has sown 
in our soil the seed of his millennia! harvest, and he will not lay 
the sickle to the ripening crop until his full and perfect day has 
come. Our history, sir, has been a constant and expanding 
miracle from Plymouth Rock and Jamestown all the way
aye, even from the hour, when, from the voiceless and trackless 
ocean, a new world rose to the sight of the inspired sailor. As 
we approach the fourth centennial of that stupendous day
when the Old World will come to marvel and to learn, amid our 
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gathered pleasures-let us resolve to crown the miracles of our 
past with the spectacle of a republic compact, united, indis
soluble in the bonds of love-loving from the Lakes to the 
Gulf-the wounds of war healed in every heart as on every hill 
-serene and resplendent at the summit of human achievement 
and earthly glory-blazing out the path and making clear the 
way up which all the nations of the earth must come in God's 
appointed time I 
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John Ireland was born of humble parentage at Burnchurch, County 
Kilkenny, Ireland, September II, 1838. His parents emigrated to Amer
ica when he was eleven years of age, and settled at St. Paul, Min
nesota. He was early destined for the priesthood, and received his 
primary education at the cathedral school of St. Paul. In 1853 he 
was sent to France to enter upon his theological studies at the Seminary 
of Meximieux and, later, at a similar institution at Hyeres near Toulon, 
where he remained till the outbreak of the Civil War. He returned 
to America at the beginning of the Civil War and was appointed chap
lain to the Fifth Minnesota Regiment. He subsequently became rector 
of St. Paul's Cathedral and secretary to the diocese of St. Paul and 
was chosen to represent his Bishop at the Vatican council in Rome. 
On his return from Rome he was appointed titular Bishop of 1Iaronea 
and, in December, 1875, coadjutor to the Bishop of St. Paul. In r888, 
when the diocese of St. Paul was erected into a metropolitan see, he 
was installed as its first archbishop. 

Archbishop Ireland has for some time enjoyed a national reputation 
and is one of the prominent men of the day. Besides the permanent and 
active interest he has taken in the cause of temperance and education, 
he made himself widely known by a colonization plan which he carried 
out successfully nearly twenty-five years ago in his own State. He was 
one of the prime movers in the establishment of the Catholic University 
at Washington, and, together with Bishop Keane of Richmond, Va., 
went to Rome to further this object. In 1891 the Archbishop came again 
prominently before the public in connection with the so-called " Fari
baulf plan " of education, promulgated with his approval. The plan was 
conceived with a view to arrive at a compromise between the conflict
ing principles governing the Roman Catholic and the American public 
schools. Though the plan failed, partly on account of the opposition 
to it in the Church itself, partly to a strong agitation outside of it, 
Archbishop Ireland's reputation for sagacity and good judgment suf
fered in no way from this enterprise. He is one of the most prominent 
men of the Church to-day, and his talents have received fitting recog
nition both at home and abroad. "Peace in the Wake of Victory" is 
considered one of his finest orations. 
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PEACE IN THE WAKE OF VICTORY 

Delivered at St. Paul, Minnesota, July 10, 1898 

By solemn proclamation the President of the United States 
has invited citizens to assemble to-day in their churches 
to thank God for victories obtained by the army and the 

navy of the United States, and to pray that peace be speedily re
stored to the nations at present engaged in deadly warfare. It is 
a grand fact which all Christians should delight in taking cogni
zance of, that in the midst of the war in which the country has 
been engaged, the chief magistrate of the nation should request 
the people of America to pause and to acknowledge that above 
armies and navies there is a supreme pow.er holding in his hand 
the destinies of nations and disposing of those nations for his 
own designs, even beyond the power and valor of their armies 
and their navies. 

The spectacle which America offers to-day to the world, bow
ing the head to the Almighty, is sublime; those of her citizens 
to whom religion is dear must rejoice that his solemn recogni
tion of God is given by this great nation. A spectacle such as 
this honors America far more than the prowess of armies, and 
gives hope that in the future, as in the present, America shall be, 
God willing, a great, a powerful, a prosperous nation. 

Yes, God reigns in the highest. Intelligence which evoked 
from nothing created things, distributing them through space 
with such order and power that the smallest of created things 
proclaims his grandeur. That intelligence has not withdrawn 
into eternal solitude from his creation; has not abandoned his 
creation to blind, inexorable laws, but governs it, watches over 
it, disposes its movements to his own greater glory and the 
greater welfare of the children of men. God remains the om
nipotent! It were blasphemy to say that he is not to be con
sidered in the things of the world. He remains the all good 
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father. " Our Father who art in heaven." It were a crime to 
say that he does not think of us; that he does not dispose of us 
according to the dictates of his supreme love. Not a hair from 
our heads, said the Man God, falls to the ground without His 
knowing it, and if He has care of the grasses of the field, and of 
the birds of the air, how much more of you children of men, of 
you of little faith? 

And if God watches over individual man, with how much 
greater care He watches over those great social organizations 
in the welfare of which is wrapped up the welfare of millions of 
men. He is the God of men and the God of nations. He is the 
ruler of armies and of sovereign powers, and from the first day 
that humanity entered upon its course God has directed its 
movements, its evolutions; hurrying not, for ages are to him as 
moments, but never ceasing His divine working. God has di
rected the movements and evolutions of humanity for the great 
purposes which His own wisdom has formed. As the great na
tions of antiquity rose and triumphed under his hand, so to-day 
under his hand America triumphs and America moves forward 
into a new era of greatness; into new possibilities of good for 
her citizens, for the world at large. Results often come when 
not foreseen by the human actors who are the instruments, the 
occasions of the working out of God's great purposes. 

How much America owes to Almighty God! It is He who 
in the formation of this continent made it so fertile, so beautiful 
that no other abode of man compares with it in richness and in 
promise. It is he who willed that a century ago a people should 
arise on this continent, putting forth before the world high 
ideals of liberty, and of popular government, ideals which 
America from the first held up before the nations, although even 
in her own practice those ideals were not at once realized. It is 
He who thirty-five years ago, when the very life of the nation 
was menaced, decreed that her banner should remain \Yithout 
stain, and that not one star should be wrested from it. To-day, 
when war again has come to us it is He who wills that victory 
be ours, and that America be ready for new growth and new 
development. 

I detract not from the bravery and the valor of American 
sailors and American seamen. God demands the co-operations 
of His human instruments, but He overrules them often for 
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His own purposes, and we bow in solemn gratitude that when 
in distributing favors to nations He willed that victory belonged 
to the flag of America. We thank God not only for the vic
tories that have come, but for the certainty which results from 
this war that America has within herself the elements of great
ness, the courage, the patriotism, the will to die for country, 
which are the necessary qualities in the formation of a great 
people. We have to thank God for this fact that America to
day before the nations of the world stands erect, a great power 
amidst those nations, meriting and obtaining homage from 
them. We thank God that this greatness has come to America 
because of the ideals which we believe that Providence has as
signed to her, and in view of which Providence has willed that 
she conquer. 

Why has God given to us victory and greatness? It is not 
that we take pride in our power. It is not that we gather in for 
our pleasures the wealth of the world. It is that Almighty God 
has assigned to this republic the mission of putting before the 
world the ideal of popular liberty, the ideal of the high elevation 
of all humanity. To ancient Rome, without her seeking, a 
great mission was allotted. It was to prepare the world for the 
coming of the Saviour, and when nations were at peace because 
Rome commanded, when highways led out from the Roman 
forum to the farthest coast of Britain and of Egypt, Christ was 
born and his apostle entered into the city of Rome, the site of 
the new empire. So God to-day has chosen America for a high 
purpose, to exemplify before the world popular liberty and pop
ular government, and through such liberty and such govern
ment the elevation of humanity at large. 

It is not surely our belief that these great ideals shall be real
ized for the \Vorld merely through material wealth or material 
power. Above material wealth and material power virtue of 
the heart is needed, a submission of mind to God's truth is 
needed, but God, who rules all things and who has chosen this 
country for great purposes, will know how to bring to the coun
try the graces which she needs to fulfil the mission assigned to 
her. For all those favors to America we thank Thee, God of 
nations, we thank Thee, Father Supreme, we pledge ourselves 
to be loyal to all Thy great designs, and to co-operate with Thy 
omnipotence in making America the nation which Thou thyself 
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hast designed her to be. We thank God for the victories to 
America. We thank God for the great things which are come 
to America through these victories. 

Present glory and power have come to America through war. 
We may well wish that peace and not war had brought such 
blessings; yet it seems as we glance over the history of hu
manity that war is one of those mysterious dispensations from 
God above, through which He works out His ends, and we bow 
before that supreme dispensation of His power. But war is ter
rible, and while we rejoice because of what has come to us, we 
must regret the evils that follow from it. Our hearts go out in 
sympathy to fathers and mothers, to wives and children, whose 
dear ones have been slain in battle. Our hearts go out in sympa
thy to the soldiers suffering in hospital tent, in a climate terrible 
in its torrid heat, and I should be unfaithful to my human affec
tions, to my duty to all men, did I not say that our hearts should 
go out in sympathy to the suffering ones of the nation against 
whom war has had to be waged by America. And I add that 
America would not be worthy of the great ideals which God has 
put before her as her mission if this sympathy were refused to 
the defeated nation. I add that it were most unworthy of the 
greatness of the American people to permit that their own glory 
should in any way be tarnished by wrong treatment of the nation 
we call our enemy. 

Because of my loyalty to America, because of my love for 
her, I take this occasion to protest against those Americans who 
fancy they can glorify all the more their own country by vilify
ing and calumniating defeated Spain. It is not right; it is not 
American to scatter through the country statements of the 
Spanish people that are untrue. It is not right to say that they 
are superstitious. They are faithful disciples of the Catholic 
Church. It is untrue to say that they are ferocious and blood
thirsty. They are a chivalrous nation, worthy to be met on the 
battlefield by the flower of American chivalry. It is not true, as 
some papers say, that even the womanhood of Spain is of a low, 
degraded type. There is no purer womanhood on the surface 
of the earth than the womanhood of Spain; no more faithful 
wives and honored daughters than the women of Spain. It is 
not fair to go back two, three or four hundred years, seeking out 
stains to be affixed to the present escutcheon of Spain. What 
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country will bear this microscopic examination, and what 
country can stand up before the eyes of the world to-day and 
say," Oh, in the past, we never in peace or war did a cruel or a 
barbarous act"? 

In a fair comparison I will put Spain side by side with any 
nation of Europe. We gain nothing by such unfair, unjust 
statements. We lower ourselves in lowering our antagonists. 
The law of olden time always demanded that valiant knight 
should measure lance with the valiant knight; and Americans 
should be glad to say that they have had to combat with no de
cadent race and with no unworthy foe. 

It is not true that the Spanish race is worn out and has done 
nothing for civilization. They have civilized the whole South 
American continent, preserving and bringing into the fold of 
Christianity millions of the aboriginal races. The Spanish race 
is not merely the Spain in Europe. It is all South America, it is 
Mexico-nations which, from the accounts of American writers 
themselves, are going forth in material development to such a 
degree as to challenge the admiration and defy competition of 
other prouder races. 

I am glad to render justice to our enemy. I would be 
ashamed to lie about her. My country would be ashamed that 
I should lie about her. And I know the American people as a 
people do not wish to calumniate their enemy; but some scrib
blers of papers are willing to say anything that they think will 
please the rapid reader, forgetting that calumnies react more 
against the calumniator than against the calumniated. 

And I protest in the name of Americanism, in the name o£ 
American chivalry and American liberty, an aspersion against 
the religion of Spain. The war is not one of religion; it is one 
of national purposes, and Catholic theology tells us that we must 
stand with our country, and facts show that we do; and because 
we stand so manifestly and so honorably with our own country 
we have a right to say to any who would insult the religion of 
Spain that you insult the religion of American citizens, and you 
shall not be permitted to do it. 

This word in favor of Spain to-day, in favor of the church, 
of the religion of Spain, coming from a heart of whose Ameri
canism no one can doubt, is given in the very name of America, 
of American honor and American liberty, and is given to-day 
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on this morning when we sing the Te Deum with our whole soul 
that God has made America victorious, and that God is opening 
to America a career of grandeur, which He seems to have kept 
from all other nations in the world of modern times. 

Having bidden us to thank God for our victories, the Presi
dent of the United States bids us pray that peace may come. 
The chieftain of America prays for peace and bids the people 
pray for peace. Magnanimous McKinley, worthy chieftain of 
a great people! Victory should tempt to further warfare a 
selfish, an ambitious ruler. Our President pauses when victory 
is gaining, for the honor of the nation is saved, the purposes of 
the war are secured and continued warfare is but the play of 
pride and of brutal power. This is McKinley's honor; he 
courted peace before war. He did all he could to avert war, to 
secure by peace all the beneficent results which war could bring. 
War coming as the loyal subject of the republic he waged it 
with vigor, with skill. When its purposes are served his heart 
speaks out its first love-peace. This is noble, generous, mag
nanimous. 

May God then, we pray, so dispose minds and hearts in Spain 
and in America that no more of our brother men, Spaniards or 
Americans, be slain, that no more hearts of mothers and wives 
be wrung in anguish. 0 Father of men, grant us peace! 

Beautiful the tidings that the electric current will this evening 
speed across the Atlantic-that victorious America, people and 
President, prays for peace-this is noblest chivalry, this is 
America's great glory. Such a people as Americans to-day 
prove themselves will be magnanimous in good-will toward op
ponents, and while honor and justice must be severely guarded, 
no mean motive, no low ambition, no cruel thought of ven
geance will enter into the terms of peace which America will de
mand of Spain. We have been noble and heroic in battle. No 
braver and more unselfish men live than our soldiers and sea
men; let us be brave and heroic in our chivalry when the war is 
closing and peace is ready to spread over us her angelic wings. 
We pray too that when peace has come God's designs upon our 
country be worked out by Him in power and love. 

What is to-day before America? It is difficult to say. I be
lieve that none see to-day as far as God sees the destinies of 
America. There are discussions among Americans as to what 
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should be the policy of the country, whether it should restrain 
itself within present geographical limitations, or allow its flag to 
be carried eastward and westward over seas and oceans into new 
and unaccustomed climates. I shall not discuss those ques
tions; I will say that whatever will come will come through 
God's providence, will come by the natural workings of things 
despite our counsels or our will. If God wishes that America 
lift up her banner across seas and continents; if God wills that 
she, the giantess of to-day, adopt a policy ill suited to the child 
of one hundred years ago, I am satisfied to say " Thy will be 
done." .1 

And let us pray for our own selves, the people of America. 
· We do not read history aright if we do not confess that the in
gratitude and the sinfulness of a people at times retard and even 
nullify God's will. He wishes that we be worthy of His graces; 
let America before God to-day recognize that her future great
ness will not be in an increased army, that it will not be in a 
multiplication of her ships of commerce, that it will not be in 
new legislation, it will be in virtues of her children, it will be in 
their submission to the supreme laws of God, which are the laws 
of righteousness, and without which obedience no nation can 
ever prosper. 

If time allowed me I might ask the question what is to be the 
future of the Catholic Church, whose disciples we are, in this 
new era, this new order of things? God has His hand upon His 
Church. She never suffered in olden revolutions, when the col
onies of Spain throughout South America separated from the 
mother-country. Religion put on in those South American re
publics greater vigor with the new liberties granted, and the 
Catholic Church reigns even more triumphant to-day in those 
republics than when the Spanish flag was lifted over them. A 
flag is not the cross. Men may separate from a flag and cling 
closer to the cross. The Church of Christ is not confined to 
any island or peninsula; all the nations of the earth belong to it. 
If Spain's flag is lowered in Cuba and in the Philippine Islands 
and elsewhere, the Church remains. Her priests will not falter 
in their courage, and they will have greater liberty. In Cath
olic countries church and state have become so united that while 
good comes from it in some sense, evil also comes from it. The 
friendly hand of the state frequently goes too far and mingles il'l 
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things, which are not of the province of the state, and nowhere 
is the Catholic Church so much herself as when we proclaim 
"to Ca:sar the things that are Ca:sar's, but to God the things of 
God without call or intervention of Ca:s-ar." I am willing to 
say that when the Catholic Church shall stand in those distant 
islands on her mvn feet, with the power of her own arm, with 
the vigor of her own faith and of her own sacraments, she will 
be stronger than when Spain's banner was extended over her 
head, as it were, in protection. 

So as Catholics we do not fear. \Ve know that in other coun
tries the Church will not suffer. As Catholics in America we 
have the right to sing the Te Deum for America's victories. We 
have the right to look with joy to the new era of America's 
greatness opening before her, for we are her children; we yield 
to none in loyalty to America. As this war progresses there is 
not a battle on land or sea, we thank God for it, in which Catho
lic sailors and soldiers do not bare their breasts to the enemy in 
defence of America. The records show that in proportion to 
their numbers in population in America, in a very large number 
of States at least, Catholics have given more than their number 
in soldiers to the defence of America. It is but their duty, since 
they are loyal citizens, and I praise them not for it. Yes, as 
Catholics we have the right which comes from our citizenship, 
which comes from our loyalty, which comes from our deeds, to 
salute the American flag, to rejoice in her glory, and to wish her 
all the greatness and all the blessings in the future which the 
great God of nations holds in store for her. 


